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ABSTRACT 

 

The behaviour of consumers on the Internet is increasingly a focus of 

marketing research. In particular, consumers’ behaviour in online shopping, 
from adoption motivation to post-usage behaviour, has become a major focus 

of research in the field of marketing, especially within consumer behaviour. Yet 

it has been acknowledged that while aspects such as adoption and usage 

motivation are now better understood, there are many questions that remain 

unanswered, and this warrants continued research effort.  

In line with the above, this research addresses an issue in online consumer 

behaviour that is currently under researched and which relates to the role that 

the consumer’s regulatory focus trait plays in their manifested behaviour in 
online shopping. The research argues that it is important to understand the 

role of regulatory focus in online shopping because this psychological trait has 

been shown to affect other aspects of human behaviour such as in response to 

advertising, dieting and sports.  

Drawing upon research from consumer behaviour and the wider fields of 

marketing and psychology, this research proposes a number of hypotheses 

relating the consumer’s regulatory focus to her perception of online shopping, 
motivation for online shopping, and actual usage behaviour in a structural 

manner. The resulting structural equation model is then tested using empirical 

data obtained from 306 Internet shoppers in the United Kingdom.  

The results of the research confirm that regulatory focus has an influence on 

consumer behaviour in online shopping by affecting their perception, 

motivation and usage of online shopping. The research makes a unique 

contribution by demonstrating that regulatory focus is a valid and robust 

predictor of online shopping behaviour and behavioural outcomes, a 

conclusion which is relevant to both marketing research and marketing 

practice. Finally, the research identifies and recommends areas for future 

studies. 

 

Keywords: Internet shopping, e-commerce, e-business, e-retail, consumer 

behaviour, consumer psychology, regulatory focus, online shopping, process 

flow 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

I t  is commonly understood (Weinstein, 1987)  in market ing research that  

segmentat ion and profiling of consumers along psychological dim ensions not  only 

has merits for market ing st rategy but  is as essent ial for  any meaningful 

understanding of the consumer as is segmentat ion that  is t radit ionally based on 

physical and observable at t r ibutes like geographical locat ion, social status and 

demographics. The advent  of psychological segementat ion in m arket ing has been 

fundamental to the now well established field of consumer behaviour (Peter and 

Olsen, 2005;  Allenby et  al., 2006;  Carr illat  et  al., 2009) , and while consumer 

behaviour as a field is not  new, the amount  of interest  generated in this area of 

research has cont inued to r ise as organisat ions st r ive to gain compet it ive 

advantage through a bet ter understanding of the consumer ent ity. Thus the 

psychology of consumers as a parameter has become not  only a mainstay of 

market ing segmentat ion theory but  st raddles a wide range of disciplines, 

part icular ly socio-psychology and management  (Foxall and Goldsm ith, 1994;  

Gunter and Furnham, 1992) . Take the related discipline of advert ising as 

example. According to Werth and Foerster (2007)  the advert ising indust ry would 

love nothing bet ter than to be able to predict  and influence what  consumers pay 

at tent ion to, what  mot ivates them to make a purchase, or indeed what  prevents 

them from doing so. 

Market ing research and pract ice recognises the significance of understanding 

how people’s psychological t raits and or ientat ions affect  their  choices, especially 

choices regarding what  goods and services they consume, how they consume 

them and from  whom they source them. As early as the 17th century the first  

cases of psychographic profiling were reported with the use of designed 

experiments providing evidence for the existence of homogenous segments along 

psychological boundaries (Gunter and Furnham, 1992) ,  which provided a classic 

means for merchants to at t ract  and retain customers.  More recent ly the use of 
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discrete psychological dimensions to measure behaviour with relat ion to 

consumer response and behaviour towards market ing, advert ising and retail has 

become more common;  this pr imary focus on m icro individual cognit ive and 

affect ive var iables has resulted in a dom inance of cognit ive approaches to 

understanding how consumer puchase decisions are made (Bargh, 2002) . On the 

basis of categorisat ions such as personalit y t raits, mot ivat ion and learning 

theory, and decision making dynam ics, consumer behaviour ists have been able 

to profile consumers into homogeneous and unique segments (Evans et  al. ,  

1996) .  

However, while there is demonst ratable evidence that  exist ing behavioural 

segmentat ion and classificat ion works for market ing, new evidence which 

suggests that  other important  dimensions exist  for understanding consumer 

differences. As consumers become more sophist icated and innovat ion increases 

choice, explor ing these dimensions has become as essent ial to market ing as 

understanding the t radit ionally recognised bases for psychographic classificat ion 

and segmentat ion. This is because consumer behaviour has moved into new 

terr itor ies, result ing in new spheres and realms of influence.  

Of part icular impact  is the emergence and now ent renched domain of I nternet , 

and its associated act iv it ies like online retail, e-commerce and e-business. 

Therefore,  for the purpose of predict ing and influencing m odern consumer 

behaviour more accurately, new research that  takes into account  creat ive and 

novel approaches such as adaptat ion of affect ive, cognit ive and behavioural 

factors to understand consumer behaviour is part icular ly beneficial (Werth and 

Foerster, 2007) . 

I n recognit ion of this, several new theories have emerged or been adapted that  

at tempt  to capture hitherto unexamined combinat ions of psychological var iables 

affect ing consumer behaviour. Some of the more prom inent  theories are the 

theory of approach-avoidance (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974;  Donovan and 

Rossiter, 1982) , theory of planned behaviour and perceived behavioural cont rol 

(Ajzen, 1985, 1991) , the theory of self regulat ion resource (Faber and Vohs, 

2004)  and the regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997) . Although these theories 

are generally rooted in the fields of cognit ive and behavioural psychology, 

several instances of their applicat ion in consumer behaviour show that  they can 
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be successfully adapted to provide a bet ter understanding of consumers. This is 

good news, given the antecedents of psychological applicat ions in market ing and 

the current interest in understanding consumers’ pschological dimensions 

(Mooradian et  al. , 2008) .  

 The regulatory focus theory (RFT)  has previously shown st rong potent ial for  

classificat ion and predict ion of consumers and their  j udgment  and informat ion 

processing techniques (Florack et  al.,  2005)  because it  takes a collect ive look at  

key psychological components influencing consumer behaviour (Higgins, 2002) , 

by exam ining whether individuals are more influenced by an object ive to at tain 

advantage or by an object ive to avoid disadvantage. I n fact  RFT has even been 

shown to influence and affect  small group dynamics based on the regulatory 

focus composit ions of the groups (Florack and Hartmann, 2007) . Although it  has 

enjoyed increasing popular ity in consumer behaviour research since its 

establishment  ( for example Camacho et  al., 2003;  Werth and Foester, 2006;  

Wang and Lee, 2007)  the applicat ion of regulatory focus theory to the study of 

online consumer behaviour has only recent ly been explored, and has in fact  only 

been at tempted by as few as three recent studies:  van Noort  et  al (2008)  and 

van Noort  (2009)  assessed its impact  on online perceived r isk and decision 

making, and Trudel et  al. (2011)  evaluated its impact  on post -purchase 

sat isfact ion in online retail.   

But  does regulatory focus also affect  the consumer’s usage behaviour in online 

shopping? And if it  does, what  is the nature of this effect  – is it  sim ilar  to the 

manner in which regulatory focus generally affects behaviour in other consumer 

domains, or is there a uniqueness in its effect  on consumer behaviour in online 

shopping. Furthermore, how can any effect  and its nature be convincingly 

established and proved? 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 

The use of the I nternet  as a medium  for commercial interact ion between 

businesses and consumers has grown in significant  proport ions in the last  

decade, coinciding with the overall growth in the spread and use of the I nternet , 

as illust rated in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1 Internet growth (based on data from: internetworldstats.com) 

 

I t  would appear from  figure 1.1 that  key moments in the growth of the I nternet  

have coincided with the periods immediately after economic events. For example 

the dotcom bubble of the late 1990s was followed by st rong growth in I nternet  

use between 2001 and 2003, and the financial cr isis of late 2007 appears to have 

been followed by a spike in I nternet  use, especially as a percentage of the wor ld 

populat ion. This shows that  economic uncertainty appears to have had a posit ive 

effect on the Internet, perhaps as a result of consumers’ search for bet ter 

solut ions to sat isfy needs. 

I n this background to the research, init ial insights are provided into the extant  

research and literature on the subject , culm inat ing in the der ivat ion of the aim  

and object ives of the research. This background is essent ial because it  is 

indicat ive of the extent  of the research problem, and also provides clues about  
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the extent  of the cr it ical review required to establish the research quest ions and 

hypotheses. 

As far back as 1999, Donthu and Garcia (1999)  concluded that  the I nternet  had 

become an integral part  of how consumers shopped for and purchased various 

goods and services. Through a computer-mediated environment , retailers,  

advert isers and marketers were successful in at t ract ing exponent ial growth in 

online shopping due to the prom ises of lower search and purchase costs, 

convenience, greater choice and extensive availabilit y of product / service related 

informat ion (Janssen and Moraga, 2000) . I n tandem with the growing use of the 

I nternet  as a shopping medium by consumers, there was also witnessed (Lim  

and Dubinsky, 2004)  a substant ially increasing interest  in elect ronic commerce 

research, part icular ly with regards to I nternet  shopping at t r ibutes. This is 

because academics and researchers realised early on that  it  was not  enough to 

simply t ransfer findings from other domains of market ing and consumer 

behaviour to explain human engagement  with the I nternet  – the I nternet  

represented a unique innovat ion and ut ilising the I nternet  for commerce and 

commercial exchange const ituted a unique phenomenon that  required domain-

specific research to understand. Ear lier examples focused on acceptance and 

adopt ion mot ivat ions, including e-store characteristics as predictors of shoppers’ 

intent ions (Shim  et  al., 2001) , the use of decision aids (Haubl and Trifts, 2000) , 

expected sat isfact ion (Szymansky and Hise, 2000)  and shopping 

or ientat ions/ mot ivat ions (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 2001) . But  while init ial research 

was predominated by quest ions about  adopt ion and acceptance mot ivat ions and 

predict ions of intent ions, it  was acknowledged from the outset  that  the use of the 

I nternet  by consumers could be broadly represented as a three-dimensional 

phenomenon (Cheung et  al., 2003) . The first  dimension was adopt ion (with its 

associated factors like mot ivat ions, dr ivers, percept ions, intent ions) ;  the second 

dimension was actual usage post -adopt ion (with its at tendant  factors like 

cont rol/  impulsiv ity, loyalty/ var iety, and task/ process or ientat ion) ;  and the final 

dimension was evaluat ion post -usage (with its at tendant  factors of confirmat ion, 

sat isfact ion, and cont inuance) . On the basis of this, Cheung et  al. (2003)  

proposed the base model of intent ion, adopt ion and cont inuance (MIAC) . 
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Consequent ly, from recent  literature, it  would appear that  the focus has shifted 

from the first  dimension of adopt ion to the second dimension of usage behaviour, 

and in some extent , to the third dimension of post -usage evaluat ion.  For 

example, Gauzente (2010)  exam ines the behaviour of consumers with respect  to 

online market ing in the form of clicks on sponsored advert ising and concludes 

that  there is a relationship between this behaviour and the consumers’ profile in 

the form of prior at t itudes and knowledge of the advert iser. Egeln and Joseph 

(2012)  have studied behaviour in online shopping by exam ining the behaviour of 

shopping cart  abandonment  and concluded that  the behaviour appeared to be 

non-uniform across consumers and was in part  accounted for by the factors of 

perceived r isk and decision making style of the consumer. Fagerst rom and 

Ghinea (2011)  have focused on purchase behaviour in the presence of f inal pr ice 

and recommendat ions informat ion, while Park et  al. (2011)  have examined 

specific behaviour in relat ion to product  at t r ibutes, browsing and impulsiv ity, 

concluding that  product  specific at t r ibutes in websites encourage consumer 

browsing behaviour. Finally, in recognising the importance of individual and 

personality differences in the behaviours discussed above, it  has been argued 

that  far too lit t le at tent ion has thus far been paid to behavioural t raits and their  

relat ionships to online shopping behaviour. Tsao and Chang (2010)  state that  a 

person’s value and preference are often reflected in their personality trait, as a 

result  of which personality t raits and psychological states influence the format ion 

of a consumer’s purchase behaviour and it s variability with that  of other people;  

therefore, personalit y t raits are to some degree, useful in explaining an 

individual’s consumption behaviour and purchase decisions. Hence, Tsao and 

Chang (2010)  and Sahney et  al. (2010)  ut ilised the five- factor personality model 

of Costa and McCrae (as described in Costa et  al., 1991)  to evaluate online 

shopping in respect  of hedonic and ut ilitar ian mot ivat ions. But  both studies were 

inconclusive in their analysis about  how these personality var iables impacted on 

actual online usage behaviour. Furthermore, Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  and 

Jayawardhena et  al.  (2007)  argue that  with respect  to psycho-cognit ive and 

personality t raits influences on online shopping, there are as yet  many var iables 

and prem ises that  have not  been evaluated. I n fact , Bosnjak et  al., (2007)  

ident ify only four studies that  have used personality related correlates to 

evaluate or explain online consumer behaviour.  
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One personality-based t rait  that  has enjoyed recent  popular ity and success in 

predict ing behaviour in var ious contexts is regulatory focus (RF) , as defined in 

the regulatory focus theory (RFT)  of Higgins et  al.  (1997) . According to this 

theory, different  psychological profiles exist  in individuals which have a direct  

effect  on how they approach goals and object ives:  some individulas have a 

higher need for at tainment  of posit ive outcomes, thereby direct ing their at tent ion 

to the maxim isat ion of gains;  other people have a higher need for protect ion 

against  the occurance of unpleasant  states and the avoidance of negat ive 

consequences, thereby direct ing their at tent ion to the m inim isat ion of losses. 

This different iation on the basis of individuals’ regulatory focus has been utilised 

in extant  literature to describe and explain differences in behaviour, especially in 

explaining perceived r isk and related aspects of cognit ive behaviour such as 

decision-making and evaluat ion (Forster et  al., 2003;  Zhou and Pham, 2004) , 

repurchase decisions (Louro et  al., 2005)  and response to persuasion and 

advert ising (Chernev, 2004;  Pham and Avnet , 2004) . Although, these factors 

may also be important in consumers’ participation in online shopping, the 

regulatory focus theory has, unt il more recent ly, been ignored in the study of 

consumers engagement  with online shopping. This is surpr ising consider ing it  has 

been shown to be versat ile, parsimonious and relat ively successful in explaining 

behaviour in other contexts. As ment ioned in the int roduct ion, a few studies have 

now examined the effects of RF on some  aspects of online shopping, including  

perceived r isk  and persuasiveness of safety cues (van Noort  et  al.,  2008;  van 

Noort , 2009)  and concluded that  consumers differed in their percept ion of online 

shopping r isk and related behaviours according to whether they were promot ion 

focused or prevent ion focused in their personality. 

This research progresses the body of knowledge by exam ining the nature of the 

effect  of regulatory focus on consumer behaviour in online shopping. I t  is a first  

of its k ind, ut ilising a st ructural equat ion modelling approach to model regulatory 

focus as a high-order const ruct  to define a linear relat ionship between regulatory 

focus, two mediator variables  and actual usage behaviour in online shopping. As 

a result , the research does not  simply address the relat ionship between 

regulatory focus and an aspect  of online shopping, but  integrates the key 

dimensions in a holist ic model of online shopping engagement , ut ilising a 

modificat ion of the original base model proposal by Cheung et  al. (2003) .  
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1.2 RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim  of this research is to develop and test  a conceptual framework that  

integrates all key dimensions of online shopping and explains the influence of a 

consumers’ regulatory focus on (1) the online shopping adoption- level var iables 

of percept ion and mot ivat ion;  and (2)  actual online shopping usage behaviour. I n 

addit ion, the research aims to examine the said relat ionship in a simultaneous 

model based on a st ructural equat ion modelling (SEM)  technique which 

represents a unique approach to the problem.  I n order to achieve its aims, the 

research had specific object ives as follows:  

I . To review the literature on consumer behaviour in online shopping in order 

to clar ify the exist ing knowledge gaps. 

I I . To develop a framework and derive a st ructural model of consumer 

behaviour in online shopping based on the effects of regulatory focus, 

percept ion and mot ivat ion. 

I I I . To const ruct  quant itat ive measures for the purpose of measuring the 

relat ionships proposed and developed in object ive I I . 

I V. To test  the regulatory focus model of online consumer behaviour using 

st ructural equat ion m odelling techniques to est imate and ver ify empir ically 

sourced data. 

V. To raise pract ical and theoret ical implicat ions for the results of the 

empir ical work in object ive I V. 

VI . To suggest  guidelines and recommendat ions for market ing pract ice in 

relat ion to online retail st rategy and implementat ion 

VI I . To suggest  areas for future research, as appropriate. 

 

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

The purpose of this research is to cont r ibute to the body of knowledge on 

consumer behaviour by providing a description and explanation of consumers’ 

online shopping behaviour through an assessment  of the effect  of regulatory 

focus on their percept ion, mot ivat ion and usage, and to do this by drawing upon 

the wider fields of consumer psychology, I nternet  research, and market ing with 

the aid of the st ructural equat ion modelling technique. 
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1.3.1 Rationale 

I n general, ident ify ing and explaining consumer characterist ics have been 

underpinnings of t radit ional market ing pract ice. These, along with segmentat ion, 

are the most  important  bases upon which market ing pract ice engage with 

consumers. Therefore, knowing why and how different  consumers use the 

I nternet  and which at t r ibutes influence them the most  may provide researchers 

and pract it ioners with valuable insights into what  factors inform consumer 

choices online. Consistent  with this reasoning, this research is relevant  and 

t imely as it  provides a new perspect ive for understanding differences in 

consumers’ online risk perception, avoidance, loyalty and dependency (Tsai and 

Huang, 2009) , their need for cont rol (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 2001) , their use of 

third-party reassurances (Williams and Grimes, 2010) , and their affect  ( i.e. 

feelings and emot ions)  toward the medium (Bosnjak et  al., 2007;  I sen et  al. ,  

1991) . Furthermore, as an emergent  field, the study of I nternet  and consumer 

behaviour has benefited from the ut ilisat ion of concepts and frameworks from  

t radit ional psychology and other market ing domains (Jayawardhena et  al. ,  

2007) . Turban et  al.  (2006)  state that  the purpose of a consumer behaviour 

model is to help vendors understand how a consumer makes a purchasing 

decision, because if a firm  understands the decision making process of the 

consumer, it may be able to influence the buyer’s decision, for example through 

appropriate advert ising and promot ion. This study cont inues this t radit ion and 

extends knowledge in the field by integrat ing regulatory focus as an important  

psychological concept into the representation of consumers’ online shopping 

involvement .  

 

1.4 INITIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

I nit ial background reading revealed a number of quest ions relat ing to the 

I nternet  as a medium for consumer act ivity in the area of online shopping. 

Specific quest ions related to areas that  appeared to have been under researched 

or hardly researched. These quest ions cont ributed to the init ial formulat ion of the 

research problem, and although they were refined and rephrased in the course of 

the literature review in Chapter Two, it  is necessary to present  them here in their  
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original form , to show how they provided just if icat ion for the progression of this 

research. 

1.  Question:  Does regulatory focus have any effect on consumers’ behaviour 

in online shopping? 

2.  Question: Is there any relationship between regulatory focus and the 

perception that a consumer holds about online shopping in terms of its 

potential risks and potential benefits? 

3.  Question: Is there any relationship between regulatory focus and the 

motivation for a consumer’s adoption and usage of online shopping in 

terms of its associated hedonic and utilitarian values? 

4.  Question:  What is the nature of the relationship between the initial 

adoption factors (perception and motivation) and actual online shopping 

usage behaviour? 

5.  Question:  Is there a relationship between consumers’ regulatory focus 

and their actual shopping behaviour online? 

6.  Question: What is the nature of any relationship between regulatory focus 

and actual online shopping usage behaviour? 

 

1.5 RESEARCH APPROACH AND DESIGN 

This sect ion provides an overview of the research design and approach, including 

the methodology, which are described in detail in Chapter Three. I t  is necessary 

to int roduce the reader to the design of the research at  this stage in order to 

provide a clear basis for understanding the overall thesis. After careful 

considerat ions about  philosophy and methodological paradigm s, a quant itat ive 

design ut ilising a number of well-established methodologies and techniques was 

decided upon. An online survey method was ident if ied as most  appropriate and 

cost -efficient  for  the purpose of gather ing empir ical data, given a descript ive 

focus of the research. A quest ionnaire was developed in which most ly pretested 

items from the literature were used based on their suitabilit y and pre-validat ion 

in other studies. I n some cases, new items were generated or modificat ions were 

made to pre-exist ing measures. The full quest ionnaire is presented in Appendix 

9. After successfully test ing the quest ionnaire, an online-based final version was 
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act ivated and invitat ions were sent  out  by surface mail to households in the UK 

request ing the householder to visit  a link and complete the online quest ionnaire. 

Households were randomly selected using a st rat if ied and systemat ic random 

select ion from the UK 2001 populat ion census (Supergroup)  classificat ion scheme 

(ONS, 2005) , in order to generate data that  was suitable for stat ist ical analysis 

using the technique adopted in this research. Finally, the data collected was 

subjected to robust  analysis using descript ive tools and est imat ions with 

st ructural equat ion analysis. The use of st ructural equat ion modelling in this 

research was part icularly appropr iate because of the confirmatory object ives set  

out  in the research, and because this technique provided capabilit y for  

undertaking robust  analysis of the research model and hypotheses. 

At  the end of the survey, 306 useful responses were received ( represent ing a 

15%  response rate) , and although it  would have been helpful to obtain more 

responses, it  was not  logist ically possible to at tempt  this because of the costs 

involved, and the considerat ion that  a m inimum sample of 120 cases is required 

to successfully undertake st ructural equat ion analysis (Garver and Mentzer, 

1999) . Furthermore, other studies of this nature have successfully ut ilised sim ilar  

numbers and rates of responses:  Fagerst rom and Ghinea (2011)  ut ilised 268 

responses;  Gauzente (2010)  ut ilised 272 responses;  and Bridges and Florsheim  

(2008)  ut ilised 337 responses. 

1.5.1 Research Setting 

The research was conducted in the United Kingdom (UK) , with the unit  of 

analysis based on individuals targeted on the basis of randomly selected 

households. The United Kingdom is an im portant  player in the I nternet  domain, 

with recent  research showing that  the use of I nternet  in general, as well as its 

use specifically for  retail purposes, has witnessed some of the highest  growth for  

any country in the world (Kuchler , 2012) . Report ing in the Financial Times, 

Kuchler (2012)  provided evidence to the fact  that  the UK represents the fastest  

growing market  for I nternet  based commerce among the Group of 20 nat ions, 

with this t rend set  to cont inue into the foreseeable future. According to this 

report, the UK’s digital economy grew at a rate of 10.9 per cent a year, 

outpacing South Korea and China as the fastest  growing I nternet  economy for 

the period. I nternet  commerce cont r ibuted £121bn (or 8.3 per cent  of GDP)  to 
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the UK economy in 2010 and was set  to r ise to £225bn by 2016. The report  

states that :  

“British shoppers make 13.5 per cent of their purchases online, higher 

than 7.1 per cent in Germany, 5 per cent in the US and 6.6 per cent in the 

world’s most wired nation -South Korea. Even more customers choose to 

research online and buy in store.” 

Therefore, any I nternet  commerce related research conducted within this set t ing 

has the potent ial to provide insights for  understanding the subject  in other 

economies of the world. I t  is acknowledged that  some idiosyncrasies will exist  in 

how consumers approach their engagement  with I nternet  commerce on the basis 

of social, cultural and economic differences. Nevertheless, the set t ing in which 

this research was conducted will provide a useful basis for understanding the 

issues, as well as for future research custom isable to other set t ings. 

 

1.6 INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS 

From the init ial review of the literature, as presented in Chapter Two , this 

research assumed that  regulatory focus is a t rait  var iable, as opposed to its 

somet imes const rued meaning as a situat ional var iable. On the basis of this 

assumpt ion, individuals may occasionally show deviat ions to their regulatory 

focus disposit ion, and are capable of learning to adapt  as a result  of exper ience 

and fam iliar ity, but  will nevertheless always predispose to a part icular way of 

perceiving and act ing, consistent  with their regulatory focus. This means that  in 

the case of online shopping, the findings in this research may be more relevant  

to situat ions in which consumers are new to shopping online, to a part icular  

retailer or  web provider, or to a context , but  are nevertheless applicable in all 

contexts of consumer behaviour online. 

Another init ial assumpt ion of the research relates to the technique of st ructural 

equat ion modelling and model specificat ion. Although a model is der ived on the 

basis of the literature reviewed herein, and subsequent ly tested and accepted, it  

is assumed that  other equally valid models may provide alternat ive explanat ion 

for the data collected. This is one shortcom ing of stat ist ical modelling, especially 
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when using the SEM approach. However, it  is for this reason that  a model 

derived for SEM est imat ion must  f irst  be r igorously evaluated for its theoret ical 

underpinnings – in other words, such a model is confirmatory to a set  of der ived 

hypotheses, and must  be specified from a well developed theoret ical base.  

Finally, the research proceeds on the assumpt ion that  consumer behaviour within 

the UK set t ing in which the research was conducted is homogenous with 

consumer behaviour in other parts of the world with sim ilar economic and social-

demographic characterist ics, and that  the research respondents were 

heterogeneous units of decision making, act ing upon their own init iat ive and 

therefore responding to the research on an individual basis.  

 

1.7 CONTRIBUTION AND ORIGINALITY 

As discussed above, the research in online consumer behaviour is predominated 

by adopt ion-stage issues, although recent  research appears to be focusing more 

on actual usage behaviour. However, there is no apparent  em pir ically validated 

model that  integrates the three dimensions of adopt ion, usage and evaluat ion. I n 

addit ion, although some personalit y t rait  var iables have been explored in 

studying online shopping, regulatory focus, a robust  and tested t rait  var iable, has 

been surprisingly ignored, having been tested only by a couple of research 

studies, with inconclusive outcomes. This study proposes an integrated model of 

online shopping dim ensions, develops a framework in which the influence of 

regulatory focus on these dimensions is clearly specified and empir ically tested, 

and includes the mediating effects that consumers’ perception and motivation 

have on their actual online shopping usage behaviour. I n addit ion to the 

conceptual cont ribut ion, this study is also the first  to use a robust  st ructural 

equat ion modelling and est im at ion technique to test  these proposit ions in a 

simultaneously est im ated model, thereby making an addit ional cont r ibut ion in 

the form of methodology and technique. 
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1.8 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis reports on all aspects of the research carr ied out  in this study and 

contains five chapters, each with several sect ions and subheadings. The thesis is 

designed to support  a confirmatory st ructural equat ion modelling approach, as 

illust rated in figure 1.2.  

Figure 1.2: Structure of the thesis 

 

Chapter One provides a general int roduct ion to the research which covers an 

int roduct ion and background to the study, the aims and object ives of the 

research, the rat ionale for the research and the init ial quest ions and 

assumpt ions.  

Chapter Two provides a review and synthesis of the literature and covers the 

foundat ions for the research framework;  in addit ion, this chapter lays out  the 

arguments for the research, ident ify ing themes and refining research quest ions, 

deriv ing a research model and proffer ing a number of research hypotheses based 

on this model.  
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Chapter Three provides details about  the empir ical f ield work, including the 

sampling techniques, design and test ing of quest ionnaire inst rument , survey 

research implementat ion and overall data gathering. The chapter also discusses 

st ructural equat ion m odelling in detail,  for  the purpose of providing a pr imer to 

the reader on the technique and its applicat ion in this research. 

 I n Chapter Four, the results of the survey are analysed. Details of how the data 

is tested for quality and fidelity are given, as well as providing a descript ive 

overview of the results. The chapter also provides a detailed analysis of the 

research data, using st ructural equat ion modelling to simultaneously est imate 

the fit  of data to the research model, and hypothet ical proposit ions. First , the 

measurement  model is tested to confirm  that  the inst rument  used was suitable, 

and the data collected was fit  for the purpose of the research;  thereafter, the 

st ructural model was est imated, to test  for the relat ionships between variables, 

as specified in the research model.  

Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the research results, exam ines the 

implicat ions on market ing theory and pract ice, and concludes the research by 

making recommendat ions for practice and future research.” 

 

1.9 GLOSSARY OF USE: TERMS, ABBREVIATIONS, FIGURES AND TABLES 

This sect ion serves two purposes:  it  provides a glossary of abbreviat ions and at  

the same t ime serves to explain the usage of key term inologies in this research. 

 Ad, advertisement, advert. These terms are used interchangeably to 

refer to the advert isement  form of market  communicat ion. 

 e-, Internet, online. The terms I nternet  and online and the prefix  e-  are 

used interchangeably in this research to refer to act iv ity ( for example 

shopping)  which occurs via the medium  of, and is facilitated by, the 

elect ronic exchange and processing of informat ion on the World Wide Web. 

 SEM, structural equation modelling, structural equation model. The 

abbreviat ion SEM is used interchangeably to refer to the terms st ructural 

equat ion modelling and st ructural equat ion model(s) , respect ively:  a 
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methodology for analysing factor ial and variable st ructures, and the model 

which serves as a visual representat ion of these st ructures. 

 Her and him. The gender terms “her” and “him” are used interchangeably 

without  preference in this research to refer to the individual consumer. 

 RF:  refers to regulatory focus. 

 RFT:  refers to regulatory focus theory, also referred to as the theory of 

regulatory focus. 

 ROM:  refers to consumers’ response to online market ing. 

 RR:  refers to consumers’ use of r isk relievers. 

 SCA:  refers to the concept  of shopping cart  abandonment . 

 OS:  refers to online shopping, also referred to as I nternet  shopping and e-

shopping. 

 OSP: refers to consumers’ online shopping perception. 

 OSM: refers to consumers’ motivation to shop online, or online shopping 

mot ivat ion. 

 OSB: refers to consumers’ online shopping behaviour. 

 REFCOS:  refers to the regulatory focus conceptualisat ion of online 

shopping, a model for describing consumer behaviour in online shopping 

based on their regulatory focus or ientat ion. 

 Figures and Tables:  all f igures and tables contained in this thesis were 

generated by the author, unless otherwise stated. 

 

1.10 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter serves as a general int roduct ion to the research documented in this 

thesis. I t  sets the scene for the full thesis by providing a background to the 

research, fram ing the init ial research quest ions, descr ibing the aim  and 

object ives and explaining the purpose, relevance and cont ribut ion of the 

research. Beginning with Chapter Two, this thesis provides a detailed report ing of 

the research study which was undertaken in fulf ilment  of the requirements for 

the award of the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)  in market ing. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF 

RESEARCH MODEL 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

I n Chapter One, the dissertat ion topic was int roduced and a general background 

provided, using relevant  literature and previous research to build a case for the 

importance of this research. The research rat ionale and relevance were also 

int roduced, and the aims and object ives of the research were ident if ied. One of 

the stated object ives was to conduct  a thorough and comprehensive review of 

exist ing literature relevant  to the themes of this research. Hence in this chapter, 

a review of the literature is presented detailing the theor ies, concepts and 

previous findings relating to consumers’ behaviour in general as well as their 

behaviour in relat ion to the use of the I nternet  as a domain for shopping and 

retail. The object ive of this review is two- fold:  on the one hand, this review 

at tempts to take stock of the or iginat ing ideas, pr inciples and approaches of 

consumer behaviour and to provide a detailed overview of relevant  concepts, 

models and theories in consumer behaviour;  on the other hand the review aims 

to cr it ically appraise the literature on the antecedents of consumer behaviour in 

online shopping, draw upon the extant  literature in consumer psychology, 

market ing theory and I nternet  retail pract ice to clar ify the knowledge gap in the 

current  understanding of the subject  mat ter, and propose a research model and 

hypotheses for subsequent  test ing.  

The literature review is divided into four main parts as follows:  

 The first  part  of the review exam ines the relat ionship between psychology 

and market ing, commencing with a historical overview of the emergence 

of consumer behaviour as an important  discipline in market ing. This 

section’s importance to this research is that it places the current research 

in perspect ive and provides the context  in which the overall research 

exercise was carr ied out . I t  is important  that  the reader should understand 

the psychological backgrounds of consumer behaviour and their interact ion 
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with market ing in order that  they may bet ter appreciate the manner in 

which the research was carr ied out , analysed and interpreted. 

 I n the second part , this link between psychology and market ing is further 

developed to explore relevant  consumer behaviour theories, with specific 

emphasis on the Regulatory Focus Theory and its antecedents. 

 The concept  of the I nternet  is int roduced in the third part  of the literature 

review, where the discussion is also developed to encompass the use of 

the I nternet  as a means to commercial mediat ion and communicat ion, and 

specifically its use as a retailing and shopping medium within the United 

Kingdom.  

 Finally the review provides a synthesis of the concepts int roduced in the 

preceding parts, showing how those consumer concepts discussed affect  

market ing outcomes, specifically focusing on the I nternet  market  and 

retail domain. From this synthesis, the research hypotheses are drawn, 

and a research model is specified following the deduct ive-confirmatory 

t radit ion of st ructural equat ion modelling.  

 

Figure 2.1: Structure of the literature review based on interactions between research fields 

Marketing Background Psychology Background

Hypotheses on 
Online Shopping Behaviour

Internet Technology Regulatory Focus

Consumer Behaviour
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The st ructure of the literature review is represented in figure 2.1 which reflects 

the interact ions that  are reviewed, and from which the research proposit ions and 

hypotheses are drawn. 

 

2.1  THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MARKETING BACKGROUNDS OF 

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 

The emergence of consumer behaviour as a market ing field of study can be 

t raced to as far back as the end of the Second World War, and more part icular ly 

from about  the period between 1950s and 1970s, when business managers 

began to realize that  it  was no longer viable for them to at tempt to sell j ust  what  

their factory happened to produce, and liberal market  economic ideas became 

ent renched in Western-style economies with the realisat ion that  to survive was 

to produce and offer what  the consumer dictated (Markin, 1970;  Jenkins, 1972;  

Wright , 2006) . I t  became apparent  that  any organizat ion which wanted to stay in 

business had to make an effort  to know its market  and determ ine, as well as 

provide, what  its actual and potent ial customers wanted (Jenkins, 1972) . Pr ior to 

this, t radit ional market ing theory had sought  to explain the consumpt ion act iv ity 

using the simple ut ility theory of economics. According to Kassarj ian and 

Robertson (1981, pp. xiv) this theory postulates that “at all times a rational 

consumer works toward one goal – the maxim izat ion of utility.” This behaviour is 

summarized by the following equat ion:                    

This means that  consumers will buy those quant it ies of products given that  

marginal ut ility (MU)  or addit ional sat isfact ion from consuming one more unit  per 

pound’s worth (P)  of any one product  (χ)  equalled the addit ional sat isfact ion 

gained from consuming one more addit ional unit  of any other product  (y,n) , for a 

specified per iod of t ime. This model assumes that  consumers derive sat isfact ion 

from consumpt ion and that  they seek to maxim ize this within their  income 

lim itat ions in relat ion to a given set  of pr ices. Secondly, consum ers are assumed 

to act  rat ionally in self- interest , and to be able to judge their tastes and 

preferences for all products under considerat ion. However, Kassarj ian and 
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Robertson (1981)  state that  the m icro-economic model, though useful, fell short  

of sat isfactor ily explaining consumer behaviour because it  did not  take into 

account  other factors affect ing consumer decisions. Furthermore, some 

assumpt ions of the model were not  beyond dispute:  does the consumer t ruly 

seek to maxim ize sat isfact ion? After all, exist ing research on individual decision 

making had pointed to behaviour that  sought  sat isfactory alternat ives rather 

than opt imal alternat ives. Rat ionality too could not  be ent irely defined and 

appeared to be relat ive to the individual and product  rather than absolute:  

“consumers are not always sensitive to price or knowledgeable about them; they 

may even buy the more expensive of two items under the assumption that a 

price-quality relationship exists.” 

According to Schiffman and Kanuk (1994) , marketers had not iced that  

consumers did not  always act  or react  according to predict ions by market ing 

theory, with preferences constant ly changing. To keep pace with these changes, 

marketers began taking interest  in understanding what  the consumer wanted 

and predict ing what  they would buy. This resulted in the init ial segmentat ion, 

with the phrases “customer behaviour” and “consumer behaviour” describing the 

consumer act ions, thought  processes and general psychology as understood by 

businesses. The focus on consumer or iented approach in business resulted in a 

shift  from t radit ional approaches of market ing following clear ly definable stages 

which can be t raced to the post -1945 period (Gunter and Furnham, 1992) :  

1.  Mass market ing:  the seller mass produced, mass dist r ibuted and promoted 

one product  to all buyers, rely ing on the economies of scale to turn a 

profit .  

2.  Product  different iated market ing:  at  this stage, the seller began to produce 

a m ix of products that  exhibited different  styles and features, but  were st ill 

dist r ibuted and marketed following a mass-market  philosophy. 

3.  Target  market ing:  the emergence of consumer behaviour awareness led to 

the stage of target  m arket ing, where the seller dist inguished many market  

segments, target ing relevant  segments with appropr iate product  and 

market ing m ixes. 

The history of consumer behaviour indicates that  as the discipline grew in 

popular ity, the social psychological approach became common because it  took 
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into account  the diverse approaches to the study of the role of the consumer in 

market ing;  it  involved the bringing together of the two dist inct  disciplines of 

marketing and psychology. Indeed, Hoyer and McInnis’s (1997) model of 

consumer behaviour exhibits the psychological foundat ions upon which 

market ing explanat ions of consumer behaviour or iginated. I t  shows that  there is 

a psychological core to consumer behaviour.  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Hoyer-McInnis’ model of consumer behaviour (source: Hoyer and McInnis, 1997) 

 

This psychological core describes and explains internal consumer processes 

which are the foundat ions upon which decision outcomes are based. I n addit ion 

to the psychological core, there are three other domains that  encompass 

consumer behaviour: the decision making process, the consumer’s culture and 

the behavioural outcomes (Figure 2.2) .  
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The psychological foundat ions as proposed by Hoyer-McI nnis provide a rat ional 

basis for building and advancing theories of consumer behaviour, as applicable in 

this research. I ndeed, it  is upon the basis of such foundat ions that  a framework 

for understanding how consumers engage with online shopping can be advanced. 

However, there was no unanimous init ial agreement  as to the exact  nature of 

consumer behaviour (was it  an economics, sociology or psychology sub-

discipline?)  and whether it  could be considered a discipline in its own r ight .  

This uncertainty had earlier led Sommer and Kernan (1970)  to argue that  the 

considerat ion of consumer behaviour as a discipline or sub-discipline was a 

mat ter of perspect ive, but  that  the more important  issue was the realisat ion that  

understanding humans as consumers ult im ately led to a bet ter understanding of 

behaviour. A conclusion that  can be derived early on in this research is therefore 

that  in order to claim  any credible understanding of behaviour exhibited by 

consumers, one must  seek to understand the consumers themselves, and 

specifically their  psychology. Following from this prem ise, some early theor ists 

began to view consumer behaviour in terms of consumer psychology. For 

example, Katona (1967)  argued that  consumer behaviour as a discipline could be 

summarized into three main purpose funct ions (pp. 23) :  

1.  The purpose of consumer psychology is the acquisit ion of knowledge for  

the sake of understanding and predict ing important  aspects of real- life 

behaviour. 

2.  Consumer psychology cont ributes to the development  of a theory of social 

act ion, consist ing of the never-ending process of test ing and reformulat ing 

hypotheses. 

3.  Consumer psychology is policy or iented and pract ical, in the sense that  

nothing is more pract ical than good theory.  

However, consumer behaviour did not  or iginate from the field of psychology 

alone. An important  aspect  of the format ive age of consumer behaviour was the 

var iety of theoret ical alternat ives from which it  could be studied and applied. To 

appreciate the new field of consumer behaviour, the market ing pract it ioner 

needed to become an interdisciplinar ian, int roducing into market ing those 

theoret ical considerat ions, exper imental techniques, and empir ical results from 
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the disciplines of anthropology, sociology and psychology that  help to provide 

increased understanding of consumer behaviour (Br it t , 1966) .  

As an example of this mult idisciplinary approach, Kot ler (1965)  ident if ied and 

summarised the five models of behaviour that  were commonly applied to the 

study of consumers:  (1)  The Marshallian model, which st ressed economic 

rat ionality;  (2)  the Pavlovian model, focusing on learning;  (3)  the Freudian 

model which emphasized psycho-analyt ic mot ivat ions;  (4)  the Veblenian model, 

which deals with social-psychological factors;  and (5)  the Hobbesian model, 

dealing with organisat ional factors. This mult idisciplinary t radit ion has formed the 

basis for the development  of consumer behaviour, and cont inues today as 

reflected in the very manner in which modern consumer behaviourists define the 

subject  (cf. Wright , 2006;  Solomon et  al., 2013) . This research follows in the 

above t radit ion as it  draws upon several inter- related concept ions and fields of 

knowledge to progress the understanding of consumers and their  behaviour.  

 

2.2  DEVELOPMENT OF THEORIES OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 

Foxall (1990)  states that  the most  widely accepted and influent ial models of 

consumer behaviour have emerged largely from cognit ive psychology which in 

itself has assumed a dom inant  paradigm for psychological research. However, 

according to Markin (1970) , theor ies of consumer behaviour relied upon concepts 

developed in the var ious fields of the social sciences -  economics, psychology 

and sociology – as explained below:  

As a result  of these diverse approaches to the understanding and appreciat ion of 

consumers’ purchasing behaviour, several models emerged which sought  to 

describe and explain consumer behaviour. Perhaps in ear ly recognit ion of the 

interdependency of approaches, Howard and Sheth (1969)  produced what  is 

viewed as an integrated base model of buyer behaviour based on derivat ions of 

concepts from the above disciplines, illustrating “the use of unobservables, 

representing intervening variables and hypothetical constructs, to account for 

observed consumer choice” (Foxall, 1990, pp. 10). The Howard-Sheth theory of 

buyer behaviour comprises of four sets of var iables, namely, inputs, perceptual 
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const ructs, learning const ructs and outputs. A summarized descript ion of this 

theory is provided by Foxall (1990, pp. 10)  as follows:  

“Three types of input among the commercial and social stimuli that impact 

upon consumers: significative inputs include quality, price, distinctiveness, 

service, and availability as they influence the consumer directly through 

the brand’s attributes; symbolic inputs, which derive from the same 

factors as they are portrayed in the mass media and by sales people, and 

which influence the consumer indirectly; and social inputs – including 

family, reference groups, and social class. These stimuli impinge upon the 

consumer’s perceptual field to produce stimulus ambiguity (feelings of 

dissonance and uncertainty that can be reduced by a search for further 

information) and perceptual bias (the results of the consumer fitting the 

newly available information into his or her existing mental state).  The 

learning process leads to a determination of the degree of confidence the 

consumer places on a particular brand, the results being largely influenced 

by motives, attitudes and comprehension. The extent to which the 

consumer is satisfied with the purchase feeds back as modifying 

information that affects attitudes, confidence, purchase intentions and 

subsequent activity.”  

However, the Howard-Sheth Model for describing consumer behaviour (Figure 

2.3) , considered as belonging to an informat ion processing school of thought ,  

has been cr it icised because of the untestability of many of its proposit ions 

(Foxall, 1990)  and also because of its high level of abst ract ion, result ing in lack 

of correspondence with, and poor predictability of, actual consumer behaviour 

(Tuck, 1976, in:  Foxall, 1990) . But  in spite of these cr it icisms, there are many 

good reasons for the st rength of a comprehensive model such as the Howard-

Sheth model which inculcates informat ion processing and cognit ive pr inciples. 

This is because a cognit ive approach uses consumers’ descriptions of their 

experiences in terms of at t itudes, wants, needs and mot ives to ensure that  an 

explanat ion proceeds in the same terms as the descript ion of what  is explained. 

I n this research, some elements of the Howard-Sheth comprehensive model are 

evident , in general encompassed in the influence of consumer mot ivat ion and 

percept ion as discussed subsequent ly. 
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Figure 2.3: Howard-Sheth Model of Buyer Behaviour (source: Foxall, 1990) 

 

Other early models that  sought  to define and describe consumer behaviour were 

Engel et  al. ’s (1968)  model ( in Simonson et  al. , 2001) , the Nicosia (1966)  model,  

Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) and Rosenberg’s (1956) attribute-preference based 

models. While the Nicosia model is sim ilar  to the Howard-Sheth model because 

of its buyer behaviour approach, Lehman (1972) states that Fishbein’s and 

Rosenberg’s models described perceptual mapping and are focused on the 

explanat ion of individual preferences.  

These early models were cr it icized for at tempt ing to capture the complexit y of 

consumer behaviour in one comprehensive and grand model, and as a result  the 

emphasis on grand theories declined dur ing the 1980s (Simonson et  al., 2001) . 

The preferred approach of parsimonious and readily testable models that  

emerged subsequent ly cont inues to date, and is the philosophy underpinning the 

modelling approach in this research. However, the early approaches to consumer 

behaviour provided valuable and essent ial direct ions for the field. One of the key 

cont ribut ions was in providing a reference for the assumpt ions that  underpinned 

the study of consumer behaviour, as explained next . 
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2.3   ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT FORCES INFLUENCING CONSUMER 

BEHAVIOUR 

Gardner (1985)  first  presented a summary of the assumpt ions of consumer 

behaviour. According to him , these assumpt ions are universal to human 

behaviour and operate whether it  is in vot ing, select ing and consuming goods or 

services, or making decisions and choices of all k inds. Gardner briefly descr ibed 

these assumpt ions as follows:  

 The individual has st rong drives and energies which must  be acted upon 

and with, if he is to sustain his life and well being.  

 The individual is part  of his culture and he is profoundly influenced by the 

broad social environment  in which he pursues his personal ends, lives his 

life, and sat isfies his needs. 

 The most  important  social influences are his fam ily, neighbourhood and 

community environm ent  within which he develops interpersonal relat ions 

and behavioural references. 

 The individual has personality, which is a compound of his basic human 

needs and his life experiences. 

 Although each person has his own personality pat tern, there recur broad 

pat terns or types which are common within certain groups, and which 

gives r ise to ident if iable and discernible societal segments.  

 Finally, the process of symbolic associat ion communicates different  

meanings of different  individuals:  words, objects, act ions, pictures all 

communicate many things both consciously and subconsciously ( for  

example as exploited through the use of brands and brand image 

associat ions) .  

These assumpt ions are important  to this study and any study of consumer 

behaviour because they have stood the test  of t ime since 1966 and have 

underpinned the study of consumer behaviour, hence they form the guiding 

prem ise upon which the researcher proceeds to discuss the relevant  concepts 

and theories that  inform and frame the current  research. The work of Gardner 

(1966)  also provides validity to the psychological core argument  for 

understanding consumer behaviour, as proffered in the Hoyer-McI nnis model 

(1997)  presented in sect ion 2.1. 
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2.4  CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 

As far back as 1981, Kassarj ian and Robertson (1981)  contended that  the 

dom inant  v iew in consumer behaviour was the social psychological v iew, which is 

mult i- theoret ical in its perspect ive. I n this, the consumer is v iewed as a thinking, 

cognit ive organism influenced by many forces:  external forces such as price and 

inflat ion are important , but  so are psychological factors such as learning, 

percept ion and mot ivat ion. More recent ly however, Peter and Olson (2005)  

contended that  consumer behaviour was a complex and eclect ic f ield of study, 

with contributors’ backgrounds varying greatly by training, object ives and 

methods. They ident if ied three modern approaches adopted in the study of 

consumer behaviour as interpret ive, t radit ional and market ing science (Figure 

2.4) . The interpret ive approach is relat ively new in the field, is derived from the 

cultural arm  of anthropology and is concerned with developing a deep 

understanding of the meaning of consumpt ion and the or igins of consumpt ion 

behaviour in humans. 

 
Figure 2.4:  Approaches to the study of consumer behaviour (source: Peter and Olson, 2005) 

 

The t radit ional approach on the other hand is der ived mainly from theories of 

cognit ive, social and behavioural psychology, as well as sociology, and is 

concerned with developing theories and m ethods ( for example experiments)  to 
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explain consumer decision making and behaviour. Peter and Olson point  out  that  

this approach has had “a profound impact on marketing thought, with some 

researchers focusing on theory testing and others on investigating the impact of 

marketing strategies on consumers” (p. 10) . 

The market ing science approach derives from theories and methods that  are 

common in economics;  as such, it  is pr im arily preoccupied with developing and 

test ing models of mathemat ical grounding to help predict  the impact  and effect  

of market ing st rategies on consumer choices, preferences and behaviour.  

As Peter and Olson state, all three approaches have value and have been 

successfully ut ilised in evaluat ing an aspect  of consumer behaviour. Given the 

current  research topic, a combinat ion of the t radit ional and the market ing 

science approaches is favoured to provide conceptual and methodological 

capability for achieving the stated object ives. 

Because of the variat ions in approaches that  have emerged over t ime in the 

study and applicat ion of consumer behaviour in m arket ing, providing a clear -cut  

definit ion of the discipline is not  easy. The review of literature shows that  

numerous definit ions of consumer behaviour exist  in varying degrees. I t  is 

important  to undertake a br ief review of those definit ions here in order to 

position the reader’s mind towards the complexity of the concept of consumer 

behaviour, thus explaining why research on this phenomena is cont inually 

evolving and yet  com plex to const rue or interpret .   

Simonson et  al. (2001)  acknowledge that  while there have been mult idisciplinary 

influences on the development  of consumer behaviour and research, socio-

cognit ive psychology has had the greatest  impact . This is because most  key 

aspects of buyer behaviour are also cent ral research topics in psychology. The 

present  research focuses on consumer behaviour from the individual unit  of 

analysis;  therefore an explanat ion of psychological concepts of consumer 

behaviour is required, and the definit ions provided here lead onto that .   

Hoyer and McI nnis (1997, pp. 6)  define consumer behaviour as “the study of the 

totality of consumers’ decisions with respect to the acquisition, consumption, and 

disposition of goods, services, time and ideas by (human) decision making units 

(over time).”  
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Alternat ively, Schiffm an and Kanuk (1994)  define both the term  – the behaviour 

that  consumers display in searching for, purchasing, using, evaluat ing, and 

disposing of products and services that  they expect  will sat isfy their needs – and 

the act  of its study – the study of how individuals make decisions to spend their  

available resources such as t ime, money and effort  on consumpt ion related 

object ives. The definit ion which refers to behaviour that  consumers display is the 

main focus of the present  research, although it  should be noted that  this focus is 

only meaningful when considered within the context  of the definit ion of consumer 

behaviour as an area of study, as substant iated by Jacoby et  al. (1998) .  

A number of common themes emerge from the above definit ions:  

 Consumer behaviour involves the study of how and why consumers make 

choices  

 Consumer behaviour studies the factors that  influence these choices, 

decisions and processes. 

 Consumer behaviour involves decision making 

 Consumer behaviour studies the processes by which consumers carry out  

the act  of consumpt ion 

The common themes ident if ied from the definit ions above are all applicable in 

this research and reflect  the generality of thought  relat ing to the study of the 

consumer behaviour domain. These themes relate to the consumers’ underlying 

t raits, environment , choice and decision making processes, and behaviour. I n 

this research, the focus is pr imar ily on understanding the manifested behaviours 

(acts)  and their underly ing psychological antecedents. Therefore it  can be 

deduced that  this research fits a m ix of t radit ional and m arket ing science 

approaches, seeking to explain and define consumers’ behaviour in the domain of 

online shopping, and seeking to provide a stat ist ically relevant  model for  

perceiving aspects of this behaviour.  

I n the next  sect ion, the review is focused on a more in depth understanding of 

relevant  psychological concepts which are applicable to this research and also 

provide a contextual framework for the progress of the research. 
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2.5   RELEVANT PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPTS IN CONSUMER 

BEHAVIOUR 

2.5.1 Introduction 

I n the preceding sub-sect ions a historical overview of the emergence of 

consumer behaviour as a discipline in the broader field of market ing was 

presented, highlight ing the early approaches that  were adopted in the study and 

research of consumer behaviour. Significant ly, the role and cont ribut ions of 

psychology in shaping modern day consumer behaviour were discussed. The 

previous section was important as it provides a “launch pad” for the remainder of 

this thesis.  

I n keeping with the aim  of this research as specified in the opening chapter, a 

thorough examinat ion of psychological const ructs of consumer behaviour 

relevant  to this research is required. Therefore, in this sect ion, the author 

examines relevant  socio-psychological concepts that  influence consumer affect , 

choice, decisions and consumpt ion processes.  

2.5.2 Perception  

Wright (2006, p. 110) defines perception as the “process of selecting, organizing 

and interpreting sensory data into usable mental representations of the world.” 

Percept ion is a cognit ive funct ion in psychology;  that  is, it  is an internal funct ion 

rely ing upon the individuals’ understanding and interpretat ion of a st imulus. 

According to Kassarj ian and Robertson (1981)  a simple way to relate this to 

consumer behaviour is that , for a consumer to buy a product  or service, he must 

first  perceive it  to exist . They state further that  percept ion is governed in part  by 

the nature and st rength of the st imulus. For example, a colour advert isement  

may be more readily not iced than a greyscale advert isement , not  because this is 

necessarily related to the needs and mot ivat ions of the reader, but  merely as a 

result of the stimulus’s strength in encouraging perception.  

Nevertheless, Kassarjian and Robertson aver that the “naïve realism” view that 

was once held of percept ion has been replaced in consumer behaviour with a 

view that  acknowledges the role of mot ivat ions and need-value systems of the 

observer in form ing what  is perceived, as well as the context  in which the 
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st imulus appears. This later is the basis for the concept  of select ive percept ion,  

which further holds that  reality is quite personal and somewhat  different  for each 

individual. “It is formed by individuals’ needs, drives, and past experiences; by 

what they have learned; by their motives and personalities; and by their cultural 

environment. Each of these factors influences how an individual perceives the 

world” (p.2). Selective perception theory argues that the selective nature of 

percept ion means more than different  people having varying values and 

preferences; it also means different people holding the same “thing” to different 

interpretat ions and meaning. Hastorf and Cantr il ( in Kassarj ian and Robertson, 

1981)  point  out  that  it  is inaccurate and m isleading to say that  different  people 

merely have different  at t itudes concerning the same thing. They argue:   

“The thing simply is not the same for different people whether the thing is 

a football game, a presidential candidate, Communism or spinach. We do 

not simply react to a happening or to some impingement from the 

environment in a determined way.” 

I n this regard, percept ion has been described as not  only select ive but  

subject ive, leading to the idea of what Sm ith et  al. (1998)  termed the natural 

state of perceptual bias, which provides evidence of t rait  influence on percept ion. 

I n market ing terms, a product  or service exists for consumers with a part icular 

set  of needs, values, mot ivat ions and past  experience. Each set  combinat ion 

determ ines how the individual const rues the meaning of the product .  

Kassarj ian and Robertson (1981)  expand on this by ascribing to the concept  of 

symbolic meaning, arguing that  the importance of symbolic meaning or image 

cannot be overestimated. A created image, combined with the consumer’s ability 

to perceive what  she wishes to perceive, is an important  factor for brand 

select ion in the purchase of many products. This concept  was apt ly demonst rated 

by Allison and Uhl (1964)  who found that  subjects were not  able to discern the 

taste differences among various brands of beer when labels were removed;  

however when the products were ident if ied, the subjects had clear preferences. 

This descript ion of symbolic meaning highlights the importance of key concepts 

in market ing – notably image and brand, which, as indicated in Figure 2.3, have 

been established as important in the success of organisations’ relationships with 

consumers.  
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Addit ionally, percept ion is said to be affected by internal factors like at t itude and 

mood, as well as external factors like fam iliar it y and culture (Wright , 2006) ;  it  is 

closely associated with the other psychological factors of at t itude, mot ivat ion, 

affect  and personalit y, it  can also change or vary for the same product  or 

situat ion, although individuals default  to a pre-exist ing fram e of reference to 

evaluate fam iliar at t r ibutes or cues in a changed context  ( Loudon and Bit ta, 

1979) . Loudon and Bit ta ( ibid)  further elaborate that  percept ion can be based on 

the perceived physical character ist ics of a product , non-physical at t r ibutes such 

as price, or psychological at t r ibutes such as r isk. This view is shared by Monroe 

and Pet roshius (1981)  who averred that  changes in the pr ice of a product  can 

affect  the way it  is perceived by some consumers. 

 2.5.2.1 Perception of risk 

The concept  of perceived r isk was int roduced to consumer behaviour in 1960 by 

Bauer (Kassarj ian and Robertson, 1981)  and has been a major topic of consumer 

behaviour ever since. I t  st resses that  consumers generally seek to reduce r isk in 

their decision making processes because decisions contained an element  of 

uncertainty about  outcomes. Cox (1967)  and Roselius (1971)  studied types of 

r isks perceived by consumers and r isk reducing measures respect ively. Cox 

stated that  the consumer perceives r isk of uncertainty of goals, that  is, what  she 

really wants or wishes;  a second r isk is associated with not  knowing which 

product , service or even brand will best  match the buying goals;  finally, there is 

r isk that  ar ises from the possibilit y of adverse consequences if a purchase is 

made (commission r isk)  or not  made (om ission r isk) .  On his part , Roselius 

ident if ied important  r isk reducing mechanisms that  consumers employed to 

relieve potent ial r isk anxiety:  brand image, loyalty to a fam iliar retailer, store 

reputat ion, sampling and test ing, word-of-mouth, pr ice, and guarantees.  

I n consumer behaviour, perceived r isk has been conceptualised as the nature 

and amount  of r isk perceived by a consumer when contemplat ing a purchase 

decision (Cox and Rich, 1964) ;  it  has also been defined as the subject ively 

determ ined expectat ion of loss (Mitchell, 1999) . Jacoby and Kaplan (1972)  and 

Peter and Tarpey (1975)  collect ively ident ified six components of perceived r isk 

as applicable to consumer behaviour as physical, social, product , convenience, 

financial, and psychological r isks.  
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I n this research, although specific types of r isk are considered, these are not  

subsequent ly accounted for, as rather, the sum product  of the r isk factors is 

evaluated. Three types of r isk are relevant  to online consumer behaviour and 

therefore to this research, and are here briefly defined. Product  r isk has been 

defined as the probability of the item failing to meet  the or iginal performance 

expectat ions (Peter and Tarpey, 1975) ;  financial r isk is the likelihood of suffer ing 

a monetary loss from a purchase or t ransact ion (Jacoby and Kaplan, 1972) ;  

privacy r isk is defined as the probabilit y that  personal informat ion is disclosed as 

a result  of the t ransact ion (Maignan and Lukas, 1997) .  

2.5.3 Motivation  

Another important  concept  cent ral to the study and understanding of consumer 

behaviour is mot ivat ion. Wright  (2006)  describes how consumer behaviour is 

interested in imput ing reasons why people behave and act  in a part icular  

manner. He gives examples:  an individual running towards the railway stat ion is 

in a hurry to catch a t rain;  the lady who closes a window is probably cold;  and 

the gir l crying at  a dance most  likely has man t rouble. I n order instances, 

reasons could be imputed from what  people say, although there are t imes when 

people say one thing and then do another, so that  the real mot ives may be 

different  from those given. As Wright  points out , mot ivat ional reasons can be 

complex, with numerous amounts of research showing that  individuals can be 

uncertain or unaware of the real reasons behind their act ions, and so give one 

reason for their behaviour when another reason is the real one. This is why 

market ing has been keen to understand the psychology of mot ivat ion. 

Businesses are interested in understanding the real reasons behind behaviour 

that  is exhibited in the form of brand choice and purchase decisions because they 

realize that  this knowledge can br ing real benefits in the form of ability to design 

market ing m ixes that  appeal to the consum er.  

Histor ically, it  has been established that  m ot ivat ion can ar ise from curiosity 

(Wilson, 1975)  and from deliberately seeking out  st imulat ion or excitement  

(Wright , 2006) . I t  can also be posit ive or negat ive – posit ive mot ivat ion results 

from the need to obtain fulfilment  while negat ive mot ivat ion result s from the 

need to avoid unwanted outcomes;  this principle is further explored by Higgins 

(1997)  in the theory of regulatory focus, and Elliot  and Church (1997)  in the 
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theory of approach-avoidance achievement  mot ivat ion. The theory of regulatory 

focus is explored further in sect ion 2.11 of this chapter.  

Maslow (1968)  described mot ivat ion as hierachical. He argued that  mot ivat ion 

could be understood from a categorisat ion of needs into safety needs and self-

actualisat ion needs. On the basis of this, he proposed a theory of hierarchy of 

needs in the order of ( i)  psychological needs;  ( ii)  need for safety from danger 

and r isk;  ( iii)  esteem needs;  and ( iv)  the need for self actualisat ion. 

I n addit ion to the above, other mot ivat ion theorists have sought  to explain this 

concept  in a different  way. Vroom (1964)  proposed the expectancy theory which 

states that  mot ivat ion results from rat ional calculat ions by people about  potent ial 

rewards, the value of the rewards and the effort  or cost  involved in at taining that  

reward. Herzberg, (1968 and 2008)  argued that  there are two kinds of 

mot ivators:  the hygiene factors and the mot ivat ing factors. I n market ing, 

hygiene factors can be likened to the basic level of service expected by 

customers from an organizat ion while mot ivat ing factors may be likened to the 

higher level of service that  an organizat ion must  achieve in order to obtain and 

maintain customers’ loyalty. 

2.5.3.1 Primary versus secondary needs and internal versus external 

motives                                                                                        

Based on Maslow’s theory, Wright (2006) distinguishes between primary and 

secondary needs as well as internal and external needs. He states that  primary 

needs are innate and biological, which all anim als and humans are said to share, 

while secondary needs are those that  have been socially and culturally acquired 

through interact ion with others. I nternal or int r insic needs are desires or mot ives 

that  or iginate within the individual, for example the decision to buy a dress on 

the I nternet , whereas external or ext r insic mot ives emanate from the prospect  of 

obtaining an external reward, for example buying a fanciful dress to impress at  a 

party. 

Later within this chapter, the concepts and theories of mot ivat ion are ut ilised 

appropriately to relate the impact  of mot ivat ion on consumers, part icular ly as it  

relates to its underly ing factors as well as its effect  on, and relat ionship with, 

behaviour in the online shopping context . Specifically, the research considers 
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how mot ivat ion in the shopping context  presents itself in two forms -  as either 

hedonic based or ut ilitar ian based – how this is preceded by the consumer’s 

regulatory focus or ientat ion, and how this plays an important  role in consumers 

behaviour in online shopping. 

2.5.4 Learning 

Learning is an important  concept  in consumer behaviour. Bernstein et  al. (1997)  

define learning as the process through which exper ience modifies pre-exist ing 

behaviour and understanding. “It plays a central role in most aspects of human 

behaviour, from the motor skills we need to walk or tie a shoe to the language 

skills we need to communicate and the object categories – such as food, vehicle, 

or animal – that help us to organize our perceptions and to think logically about 

the world” (p. 191). As Bernstein et al. (ibid) state, the Pavlovian model of 

condit ioned learning has been widely used in explaining the learning process 

because it  describes the methods by which basic associat ions develop;  as an 

early behavioural learning approach, it  also forms the foundat ion upon which 

subsequent  theories of condit ioning were developed. They describe two forms of 

condit ioning:  ( i)  classic condit ioning (p. 193 and 196)  and ( ii)  inst rumental and 

operant  condit ioning (p. 201) .  

However, not  everyone agrees with the behavioural approaches to learning.  

MacKintosh (1983)  and Myers (1988)  are prom inent  cr it ics of the behavioural 

approach. They proposed that  learning is a cognit ive process that  occurs from 

the internal mental processes of the individual, although with cognisance of the 

st imulus- response environment . Supporters of this view (cf. Solomon et  al.,  

2005;  Bernstein et  al, 1997)  also highlight  the role of creat iv ity and insight  

during the learning process. 

Solomon et  al. (2002)  state that  consumer learning is very important  in 

marketing, while Bernstein et al. (1997, p. 204) aver that: “daily life is full of 

examples of operant conditioning. People go to movies, parties, classes, and jobs 

primarily because doing so brings reinforcement.” Many theories of consumer 

behaviour refer to learning as an important  factor in how consumers behave and 

as an important  ingredient  in form ing at t itudes, percept ions and affect . 

Addit ionally, Solomon et  al.  (2002)  state that  behavioural learning pr inciples 
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apply to many consumer phenomena, ranging from the creat ion of a dist inct ive 

brand image and brand equity to the perceived link between a product  and the 

consumer’s underlying need.  

I n recognit ion of this, advert isers commonly link their products to images of 

popular people, or to other artefacts which are likely to evoke good feelings, in 

order to create associat ion between those good feelings and the product  through 

second order condit ioning. I n general then, it  is without  doubt  that  learning plays 

an important role in marketing communication and consumers’ responses to 

these communicat ions. I t  is therefore an important  area to generally understand, 

in appreciat ing the broader discussion relat ing to online market ing 

communicat ion and consumers’ affect and response toward it, as evaluated in 

this thesis. 

2.5.5 Attitudes 

According to Wright (2006), unlike other behavioural concepts, “it can be safely 

accepted that people are not born with an attitude.” Rather, attitudes are 

feelings and beliefs that  people develop about  objects, events, people, and issues 

over a lifet ime through learning and experiences of interact ing with people and 

the environment . Comment ing on the nature of at t itudes, Solomon et  al. (2002)  

state that  an at t itude is last ing because it  tends to endure over t ime;  it  is general 

because it  applies to more than a momentary event .  

2.5.5.1 The structure of attitudes: affect, behaviour and cognition 

There is agreement  that  at t itude comprises of three components;  although some 

writers refer to these as beliefs, emot ions and behaviour, others consider the 

three components to be affect , behaviour and cognit ion, that  is, the ABC model 

of at t itude (Wright , 2006) . I n realit y, these are sim ilar ly conceptualised terms. 

As Bernstein et  al. ( 1997)  explain:  the cognit ive component  is a set  of beliefs 

about  the at t r ibutes of the at t itude object ;  the affect ive component  consists of 

feelings or emot ions about  the object ;  and the behavioural component  pertains 

to the way people act  toward the object . These three components are not  always 

consistent or harmonious within an individual’s attitude, so that although one set 

of beliefs may be held about  an object  and elicit  a determ inable affect , the 

react ion or behaviour exhibited may not  be in conform ity to the expected 
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behaviour (Kraus, 1995) . This may be due to the influences of subject ive norms 

– percept ion of how one is expected to behave by important  others (Eagly and 

Chaiken, 1993)  -  and by one’s beliefs about her ability to perform a specific 

behaviour, also referred to as perceived cont rol (Madden et  al., 1992) .  

However at t itudes can be both posit ive and negat ive. Wright  (2006)  states that  

while managers st r ive to create and maintain posit ive at t itude feedback about 

their company and brand, customers can develop both posit ive and negat ive 

at t itudes toward company and product  brands. Thence, Wright  avers that  it  is 

important  for marketers to understand how the three components of affect , 

behaviour and cognit ion interact  when form ing at t itudes about  products and 

brands, in order to build the r ight  market ing and promot ional campaigns. To do 

this, he ident if ies three approaches which are applicable:  high consumer 

involvement , low consumer involvement , and emot ional consum er involvement .  

2.5.5.2 Attitude formation and change 

While people are not  born with specific at t itudes toward specific objects, their  

at t itudes about  new objects begin to appear early in life, and cont inue to emerge 

throughout  life. Bernstein et  al. (1997)  state that  the format ion of new at t itudes 

is influenced mainly by the pr inciples of learning, as discussed in sect ion 2.6.4.  

I n addit ion, Bornstein ( in Bernstein et  al., 1997)  describes the mere-exposure 

effect as influencing at t itudes:  all else being equal, at t itudes toward a thing will 

become more posit ive the more frequent  people are exposed to it .  This is an 

important  concept  which underpins some advert ising and market ing 

communicat ion philosophies, and is applicable to the online context , as discussed 

further on in this chapter. 

But  once at t itudes are formed, they can also be changed. Bersntein et  al. (1997)  

explain that  the process of at t itude change involves elaborat ion, with two routes 

to at t itude described by the elaboration likelihood model ( figure 2.5) :  

- The peripheral route. At t itude change is achieved through at tent ion to 

peripheral persuasion cues, such as the at t ract iveness of the person 

deliver ing the message, rather than to content  or validit y of the message.  

This can apply to affect  to a retailer due to the at t ract iveness and 

aesthet ic quality of its website – the hedonic influence. 
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- The central route. When this is act ivated, the content  of the message 

becomes more important  in at t itude change than the characterist ics of the 

communicator or medium . This can apply to the perceived usefulness or 

utilitarian aspects of the retailers’ website or e-store. 

The not ion of the existence of two different  routes to achieving at t itude change 

can be likened to the concept  of obliquity (Kay, 2010)  which describes how goals 

can be achieved through direct  and indirect  means. I ndeed, the concept  of 

obliquit y is, to a large extent , based on the elaborat ion likelihood model of 

at t itude change. Sim ilar ly, the two- route approach can be extended to apply to 

consumers’ hedonic and utilitar ian preferences, as presumably, hedonic or iented 

consumers should prefer the per ipheral route while ut ilitar ian or iented consumers 

should prefer the cent ral processing route. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Attitude Change (Bernstein et al., 1997) 

 

Another approach to changing people’s attitudes is to get them to act in ways 

that  are inconsistent  with those at t itudes, in the hope that  at t itude adjustment 

will occur to match this behaviour (Bernstein, 1997) . I nconsistencies between 

belief, behaviour and at t itude produce internal tension (cognit ive dissonance) , 

which people then take steps to correct  by changing the held at t itude (cognit ive 

consistency) . This phenomenon is described by the cognitive dissonance 

theory (Fest inger, 1957) . Cognit ive dissonance can also apply when individuals 

are forced by situat ions and circumstances to act  in cont rast  to their  default  
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behavioural or ientat ion, for example regulatory focus. I n such a situat ion, the 

individual seeks to return to their default  psychological state as soon as it  is 

possible to do ( that  is, revision to type) .  

But  changing at t itudes requires that  there is an understanding of why the 

at t itude was adopted in the first  instance;  reasons why a part icular at t itude is 

adopted will be different  among individuals, and these differences are im portant  

in understanding the behavioural consequences. Wright  (2006)  ident ifies four 

reasons:  

- Utilitarian purpose:  at t itudes are adopted because they serve a 

pract ical, ut ility purpose. 

- Value-expressive purpose:  at t itudes are adopted because they appear 

to reflect  ideas about  the person that  one thinks they are, would like to be 

or would like to be seen by others. 

- Ego defensive function:  at t itude clusters adopted to perform an ego-

defensive role. 

- Knowledge function:  at t itudes are developed through knowledge, 

experience and reason. 

I t  is important  to understand the at t itude concept  in this research because, 

although it  is not  expressly modelled, the at t itude const ruct  forms an integral 

and implicit  component  of percept ion and mot ivat ion as discussed above. I t  is 

t reated as a subcomponent  of the perceptual process and the format ion of 

percept ions as well as mot ives. 

2.5.6 Personality 

The world’s population is estimated in billions, yet each individual that 

const itutes this hum an populat ion is different  in their  combinat ion of percept ion, 

at t itude and behaviour. These differences are what  define personality. According 

to Wright  (2006)  and Mischel (1993) , personality is the crucible or coalescence of 

the psychological processes, in interact ion with the biological and behavioural 

aspects of the individual. Personality has been defined from a number of different  

perspect ives. According to Bernstein (1997)  one perspect ive is based on the 

Freudian psychodynamic concepts of id, ego and superego – “the interplay of 

various unconscious psychological processes determines thoughts, feelings and 
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behaviour” (p. 460) – which, it  will be recalled, were earlier linked to the Hoyer-

McI nness model of consumer behaviour in sect ion 2.1.  

 A second way to view personality is from  the self- concept  theory (Bernstein et  

al, 1997) . The self-concept theory focuses on how an individual perceives 

herself and her environment , rather than how an external body perceives their  

personality. The theory argues that  an individual with a st rong, posit ive self 

concept  views his environment  quite different ly from an individual whose self 

concept  is weak. Self concept  theory also refers to the ideal-self, which is a 

concept  relat ing to the kind of individual the person would like to be – the closer 

the ideal self to the real self,  the more fulf illed the individual will be. The 

implicat ion for market ing is that  as individuals aspire to their ideal self or seek to 

maintain their self- concept , they are like to purchase those goods and services 

that  enable them to sat isfy these object ives (Williams, 1981) .  

Finally, personality has been defined and explained from a trait perspect ive. 

Pervin (1994)  defines t raits as the inclinat ions or tendencies that  help to direct  

how a person usually thinks and behaves. Bernstein (1997)  summarises 

assumptions of trait theory as (i) people’s traits are relatively stable and 

predictable over t ime;  ( ii)  they are stable across diverse situat ions;  and ( iii)  no 

two people are exact ly alike on all t raits, hence an endless var iety of unique 

human personalit ies. According to Williams (1981)  the t rait  theory is quant itat ive 

and looks at  personalit y as being composed of predisposit ion at t r ibutes and 

t raits. The object ive of the t rait  approach is to ident ify the important  at t r ibutes of 

personality and to study their effect  on behaviour. However the applicat ion of 

t rait  theory has not  been without  its shortcom ings. Specifically Wiliams (1981)  

ident ify three cr it icisms:  

- Traits are inferred from behaviour and thus to use them to explain 

behaviour may be counter- intuit ive;  

- The interact ion of var ious t raits results in the Gestalt  of a unique 

personality which is different  from the sum of the t raits which are merely 

aspects of the total personality;  and 

- Situat ional var iables are important  in determ ining given behaviour. Trait  

theory does not  take enough account  of the interact ion between individual 

differences and the situat ion/ environment .  
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Nevertheless, William s ( ibid)  states that  the t rait  theory has been used more in 

consumer behaviour than any other personality concept , for example, as the 

basis for segment ing consumer markets. The t rait  approach is cent ral to the 

conceptualisat ion of the regulatory focus concept , as this concept  is based on the 

assumpt ion of enduring personalit y differences. Regulatory focus has been 

const rued as a personality t rait ,  although it  has also been shown to have 

temporal consequences relat ive to the environment  and situat ion. These 

conceptualisat ions are discussed in more detail in later parts of this thesis. 

Another popular t rait  theory of personality postulates that  there are five factors 

that  explain personalit y of individuals. Somet imes referred to as the Big Five, 

these factors are ext raversion, emot ional stabilit y, agreeableness, 

conscient iousness and openness to experience (Digman, 1990) . The importance 

of personality in this research lies in the conceptualisat ion of regulatory focus as 

a personalit y t rait . By consider ing regulatory focus to be a t rait , the research 

assumes that  behaviour that  is influenced by this t rait  will vary across people 

and can be predictable based on the t rait  differences, and regardless of the 

overall general situat ion. 

The discussion in this sect ion focused on the key psychological derivat ives that  

inform  the present  research. The concepts of percept ion, mot ivat ion, learning, 

at t itudes and personalit y were discussed in depth in order to establish a clear 

foundat ion upon which a more focused review would be conducted, and upon 

which the research framework would be further developed in subsequent  

sect ions. Deriv ing from the above, the next  subsect ion br iefly explores the main 

concepts of market ing that  are relevant  to the understanding of consumer 

behaviour in the context  of this research. 

 

2.6 RELEVANT MARKETING CONCEPTS: MARKETING MIX AND MARKET 

SEGMENTATION 

2.6.1 The Marketing Mix 

Managers are aware of the importance of consumer behaviour concepts to the 

market ing m ix. For this reason, an understanding of consumer behaviour should 

take account  of the market ing m ix:  product , pr ice, place and promot ion (Wright , 
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2006). Donaldson (2009) adds that it is common to find the fifth “p”, that is 

“people” added to the elements of the market ing m ix, in addit ion to two more 

elements which m ake up the modern seven “P”s of marketing: process and 

physical evidence. The element “people” refers to consumers and their attitudes, 

percept ions, mot ivat ions, aspirat ions and influences. Doyle (2002)  defines the 

marketing mix as “the set of marketing decisions that management make to 

implement  its posit ioning st rategy and achieve its objectives.” In this research, 

there is particular interest in the Internet as the “place”, and its associated effect 

on the other elements of the market ing m ix, especially people.   

2.6.2 Segmentation 

One way the concepts discussed in sect ion 2.6 can be used in consumer 

behaviour is through segmentat ion. Later in this chapter, the classificat ion and 

segmentat ion of online consumers using the various at t r ibutes and concepts is 

examined further. 

According to Doyle (2002) , a market  consists of customers with sim ilar needs 

who are never homogenous and differ in the benefits wanted, the amount  they 

are able to or willing to pay, the media they see and the quant it ies they buy.  

Doyle further avers that  segmentat ion increases profit  opportunit ies because 

different  groups of customers at tach different  economic or psychological values 

to the solut ion offered. But  segmentat ion is an art  rather than a science, based 

on two types of variables:  needs and profiles (Doyle, 2002, p. 67) . Needs are 

what  the customer segment  wants and profiles are the descript ion of the 

customer segment , based on measurable characterist ics which may be tangible 

(age)  or non- tangible (at t itude) . Segmentat ion begins with classificat ions or 

profiling. The most  common profilers used in consumer market  segmentat ion are 

(Doyle, 2002, p. 68;  Donaldson, 2009, p. 20) :  

 Geographic 

 Region of the wor ld 

 Region of the country 

 Urban or rural area 

 Demographic 

 Age sex, fam ily size 

 I ncom e, occupat ion, educat ion 

 Religion, race, nat ionalit y  

 Psychographic  

 Social class 

 Lifestyle type 

 Personality type 
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 Percept ions and mot ivat ion 

 Behavioural 

 Product  usage 

 Loyalty 

 Type of user:  heavy, medium , 

low 

 At t itudes, knowledge 

To these categories one m ight  add culture and social group membership (Wright , 

2006) . Although the present  research is not  focused primar ily on segmentat ion 

per se, it  addresses classificat ion that  is based on a psycho-cognit ive and 

behavioural descriptor, and this is related to online market ing segmentat ion. By 

understanding differences in behaviour at  the individual level,  I nternet  market ing 

pract it ioners can develop models for the segmentat ion of consumers along 

common behavioural clusters, as well as other psychological parameters.  

 

2.7 LINKS TO THIS RESEARCH 

The preceding sect ions int roduce, describe and analyse the key concepts relevant  

to this study. Without  first  explaining these concepts, it  would not  be possible to 

clear ly discuss the phenomenon of regulatory focus and to exam ine its im pact  on 

the consumer’s behaviour in online shopping, in a contextual and logical manner.  

I n the next  sect ion, the research discussion is progressed by applying the 

relevant  concepts discussed in the development  of a model for consumer 

behaviour on the I nternet . 

 

2.8  FOUNDATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 

2.8.1 Introduction 

I n this sect ion, the foundat ions for the research model development  are laid, by 

providing an extended descript ion, discussion and analysis of the literature 

relat ing to the im portant  aspects of the I nternet  and its applicat ion to market ing, 

retail and shopping. I n the first  instance, the development  of the I nternet  as a 

retail and shopping medium is discussed, including commentary on its current  

est imated worth and future growth expectat ions within the United Kingdom and 
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elsewhere. Thereafter, the pract ice of market ing on the I nternet  is discussed, an 

extended descript ion of I nternet  retail characterist ics and online shopping 

at t r ibutes is provided, including advantages that  have been ident ified for retailing 

and shopping within this medium . Thereafter, a more analyt ical evaluat ion of the 

literature on online shopping is conducted, followed by an analysis of how 

consumer behaviour online has been researched. Based on these analyses some 

quest ions and gaps in the exist ing literature begin to emerge which are 

summarised as the basis for developing the research model. 

2.8.2 Development of Internet as a Retail and Shopping Domain  

A 2010 Boston Consult ing Group/ Google report  (Kalapesi et  al. , 2010)  est imated 

that  as much as 7.2 per cent  of the Gross Domest ic Product  of the United 

Kingdom was then accounted for by I nternet  commerce or e-commerce, 

surpassing predict ions by the Office of Fair  Trading (2010)  that  8.1 per cent  of all 

retail sales in 2010 were at t r ibutable to the I nternet . To put  this into perspect ive, 

this means that  the I nternet  economy was worth about  £100 billion, that  is, 

more than the const ruct ion, ut ilit ies and t ransport  sectors. Elsewhere, Fasolo et  

al. (2005)  stated that  as at  2003, of the nearly 100 m illion Am ericans who went  

online, 67 m illion did so to shop and purchase goods and services. Sim ilar  

exponent ial t rends have been reported in relat ively emerging economies like 

China, where online sales were valued at  £17 billion in 2004, represent ing an 

8.2%  growth from the previous year – the highest  act iv ity witnessed for the 

period (Liu, 2007) . More recent  stat ist ics show that  in the UK, the news 

cont inued to be good for online retailers as I MRG Capgemini (2011)  reported 

that  70%  of shoppers in the UK spent  a total of £5.1 billion online in January,  

2011 (an increase of 21% ) , with every imaginable product  now available online. 

The Office of Fair Trading in its 2007 report  ident if ied a number of underly ing 

factors that  were primar ily responsible for propelling the growth of I nternet  

shopping and retail. First  of all there were the technical factors like increased 

ownership of computers and improved I nternet  speeds;  then there were the 

factors of human fam iliar ity with the medium and increased willingness to ut ilise 

the medium. But  while this report  showed clear ly the upward t rajectory of 

growth in I nternet  shopping and retail, it  also ident ified a number of factors that  

affect  usage or had the potent ial to affect  usage intent ion. These were primar ily 
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issues associated with perceived r isk and safety of the medium, which despite 

increased confidence and fam iliar ity st ill accounted for as much as 58%  of non 

usage.  

2.8.3 Marketing on the Internet 

The power and potent ial of the I nternet  as a market ing medium  have been 

acknowledged by market ing writers. As early as 1995, Hoffm an et  al. (1995)  

pointed to the growing influence of the I nternet  as a market ing medium and 

predicted that  it  would become a key channel through which marketers would 

seek to reach their audiences. This predict ion appears to have been vindicated, 

as only eleven years later, Hsieh and Chen (2011)  categorically stated that  

“increasingly, companies are now aware that Internet advertising is more popular 

and economical than traditional advertising methods.” However, Kiang et al.  

(2000)  stated that  despite numerous stat ist ics regarding the development  of the 

I nternet , both successful and unsuccessful cases of I nternet  market ing have 

been reported;  as a result  they conclude that  the effect  of I nternet  market ing, 

for example advert ising, has been a cont roversial and unresolved issue.  

I ndeed, Parasuraman and Zinkhan (2002)  averred that  a considerable knowledge 

gap existed between the pract ice of I nternet  based market ing and the availabilit y 

of sound, research-based insights and principles for guiding that  pract ice. 

However, Kiang et  al.  (2000)  state that  although the I nternet  is an ent irely new 

channel with unique at t r ibutes, it  shares many characterist ics with convent ional 

channels, therefore studying the factors considered significant  in convent ional 

channels can also help in analyzing the characterist ic of I nternet  market ing. 

There are many ways in which the I nternet  can be used to deliver market ing or 

market ing communicat ions. Researchers have ident if ied viral market ing, email 

market ing (Ellis-Chadwick and Doherty, 2011) , promot ions (Stewart  and Pavlou, 

2002)  recommenders (Fagerst rom and Ghinea, 2011)  and several formats of 

web-based advert ising (Gauzente, 2010)  as just  some of these ways. However 

I nternet  mediated m arket ing can have different  consequences, depending on 

whether it  is solicited or unsolicited (Wolin and Korgaonkar, 2002) . For example , 

although email market ing has been reported to be on the increase (Kim  et  al.,  

2006)  and to produce approximately twice the return on investment  of the other 
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main forms of online market ing such as web banners and online directory 

adverts (Pavlov et  al., 2008) , not  all forms of email m arket ing are favourably 

viewed by consumers. Ellis-Chadwick and Doherty (2011)  state that  one form of 

email m arket ing – perm ission based emailing – is on the increase due to 

consumers’ disaffection with a more common and once popular form of email 

market ing – the unsolicited email or “spam”. Moustakas et al. (2006) state that 

adopt ion of email as a means of dist r ibut ing promot ional m essages has the 

advantages of low set  up and dist r ibut ion costs, targeted dist r ibut ion of 

promot ions, and affordabilit y by small and medium sized businesses. But  even 

more popular as a m eans of online market ing communicat ion is advert ising in its 

var ious forms and manifestat ions (Hsieh and Chen, 2011) .  

2.8.3.1 Consumers and online advertising 

The medium of presentation affects consumers’ attitudes towards a marketing 

communicat ion. For example, consumers hold different  at t itudes towards 

advert isements depending on the media the advert isements are viewed within 

(Ha and McCann 2008) . Ha and McCann describe online m edia as having 

“objective users” that interact with the medium they are consuming; as a result 

the manner in which online advert ising affects shoppers can be said to differ  

from t radit ional media like television and radio – these do not  require the 

preceptor to be act ively involved or interact , whereas most  advert ising online 

involves some interact ion or involvement  of the consumer.   

I n recognit ion of this, Rowley (2001)  provided specif ic recommendat ions in 

relat ion to market ing communicat ions on the I nternet , based on the unique 

challenges which this medium presents to marketers, while Cho and Cheon 

(2004)  write that  although advert isements serve goal-or iented purposes for 

consumers, they also hold entertainment  value for other consumers whose 

shopping goals are more hedonic than ut ilitar ian. Therefore, depending on the 

consumer’s orientation, some forms of advertising may be held with more 

posit ive affect  than others. Ha and McCann (2008, p.588) state that “the value of 

an audience to advertisers is determined by its receptiveness to advertising.”  

But  does a consumer ’s psychological t rait  such as regulatory focus dictate 

whether they will be recept ive to, or avoidant  of, advert ising? 
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2.8.3.2 Interactivity  

Unlike t radit ional media formats, the I nternet  allows a two-way communicat ion 

between advert isers and consumers within the same medium. This interact ive 

capacity may appeal to some types of consumer, but  it  may also be a put -off to 

other consumers. Although some researchers suggest  that  interact iv ity is a boon 

for market ing comm unicat ion because it  enables consumers to part icipate in a 

two-way process of product ion and shar ing ( for example Chen et  al. , 2005;  Wu, 

2005;  Cho, 2004;  Lee et  al, 2002) , others find that  it  has a negat ive 

consequence on consumers affect  towards advert ising ( for example Bucy and 

Tao, 2007;  Sundar and Kim , 2005) . Are these differences in recept iveness to 

interactivity rooted in the consumers’ personality or psychological t rait  such as 

regulatory focus? 

2.8.3.3 Advertising format  

I n the early days of the I nternet , many companies failed in their at tempts at  

effect ive online advert ising through a lack of understanding of how to use the 

I nternet  as a market ing tool, thinking they could direct ly t ranspose t radit ional 

advert ising pr inciples to the online world (Belch and Belch 2009) . Studies have 

shown that  the novelty of I nternet  advert ising has worn off – click- through rates 

have declined significant ly since the int roduct ion of online advert ising (Mitchell 

and Valenzuela, 2005) , and data on newer online advert ising formats suggests 

that  past  research is becoming less useful in some ways, because of the formats 

of focus for such research. Consumers are becoming less responsive to online 

advert isements, which are becom ing increasingly ineffect ive for reasons including 

lack of consumer interest  (Goldsm ith and Lafferty, 2002) , and the informat ion 

overload (Cho and Cheon, 2004) . Benway ( in Hsieh and Chen, 2011)  propose the 

phenomenon he refers to as banner blindness, which describes the situat ion in 

which some I nternet  users have learned from their past  surfing experience to 

automat ically ignore advert isement  and content  that  resembles advert isement , 

especially banners. However, this posit ion is countered by Mitchell and 

Valenzuela (2005)  who support  an alternat ive view that  online advert ising has 

value beyond short  term  response, for example click- through rates (Chandon 

and Chtourou, 2005) , mainly due to perceptual f luency, recall and accessibilit y 
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arising through the mere exposure effect  (a concept  int roduced in sect ion 

2.6.5.2) . 

There are different  formats that  I nternet  advert ising can take. The most  common 

are banners, pop-ups, logos and web pages (Wolin and Korgaonkar, 2002) . New 

formats such as videos and audio are becoming increasingly common. The 

effects of these formats on consumers’ reception and response to online 

advert ising have been examined, with m ore recent  research focusing on the 

effects of newer formats on advert  effect iveness (Burns and Lutz, 2006) .  

The format  of an online advert isement  is important , especially where the advert  

is pushed rather than voluntar ily accessed. For example, Burns and Lutz (2006)  

found that  that  companies that  use pop-up ads are not  generally v iewed as 

market  leaders by consumers, which in turn affects consumer percept ions of the 

brand in quest ion. I t  is therefore of interest  in this research to understand how 

consumers’ perception of different formats may be affected by their  regulatory 

focus, and therefore their response to an advert isement  communicat ion. 

2.8.3.4 Format preference  

There is surprisingly very little academic research covering consumer’s 

preference for, or tolerance of online advert ising formats. Much of the literature 

on consumer at t itudes towards online advert isements has been narrat ive (Burns 

and Lutz, 2006) , and not  concerned with any part icular ad format . Where the 

literature does look at  part icular formats, it  does not  do so in a comparat ive way 

(Burns and Lutz, 2006) , and ignores more recent  formats such as online video. 

The literature that exists is also primarily concerned with consumers’ perceptions 

of advert ising clut ter, and the consequences of those percept ions.  

Burns and Lutz (2006)  found, in their study of online advert ising formats, that  

the format type has a strong correlation with consumers’ attitudes and 

behavioural responses, support ing the findings of Eagly and Chaiken ( in:  Burns 

and Lutz, 2006) . I t  is important  to understand the variables that  influence 

at t itudes towards advert ising, in order to have the abilit y to predict  consumer 

responses to different  online advert ising formats (Burns and Lutz, 2006) . 

Although format  is important , this research does not  focus on consum ers and 

their format  preferences, but  instead considers how consumers with different  
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regulatory focus m ight  differ in their overall response to online advert ising and 

other market ing communicat ions. 

2.8.3.5 Targeted online advertising  

Technological improvements have provided an opportunity for advert isers to use 

r icher media in their advert isements (Taylor , 2009) . Being able to connect  

advert isements with user searches in search engines has provided an important  

revenue opportunity for advert isers (Taylor, 2009) . Algor ithm  development  has 

arguably taken this a step further in terms of value by enhancing the search 

experience for users by, for example, providing the abilit y to search for 

increasingly relevant  results using advanced semant ics, integrat ing a user’s 

social media networks into search results ( for example, Google Social Search) , 

and using art if icial intelligence principles (example Wolfram Alpha Search Engine)  

to provide meaningful interpretat ions of search query results. These 

developments are important  because they allow for  finer target ing, 

custom izat ion, and m easurement  of consumer interact ion with online advert ising 

media, leading to more effect ive ads (Wang et  al. , 2009) . Targeted advert ising, 

based on a consumer’s profile, is one of the key arguments in this research. 

2.8.3.6 Online advertising paradigms  

There are two ident if iable paradigms from the relevant  literature on online 

advert ising formats which are relevant  in understanding how consumers perceive 

and react  to advert ising formats online. Ha and McCann (2008)  proposed a 

paradigm that  considers st ructural aspects of the ad (physical at t r ibutes that  

advert isers can cont rol,  for example fram ing) , funct ional aspects of the ad 

(usefulness, benefit  and relevance) , and informat ion processing aspects (a 

person’s limited ability to process information, leading to perceptual bias that  is 

not  direct ly under the cont rol of advert isers) . Alternat ively, Cho and Cheon 

(2004)  propose a three component  model which considers responses to 

advert ising st imuli using the three components of cognit ion (evaluat ive belief) , 

affect  ( feeling towards the ad) , and behaviour (approach toward, or avoidance 

of, the ad) constructs of “goal impediment”, “perceived clutter”, and “prior 

negative experience”. 
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The first  paradigm delineates the dimensions of online advert ising according to 

its component  m ix, classify ing both advert iser and consumer cont rolled aspects. 

The second paradigm  however focuses specifically on the psychological dynam ics 

of consumers’ evaluation and reception of online advertising. However it can be 

argued that  both paradigms offer important  considerat ions for the understanding 

of consumers and online advert ising. This is because it  is important  to 

understand the st ructural aspects of online advert ising, but  it  is equally 

important  to understand how these st ructures relate to the psychological aspects 

associated with the target  consumers. Previously, the combinat ion of advert  

st ructure and consumer differences had resulted in varying categorisat ions of 

online advert ising. Burns and Lutz (2006)  and Cheng et  al. (2009)  found that  

consumers perceive online advert isement  as falling into one of the following 

categories:  informat ion ( including usefulness) , irr itat ion ( including disrupt ion, 

int rusion, and annoyance) , and entertainment  ( including amusement) . 

Addit ionally, Burns and Lutz (2006)  refer to composit ion (aesthet ic 

at t ract iveness)  as another category. This research is interested in understanding 

how a consumer’s regulatory focus orientation influences their attitude, affect 

and react ion toward different  online advert ising overall and toward different  

st ructures of online advert ising.  

2.8.3.7 Framing and anchoring  

Two important  concepts to consider in the evaluat ion of online market ing 

communicat ions are fram ing and anchoring. Cognit ive psychology holds that  

informat ion processing affect ing decision making can be influenced by the way 

the informat ion is presented. This influence leads to two types of cognit ive 

biases:  the fram ing bias and the anchoring bias (Wu and Cheng, 2011) .  

Wu and Cheng ( ibid)  explain fram ing using Tversky and Kahneman’s (1981) well 

known experiment  in which an Asian disease is descr ibed in terms of either the 

likelihood of lives saved (posit ive fram ing)  or the likelihood of lives lost  (negat ive 

fram ing)  to a group of subjects. The results showed that  relat ive at t ract iveness 

of opt ions var ies when the same decision problem is framed in different  ways, 

and this is referred to as the fram ing effect  or the fram ing bias. Wu and Cheng 

(2011) state: “in the online shopping context, framing messages are most  likely 

to be used in describing a product attribute as positive or negative.” Hence they 
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contend that Internet shoppers’ purchase decisions may be influenced by the 

way the product  informat ion is presented. I n other words, a market ing 

message’s appeal and consequent  effect  may differ according to whether it  was 

framed posit ively or negat ively.  

Wu and Cheng (2011)  conclude that  when consumers are exposed to posit ive 

messages, they are likely to form a higher expectat ion for product  quality;  by 

cont rast , when exposed to a negat ive message, consumers may form a lower 

expectat ion about  qualit y. However, this conclusion is not  far reaching as it  only 

relates to at t r ibute fram ing and not  to goal fram ing. I n the pursuit  of goals, a 

negat ive frame may very well elicit  more closely the desired effect .  

Wu and Cheng argue that  the second type of cognit ive bias, anchoring bias, 

affects consumers in online shopping. The anchoring effect  describes the 

phenomenon that  occurs when an arbit rarily chosen reference point  or anchor 

(for example the declared price) influences a decision maker’s estimate of value. 

The reference price of a website banner advert isement  may serve as an anchor 

point to influence an Internet shopper’s decision behaviour. However, this effect 

will not  be uniform across consumers and may be moderated or mediated by 

other factors such as the consumer’s regulatory focus. 

While it  remains the most  commonly researched issue in online market ing 

communicat ion, the effects of online advert ising on consumers can be 

generalised and are sim ilar to other forms of online market ing. For example, 

avoidance behaviour by online consumers (Zhang and Kim , 2008)  affects other 

forms of online market ing as much as it  affects advert ising. I n this research, the 

overall phenomenon of behaviour toward online market ing is considered, and 

const itutes the concept  of response to online market ing (ROM), as explored 

further in sect ion 2.11.4.1.  

2.8.4 The Internet and Retail (e-Tail, e-Retail) 

Technological developments have enabled development  of retail plat forms and 

models that  enable retailers to offer products and services online as well as sell 

and t ransact  on these offer ings. The I nternet  retail funct ion is commonly divided 

into business to consumer (b2c)  where the retailer’s market is made up of 

individual consumers, and business to business (b2b) where the retailer’s market 

const itutes mainly of other businesses (Connon, 2007) . Although elect ronic 
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commerce has existed within retail in the form of Elect ronic Data Transfers (EDT 

and Elect ronic Funds Transfers (EFT)  since the 1970s, the role of I T has now 

changed from simply providing logist ical and back end support  for retailers to 

inform ing st rategy as well as influencing the st ructure of the indust ry 

(McGoldr ick, 2002) . Hence the OFT (2007)  report  shows that  many t radit ional 

retailers have found it  necessary, indeed essent ial, to embrace I nternet  retail in 

order to cont inue to be compet it ive. Walters and Cook (1991)  illum inated the 

object ives for I nformat ion and Communicat ion Technology ( I CT)  use by retailers 

as follows:  the use and manipulat ion of m erchandise, customer service, t rading 

formats, store environments and customer communicat ions. I n the course of 

doing this, retailers were able to handle numerous funct ions using I nternet  

technologies, such as market ing, f inance, operat ions and dist r ibut ion. Connon 

(2007)  defines e- retail as that  process that  represents all business undertaken 

by the retail organisat ion using the I nternet , whether as a b2c or a b2b funct ion. 

I t  is important  to note here that  other models of the retailing relat ionship on the 

I nternet  have developed, for example consumer to consumer (c2c)  and 

government  related models (g2c, g2b, g2g)  (Connon, 2007) . I nternet  retailers 

generally use an e-store in order to merchandise, promote and sell their products 

or services. Lim  and Dubinsky (2004)  define an e-store as a “commercial Web 

site on which consumers can shop and make a purchase,” and Rowley (2001)  

ident if ied a number of unique at t r ibutes of t he e-marketplace:  

 The essent ial nature of the channel is different  from more t radit ional 

channels;  for example the abilit y to view market ing communicat ions round 

the clock and from anywhere that  there was the facilit y to do so – creat ing 

reach and availability of unprecedented scale;  

 The potent ial audience is global and undifferent iated, but  once reached, 

can be different iated and ident ified – for  example as focused on in this 

research;  

 The channel const rains market ing communicat ion to non-human contact  

forms, but  at  the same t ime provides greater scope for interact iv it y 

through dialogue rather than broadcast .  

These unique characterist ics combine to make the I nternet  a challenging but  

potent ial opportunity for marketers. More specifically, some of the features that  
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have emerged of the I nternet  as a means of retailing can be summarised as 

follows:  

 Availability and accessibility:  the I nternet  is increasingly becoming 

accessible to households and this has enable retailers to reach consumers 

r ight  in their homes and to make their offer ings available at  all t imes 

(Connon, 2007) .  

 New markets:  the market  place has become global and far reaching as a 

result  of the I nternet . This market  cont inues to grow as more people are 

able to or  willing to adopt  the technology for the purposes of shopping;  

this can create opportunit ies for brand building as well as diversif icat ion 

(Ward and Lee, 2000) . 

 Communication:  the I nternet  has enabled interact iv ity and two way 

communicat ion between the retailer and the buyer, and this has increased 

the abilit y of retailers to target  and segment  their customer based on 

almost  instant  feedback (Hart  et  al., 2000) . 

 Efficiency:  the abilit y to save cost  and reduced overheads is a major 

feature of the I nternet . This is because the retailer is able to offer direct ly 

to the consumer alm ost  24 hours every day at  m inimal cost  and without  

incurr ing labour costs (Connon, 2007) .  

I n this thesis, the focus is on the consumer (as a collect ive ent ity as well as in 

their individual capacity, therefore the main thrust  of the discussion is on the b2c 

aspect  of e- retailing, and specifically on the demand side (consumer)  aspects of 

the relat ionship. Chen et  al.  (2002)  describe this focus as the consumer-cent red 

v iew, which studies online shopping from the consumers’ perspective, 

investigating consumers’ salient beliefs about it. This approach is central to the 

study of the I nternet  as a retail medium, as it  provides retailers with the 

knowledge and intelligence required to ent ice and retain their  customers online.  

2.8.5   Internet and Shopping  

I t  is surpr isingly diff icult  to come across any academic definit ion of I nternet  

shopping or e-shopping. A search of this term  on the I nternet  shows that  

although well descr ibed, there is a general presumpt ion that  it  is a readily 

understood term  or concept  whose definit ion may simply be inferred. Thus the 
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definit ions available are from more general sources rather than from academ ic 

writers who have studied this area. One potent ially useful definit ion is provided 

by Business Dict ionary (2010)  which refers to this phenomenon as online 

shopping, thus reflect ing the interchangeable use of the terms I nternet  shopping, 

e-shopping and online shopping. I t  defines online shopping as the “act of 

purchasing products or services over the Internet.” From this definition, it  would 

appear that  online shopping is simply considered as any other kind of shopping, 

with the only difference being the medium. However, as Mafe and Blas (2007)  

argue, online shopping differs significant ly from t radit ional shopping, mainly due 

to the medium’s highly interactive nature; the Internet can decisively affect the 

way consumers search for and evaluate product  informat ion. As Rowley (2001)  

suggests – the use of interact ive features allows the consumers to search, 

compare and access informat ion wor ldwide much more easily and in greater 

depth than within the br icks-and-mortar st ructure.  

Lim  and Dubinsky (2004)  describe the factors and at t r ibutes of online shopping 

that  make it  unique from other forms of shopping. These at t r ibutes are 

summarised in Table 2.1. They argue that  these characterist ics of online 

shopping are perceived different ly by different  consumers, as a result  of which, 

in conjunct ion with the degree to which a subject ive importance is placed on any 

part icular at t r ibute, different  at t itudes are formed towards online shopping. As a 

result  they conclude that  an e-retailer’s failure to foster a favourable attitude 

toward its Web site would likely lead consumers to eschew online purchases with 

that  part icular e- retailer. 

But  in order to fully appreciate how at t itudes to online shopping are formed from 

its character ist ics, it  is important  to understand the underly ing factors that  lead 

to these at t itudes. The discussion in sect ion 2.6.5 implied that  at t itudes are 

underpinned by learning, personal t raits, beliefs and values. Consequent ly, they 

relate to how individuals perceive a st im uli and to their mot ivat ion in act ing 

toward that  st imuli, as well as their  actual behaviour. Hence, the effects of 

I nternet  shopping characterist ics on consumers may be bet ter understood by 

knowing the percept ions and mot ivat ions that  describe their at t itudes to these 

characterist ics, and therefore inform their act ions in the presence of these 

characterist ics. This informs the focus of the present  research. 
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Table 2.1:  Summary of e-shopping attributes (source: Lim and Dubinsky, 2004) 

 

The at t r ibutes of online shopping are briefly descr ibed in the following 

subsect ions:  

2.8.5.1 Merchandise characteristics 

These are characterist ics relat ing to the merchandise, which are goods and 

services offered by the retailer. Because of the unique nature of the I nternet  

shopping medium, consumers’ evaluation of e- retail merchandise m ight  be 

somewhat  different  from those for t radit ional retailer , for example, because 

consumers cannot  touch or feel the product  (Ward and Lee, 2000) .  

Previous research has revealed that  merchandise select ion has an influence on 

consumers’ store choice (McDaniel and Burnet, 1990), and a vast number of 

product  alternat ives have been argued to be a key benefit  for online retail.  
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However this has been cont radicted by Alba et  al. (1997)  who argue that  

consumers may become t ired and st ressed when presented with informat ion on 

hundreds of products. Furthermore, Lohse and Spiller (1998)  found that  while an 

extensive array of merchandise increased t raffic to a website, it  did not  

necessarily increase sales, and Henry (2005)  argued that  too much choice could 

lead to informat ion overload and consumer disempowerment  in the online 

environment . This would suggest  that  for some consumers, it  was more 

important  for an e- retailer to provide the part icular product  that  the customer 

wanted than to suggest  variety of alternat ive goods – that  is, suitability over 

var iety.  

Sim ilar ly, although an important  merchandise considerat ion,  the effect  of price 

on consumers’ online shopping decisions has now been shown to vary. 

Previously, it was assumed that all consumers’ were motivated by lower prices 

online, but  Shankar et  al.  ( in:  Lim  and Dubinsky, 2004)  and Lynch and Ar iely 

(2000)  showed that  some consumers were more interested in the usabilit y of a 

product  and other important  features of the product , as reflected by the 

perceived depth of informat ion available about  the product , than in how cheap 

they could obtain it . Can these preferences be explained from the basis of an 

underly ing consumer t rait? 

2.8.5.2 Convenience characteristics 

Lohse and Spiller (1998)  ident ified the major convenience advantages of online 

shopping as t imely delivery, ease of ordering and product  display. As a result  

they discerned that  several factors can be subsumed under the convenience 

at t r ibute of online shopping, for example, number of links to the Web store, 

number and types of shopping modes, average number of items on a product  

menu list ing, scrolling features, and availabilit y of pr ice and other key 

informat ion on product  lists. They found that  product  display had an important  

role to play in number of store visits and sales – specifically, displaying product  

lists that  used both pictures and click but tons was valued bet ter by a number of 

customers than simply displaying only the click- through but tons or pictures. 

Lohse and Spiller (1998)  also found that  for some consumers, if order processing 

was not  very simple and st raight forward, they would likely become frust rated 

and give up purchasing from the e- retailer. I n this regard, some customers 
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measure convenience in terms of effort  savings and ease of use. This associat ion 

is significant  due to the number of studies that  have considered the concept  of 

ease of use as an im portant  precursor to the adopt ion of I nternet  shopping and 

because it  can hence be argued that  ease of use is a convenience mot ivat ion 

valued by some, but  not  all online consum ers. Sim ilar ly, effort  saving and ease 

of use can be argued to relate to the phenomenon of shopping cart  

abandonment , as discussed further in sect ion 2.11.4.2.  

2.8.5.3 Interactive characteristics 

According to Blat tberg and Deighton, (1991) , I nternet  shopping interact iv ity 

refers to the degree to which customers and retailers can communicate direct ly 

with one another anyt ime and anywhere. I n a survey of 101 Web sites, Ghose 

and Dou (1998)  found that  the degree of interact iv ity influenced the perceived 

quality of the Web site. They ident if ied key interact iv ity factors that  influence 

Web site appeal as customer support  applets, personal-choice helper, surfer 

post ings, and promot ion and recommendat ion engines.  

I n online shopping, the t radit ional model of sales person interact ion has been 

replaced by interact iv it y software such as e- form enquiry, order status t racker, 

feedback forms, instant  chat  messengers and user blogs. Furthermore, Ghose 

and Dou (1998)  concluded that  recommendat ions engines were useful to the 

shopper because they could help with finding target  items based on their 

decision cr iteria.  

I nteract iv ity of a web site has consequences for its design as well as affect ing 

consumer decision m aking (Fasolo et  al., 2005) . Lohse and Spiller (1998)  state 

that  e-store promot ions in the form of special offers, online games, lot ter ies, 

links to other sites of interest , and appet isers are usually sources of interact iv ity. 

However, the design of the website as related to its interact iv ity is informat ive 

but not explicitly modelled in the understanding of the consumer’s behaviour in 

this context . I t  should be noted that  this research argues that  consumers’ affect  

and response to interact iv it y will differ, and this may result  from their t rait  

or ientat ion, percept ion and mot ivat ion to shop, and their ut ilitar ian or hedonic 

shopping needs, as discussed in sect ion 2.11.3.1.  
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2.8.5.4 Reliability characteristics 

Reliabilit y is an important  considerat ion in consumer choice (Lindquist , 1974) . 

For this reason consumers seek out  and consider informat ion about  a retailer as 

part  of the decision to pat ronise that  retailer. A 1998 Graphics, Visualisat ion and 

Ut ilisat ion Cent re report  ( in:  Lim  and Dubinsky, 2004)  found that  among internet  

shoppers, reliabilit y was an important  characterist ic, along with secur ity and 

privacy. Consumers may perceive reliability through the availability of service 

informat ion and company history or background (Lohse and Spiller, 1998) . These 

at t r ibutes could also serve as r isk relievers and lower the uncertainty and 

perceived r isk associated with I nternet  shopping (Lim  and Dubinsky (2004) .  

Sim ilar ly, by inform ing customers about  the security of online t ransact ions, they 

will be more comfortable and willing to give credit  card inform at ion and make 

purchases online (Shern, 1998) .  

Concerns relat ing to privacy, t rust  and security of t ransact ions have cont ributed 

to perceived r isk as an aspect  of reliability in online shopping. Although in 

general all m anners of home shopping involving remote t ransact ions and 

purchasing are characterised with elevated levels of perceived r isk (Lumpkin and 

Dunn, 1990) , the I nternet  as a shopping channel has been shown to part icular ly 

raise consumers’ levels of perceived risk when contemplating buying decisions 

(Donthu and Garcia, 1999) . This heightened awareness of r isk can be in 

response to concerns about  lack of product  verif icat ion, service reliability, pr ivacy  

and safety of f inancial informat ion (Cases, 2002) .  The evidence in support  of the 

effect  of perceived r isk on online shopping behaviour is however cont radictory:  

six studies found a negat ive impact  on intent ion and actual online purchasing 

behaviour,  but  three others failed to find any significant  effects, warrant ing the 

recommendat ion that  online r isk percept ion be further invest igated ( Chang and 

Chen, 2008) . Therefore the reliabilit y characterist ic inform s this research 

because it  affects perceived r isk which is one of the key concepts invest igated, as 

discussed further in sect ion 2.11.2. 

2.8.5.5 Navigation characteristics 

Navigat ion character ist ics are important  I nternet  shopping considerat ions for 

consumers. Weinberg (2001)  stated that  customers are not  tolerant  of wait ing 
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t imes and would likely drift  to another e- retailer if a part icular Web site’s loading 

speed was slow. The speed of reference for the consumer is her perceived 

wait ing t ime rather than the actual wait ing t ime (Dellaert  and Kahn, 1999) . I n 

addit ion the ability to move across different  parts of the Web site is also an 

important  aspect  of navigat ion (Weinberg, 2000) . For this reason e- retailers that  

provide links in a logical and intuit ive manner will likely increase the number of 

pages a customer visits as well as repeat  shopping. I n this research, navigat ion 

characterist ics are relevant  because they relate to one of the key behavioural 

outcomes, that  is, shopping cart  abandonment . I t  is important  to consider how 

the navigat ion design and process at  checkout  can be opt im ised to be suitable 

for different  types of consumers and therefore increase conversion. 

2.8.5.6 Internet characteristics and the consumer 

The character ist ics of the I nternet  as a shopping medium as described above 

point  to a technology that  has evolved over a short  period of t im e toward a more 

intelligent  and consumer- fr iendly scheme, a development  which was ident if ied by 

Mishra and Olshavsky (2005) . However, the highlight  of an intelligent  I nternet  is 

its recognit ion that  t he characterist ics and at t r ibutes of online shopping do not  

at t ract  or affect  consumers in the same way. The characterist ics ident if ied above 

are not  valued equally across consumers. For this reason, Rohm and 

Swaminathan (2004)  ident if ied typologies of online shoppers based on which of 

these factors mot ivated them the most . They proposed that  online shoppers 

could be described as convenience shoppers, variety seekers, balanced buyers, 

and store-oriented occasional shoppers. Convenience shoppers, var iety seekers 

and balanced buyers shopped more frequent ly online while store or iented 

consumers shopped only when it  was necessary or unavoidable to do so.  

I n summary, the characterist ics of the I nternet  as a medium for commerce and 

shopping as described in sect ion 2.8 can be seen as essent ial in understanding 

why the medium presents a different  dynam ic for marketers as well as for  

consumers. For consumers, these characterist ics t ranslate to a heightened 

awareness of opportunity for access to more informat ion, products and services, 

bet ter prices, and potent ially bargaining power;  however the characterist ics also 

lead to a heightened awareness of many forms of real and perceived r isks. For 

retailers and marketers, the characterist ics t ranslate to opportunit ies to reach 
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more consumers, to target  the r ight  markets, and to build customer relat ionships 

with the best  offers;  however they also imply a number of challenges, of which 

the most  im m inent  is the understanding of what  consumer characterist ics 

influence their interaction with the Internet’s. This research aims to illuminate 

one of the important  consumer characterist ics that  can help online retailers and 

marketers – that  is, the regulatory focus t rait .  

 

2.9 RESEARCH INTO CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR IN INTERNET SHOPPING 

Reflect ing the growth witnessed in the value of I nternet  shopping and retail, the 

study of I nternet  shopping has also seen a growing amount  of interest . 

Academics and pract it ioners alike have shown increased interest  in 

understanding what  factors account  for consumers’ uptake and usage of the 

I nternet  as a shopping medium. According to Rodr iguez-Ardura et  al. (2009)  the 

identification and analysis of the factors involved in explaining the consumer’s 

predisposit ion or intent ion to buy on the Web as well as an explanat ion of the 

actual buying behaviour have emerged as prom inent  in recent  consumer 

behaviour research. But  they state that  early research into the Web/ consumer 

behaviour interface concent rated on the obtaining of early user profiles and on 

the segmentat ion of consumers who adopted the use of the Web;  however as 

more people used the medium, subsequent  research became more interested in 

quest ions direct ly related to behaviour. This was further boosted by the lessons 

of init ial failures of I nternet  businesses, whence firms realised a renewed need to 

focus on consumer aspects of e-commerce and e-business such as loyalty and 

retent ion (Liu, 2007) . But  in spite of these highlighted increases in the number of 

research studies directed at  understanding I nternet  shopping and the I nternet  

consumer, it  has been said that  overall, research output  in this area has 

cont inued to lag behind its level of growth and innovat ion (Mishra and Olshavsky,  

2005) .  Although as many as 120 art icles were published on the topic within one 

year ( in 2001)  according to Cheung et  al.  (2003) , the growth of the I nternet  as a 

consumer market  cont inues to outpace requisite research needed to fully 

appreciate its characterist ics (Jayawardhena et  al., 2007) . As a result , many 

firms are st ill unclear about what factors shape consumers’ behaviour online 

(Constant inides, 2004) .  
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Yet  prom inent  market ing authors have acknowledged that  the Web represents a 

real revolut ion for the discipline (Mahajan and Venkatesh, 2000;  Hoffman, 2004;  

Sharma and Sheth, 2004) . Furthermore, Forsythe and Shi (2003)  state that  

there are as yet  many im portant  var iables to be understood in the context  of 

consumer shopping on the I nternet . I t  is for this reason that  Jayawardena et  al.  

(2007)  encouraged more research and enquiry by market ing academ ics. 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001)  state that  just  as with t radit ional modes of 

shopping where it  is recognised that  consumers shop different ly, consumers in 

the I nternet  domain differ in their mot ivat ions for  shopping online. I t  can be 

argued that  if consumers differ in their online shopping mot ivat ions, they will as 

well differ in other aspects such as usage behaviour and evaluat ion of the online 

medium . I t  is for this reason that  research addressing the understanding of these 

differences has cont inued to emerge. Therefore while ear lier research in this area 

focused on adopt ion factors and mot ivat ions, companies have started to realise 

that  init ial adopt ion by consumers is only the first  step and to succeed in their e-

commerce init iat ives means being able to create and maintain last ing 

relat ionships with the consumer. I t  thus became more important  to understand 

cont inuance and repurchase behaviour (Cheung et  al., 2003) . But  even as there 

has been a growing interest  in understanding actual usage behaviour in online 

shopping, the literature shows that  many researchers have not  ventured to 

derive bet ter models that  focus on the actual behaviour exhibited by the 

consumer in the domain, but  have instead cont inued to base their studies on 

exist ing intent ion/ evaluat ion  fam ily of theories, for example Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (Cheung et  al., 2005) , Unified Theory of Acceptance and Technology 

(Cody-Allen and Kishore, 2006)  and the Decomposed Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (Shih and Fang, 2004) .  

Kim iloglu (2004)  described research into consumer behaviour and I nternet  

shopping as falling into four st rands:  study of the var iables in purchasing 

intent ions, analysis of the purchasing process on the Web, consumer sat isfact ion 

and loyalty on the Web, and adopt ion of models and theories to the elect ronic 

markets. To these, Rodriguez-Adura et  al. (2009)  add that  a fifth line -  the 

analyses of the extent  to which the Web empowers consumers -  may be 

considered, following the emergence of social networking on the I nternet . 

Sim ilar ly, Pachauri ( in:  Bosnjak et  al., 2007)  classifies four approaches to the 
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study of online consumer behaviour as ( i) economics of information approach, 

which deals pr imar ily with the perceived efficiency of buying online;  ( ii)  cognitive 

costs approach, which focuses on the costs stemming from search and purchase 

related cognit ive processes;  ( iii)  lifestyle approach, which studies socio-

demographic character ist ics of exist ing and potent ial I nternet  consumers;  and 

( iv)  contextual influence approach, which analyses the influence of navigat ional 

aides as well as atmosphere on online shopping behaviour. However, Bosnjak et  

al. (2007)  ident ify a gap in the coverage that  these approaches provide for  

understanding consumers’ behaviour online. They state that  few personality 

correlates have been exam ined to provide knowledge about  the under ly ing 

determ inants of online shopping behaviour, and thus conclude that  an 

understanding of personality t raits as they relate to online shopping behaviour is 

an underdeveloped area of online consumer behaviour research. I n fact , Bosnjak 

et  al. ( ibid)  ident ify only four studies that  have used personality related 

correlates to evaluate or explain online consumer behaviour. One of these is 

Donthu and Garcia’s (1999) study which found significant  differences in a var iety 

of psychological const ructs between people that  shopped online and those who 

had I nternet  access but  did not  shop online. I n that  study, those who shopped 

online showed characterist ics of willingness to innovate and take r isk,  

impulsivity, and var iety seeking behaviour. However Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  argue 

that while Donthu and Garcia’s study supports the importance of personality 

t raits as determ inants of online shopping behaviour, the study itself suffered 

from lim itat ions in the research design and the number of t rait  forms considered. 

Therefore a t rait  theory like regulatory focus can be ut ilised to understand 

personality in relat ion to online shopping, but  only a few studies have at tempted 

to examine this relat ionship (  for example Larose et  al.,  2003) .  

Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  invest igated the applicability of a hierarchical model of 

personality, based on an ear lier approach by Mowen (2000) . This adapt ion 

results in a model which consists of four hierarchical levels, known as the surface 

t raits, situat ional t rait s, compound t raits and elemental t raits, and these can be 

drawn upon to provide a personality or iented view of online consumer behaviour. 

This foundat ion for the use of personalit y theory in evaluat ing consumer 

behaviour outcomes is important  because it  has already been established here 

that  personalit y represents an important  psychological phenomenon upon which 
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individuals can be different iated. Thus in this research, the use of the regulatory 

focus t rait  to different iate consumer percept ion, mot ivat ion and behaviour in 

online shopping is consistent  with current  understanding and pract ice, and 

cont ributes to further understanding and enhancement  of the subject . 

At  the very heart  of Bosnjak et al.’s (2007)  personality model of consumer 

behaviour are the elemental t raits, which describe the basic human personalit ies, 

and are not  dissim ilar to the big five personality types (cf. Costa et  al. , 1991) . 

These elemental t rait s are considered to derive from  genet ic predisposit ions and 

early learning exper iences (Bosnjak et  al. , 2007) . Next  to elemental t raits are 

the compound t raits which refer to the const ructs of need for cognit ion, need to 

evaluate, need for arousal, and need for material resources. Compound t raits are 

developed during socialisation, and are shaped by the interaction of one’s 

learning exper iences and socialisat ion history with the t raits at  the elemental 

level of the model. Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  describe situat ional t raits as consist ing 

of affect ive involvement  and cognit ive involvement , and apply to whole classes of 

situat ions, for example to situat ions in which one can act  in health-promot ing 

ways. Finally, surface t raits are the outcomes of the preceding three t rait  levels 

and are the immediate determ inants of behaviour, consist ing of highly context  

and behaviour specific disposit ions, closely related to the concept  of behavioural 

intent ion. Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  provide typical exam ples of these t raits as 

proneness to bargaining, or a tendency to favour health-promot ing behaviours. 

However while the above model successfully demonst rates that  there is a 

relat ionship between personality factors and the intent ion to shop online, it  is 

conceptually inadequate on a number of bases. I n the first  instance, neither 

Mowen’s (2002)  original framework nor Bosnjak et al.’s (2007)  modified model 

include any goal or ientat ion const ruct  or  t rait  levels. Yet  as the literature on 

regulatory focus shows ( reviewed in sect ion 2.11) , goal achievement  or ientat ion 

bears close sim ilar ity to cognit ive and affect ive funct ions sim ilar  to the so called 

“level three” compound traits in the above model. In the interim, it is important 

to point  out  that  the absence of regulatory focus as a t rait  const ruct  in this model 

becomes particularly apparent when Bosnjak et al.’s repeated use of the term 

“promotion” is compared to the regulatory focus concepts of promotion focus and 

prevent ion focus. Clearly, it  can be seen that  their descript ion of behavioural 
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outcomes is referenced to these concepts that  have been developed within the 

regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997) . The absence of the regulatory focus 

const ruct  in a personalit y based model of online shopping behaviour is therefore 

a shortcom ing that  this research at tempts to address.  

Secondly, Bosnjak et al.’s model postulates intention to shop online as the 

outcome variable. Although intent ion is arguably a good predictor of actual 

behaviour, for example as postulated in the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis 

et  al. , 1989) , it  is nevertheless not  as conclusive as observing or measuring the 

actual behaviour. As Van den Poel and Buckinx (2005)  point  out , in order to 

address the problem of low conversion rates in I nternet  retail, a bet ter  

understanding of actual online shopping behaviour is required. The above model 

could therefore be im proved along these lines, and for this reason this research 

has as an object ive the proposit ion of an im proved model focusing on actual 

behaviour. I ndeed, Bosnjak et  al. (2007)  acknowledge that  the model could be 

improved by the addit ion of other personalit y-behavioural const ructs, as their  

results suggested several improvements. Given the highlighted shortcom ings, 

this model was considered but  rejected as a suitable basis upon which this 

research could explain online shopping usage behaviour.  

On their part , Cheung et  al (2003)  descr ibe init ial research efforts as most ly 

drawn from theories of a classical or iginat ion such as behavioural learning 

(Skinner, 1938) , personality (Folkes, 1988) , inform at ion processing (Bet tman, 

1979)  and at t itude research (Fishbein, 1967) . Addit ionally, they state that  an 

examinat ion of research in online consumer behaviour reveals an extensive use 

of components of consumer behaviour, although this relat ionship is not  always a 

st raight forward borrowing or t ransfer of theory. This is because there is a 

significant  difference between offline and online consumer behaviour which 

warrants a dist inct ion in conceptualisat ion. I t  is for this reason that  t radit ional 

theories of consumer behaviour are built  upon and adapted to bet ter explain 

online behaviour; for example Song and Zahedi’s (2001) use of the Theory of 

Planned Behaviour (TPB)  to explain the effects of website design on adopt ion, 

and Vijayasarathy’s (2004)  integrat ion of Theory of Reasoned Act ion (TRA)  with 

web-specific factors to derive the online shopping aid. According to Cheung et  al.  

(2003) , pr ior research of this nature provides us with a r ich foundat ion upon 
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which to build research frameworks for the study of online consumer behaviour. 

However they argue that  the Theory of Reasoned Act ion and its fam ily of related 

theories including Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)  and TPB have dom inated 

the study of online consumer behaviour, with I nnovat ion Diffusion Theory ( I DT)  

and Expectat ion-Confirm at ion Theory (ECT)  also featuring frequent ly, but  this 

has been to the det r iment  of other equally useful theor ies such as the flow 

theory and, one m ight  add, the theory of regulatory focus. Hence they call on 

research that  explores and invest igates the applicability of new theories and 

frameworks to the understanding of online consumer behaviour. Without  such 

research, the field of market ing and consumer behaviour will cont inue to bear 

some unanswered quest ions about  how some of the person and t rait  related 

factors discussed here affect  behaviour in I nternet  shopping.  

To this end, Cheung et  al. (2003)  proposed a framework for the study of online 

consumer behaviour ut ilising a base model that  links intent ions, adopt ion and 

cont inuance. As Cheung et  al. (2003)  argue such a link had not  been explicit ly 

modelled before. The Model of I ntent ion, Adopt ion and Cont inuance (MI AC)  was 

therefore intended to bridge this gap. This framework and other models aimed at  

explaining behaviour in online shopping are examined in sect ion 2.9.1. 

2.9.1 Decision Based Models of Internet Consumer Behaviour 

Turban et  al.  (2006)  state that  the purpose of a consumer behaviour model is to 

help vendors understand how a consumer makes a purchasing decision, because 

if a firm  understands the decision making process of the consumer, it  may be 

able to influence the buyer’s decision, for example through advert ising and other 

market ing communicat ions. Consequent ly, Silverman et  al. ( in Turban et  al.,  

2006)  developed a m odel that describes buyers’ decision making and searching 

at  a website. This model is based on the generic purchasing-decision model 

(Kot ler, 2003)  and is divided into three parts, with parts one and two based on 

Miles (2000)  and Gut tman et  al.  ( in:  Turban et  al.,  2006)  respect ively. The main 

usefulness of this model is that  it  demonst rates the flow of data and the decision 

support  systems in elect ronic commerce. However this model and models of a 

sim ilar decision based cr iteria ( for exam ple Turban et  al., 2006;  Mishra and 

Olshavsky, 2005)  typically describe a high abst ract ion of elect ronic commerce 

system topology but  fail to elaborate on the consumer as the primary ent ity with 
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var iable behaviour within a dynam ic system. Yet  it  is important  that  models that  

at tempt  to explain decision processes should also provide marketers with 

simplif ied descript ion of complex under lying consumer behaviour (Teo and 

Yeong, 2003) . For this reason, decision-based models have been far less popular 

than innovat ion and technology acceptance-based models in the study of online 

consumer behaviour. Whereas the decision making process is an important  

aspect to understand in consumers’ use of the Internet for shopping, it may be 

argued that  even far more important  is a clear understanding of the behavioural 

antecedents underpinning decision making. For this reason, decision making 

theory informs this research, but  the decision making models as described 

above, although evaluated, were rejected as direct ly adaptable for the purpose of 

this research, as they have not  modelled the potent ial role of regulatory focus 

(the criterion of interest) in consumers’ online decision making. 

2.9.2 S-O-R Based Framework for Online Shopping Environments 

Mehrabian and Russell (1974)  proposed a model of environmental psychology 

that describes an organism’s response to a stimulus. This is the stimulus-

organism response (S-O-R)  framework which suggests that  st imuli are 

antecedents which affect the consumers’ emotional states (organism), whose 

response may result  in their retail behaviours ( response)  such as repeat 

purchase, store search and in-store behaviour (Koo and Ju, 2010) . The S-O-R 

model has been used extensively in researching and modelling the effect  of store 

atmospherics on consumer emot ions, affect  and behaviour ( for example, 

Donovan and Rossiter, 1982;  Baker et  al., 1994;  Sherman et  al., 1997) .  

Sherman et  al.  (1997)  showed that  the ambient  atmosphere had a posit ive effect  

on arousal, social and design factors had a posit ive effect  on pleasure;  and that  

these effects were associated posit ively with the amount  of money spent , affect  

( lik ing)  toward the store, and even the quant it ies purchased. 

As Koo and Ju (2010)  explain, the st imuli in the S-O-R framework are 

represented by a set  of at t r ibutes that  affect  the percept ions of the consumer 

and are the start ing point  of the consumer behaviour process. They are cues that  

enter the consumers’ cognition and arouse or incite them (as recipients) 

consciously or subconsciously into act ion. These at t r ibutes, t radit ionally, will 

include people in the store ( the social cues) , design, layout  and other visual cues 
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( for example clut ter, cleanliness, colour) ,  and ambient  cues such as smells, 

sounds, temperature. The organism references the intervening internal processes 

between the stimuli and the consumer’s reaction. In this process, the consumer 

converts the st imuli into meaningful informat ion and ut ilises them to comprehend 

the environment  before making judgement  and reaching conclusions. Based on 

this conceptualisat ion of the organic st imulus from the environment , Kim  et  al.  

(2007)  evaluated the impact  of image interact iv it y technology on the ut ilitar ian 

as well as hedonic behaviours and benefits derived from shopping online. They 

concluded that  the level of image interact ivity available on a website affected the 

enjoyment  of and involvement  with the shopping exper ience on the website.  

The main highlight  of the S-O-R framework is that  it  demonst rates the 

interact ion that  an organism has with its environment  and how this interact ion in 

turn affects the decision outcomes in the form of percept ions, behaviours, 

act ions, and evaluat ions. However, a cr it icism  of the S-O-R framework arises 

from its lack of explanatory focus on the underly ing var iables that  may interact  

to influence or mediate the organism’s reaction to its environment, as can be 

seen in the example model proposed by Eroglu et  al. (2003)  toward the study of 

consumer response to online shopping (Figure 2.6) . For instance, although image 

interact ive technology (cf. Kim  et  al., 2007)  may have an effect  on the way 

people perceive a website, S-O-R does not  provide the abilit y to further analyse 

the impact  of mult idimensional factors such as personality and individual 

or ientat ions. As a result , inconsistencies abound as to the conclusions reached in 

studies that  have ut ilised the S-O-R framework to study shopping and behaviour 

(Mummalaneni, 2005) .  I n this research, the impact  of an important  personality 

dimension in the form of regulatory focus is exam ined to illust rate the potent ial 

effect  personality factors can have on the online environmental cues. However 

the S-O-R framework is not  adopted in this research because of the lim itat ions 

and inconsistencies in the conclusions that  can be derived from using this 

framework in the study of online consumer behaviour.  

The S-O-R framework would be part icular ly useful were regulatory focus 

conceptualised in this research as a situat ional var iable rather than as a t rait  

var iable. I n the situat ional conceptualisat ion, the environment  would be 

considered the key and influent ial factor;  however in the present  
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conceptualisat ion, the S-O-R would have served no apparent  purposes and was 

therefore rejected as the basis for the research. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: An S-O-R model of consumer response to online environments (Eroglu et al., 2003) 

 

2.9.3 Technology Acceptance Model 

One of the most  commonly used models for understanding the use of the 

I nternet  as a means for business and t rade, whether as a selling and purchasing 

medium , or as a communicat ion and m arket ing medium, is the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM) . Proposed by Davis et  al. (1989) , TAM is based on the 

theory of reasoned act ion (Ajzen, 1985) , is linked to the Diffusion of I nnovat ion 

Theory (Rogers, 1995)  and has quickly become one of the most  common base 

and referent  models for the research of individual and corporate behaviour 

toward new technology and innovat ion. This is perhaps due to it s parsimony and 

the wealth of recent  empir ical evidence in support  of it  (Han and Jin, 2009) .  

TAM at tempts to predict  and explain future user behaviour in terms of at t itude 

format ion from init ial percept ions of use and ease of use, and subsequent 

intent ions of use. TAM posits that  behaviour is determ ined by user intent ions, 

but  intent ions are viewed as being joint ly determ ined by perceived usefulness 

and at t itudes, with the later joint ly determ ined by perceived usefulness and 
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perceived ease of use. However perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use 

are themselves not  t ruly exogenous, as they are theorised to be influenced by 

unknown externalit ies. According to Han and Jin (2009) , applicat ion of TAM to e-

commerce can help researchers understand consumers’ attitudes and intentions 

in e-commerce environments, but  in order to properly explain and predict  

consumers’ acceptance behaviour, the externalities are enriched cont inuously. 

Lin and Lu (2000) proposed the use of TAM to explain consumers’ acceptance of 

online shopping, while Jaw et  al. (2011)  invest igated TAM by integrat ing 

perception and experience to explain users’ acceptance of online payment 

systems. Sim ilar ly, Liao and Hsieh (2010)  ut ilized TAM in their  evaluat ion and 

analysis of online shopping behaviour and concluded that  the TAM variables were 

applicable to online shopping, although in moderat ion with experience. However, 

while TAM has now been used numerously and adapted in the context  of online 

shopping, its usefulness remains prim ar ily in the explanat ion and predict ion of 

acceptance, as opposed to explaining the actual behaviour once the technology 

or innovat ion has been accepted and adopted. Since the present  research is 

focused on mot ivat ion, percept ion, and actual behaviour rather than perceived 

usefulness, ease of use, intent ions or acceptance, TAM has not  been found as a 

suitable and appropr iate framework to undertake the research. Nevertheless, its 

underly ing pr inciples relat ing to consumer psychology are informat ive in defining 

this research. 

2.9.4 Model of Intention, Adoption and Continuance 

Based on the review of over 350 art icles in the literature on consumer behaviour 

on the I nternet , Cheung et  al. (2000)  concluded that  an underly ing base 

framework recurrent  in the themes and m odels that  were proposed could model 

overall consumer behaviour on the I nternet . They ident if ied the three 

components of the framework as intent ion, adopt ion and cont inuance, and also 

averred that  extant  literature has largely sought  to explore how consumers adopt 

and use online purchasing along these dimensions. They contend that  emphasis 

has been primar ily in the areas of intent ion and adopt ion, and that  cont inuance 

has only recent ly become more cent ral to the study of online shopping consumer 

behaviour. Consequent ly, they proposed that  a base model drawing on their 

ident if ied dimensions as ment ioned above was required to fully present  an 
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integrated picture of online shopper behaviour as a whole. By integrat ing 

Fishbein’s (1967) attitudinal model of behaviour and the expectation 

confirmat ion model (Oliver, 1997) , they specified and described a new model 

termed the model of intent ion, adopt ion, and cont inuance (Figure 2.7) .  

 
Figure 2.7: Model of online purchasing behaviour (Cheung et al., 2000) 

 

Intention refers to the consumers’ online purchase intentions, adoption refers to 

the taking up of online purchasing and cont inuance refers to online post -

purchase/ repurchase behaviour. Although as yet  not  exhaust ively tested and 

verif ied, the MI AC model presents a step towards a unified and parsimonious 

base model for understanding consumer behaviour. However, it s shortcom ing is 

obvious in the sense that  while it  emphasises adopt ion and post -purchase 

behaviour, it  does not  clear ly depict  or elaborate on the actual behaviour that  

occurs once adopt ion has taken place. I n this sense the model is asymptot ic in 

the sense that  it  considers adopt ion as the overarching explanatory dimension 

for any and all other behavioural manifestat ions in online shopping – the model 

approaches an ideal model for describing online shopping, but  falls short  by not  

explicit ly depict ing usage behaviour. The deficiency of adopt ing proxy factors to 

explain actual behaviour in the online context  may be considered a major 

shortcom ing of many other studies. Yet , it  has been acknowledged by var ious 

researchers that  ult imately, understanding the actual behaviour may const itute 

the difference between success and failure in engaging consumers online. For 

example, Van den Poel and Buckinx, (2005, p. 558)  state that :  
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“…a lot of research still needs to be done concerning Internet usage since 

Internet choice behaviour is in many respects substantially different from 

the behaviour that is already thoroughly explored in a traditional store-

retail setting.” 

To summarise,  the MIAC model provides an important basis for this research’s 

approach and inform s the theoret ical underpinning of the final research model. 

For example, the current  research emulates MI AC by adopt ing a mult iple-

dimension model of pre-usage factors (percept ion of r isk and benefits)  and 

adopt ion stage factors (hedonic and ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion) . However in addit ion, 

the present  research models regulatory focus as an antecedent  overarching 

factor and considers actual usage behaviour rather than cont inuance behaviour.  

 

2.10 BEHAVIOURAL DIMENSIONS OF ONLINE SHOPPING 

Deriv ing from the previous research and as discussed in sect ion 2.10, I nternet  

shopping can be div ided into a num ber of dimensions. Taylor and St rut ton 

(2010)  provide a sum mary of I nternet  shopping dimensions based on a review of 

market ing and I nformat ion Systems literature, and proposed a model of online 

shopping based on these dimensions:  the I ntegrat ive Model of Online Purchasing 

Behaviour depicts behavioural I ntent ions as the outcome variable in relat ion to 

three dimensions involved in the online purchasing process. These dimensions 

are (i) “pre-purchase user intentions”, (ii) “pre-purchase user attitudes” and (iii) 

“post-purchase user attitude”, which is an alternative construal of satisfaction. 

But while Taylor et al.’s dimensions may be useful in predicting I nternet  

shopping usage based on pre-usage intent ions, their const ruct ion does not  

clear ly indicate the format ive basis for intent ion and subsequent usage. However 

the review of psychological const ructs in sect ion 2.9 shows that  percept ion and 

mot ivat ion are fundamental factors underly ing intent ion and behaviour. 

Therefore, direct  and important  quest ions to consider are:  

In what ways does perception affect actual usage behaviour in online shopping? 

In what ways does usage motivation affect actual usage behaviour in online 

shopping? 
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Although the term inology may vary, var ious models (as int roduced in sect ion 

2.10)  underpin the relat ionships implied by the above quest ions (Cheung et  al.,  

2003;  Kim iloglu, 2004)  leading to the emergence of a number of prim ary themes 

from the literature which may be grouped into four broad categories. These are 

( i)  percept ion – which encompasses issues relat ing to init ial percept ion and 

at t itude towards the technology and medium at t r ibutes and characterist ics;  ( ii)  

adopt ion and usage mot ivat ion -  which looks at  the factors or mot ivat ions that  

lead to the acceptance and use of online shopping, including intent ions;  ( iii)  

usage behaviour – which looks at  how online shopping is actually used by 

consumers, for example as a search or a purchase act iv ity, as a frequent  or  

occasional act iv ity and the rat ionality of behaviour, as well as repeat  behaviour in 

online shopping;  and ( iv)  post -usage evaluat ion – which looks at  post -usage 

evaluat ion, confirmat ion, sat isfact ion and subsequent  intent ion to use.   

However, whereas usage behaviour appears to be a frequent  outcome of 

interest , several researchers, for example Taylor (2010)  and Bosnjak et  al.  

(2007) , have found it  expedient , or perhaps convenient  to follow in the style of 

technology acceptance models in using intent ions as a proxy for actual 

behaviour, thereby short -changing the field in terms of a cr it ical evaluat ion and 

understanding of the behaviour dimension described above. Another study that  

prom ises but  fails to deliver a clear and explicit  explanat ion of actual behaviour 

in online shopping is Lim et al. (2012). Aptly titled “Untangling utilitarian and 

hedonic consumption behaviours in online shopping,” the study then focuses on 

sat isfact ion and evaluat ion, important  post -usage variables, but  not  actual 

behaviour factors. 

Therefore to redress these shortcom ings, in this research, not  only are we 

interested in fully modelling and test ing actual behaviours that  consumers exhibit  

in online shopping, but  we aim  to address the gap that  also exists in specify ing 

an appropriate st ructural model of the relat ionship between percept ion and 

mot ivat ion as interm ediates on  the one hand, and an underly ing regulatory 

var iable and  actual usage behaviour as independent  predictor and cr iter ion 

var iables respect ively, on the other. Although the direct ion of the relat ionship 

between percept ion and mot ivat ion has long been contended ( for example, see 

Postman, 1953) , in online research literature, both const ructs are generally 
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viewed as correlat ing and having a direct  relat ionship on behaviour (cf.  Lim  and 

Dubinsky, 2004;  Lim  et  al., 2012) . This therefore but t resses the argument  in this 

research that  a common underly ing var iable influences percept ion and 

mot ivat ion, and that  the effect  of these two variables on any behaviour ( for 

example online shopping behaviour)  can best  be understood when the underly ing 

influence is explicit ly modelled. This research proceeds on the assumpt ion that  

both percept ion and mot ivat ion have direct  and testable effects on usage 

behaviour in online shopping, while at  the same t ime, their antecedent  

relat ionship with regulatory focus can also be empir ically tested. I n addit ion, the 

research assumes on the basis of present  evidence that  percept ion and 

mot ivat ion are not  posit ioned in a linear hierarchy in relat ion to behaviour.  

The dimensional classificat ions ident if ied m ay also be likened to the five decision 

making stages of need recognit ion, informat ion search, evaluat ion of 

alternat ives, purchase decision and post -purchase processes (Engel et  al., 1978)  

and render themselves to mapping onto the three-step model of mot ivat ion as 

described in the next  subsect ion. I n general, the decision m aking process is 

assumed or expressly modelled in popular models of consumer behaviour in 

online shopping. While the present research proceeds on the assumpt ive basis, it  

is important  to br iefly review the decision making process for background 

purposes. 

2.10.1 Consumer Decision Making 

The five-step consumer decision-making process out lines the steps a consumer 

goes through when reaching a consumpt ion decision. This starts with recognising 

a need that  needs addressing, and ends with evaluat ing the t ransact ion after  it  

happens. Consumers do not  always engage in all f ive steps of this process, and 

rout ine or experience can cause them to bypass part icular steps (Belch and Belch 

2009) . 

 Recognition of a need or want 

Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) describe two “styles” of need: “actual state” 

types of need (i.e. an actual need) and “desired state” types of need ( i.e. 

wants) , each of which can t r igger the decision-making process. Mot ives 

direct an individual “toward a specific type of action that seems 
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appropriate under the circumstances” (Walters 1978:216). From a purely 

process-oriented point  of view, a three-step model of the mot ivat ional 

process (Figure 2.8)  can be summarized as the ident if icat ion of a need-

based mot ive, which leads to an individual taking act ion to fulf il that  need, 

which may lead to the eventual fulf ilment  of the need as the end goal 

(Wright  2006, Dugree et  al.,1996: 93) .   

 

 

Figure 2.8:  The simple motivational process (based on Wright, 2006) 

 

But  this simple model would be im proved upon if it  provided m ore detail 

about  the human factors that  underpin this mot ivat ional process. After all,  

as has already been explained, consumers are humans with different  

sources of mot ivat ion. I t  is therefore sensible to relate the simple model of 

the mot ivat ional process to the other  dimensions affect ing online shopping 

behaviour, that  is, t rait , percept ion and act ion, as developed in this 

research. I n fact  the simple mot ivat ional model presented here can be 

mapped direct ly onto a process of consumer behaviour in online shopping 

as shown in MI AC. The need-based mot ive underlies the percept ion that  

online shopping can sat isfy a need and the intent ion to shop online, the 

act ion toward a goal underlies the adopt ion mot ivat ion, and the goal 

at tainment  under lies cont inuance. Therefore, along these same lines, an 

extension could be applied to explain overall behaviour in online shopping 

by account ing for the role of the under ly ing t raits affect ing mot ivat ion.  

 Information search 

The second decision making stage involves informat ion searching. There 

can be internal and external search sources, but one’s perception of r isk is 

determ inant  of how extensive the informat ion search process is, with a 
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high degree of perceived r isk and low availability of informat ion result ing 

in a more extensive search, and a low perceived r isk and high availabilit y 

of informat ion typically result ing in a less r igorous search and evaluat ion 

process (Schiffman and Kanuk 2000) . I n this research, search behaviour is 

recognised as important  because it  is const rued as an important  

manifestat ion of the behavioural differences arising from differences in 

regulatory focus. However, as the subject  of online search behaviour has 

been thoroughly researched already, it  does not  form  a pr imary concern in 

this research. I nstead the recognit ion here that  search behaviour can be 

impacted by r isk percept ion provides substance to the subsequent 

argument  in this research relat ing r isk to other behaviours in online 

shopping. 

 Evaluation of alternative options 

Once informat ion is gathered, an evaluat ion of the opt ions takes place and 

this can involve som e form of ranking and pr ior it isat ion. But  oftent imes, 

what an individual perceives as the “right” choice is a subjective decision 

based on the choice being a good match with one’s t rait  or ientat ion or 

personality, as well as through the use of heurist ics and externalit ies 

which may be considered forms of r isk relievers (Schiffman and Kanuk 

2000) , for example, brand, guarantees and peer/ social recommendat ions 

(Chisnall 1985, Williams 1981) . I nternally, evaluat ion of alternat ives is 

influenced by percept ions, attitudes and one’s intrinsic motivation, and for 

this reason this decision making step is of interest  to this research. This is 

because it  is expected that  online consumers will differ in the level of 

alternat ives evaluat ion based on the ut ilitar ian or  hedonic shopping 

object ives, as well as their perceived r isk or perceived benefits or ientat ion 

to online shopping, and this will further have consequences on the need 

for r isk relievers dur ing online shopping. 

 Carrying out the decision 

This is the act ion stage, where the consumer decides to proceed and act  

upon the decision. Schiffman and Kanuk (2000)  describe three levels:  

t r ials ( f irst - t ime t ransact ions) , repeat  t ransact ions, and a long- term  

commitment . The t ransact ion state is m odelled in this research as the 

outcome variable of behaviour, and represents the act ions of the 

consumer in the context  of online shopping, based on three surrogate 
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var iables:  how they respond to online market ing communicat ions, 

shopping cart  abandonment  and the use of r isk relievers. 

 Post-purchase evaluation 

At  this stage, the consumer evaluates the product , as well as overall 

shopping exper ience and post -purchase affect  (Schiffman and Kanuk, 

2000) . This stage has also been described alternat ively in expectat ion-

disconfirmat ion paradigm as the (dis)confirmat ion stage, and has 

consequences on percept ions and at t itudes that  may influence customer 

repeat  behaviour and retent ion in online shopping. 

The decision making stages represent  unique psychological states which can also 

be summarised as follows:  

a)  Percept ion – the need recognit ion stage 

b)  Mot ivat ion – the act ion inducement  stage 

c)  Behaviour – the actual performance or implementat ion of the decided 

course of act ion 

d)  Evaluat ion – sim ilar to the evaluat ion stage in the decision model.  

The decision making model is informat ive, but  as far as explaining consumer 

behaviour in online shopping is concerned, does not  provide a convergent 

solut ion or conclusion to explain the actual behaviour that  is exhibited and the 

mechanisms under ly ing it .  I n order to provide a holist ic understanding of 

consumers in I nternet  shopping, this research adapts some elements of the 

decision making model appropr iately to represent the processes underly ing 

consumer online shopping behaviour in an init ial four part  solut ion (Figure 2.9) .  

These dimensions are discussed next . 
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 Figure 2.9:  A four-dimension representation of the decision-behaviour process in online shopping 

 

2.10.2 Perception and Online Shopping 

2.10.2.1 Perceived behavioural control 

I t  has been suggested that  the mot ivat ion to adopt  a part icular channel of 

shopping is influenced by the percept ion of cont rol that  a consumer may have 

about  this channel. According to Pookulangara et  al. (2011)  the level of cont rol a 

consumer perceives is related to their channel choice possibilit ies. However 

perceived behavioural cont rol (PBC)  represents percept ions of cont rol, not  actual 

cont rol, and the more accurate these percept ions are, the more likely they are to 

represent  t rue cont rol over the behaviour in quest ion. The influence that  PBC has 

upon a channel’s selection and usage may be contingent upon other facilitating 

condit ions, part icular ly on the t ime, money, informat ion hedonic or  ut ilitar ian 

goals (Pookulangara et  al. , 2011) . For example, a shopper that  is interested in 

saving money or concerned about impulsive buying m ight  perceive that  by 

shopping online, they could bet ter cont rol the amount  of spend and avoid 

temptat ions that  they have associated with shopping instore. Sim ilar ly, if 

shoppers were short  of t ime and perceived that  they could bet ter cont rol the 

length of t ime they would take to shop by doing so online, this would lead to 

their  making a choice to shop online. PBC is a sub const ruct  of the theory of 

planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991)  and theory of reasoned act ion (Ajzen and 

Fishbein, 1980) , along with at t itude and subject ive norms, and can be in turn 

determ ined from  two subcomponents:  (a)  cont rol belief – percept ion of obstacles 
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or resources affect ing behaviour;  and (b)  perceived power – importance of these 

barr iers or resources.  

Although Pookulangara et  al.  (2011)  found PBC as an influencing factor in the 

adopt ion of online shopping it  is not  clear how the percept ion of online shopping 

cont rol as an adopt ion factor differs from consumer to consumer. Wolfinberger 

and Gilly (2001)  argued that  while some consumers adopt online shopping for  

the purpose of taking cont rol over their shopping, others are more mot ivated by 

the perceived potent ial for enjoyment  and freedom within this medium. 

Therefore perceived behavioural cont rol appears to be a subset  of the perceived 

r isk/ benefit  valence framework. I n this regard, consumers can perceive a high 

level of behavioural cont rol in shopping online (a perceived benefit )  or a low level 

of behavioural cont rol in shopping online (a perceived r isk) , as a result  of which 

their behaviour is affected. This percept ion of r isk and benefit  is elaborated upon 

next . 

2.10.2.2 Benefits versus risk – the valence framework 

A number of authors have approached online shopping adopt ion from the 

perspect ive that  consumers view it  from  the point  of v iew of value perceived 

rather than from the object iv ity point  of view. Lim  and Dubinsky (2004)  relate 

mot ivat ional factors to the shopping characterist ics of the medium. Specifically 

they argue that  I nternet  shopping at t r ibutes (Table 2.1)  mot ivate shoppers in 

different  ways as the value at tached to these at t r ibutes differs by consumer 

mot ivat ion and or ientat ion. Differences in at tachment  of value to I nternet  

shopping at t r ibutes have been examined more recent ly by Lu at  al. (2011) , using 

the valence framework which posits that  consumers perceive products, services 

and situat ions as having both posit ive and negat ive at t r ibutes, and that  this 

percept ion affects their mot ivat ion to use the m edium. The posit ive at t r ibutes are 

perceived as benefits while the negat ive at t r ibutes are perceived as r isk. To this 

end, Lu at  al.  (2011)  argue that  perceived benefits of online shopping are 

mot ivators to usage while perceived r isks of online shopping are inhibitors. Lu et  

al.’s motivators/inhibitors framework stems directly from the valence framework 

which balances the effect  of perceived r isk with the effect  of perceived benefit . I t  

argues that consumers’ decision making is informed by a balancing act which is 

based on the balance of the two at t r ibute groups to maxim ise the net  valence 
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(Peter and Tarpey, 1975) . I nternet  consumers are likely concerned about  the 

security and r isk associated with part icipat ing in online shopping due to its open 

infrast ructure, but  on the other hand, they are st imulated by the perceived 

benefits or greater value perceived in e-shopping (Lu et  al. , 2011) .  

a) Perceived risk 

I n a contextual perspect ive, r isk itself has been defined as the extent  to which 

uncertainty abounds about  whether potent ially significant  and/ or disappoint ing 

outcomes of decisions will be realised (Sitkin and Pablo, 1992) . Following from 

this approach Sitkin and Pablo (1992)  define perceived r isk as the assessment  of 

the r isk inherent  in a situat ion. Although grounded in the field of t radit ional 

psychology, the perceived r isk concept  has enjoyed popular ity within consumer 

behaviour theory due likely to its importance as a predictor of human behaviour. 

Early instances of definit ions of the perceived r isk concept  within consumer 

behaviour can be t raced to as far back as the 1960s. For example Cox and Rich 

(1964)  defined it  as the amount  and nature of r isk perceived by a consumer in 

contemplat ing a part icular purchase decision, while more recent ly, Murray (1991)  

defined perceived risk as a consumer’s uncertainty about loss or gain in a 

part icular purchase undertaking. 

The nature of perceived r isk in consumer behaviour has been further illust rated 

by Akaah and Korgaonkar (1988)  who exam ined perceived r isk in mail order 

shopping, and Forsyth and Shi (2003)  who studied its effect  in the context  of 

I nternet  shopping. These studies confirmed earlier findings that  perceived r isk is 

related to other consumer behaviour concepts, for example cognit ive style (Cox,  

1967)  and self esteem (Schaninger, 1976) . Jacoby and Kaplan (1972)  ident if ied 

five categories of risk perceived by consumers as financial, performance, 

psychological, physical and social, while Roselius (1971)  proposed t ime as an 

addit ional category. 

According to Mitchell (1999)  consumers are constant ly faced with completely new 

experiences upon which a r isk assessment  would be made;  because of the 

diff iculty in accurately est imat ing r isk, such assessment  is usually made on the 

basis of subject ive impressions. This provides an important  dist inct ion between 

object ive and subject ive r isk, specifically because the later const itutes what  is 
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known as perceived r isk. Thus any measurement  of perceived r isk in consumer 

behaviour must  take into account  the lim itat ion that  it  is subject ively const rued. 

Tradit ionally, perceived r isk has been measured from an economic probability 

point  of view, with a two component  model, uncertainty about  occurrence of 

event  and im portance of consequences, measured on four-point  scales and 

collapsed either addit ively or mult iplicat ively to form the composite scale 

(Cunnigham , 1967;  Peter and Ryan, 1976) . Perhaps in recognising the sim ilar it y 

of perceived r isk to other behavioural const ructs that  are best  accessed via a 

consumer’s multi- faceted responses, consumer researchers have increasingly  

employed the use of mult iple indicator items to measure perceived r isk ( for  

example Stone and Gronhaug, 1993;  Mitchell, 1999) . Mitchell (1999)  points out  

that  the advantages of this approach include the possibilit y to test  for reliability 

and validity, and the elim inat ion of the need to brief respondents about  what  

perceived r isk means to the researcher. 

The importance of perceived r isk has been examined in informat ion systems 

adopt ion research (Pavlou, 2003;  Garbar ino and St rahilevitz, 2004) . But  while 

the majority of research has found that  perceived r isk is high in I nternet  

shopping due to at t r ibutes such as intangibility, uncertainty and uncont rollability 

(Poon, 2008) , and that  high r isk percept ion negat ively impacts on the intent ion 

to conduct  e-commerce (Pavlou, 2003)  or I nternet  shopping (Kim  et  al. , 2007) , 

some studies (Wu and Wang, 2005;  Belanger and Carter, 2008)  found that  

perceived r isk has a significant ly posit ive effect  on the intent ion to use I nternet  

shopping. These contradict ions are interest ing and point  to the possibilit y that  

whereas some consumers are inhibited by perceived r isk of online shopping, 

others are persuaded by it . One possibilit y for the differences observed may be 

associated with the type of product . For example, Rowley (2006)  focused on e-

service, which conceptually different iates from  e- retail of t radit ional products and 

therefore presents different  considerat ions for r isk and behaviour on the 

I nternet . An important  research quest ion arising from this follows:  

Why do some consumers perceive more risk in Internet shopping than others? 

Furthermore, what psychological factors lead to differences in consumers’ 

sensitivity to risk in online shopping? 
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I n this research, considerat ion is given to whether a specific psychological 

characterist ic, regulatory focus, influences how different  consumers perceive and 

react  to I nternet  shopping r isk. I f regulatory focus affects the level of r isk that  an 

individual consumer associates with online shopping -  and depending on whether 

this perceived r isk serves as a persuader or inhibitor according to the regulatory 

focus -  it  should consequent ly affect  the likelihood of their  manner of 

part icipat ion in online shopping, as well as the manner in which they undertake 

and evaluate online shopping.  

b) Relative benefit 

Lu et  al. (2011)  describe relat ive benefit  as indicat ing the degree to which online 

benefits are perceived to be bet ter than offline ones. Benefit  is a subject ive term  

closely related to perceived value, of which Zeitham l ( in Taylor et  al. , 2010)  

states the following: “’perceived’ value entails consumers’ overall assessment  of 

a product’s utility based on perceptions of what is given and received.” Some of 

the perceived relat ive benefits or value of online shopping are cost  savings and 

convenience (Forsythe et  al.,  2006;  Lim  and Dubinsky, 2004) . As Lu et  al.  

(2011)  state, the term  relat ive benefit  shows close resemblance to the const ruct  

of perceived usefulness in the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis et  al. , 1989)  

as both emphasise the performance improvement  of a new service in comparison 

with an exist ing one. Perceived usefulness and benefit  have been found to 

significant ly affect  the intent ion to use e-commerce ( for example Kim  et  al.,  

2007;  Pavlou, 2003) , leading to the conclusion that  the percept ion of relat ive 

benefit  can encourage consumers to use online services, for example shopping 

and banking (Lu et  al., 2011) . Although perceived usefulness is not  direct ly  

evaluated here because of its sim ilar it y to perceived benefits, this research is 

interested in the more im mediate relat ionship between perceived benefits and 

usage behaviour in online shopping. A research quest ion ar ising from the above 

is:  

Why do some consumers perceive more benefits in internet shopping than 

others? And why are some consumers more or less sensitive to the benefits of 

online shopping than to its risks? 
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Where the balance of valence is posit ive and consumers proceed to accept  and 

use online shopping, a secondary process of percept ion takes place that  results 

from the evaluat ion and confirmat ion or disconfirmat ion of init ial percept ions. 

This can be described by explaining the role of experience (Taylor and St rut ton, 

2010)  as well as through the expectat ion-disconfirmat ion theory (EDT)  (Oliver, 

1980) .   

2.10.3 Motivation to Use Online Shopping 

Variously referred to as mot ivat ion (Wolfinberger and Gilly, 2001)  or adopt ion 

factors (Cheung et  al., 2003)  the subject  of why consumers take up the use of 

the I nternet  as a shopping medium has been extensively researched. Some 

researchers have provided lists of adopt ion reasons (Mafe and Blas, 2007)  while 

others have focused more on classify ing these factors or segment ing consumers 

according to mot ivat ion typologies (Rohm and Swaminathan, 2004) ;  yet  others 

have been preoccupied with modelling the process of adopt ion, including its 

antecedents such as percept ion, at t itude and intent ion format ion (Chen et  al.,  

2002;  Xu and Paulins, 2005) . These adopt ion reasons are explained below 

because they const itute an integral part  of the mot ivat ional stage in a model of 

online shopping. 

2.10.3.1 Adoption reasons 

Mafe and Blas (2007) described the main reasons for consumers’ adoption of OS 

shopping as:  

 Convenience and time saving:  consumers can shop anyt ime and almost  

anywhere. For this reason online shopping provides convenience and also 

saves the t ime required to make a t r ip to the shops (Kaufman-

Scarborough and Lindquist , 2002) . As a result , convenience and the ease 

of ordering from home from a worldwide market  at t ract  increasing 

numbers of consumers who value their free t ime or who consider shopping 

from both local and foreign companies. However, not  all consumers shop 

online for convenience reasons. For others, situat ional necessity may 

warrant  their shopping online. For example, Mafe and Blas (2007)  ident ify 

access to products unavailable in the local market  as a factor. They state 

that  quick, economic and direct  access to products that  may not  be 
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available in the local market  is feature of online shopping. The I nternet  

elim inates obstacles created by geographic and t ime zones, thereby 

placing at  the reach of the consumer a greater quant it y of products, 

services and informat ion.  

 Variety and range of products:  consumers have access to a wider 

var iety and range of products and services as a result  of online shopping. 

By providing bet ter  quality informat ion about  goods and enabling 

consumers to find the products the desire, the I nternet  has the potent ial 

to increase overall shopping sat isfact ion. 

 Price reductions:  due to disintermediat ion that  results from online 

shopping, it  is possible for consumers to overcome intermediary barr iers 

and purchase goods from the part  of the world where these are at  a lower 

cost. As a result, Reibstein’s study ( in Mafe and Blas, 2007)  found that  

price was an important  choice cr iter ia used by most  consumers in deciding 

where to shop online. This is because economically-mot ivated consumers 

see price as an important  cost  component  and compare pr ices between 

different  alternat ives.  

 Customisation: as the consumer’s experience of the Internet increases, 

his or  her involvement  in the shopping process increases to include the 

design of the product  and service. This ability to custom ise and personalise 

one’s shopping is seeing as an important  factor in the adopt ion of I nternet  

shopping by some users. 

However, consumers are not  mot ivated in equal measures by the factors 

discussed above. This is because some of the adopt ion reasons discussed above 

are clearly ut ilitar ian in nature, while others may be classified as hedonic, as a 

result  of which the theories relat ing to ut ilitar ian and hedonic m ot ivat ion can be 

applied in this research to differentiate consumers’ motivations. This is discussed 

next . 

2.10.3.2 Utilitarian versus hedonic classification of online shopping 

motivations 

Benefit  and usefulness as described above could be considered as either hedonic 

or utilitarian whether deriving from a product’s att r ibutes or experience of 

channel use (Pookulangara et  al., 2011) . Although the consumpt ion of many 
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goods and services involves dimensions that  are both of hedonic and ut ilitar ian 

benefits to varying degrees, it  is clear that  consumers characterise some benefits 

as prim ar ily hedonic and others as primar ily ut ilitar ian (Wertenbroch and Dhar, 

2000) . Therefore this research is interested in knowing whether and how 

consumers’ regulatory focus affects their perception of online shopping as either 

of relat ive hedonic or ut ilitar ian benefit , and consequent ly which type of benefit  

pr imar ily mot ivates them to shop online. A dual approach paradigm appears 

common in defining adopt ion behaviour for online shopping. Y Monsuwe et  al.  

(2004)  describe how the mot ivat ion to shop online can be classified simply as 

either ut ilitar ian or hedonic. To this end they argue that  whereas some I nternet  

shopping consumers can be described as “problem solvers”, others can be 

described as fun seekers want ing arousal, sensory st imulat ion, excitement  and 

entertainment . Sim ilar ly, Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001)  aver that  although online 

shoppers can be segmented and classified along numerous dimensions, their  

mot ivat ions can be seen primar ily as either goal directed or experient ial. The 

definit ions of these term inologies bear sim ilar ity with Y Monsuwe et al.’s 

ut ilitar ian and hedonic mot ivates.  

Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001)  state that  while some shoppers are online for 

cont rol, others are there because it  is fun and it  provides freedom;  the degree to 

which online shopping fulf ils goal-or iented and/ or experient ial consumer needs 

will affect  not  only adopt ion but  what  consumers are willing to spend and buy 

online. For this reason: “clearly, understanding what motivates consumers to 

shop online can and should inform st rategy, technology, and market ing decisions 

as well as website design.” This view is supported by Kukar-Kinney and Close 

(2009)  who state that  consumers may shop online with exper ient ial mot ives as 

well as goal-or iented mot ives;  experient ial mot ives will address fun and 

alleviat ion of boredom through entertainment  and escapism, whereas goal 

or iented mot ives will address purposeful search and purchase of goods and 

services online. Hedonic mot ivat ions can also take the form  of recreat ional 

shopping (Bellenger and Korgaonkar, 1980) ;  for example Kaufman-Scarborough 

and Lindquist  (2002)  suggest  that  recreat ional shoppers are likely to virtually  

“stroll” through online shopping sites for learning, social and diversion related 

purposes without  necessarily planning to make a purchase. This type of 
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consumer is likely to respond more posit ively to online market ing communicat ion 

such as advert ising. 

I n describing the two kinds of mot ivat ion for shopping online, Y Monsuwe et  al.  

(2004)  borrow from t radit ional descript ions of consumer shopping mot ivat ions 

( for example Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982;  Babin et  al. , 1994;  Holbrook,  

1994)  and state that  ut ilitar ian or goal or iented shoppers are problem solvers 

whose main concern for shopping online is to acquire a specific product  or 

service, in which case shopping is considered an errand or work. They are 

preoccupied with purchasing products in a t imely and efficient  manner, and to 

achieving their goal with a m inimum of dist ract ion or ir r itat ion. I n cont rast , 

hedonically mot ivated shoppers see online shopping as an “enjoyment” and seek 

for the potent ial entertainment  and fun result ing from the I nternet  shopping 

experience. Hence, they appreciate the online shopping exper ience for its own 

sake, regardless of any consequences, for example the result ing purchase or 

amount  that  may be eventually spent .  

Babin et  al. ( in:  Dit tmar et  al. , 2004)  developed a method for measuring 

ut ilitar ian and hedonic values of shopping, f inding that  ut ilitar ian values reflect  

concerns with efficiency and effect iveness, and hedonic values capture the fun 

and enjoyment  of the buying behaviour. This method informs the development  of 

a scale to measure online shopping mot ivat ion in this research.  Pookulangara et  

al. (2011)  referred to studies that  had found that  hedonic m ot ivators play an 

important  role in online shopping behaviour along with ut ilitar ian predictors such 

as usefulness and ease of use. Addit ionally, they refer to the influence of 

exogenous factors such as consumer t raits, situat ional factors, product  

character ist ics, and previous experience. Specifically, they aver that  while 

product  characterist ics can be classified according to inher ited, conferred and 

perceived characterist ics including tangibilit y, cost , homogeneity, different iability 

and intensity, they m ay also be classified according to whether they are hedonic 

or ut ilitar ian. Furthermore, both hedonic and ut ilitar ian funct ions offer benefits to 

the consumer, the former primar ily in the form of experient ial enjoyment  and the 

lat ter in pract ical funct ionality. But  while the consumpt ion of many products and 

services involves both dimensions to varying degrees, there is lit t le doubt  that  
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consumers characterise some products as pr imar ily hedonic and others as 

primar ily ut ilitar ian (Wertenbroch and Dhar, 2000) . 

I n the same vein, Chiou and Ting (2011)  reference literature which supports the 

view that  in the context  of retail, shopping can be described as work, as opposed 

to fun. However they state that  with respect  to the I nternet , more has been 

writ ten about  the ut ilitar ian aspects of its shopping funct ion while its 

entertainment  and hedonic potent ial has only gained momentum recent ly. Yet  as 

they argue, although the inst rumental qualit ies of I nternet  shopping ( for  

example, ease of use and convenience)  are important predictors of consumers’ 

at t itudes and purchase behaviours, the hedonic aspects of the website play an 

equally important  role in shaping these behaviours. I n concordance with this 

descript ion and the preceding literature, this research appropriately takes the 

view that it is useful to consider that the various factors influencing consumers’ 

decisions to take up online shopping can broadly be classified into two 

mot ivat ional or ientat ions -  ut ilitar ian and hedonic – and that  consumers will 

belong more to one or the other depending on which at t r ibutes or factors 

influenced them the most . These mot ivat ions in turn should lead to online 

shopping behaviour that  can be described sim ilar ly, either as ut ilitar ian or 

hedonic, each leading to different  outcomes. I n this respect  the research 

quest ion to be considered is:  

Why are some consumers more motivated by hedonic factors of online shopping 

than others who are more motivated by its utilitarian factors? 

I n sum, the quest ions raised in this subsect ion suggest  the relat ionships specified 

in Figure 2.10, which summarises the theoret ical relat ionships between the 

const ructs discussed. I n addit ion, from the forgoing discussion, there is a logical 

covariant  relat ionship suggested between perceived r isk and perceived benefit  on 

the one hand, and hedonic mot ivat ion and ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion on the other , as 

specified in Figure 2.10, because as one increases, the other decreases. These 

relat ionships are further developed in the discussion following Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10: A dual-aspect model of the effects of perception and motivation on online shopping 

behaviour 

 

2.10.4 Dimensions of Online Shopping Usage Behaviour 

I t  is now well known that  consumers behave different ly when shopping online 

than when shopping in more t radit ional m ediums, part icular ly in-store. As early 

as 2002, Bucklin et  al. (2002)  concluded that  I nternet  choice behaviour is in 

many respects significant ly different  from the behaviour that  is well researched 

in a t radit ional store- retail set t ing. They argued that  I nternet  choice behaviour is 

more dynamic, which provides modellers with more and different  types of 

consumer choices. Van den Poel and Buckinx (2005)  suggest  that  the uniqueness 

of behaviour exhibited on the I nternet  could be explored further.  Because 

consumers will behave different ly based on a number of internal and external 

st imuli, the marketer has the opportunity to personalise the choice environment  

and respond in num erous ways at  any moment  in t ime. They further suggest  

that  bet ter models are needed for understanding I nternet  behaviour and being 

able to make predict ions about  it .  There are many ways in which consumers 

behave different ly. These differences are both at  the level of the channel of 

shopping as well as at  the level of individual differences, and many surrogate 

var iables have been used to represent  behaviour in online shopping, for example 

loyalty (Srinivasan et  al., 2002) , brand affiliat ion (Rowley, 2011) , and search 

behaviour (Koufaris, 2002) . However for the purpose of this research, three key 

behavioural components or dimensions will be ut ilised, to ensure parsimony and 
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comprehension. The three dimensions selected to facilitate this research are 

represented as in Figure 2.11. A descript ion of each dimension variable, along 

with an explanat ion of its suitability for select ion is provided subsequent ly.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Three components of online shopping behaviour 

 

Overall, the choice of these variables is based on the fact  that  these components 

have been extensively tested in previous research (although in isolat ion)  and 

have proven to be robust  est imators of behaviour in online shopping. Taken 

together, they represent  new grounds for explaining consumer behaviour in 

online shopping. These components are important  in describing online consumer 

behaviour because of their consequences for online retail success, and can be 

ident if ied as shopping cart  abandonment  (Egeln and Joseph, 2012) , response to 

online market ing (Orth et  al. , 2010) , and behaviour relat ing to the use of r isk 

relievers (Srinivasan et  al., 2002) . By measuring these three behavioural 

outputs, this research aims to capture an accurate and comprehensive 

representat ion of the dimensions of online shopping usage behaviour . While a 

few studies have primar ily adopted a unitary philosophy and addressed various 
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aspects of online behavioural dimensions in isolat ion, the m anner in which these 

dimensions have been combined to derive a composite const ruct  of online 

shopping behaviour is one of the unique features of this research. This approach 

has been made possible only by the powerful abilit y of the st ructural equat ion 

methodology adopted in this research and explained fully in Chapter Three.  

I n the following subsect ions, the dimensions of online shopping behaviour ut ilised 

in this research are evaluated. 

2.10.4.1 Response to online marketing (ROM) 

I t  has been est imated that  I nternet  market ing in the form of advert ising alone 

will remain the fastest  growing market ing medium , with a projected 18 per cent  

global growth to £37 billion in 2011 (Gill, 2008) . Such phenomenal growth may 

be attributable to the Internet’s potential to increase buyers’ access to 

informat ion and choice, as well as retailer  opportunit ies (Varadarajan and Yadav, 

2002) . For example, this may be why a slowing down of economic act iv ity as 

evidenced on the UK high st reet  has nonetheless been countered by an increase 

in retail pat ronage online, accompanied by increases in market ing and 

advert ising spend (Dennis et  al., 2009) . Therefore, understanding the 

mechanisms of online market ing has become a pr ior ity to both pract it ioners and 

researchers (Kiang et  al., 2000) , because many stakeholders st ill do not  

sufficient ly understand the needs and behaviour of the online consumer.  

Exist ing approaches to the evaluat ion of how consumers respond to online 

market ing have generally employed t radit ional tools associated with market ing,  

and although it  has been acknowledge that  this approach is appropriate (Kiang et  

al., 2000) , it  has also been argued that  the I nternet  represents an idiosyncrasy 

which effect  on consumers and market ing must  be uniquely examined (Liang and 

Lai, 2002) . Walsh (2010)  states that  although the I nternet  exhibits greater usage 

depth, it  has at  the same t ime witnessed more negat ive at t itudes toward 

advert ising and market ing communicat ion in comparison to other media. The 

reasons for this paradox may range from consumers’ utilisation of coping 

mechanisms toward informat ion overload, to the relat ively low cost  associated 

with switching, avoidance and evasive behaviour in I nternet  shopping. I n many 

instances, marketers have chosen to ignore evidence relat ing to negat ive affect  
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resulting from some consumers’ exposure to advertising and marketing content, 

preferr ing instead to rely on the possibility that  eventual benefit s would arise as 

a result  of the mere exposure effect  (cf. Baker, 1999) .  

Previously, research has shown that  the quant ity of inform at ion and choice 

available to the consumer in the I nternet  environment  can be overwhelm ing 

(Shankar et  al., 2006) , as the I nternet  is st ill a relat ively new and somet imes 

disor ientat ing place (Choi and Rifon, 2002) . For example, consumers in the 

virtual environment  are constant ly presented with a variety of market ing 

messages, including var ious forms of advert ising (Zeff and Aronson, 1999) . The 

consequence of this is that  consumers are forced to be select ive in the number of 

messages upon which to act  posit ively while ignor ing or taking evasive act ion to 

avoid many others (Choi and Rifon, 2002) . I n general, this behaviour has been 

examined in terms of response to advert ising (Orth et  al. , 2010;  Kelly et . al,  

2010)  but  may also be generalised to describe overall response to online 

market ing (ROM) , as in the context  of this research. As init ially ident ified in the 

context  of online market ing communicat ions (sect ion 2.9.3) , ROM refers to a 

consumer’s action and attention upon encountering an online marketing event or 

communicat ion ( for example a banner advert  or promot ion email) , which may 

take the form of clicking on the advert , v isit ing a web retailer as a result  of the 

email offer, accept ing a cross-selling recommendat ion and so on. While Walsh 

(2010)  has now dem onst rated the relat ionship between locus of cont rol and ad 

avoidance behaviour on the I nternet , it  is as yet  not  clear what  role regulatory 

focus may play in the same circumstances. 

The effects of perceived r isk in I nternet  shopping are part icularly insidious on 

consumer response to market ing st imuli, given that  consumers oftent imes adopt  

ext reme and severe r isk reduct ion m echanism, for instance by applying 

techniques of filter ing (Rieh, 2002) , m inim al usage and avoidance (Kiang et  al.,  

2000)  and prevent ive self- regulat ion (van Noort , 2009) . While it  is not  possible 

to ent irely elim inate perceived r isk because consumers cannot  always be certain 

about  the achievement  of their purchasing goals (Tan, 1999) , it  is important  that  

marketers seek to reduce the effects of this factor by understanding how much 

weight  different  types of consumers at tach to it . However, it  has been shown 

that  r isk percept ion and r isk tolerance differ among individuals according to 
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var ious characterist ics, including those of a socio-psychological nature (Assael, 

1995) . These perceptual differences are consequent ial upon the behaviour of 

individuals (Chang and Chen, 2008) . Therefore, it  follows that  one way of 

predict ing how consumers feel about , and how they will respond to, the online 

market ing content  and act iv ity is to est imate their level of perceived r isk and 

perceived benefits of responding to online market ing (Brown, 2003) . For these 

reasons, it  is important  that  this research measures the specific behaviour 

termed here as “response to online marketing (ROM)”, as a component of the 

online shopping behaviour const ruct .  

2.10.4.2 Shopping cart abandonment (SCA) 

Shopping cart  abandonment  has been defined var iously. I t  has been defined as 

the behaviour that  occurs when a shopper begins the checkout  process but  does 

not  complete it  (Moore and Mathews, 2006), as a shopper’s behaviour of put t ing 

items in their v ir tual shopping cart  but  failing to complete the t ransact ion dur ing 

the session (Moore and Mathews, 2006) , and as when a customer visits an 

I nternet  shop to make a purchase, init iates the purchase flow, but  hesitates and 

leaves it  unaccomplished (Cho, 2004) .  

Current  literature examines shopping cart  abandonment  from two perspect ives:  

as a behavioural const ruct  (Cho, 2004;  Moore and Mathews, 2006)  or as a 

technological const ruct  ( for example click st ream data (Cho et  al. , 2006) )  and 

sequence data (Wang and Wang, 2009) ) . Moore and Mathews stated that  from a 

behavioural perspect ive, perceived r isk appeared to have the most  profound 

posit ive relat ionship with online shopping cart  abandonment , while from a 

technological point  of view, medium innovat ion and contextual factors were 

ident if ied by Cho et  al. (2006)  and may be considered beneficial features by 

consumers because they m inim ise switching and delay costs. The behavioural 

output  of shopping cart  abandonment  is important  in this research because it  

represents an area that  requires bet ter understanding and because it  is 

important  in the success of online retail and market ing. By understanding how 

regulatory focus, percept ion and mot ivat ion relate to shopping cart  

abandonment , researchers and pract it ioners will be bet ter posit ioned to find 

ways of m inim ising it s occurrence and increasing conversion rates. 
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2.10.4.3 Use of risk relievers (RR) 

A risk reliever can be described as anything that  helps alleviate or reduce the 

effect  of perceived risk on consumers’ shopping behaviour. Realising the 

potential consequence of perceived risk on consumers’ online shopping, retailers 

have taken many steps to reassure and persuade consumers to view online 

shopping as safe and secure. I t  is suggested that  the use of r isk relievers is a 

strong index for predicting consumers’ online shopping behaviour, and retailers 

have invested significant  amounts of money in providing website features that  

serve as r isk relievers in online shopping. For example some e-marketers use 

expert endorsers, brand image (Tan, 1999) and the marketer’s reputation (Kim 

and Kim , 2009) . Others offer payment  guarantees and product  warrantees to 

relieve the concern for payment  and product  r isk (Zheng et  al., 2012) .  

However the use of r isk relievers can take different  forms depending on whether 

consumers are ut ilising implicit  avoidance techniques and heurist ics such as 

loyalty to known retailers, pat ronage of fam iliar and tested brands, and reliance 

on previous user endorsement  (Tan, 1999) ;  or it  could take the form of retailer  

provided mechanisms as described above. 

However, Zheng et  al. (2012)  state that  marketers must  know which r isk 

relieving st rategies are im portant  to I nternet  consumers in order to help 

overcome their perceived r isk concerns. This supports an earlier v iew by Mai 

(2001)  that  different  r isk relievers are effect ive for the different  types of r isk 

percept ions in the case of mail-order retail. They showed that the consumers’ 

weight ing of the importance of r isk relievers is related to their level of perceived 

r isk.  

I n online shopping, the relat ionship been percept ion of r isk and the importance 

of r isk relievers is not  explicit ly exam ined. I n fact  there appears to be an 

assumpt ion that  because online shopping is associated with heightened levels of 

perceived r isk, as discussed before, it  should follow that  r isk relieving st rategies 

and mechanisms will be generally valuable to online consumers. However this 

research quest ions this assumpt ion by explicit ly t reat ing the use of online r isk 

relievers as a category of online shopping behaviour, which is in turn dependent  

on the effect  of other var iables, including percept ion, mot ivat ion and the 
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consumer’s regulatory focus. Given that risk relieving mechanisms are not cheap 

and come at  a cost  to the retailer as well as to the consumer (Zheng et  al.,  

2012) , it  is important  to consider how they m ight  bet ter be ut ilised in relat ion to 

the consumers’ usage behaviour, perception of them, and their characteristics. 

For example, retailers spend significant  budgets to invest  in secure t ransact ion 

models, using such technical tools like secure socket  layer (SSL)  and extended 

site validat ions;  consumers must  also pay a pr ice by using compliant  browsers, 

lengthy authent icat ion, and in some cases, rest r icted networks when shopping. I t  

is therefore important for this research to consider how consumers’ regulatory 

focus may affect  their behaviour in relat ion to the use of different  r isk relievers 

by retailers, in order to make their provision appropr iate to the consumer’s 

needs. 

2.10.4.4 Other dimensions of online shopping behaviour 

I n addit ion to the dimensions of online shopping behaviour ut ilised in this 

research, as discussed above, there are two important  dimensions that  are often 

discussed. These are e- loyalty and search behaviour. These dimensions are 

discussed below but  not  included in the present  research as independent  

standing const ructs because of their affinit y to the other const ructs, uniqueness 

and the fact  that  they are addit ionally made up of mult iple dimensions. This 

unique characterist ic makes them more appropriate for independent  and 

separate considerat ion in future research. 

a) Loyalty 

An early classificat ion of loyalty (Brown, 1952)  ident if ied four categories of this 

concept  as:  ( i)  undivided loyalty, ( ii)  div ided loyalty, ( iii)  unstable loyalty and, 

( iv)  no loyalty. However this ear ly classificat ion of loyalty based on purchase 

pat terns of consumers was later described and cr it isised as insufficient . Jacoby 

and Chestnut , (1978)  suggested that  a definit ion of loyalty based on behavioural 

pat terns is not  encompassing of the concept . I t  does not  dist inguish between 

t rue loyalty and spur ious loyalty that  may result , for instance, from a lack of 

available or suitable alternat ives for the consumer. Consequent ly, it  was 

suggested that  loyalty should be extended to include at t itudinal dimensions 

(Engel and Blackwell,  1982) . Sr inivasan et  al. (2002)  therefore define elect ronic 
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shopping loyalty or e- loyalty as a customer’s favourable attitude toward the e-

retailer that  results in repeated buying behaviour. I n addit ion to the e- retailer ,  

consumers may also relate loyally with an e-brand, in a relat ionship which Park 

et  al. (2005)  suggest  may be st ronger than its equivalent  within a t radit ional 

shopping set t ing. 

However, elect ronic commerce consumers are rarely loyal to a specific website or  

brand. According to Johnson et  al. ( in:  Van den Poel and Buckinx, 2005)  clients 

or visitors of ecommerce websites do not  display much loyalty when searching 

for a part icular product  or category. One of the reasons for this is that  search 

costs are low, compared to costs associated with searching for  products offline.  

For this reason, purchases may be delayed and conversion rates for retailers 

become affected (Moe and Fader, 2004) . However, it  appears that  prior 

fam iliar it y with a brand or retailer can reduce the negat ive im pact  of shopping 

online on loyalty behaviour. According to Doong et  al. (2011)  loyal consumers 

can maintain a posit ive at t itude toward a brand to the extent  that  bet rayal of the 

brand would be tantamount  to bet raying themselves. As such, brand loyal 

consumers do not  merely search for their favourite brand name in the online 

channel, “they are determined to defend the brand fiercely and promote the 

brand to others with significant fervour.” Chatterjee (in:  Fagerstrom and Ghinea, 

2011)  exam ined the effect  of negat ive reviews on retailer evaluat ion and found 

that  the deleter ious impact  of negat ive consumer reviews is m it igated by the 

consumer’s familiarity with the retailer – consumers pat ronising a fam iliar  retailer  

are less recept ive to negat ive reviews and seek less alternat ive informat ion.  

Not  all consumers who shop on the I nternet  appreciate the extent  of alternat ives 

and choice available. For some consumers, unless this plethora of informat ion 

and compet ing alternat ives is carefully managed and presented, it  could prove 

daunt ing, overwhelm ing and lead to escape/ avoidance behaviour. As Sr inivasan 

et  al.  (2002)  averred, many consumers do not  want  to deal with mult iple 

vendors when shopping, and therefore the presence of available alternat ives at  a 

single e- retailer  can great ly reduce the opportunity costs of t ime and the real 

costs of inconvenience and search expended in virtual store shopping. They 

conclude that  the abilit y to provide comparisons and choice is therefore a major 

incent ive for consumer loyalty to an e- retailer . I n addit ion to choice and 
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comparison capability, Srinivasan et  al. (2002)  ident ify a number of antecedents 

to e- loyalty. These include (1)  custom isat ion – the abilit y of the e- retailer to 

tailor products and the t ransact ion environment  to individual customers. 

Customers are more able to complete their t ransact ions sat isfactorily if the web 

packaging meets their goals and or ientat ions;  for instance some types of 

customers are in fact  irr itated or overwhelmed by large product  select ion and 

informat ion, and can be driven to use simplist ic decision rules to narrow down 

the alternat ives. By custom ising and narrowing choices to individual preferences, 

an e- retailer can reduce the amount  of t im e spent  browsing through an extended 

product  assortment . This could in turn create a repeat  usage appeal for the 

customer, thereby encouraging loyalty. (2)  I nteract iv it y – Sr inivasan et  al. define 

interact iv ity in an e-context  as the dynamic nature of the engagement  that  

occurs between an e- retailer and its customers through its website, as enabled 

by the availabilit y and effect iveness of customer support  tools on a website, and 

the degree to which two-way communicat ion with customers is facilitated. They 

state that  interact iv it y can have posit ive effects on the perceived value of a 

website by reducing customers’ reliance on memory and increasing the quality of 

informat ion that  can be presented to a customer in terms of relevance, 

t imeliness and accuracy. I nteract iv ity also increases the freedom of choice and 

level of cont rol that  some customers desire when t ransact ing online. Taken 

together, these factors potent ially affect the consumer’s loyalty to an e- retailer. 

Unfortunately while Srinivasan et al.’s (2002) excellent research goes on to 

ident ify cult ivat ion, care, community and character as other important  e- retailing 

at t r ibutes for encouraging and foster ing loyalty, it  stops short  of a discussion on 

how other consumer characterist ics such as personality and generic or ientat ion 

may affect  their  loyalty in the presence or absence of these factors, or how 

loyalty may affect  another aspect  of online retail, that  is, online branding 

(Rowley and Bird, 2011) . Yet , as ment ioned elsewhere in this thesis, individual 

differences inherent  within consumers coupled with the nature of the I nternet  

mean that  even in the presence of all prescribed good pract ices, outcomes and 

react ions would vary. I t  is for this very reason that  Liu (2007)  states that  it  is far  

more diff icult  to achieve a higher level of e- loyalty than to achieve a high level of 

t radit ional loyalty because of the unique nature of the I nternet . I n this research, 

although it  is not  a primary modelled variable, an understanding of loyalty is 
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important  because it  may be viewed as a potent ial outcome of the r isk reliever 

var iable:  consumers who are averse to r isk may remain loyal to a fam iliar  

brand/ retailer out  of necessity, but  not  necessarily choice. 

b) Search behaviour 

Peterson and Merino (2003) describe consumers’ search behaviour online as 

complex. Grant  et  al. (2007)  examined the role of informat ion source and 

product  characterist ics, and although they also ident ified personal character ist ics 

in their research, their main goal remained an evaluat ion and analysis of the 

medium’s technological impact. Similarly, Koufaris (2002) examined consumer 

search behaviour in the context  of a technology acceptance and computer usage 

nomological framework, while Kulviwat  et  al. (2004)  proposed, but  did not  test , a 

conceptual framework for studying the determ inants of online search behaviour, 

including person specific character ist ics. While the I nternet  has facilitated the 

availabilit y of inform at ion and thus enabled consumers to search more widely 

and in depth for informat ion on their purchases (Chen, et  al,  2002) , it  has at  the 

same time created demands on consumers’ attention and t ime (Henry, 2005) . 

This lat ter effect  is part icular ly insidious on the phenomenon of informat ion 

overload, which has at  t imes led to bafflement  in search (Nachmias and Gilad, 

2002) .   

I n this research, search behaviour is highlighted as an important  behaviour, but  

not  direct ly modelled given the specified scope and focus of the study. The 

numbers of studies addressing search behaviour on the I nternet  from the 

technical to the behavioural points of v iew has increased in the last  couple of 

years;  however, this subject  cont inues to r ight ly at t ract  at tent ion and more 

research – one interest ing quest ion for the future is:  does perceived r isk lead to 

an increase or decrease in consumer pre and post -purchase search? 

2.10.5 Post Usage Evaluation of Online Shopping 

Prior to making a purchase and during the process of shopping, consumers form 

expectat ions about  their intended acquisit ion which subsequent ly create a frame 

of reference against  which consumers make comparat ive judgments, rat ing the 

outcome as bet ter(posit ive disconfirm at ion)  or worse than expected (negat ive 

disconfirmat ion)  (Oliver, 1980;  Taylor and St rut ton, 2010) . Sat isfact ion is a 
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product  of posit ive disconfirmat ion mult iplied by perceived quality and the ease 

of quality evaluat ion (Anderson and Sullivan, 1993)  and captures an ongoing 

evaluat ion of the surpr ise inherent  in the acquisit ion of a product  or service 

(Oliver, 1997) . Tradit ional market ing literature is well documented with respect  

to the relat ionship between sat isfact ion and subsequent  pat ronage or repurchase 

loyalty ( for example Anderson and Sullivan, 1993;  Flavian et  al., 2006) . I n the 

I nternet  environment , the importance of deliver ing wor ld-class service and 

experience has been highlighted. Cheung and Lee ( in:  Turban et  al. , 2006)  show 

that  80 percent  of highly sat isfied online customers would shop again with the 

same retailer within two months and 90 percent  would recommend the online 

retailer to others.  

Conversely, 87 percent  of dissat isfied customers would permanent ly leave the 

I nternet  retailer without  making a complaint . As a result  of its importance, 

researchers have given enormous at tent ion to sat isfact ion and its 

antecedents/ consequences in the online shopping domain. For example, Cheung 

and Lee ( in:  Turban et  al.,  2006)  proposed a framework for I nternet  sat isfact ion 

by correlat ing the end-user sat isfact ion perspect ive with the service quality 

viewpoint . However, in Trudel et  al. (2011) , it  is argued that  while there has 

been great  support  for the disconfirmat ion of expectat ions model of sat isfact ion, 

the literature is not iceably silent on how consumers’ regulatory focus also affects 

sat isfact ion in the post -purchase stage of consumer decision making. Trudel et  al 

(2011)  therefore examine the effects of promot ion and prevent ion focus on 

consumers and find that  regulatory focus of the individual affects their level of 

sat isfact ion and overall evaluat ion of the online shopping exper ience.  

However, post-usage evaluat ion becomes far more important  to consider when 

the products or services in quest ion are high value. For example,  in the purchase 

of a car or house, the post -usage behaviour may be a key issue to the retailer  

because of the high value associated with these. Although the same argument  

for post -purchase behaviour may be made in relat ion to other lower value goods, 

for the purpose of this research, it  was not  considered essent ial to propose and 

evaluate the effect of regulatory focus on consumers’ post usage evaluation. This 

dimension was however shown in the base model of online consumer behaviour 

in order to specify the holist ic model of consumer engagement  with this domain. 
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2.10.6 The Effect of Experience on Perception, Motivation and Behaviour 

Experience has a modify ing effect  on subsequent  percept ion of, and mot ivat ion 

to cont inue using online shopping. Whether a consumer cont inues to be 

mot ivated by hedonic or ut ilitar ian at t r ibutes of online shopping may depend 

consequent ly on their post -usage evaluat ion and confirmat ion, as described by 

the expectat ion disconfirmat ion theory above. This post  usage evaluat ion of 

online shopping bears sim ilar it ies to the experience factor described by Lu et  al.  

(2011) . I nternet  experience refers to the knowledge and exper ience that  users of 

I nternet  acquire as a result  of their use of this technology. I n a narrow but  more 

relevant  sense, it  refers to the experience that  users of online shopping have 

acquired following its use, and which may inform cont inuance, discont inuance or 

modificat ion in use. Maenpaa et  al. (2008)  ident ify I nternet  experience and 

fam iliar it y as precursors to the acceptance of I nternet  banking and online 

shopping. This is supported by other researchers who also find that  previous 

experience subsequent ly influences at t itudes toward a website (Bruner and 

Kumar, 2000)  and has a moderat ing impact on consumers’ perceptions, attitudes 

and behaviours regarding the online channel (Chang, 2004) . This potent ial 

moderat ing effect  of experience is illust rated in Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.12: A summarised base framework, showing the grouping variable, experience 
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From the foregoing, it  is clear to see how experience is implicit ly influenced by 

post -usage confirmat ion and evaluat ion of expectat ions. For this reason, the 

present  research does not  explicit ly model or exam ine the modify ing effect  of 

experience, but  rather t reats that  relat ionship as theoret ically implicit  and 

apparent . This is made possible by the use of a st ructural equat ion technique 

that  t reats non-modelled factors as explicit ly specified disturbance terms. 

Nevertheless, a num ber of wr iters have pointed out  that  experience is a by-

product  of init ial use result ing from pre- formed percept ions and mot ivat ions;  as 

a result , they argue that  experience should be t reated as a moderat ing var iable 

(Castaneda et  al., 2007;  Kuan and Bock, 2007;  Maenpaa et  al. , 2008) . However 

this is out  with the scope of the present  research, and forms considerat ion for  

future research. 

2.10.7 Other Factors Influencing Behaviour in Online Shopping 

Various consumer characterist ics have been ident if ied in the literature as 

influencing consumers’ motivation and behaviour toward online shopping, 

whether this mot ivat ion is of the ut ilitar ian or hedonic type. These factors or 

influencers have been described var iously as antecedent / poster ior or 

mediatory/ moderatory to ut ilitar ian or hedonic or ientat ions and fall into several 

categories. According to Dit tmar et  al.  (2004)  early research tended to focus on 

sociodemographic influences rather than psychological at t r ibutes;  moreover the 

few art icles that  did address psychological influences tended to focus on the 

funct ional aspects of online buying such as concern about  credit  card security as 

well as pr ice.  

Other domain areas of influence in consumer behaviour online have been 

ident if ied as environmental influences, product  characterist ics, medium  

characterist ics (Cheung et  al. 2003;  Chang and Chen, 2008) , shopping 

or ientat ion (Girard et  al. 2003)  and situat ional factors (Hand et  al. 2009) . While 

the present  research is interested in standard demographic informat ion of the 

consumers, the focus is pr im ar ily on the psychological factors, specifically 

regulatory focus, mot ivat ion and percept ion.  

For this reason, other potent ial influencing characterist ics are discussed below, 

and illust rated in the base model (Figure 2.13) ;  however only group differences 
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in exper ience and basic demographics are covered in subsequent  descript ive 

analysis in this research. I n general the factors discussed here are t reated in this 

research as extant  disturbance terms and their effects are accounted for in the 

specificat ion of the st ructural equat ion model.  

2.10.7.1 Sociodemographic factors 

There are several studies focused on describing online consumers’ demographics. 

Some of these studies show that demographic differences affect consumers’ 

percept ions, mot ivat ion, behaviour and informat ion processing on the Web 

(Purinton and Rosen, 2005) . For example, age was an early var iable in 

segment ing online shopping consumers (Mafe and Blas, 2007) , while according 

to Carla and Car los (2003) , the difference between women and men shopping 

online may be disappearing. But  as Mafe and Blas (2007, p. 153)  state:   

“since men and women differ in their shopping orientations and perceived 

shopping risks, it is likely that they have different shopping behaviour in 

online environments...”  

Locat ion is also an im portant  factor in online shopping, especially as it  relates to 

adopt ion. Sim  and Koi (2002)  found that  people in rural, less populated areas 

prefer t radit ional forms of shopping because they wish to interact  socially.  

However, locat ion outside of a met ropolitan area may also increase online 

shopping if the products sought  are not  available or there is lack of enough 

var iety locally, or access to a shopping facilit y are lim ited. 

I n cont rast  to the findings reported above, Vellido et  al. (2000)  reported that  

var iables such as age and household income did not  predict  I nternet  purchasing 

behaviour. I n this research, demographics are conceptualised as potent ial 

moderators but  not  tested due to reasons of parsimony, and in keeping with the 

research scope and object ives. Furthermore, the use of st ructural equat ion 

modelling as the analysis technique provides an umbrella means of est imat ing 

extenuat ing effects associated with demographic factors in an indirect  manner.  
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2.10.7.2 Psychological factors 

Factors that  are categorised under the psychological dimension can further be 

divided into personality t raits, cognit ion and affect . Dit tmar et  al. (2004)  state 

that  relat ively few studies have considered the extent  to which emot ional and 

ident it y related factors are associated with buying online, even though such 

concerns have been shown to be powerful mot ivat ions for convent ional shopping.  

 

 

Figure 2.13: A summarised base framework, showing the grouping variables, “experience” and 

“consumer demographics and other characteristics.” 

 

To summarise, Novak et  al. (2000)  hypothesised and tested the relat ionship 

between online exper iences and consumer behaviour using the flow theory. They 

incorporated some elements of the S-O-R framework and measured items such 

as arousal and posit ive affect . Their results show that  Web characterist ics affect  

arousal,  f low, and exploratory behaviour during a Web shopping event . These are 

not  modelled in this research, but  are considerat ions for future research. The 

next  sect ion discusses regulatory focus and its relevance to consumer behaviour.  
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2.11 THE REGULATORY FOCUS THEORY AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 

Higgins’ (1997) theory of regulatory focus (RFT)  states that  different  

psychological profiles exist  in individuals which have a direct  effect  on how they 

approach goals and object ives:  some individuals have a higher need for  

at tainment  of posit ive outcomes, thereby direct ing their  at tent ion to t he 

maxim isat ion of gains;  other people have a higher need for protect ion against  

the occurrence of unpleasant  states and the avoidance of negat ive 

consequences, thereby direct ing their at tent ion to the m inim isat ion of losses. To 

illust rate, an individual who is promot ion focused would, according to RFT, be 

more recept ive to messages that  are posit ively framed (gains/ non-gains)  as 

against  those that  are negat ively fram ed ( losses/ non- losses) , whereas an 

individual that  is prevent ion focused would be more affected by messages that  

are negat ively framed than to those that  are posit ively framed;  this effect  has 

been observed most  prom inent ly in advert ising and extends to consumer 

behaviour situations where a promotion focused person’s decision to purchase 

would be highly influenced by hedonic at t r ibutes of the object  (product  or 

service) as opposed to a prevention focused person’s predominant consideration 

of the performance and reliability of the object  (Werth and Foerster, 2007) . 

Along the same lines, regulatory focus m ay be influent ial in predict ing whether 

individuals are more persuaded by a peripheral route or a central route in their 

decision making and affect , as described in the elaborat ion likelihood framework 

previously descr ibed. 

Trudel et  al. (2011)  state that  consumer research has documented the effects of 

promot ion and prevent ion focus in a variety of different  domains, including 

informat ion search, informat ion processing and preference format ion. They 

further demonstrate that consumers’ regulatory focus (RF)  can also influence 

their sat isfact ion with a consumpt ion experience. They contend that  the 

conservat ive bias am ong people with a prevent ion focus, relat ive to those with a 

promot ion focus, has important  implicat ions for consumer sat isfact ion. 

Specifically, a prevent ion or ientat ion should lead to protect ion against  making 

errors, result ing in more reserved and conservat ive post -purchase evaluat ions. 

Consequent ly, they found that  prevent ion focus consumers were less sat isfied by 

posit ive outcomes and more sat isfied by negat ive outcomes. Further evidence on 
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the implicat ions of regulatory focus on consumers has been provided. For 

example, Crowe and Higgins (1997)  showed that  promot ion focus individuals 

tend to generate more cr iter ia and alternat ives when making a purchase decision 

rather than prevent ion focus individuals. The consequence of this on consumer 

behaviour is that  consumers who are promot ion focused will be more likely to 

perform general searches and evaluate product  features and at t r ibutes than 

consumers who are prevent ion focused, who will prefer to ut ilise heurist ics such 

as fam iliar ity, previous purchase experience and reliance on t rusted third part y 

sources.  

Regulatory focus can represent  an enduring personality feature -  the 

disposit ional or chronic view of regulatory focus (Higgins et  al. , 1997) . I t  can also 

be determ ined by the situat ion, whereby it  may be influenced by the 

environment , the decision making process or the magnitude of the consequences 

of the decision to be made (Forster et  al., 1998) . However, while it  is an 

assumpt ion of RFT that  all individuals can be classified as chronically belonging 

to one focus or the other, it  is not  clear to what  extent  situat ional induced 

regulatory focus affects pre-exist ing disposit ions:  does the situat ion simply 

reinforce the chronic t rait  or are situat ional influences st rong enough to 

completely moderate the enduring t rait  focus? For example does online 

shopping, by its acknowledged r isky nature (see van Noort , 2009) , induce a 

prevent ion focus irrespective of shoppers’ natural predispositions? Or does online 

shopping, due to its very nature, reinforce promot ion focus or prevent ion focus 

depending on the consumer’s chronic disposition? While Zhou and Pham (2004) 

demonst rated that  exposure to informat ion about  investment  products such as 

common stocks can momentarily induce promot ion (prevent ion)  focus, Som and 

Lee (2012)  note that  dom inant  promot ion focus and dom inant  prevent ion focus 

produce sim ilar effects on the act ions of individuals, regardless of whether they 

are chronically salient  or have been made temporarily salient  by administering a 

promot ion or a prevent ion pr ime on individuals.  

But  promot ion and prevent ion focus are not  st r ict  bi-polar const ructs. That  is,  

each type of focus is present in an individual and can become dom inant  as 

situat ions change or contexts evolve. However, the chronic view of regulatory 

focus assumes that  over t ime and through learning, individuals become 
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dom inated by one type of focus or ientat ion and therefore automat ically default  to 

this focus in pursuit  of object ives and decision making, as well as in their  

preference for compet ing approaches. The disposit ional v iew of regulatory focus 

is that  although there can be situat ions in which an individual shifts temporary 

from their dom inant  system of regulatory focus in order to at tain a specific state 

or goal,  they subsequent ly return to their natural state t rait  (Higgins et  al,  

1997) .  

2.11.1 Regulatory Focus and the Pursuit of Goals 

The theory of regulator focus emanates from the domain of the theory of self-

regulat ion toward desired end-states (Carver and Scheier, 1981) , which 

examines how individuals regulate their  behaviour internally. However regulatory 

focus is more closely aligned with the understanding of consumers’ motives for 

obtaining certain goals and how this affects their behaviour. While the parent  

theory of self regulat ion neither dist inguishes different  means of approaching 

end-states nor ident ifies different  types of desired end-states, the regulatory  

focus theory is unique in its clear dist inct ion of two types of fundamental needs, 

namely nurturance and security, and two types of desired goals, namely, ideal 

goals and ought  goals (Higgins, 1997) . I deal goals are those goals that  people 

would ideally aspire to achieve, and are concerned with advancement , 

accomplishment  and aspirat ion ( for example desir ing to be a recognised celebr it y 

or be famous for something) . On the other hand, ought  goals are those goals 

that  people feel an obligat ion ( that  is, they believe they ought )  to achieve, for  

example the complet ion of a m inimum qualif icat ion. Ought  goals are or iented 

toward duty, obligat ion, and responsibility.   

Nevertheless, whether chronic or situat ion- induced, the RF orientat ion of an 

individual at  any one t ime has consequences for key behavioural determ inants 

like informat ion processing, mot ivat ion and decision making (Werth and Foerster, 

2007) , and this influences what  aspects of a message or presentat ion an 

individual specifically seeks out  or pays at tent ion to and retains. Other 

researchers ( for example Zhao and Pechmann, 2007 and 2006)  have est imated 

that  there is an approximately equal division of all consumers in a market  at  any 

given t ime, such that  half are relat ively promot ion focused and another half are 

relat ively prevent ion focused. Furthermore, RF can have consequences on 
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consumer sat isfact ion. Trudel et  al. (2011)  demonst rated that  RF, through its 

interact ions with expectat ions (as sim ilar  to mot ivat ion)  and the consumpt ion 

experience (as similar to usage behaviour) influences the consumer’s satisfaction 

with the product . Sat isfact ion can be viewed as a dimensional aspect  of post -

consumpt ion evaluat ion (Bhat tercherjee and Premkumar, 2004)  and therefore 

Trudel et al.’s (2011)  findings are in line with this research’s proposition that a 

three dimensional understanding of how regulatory focus affects online shopping 

is beneficial.  

Regulatory focus states that  there are two compet ing approaches to the 

at tainment  of goals, and the approach adopted is usually in line with whether the 

person aspires onto ideal goals or ought  goals. These two approaches are 

described in terms of means as eagerness- related means and vigilance- related 

means (Higgins, 1997) . The two different  approaches are best  described with an 

illust rat ion of a consumer want ing to buy a new laptop. The consumer who is 

or iented toward eagerness in the at tainm ent  of the end state will likely search 

extensively for the product’s details and information about performance, will 

compare the product’s latest features with other similar products, will consider 

many other product  cr iter ia and search extensively for bargains on the product  

before purchasing. On the other hand, a vigilances- related means oriented 

consumer buying the same product  will be primar ily concerned about  the qualit y 

of the product  and whether it  meets standard funct ional expectat ions. I n goals 

pursuit , promot ion focus individuals prefer the use of eagerness- related means 

because this is the type of means most  suited to the achievement  of ideal goals;  

in opposit ion, prevent ion focus consumers prefer to use a vigilance- related 

means to the at tainment  of goals because this is the type of approach best  

suited to the at tainment  of ought  goals. Consequent ly, it  has been concluded 

that  for promot ion focus consumers, the natural end-state object ive is the ideal 

goal and the natural means for achieving this is to use an eagerness- related 

approach – this means that  this type of consumer would deliberate less and be 

less cont rolled but  m ore impulsive in their behaviour. But  for the prevent ion 

focus consumer, the natural end-state object ive is the at tainment  of ought  goals 

and the natural means for achieving this is a vigilance- related approach (Pham 

and Avnet , 2004) .  
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2.11.2 Regulatory Fit and Regulatory Pride 

Various studies showing the effects of “regulatory fit”, that is a match between 

the individual’s regulatory state and the message frame and/or environmental 

heurist ics, on product  evaluat ion and mot ivat ion have been conducted. I n both 

Aaker and Lee (2001)  and Evans and Pet ty (2003)  it  was found that  people with 

a chronic promot ion or ientat ion are more st rongly persuaded by promot ion-

oriented informat ion, while people with a prevent ion or ientat ion were more 

st rongly convinced by prevent ion-oriented informat ion.  Werth and Foerster 

(2007)  and Wang and Lee (2006)  also illust rated these effects on product  

valuat ion and purchasing decisions, while Camacho et  al. ( 2003)  found that  

chronic promot ion individuals were more likely to be willing to pay a higher pr ice 

for an experimental product  than were prevent ion focused individuals.  

Regulatory focus also relates to the concept  of cognit ive dissonance, because 

when consumers encounter message frames out  with their regulatory fit , they 

experience this dissonance and consequent ly will take steps to avoid these 

message frames. 

I n addit ion to the above findings some researchers suggest  that  the effects of RF 

on behaviour and mot ivat ion are moderated by exper ience.  This is captured in 

the concept  of regulatory focus pr ide (Louro et  al., 2005)  which describes the 

situation where outcomes arising from behaviours that fit one’s regulatory focus 

are reinforced and repeated (Venkatesh et  al. , 2003) . However, Miyazaki and 

Fernandez (2001)  and Van Noort  et  al. (2008)  found that  level of experience did 

not  materially alter the relat ionship between regulatory focus, perceived r isk and 

overall OS behaviour. This points to the st rength of the regulatory focus t rait  and 

pre-empts the temptat ion to hypothesise that  over t ime, all consumers will come 

to view online shopping in the same light . I nstead, the possibility of mot ive 

switching and mode (see Choi and Rifon, 2002) , as well as psychological reversal 

(Walters et  al. , 1982)  should be considered in relation to how an individual’s 

enduring regulatory focus can somet imes temporarily alter. These factors can 

potentially create inconsistency in behaviour relative to an individual’s RF, 

thereby moderat ing the online shopping mot ive-versus-outcome hypothesis. 

However, one shortcom ing is that  their influence on RF is not  fully understood. 

Additionally, the model assumes that individuals’ use of online shopping is out of 
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choice but  not  necessity, and that , as ment ioned ear lier, situat ional or  

circumstant ial effects do not  significant ly impact  on the chronic manifestat ion of 

RF. Nevertheless, the argument  proffered here is that  inconsistency in OS 

behaviour ar ising from situat ions, circum stances and previous experiences are 

likely to only represent  temporal incongruity (see Hendrix and Mart in, Jr., 1981)  

and, in the general context  of OS, the discrim inant  influences ( that  is prevent ion 

and promot ion)  described by RFT will hold t rue.  

Regulatory fit  may also be viewed from the perspect ive of congruency between 

foci and the means used in the at tainment  of goals. According to Higgins (2002) , 

compat ibility between foci and the means used in the at tainment  of goals results 

in the sense of “feeling right”, which creates additional value independent  of the 

value of the outcome of goal pursuit  ( this is value- from- fit ) . According to the 

regulatory fit  theory therefore, promot ion focus individuals who ut ilise the 

eagerness means will value the goal process more than promot ion focus 

individuals who use vigilance means, whereas prevent ion focus individuals who 

use vigilance means will value the goal process more than promot ion focus 

individuals who use vigilance means.  

This theory has consequences for consumer behaviour because it  shows how 

regulatory focus does not  only affect  the outcome, but  also how it  is present  in 

the evaluat ion of the process ( for example in shopping and decision making)  and 

how a process “fit” can result in feeling right after achieving the shopping goal. 

I n order words, regulatory focus not only affects the consumer’s choice of 

purchase or how the purchase is made, but  also their feeling (or evaluat ion)  

post -purchase. I n this sense, feeling r ight  is considered as relevant  informat ion 

to judge the outcome of the decision.  

The t ransfer of regulatory fit effects to consumers’ subsequent judgements has 

been empir ically documented. For instance it  has been shown that  consumers 

assign higher value to choice objects and reveal more mot ivat ion to pursue their  

goals if they experience regulatory fit  (Higgins et  al., 2003) . Consequent ly, 

regulatory fit  theory, together with regulatory focus theory, not  only helps 

explain goal preferences of consumers and how they pursue different  goals, but  

also can predict  how they will evaluate the eventual outcome. This conclusion is 
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important  in the shopping flow design of a Web site, and is therefore of interest  

in this research. 

2.11.3 Measuring Regulatory Focus 

As stated earlier, regulatory focus can be framed as either a disposit ional t rait  or 

situat ional induced. According to Werth and Forster (2007) , an enduring, chronic 

focus stemming from  learning and values is seen as disposit ional, whereas, a 

focus that  is mediated by circumstances is considered situat ional. For this 

reason, and depending on the research approach, regulatory focus can be 

measured through a quest ionnaire (presumably, disposit ional)  or manipulated in 

an experiment  (presumably, situat ional) . I n this research specific focus is on RF 

of the chronic or ientat ion ( that  is, the disposit ional v iew)  and does not  expressly 

address or evaluate RF that  may arise from the manipulat ion or prim ing of the 

situat ion. This is to ensure that  the research retains parsimony, and remains 

within its overall scope and stated object ives.  

But  how does one determ ine if an individual is promot ion or prevent ion focused? 

The disposit ional t rait  of regulatory focus has been accessed using var ious scales, 

the most  common of which are the self-guide scale (Higgins et  al., 1997)  and the 

promot ion and prevent ion goals measure (Lockwood et  al.,  2002) . Higgins et  al.  

(1997)  created two scales, one to determine the extent of an individual’s 

promotion focus and another to determine the extent of an individual’s 

prevent ion focus. I ndividuals are scored on each scale and then the scores 

compared to determ ine if the individual is higher in one focus than the other. A 

higher score in the promot ion scale, as opposed to the prevent ion scale, 

classifies the individual as promot ion focused, and vice versa (Higgins et  al. ,  

1997) . 

2.11.4 Summary of Final Research Questions 

The foregoing discussion on consumer online shopping relat ing to their 

percept ion, mot ivat ion, usage behaviour and underly ing regulatory focus 

provides a framework upon which a model of online consumer behaviour in 

online shopping can be based. To fully understand the parameters for such a 

model, the quest ions and issues ident if ied above are refined, rephrased and 

summarised below in form of specific research quest ions:  
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1. Does regulatory focus affect consumers’ behaviour in online shopping, so 

that it explains and predicts this behaviour? 

2. Is the effect of regulatory focus on online shopping behaviour direct, or is 

it significantly mediated by the behavioural antecedents of perception and 

motivation? 

3. What is the exact effect of consumer perception of risk and benefit on 

behaviour in online shopping? 

4. What is the exact effect of consumer motivation for hedonic or utilitarian 

outcomes on behaviour in online shopping? 

5. What are the implications of the nature and form of the joint relationships 

between regulatory focus, perception, motivation and online consumer 

behaviour on Internet based marketing and retail? 

To address these quest ions and the research object ives, the regulatory focus 

model of consumer behaviour in online shopping is proposed, described and 

discussed below. 

 

2.12 A REGULATORY FOCUS CONCEPTUALISATION OF ONLINE 

SHOPPING (REFCOS) 

2.12.1 A Three-Dimension Model of Online Shopping  

I n the previous sect ions, the various st rands of exist ing literature were exam ined 

and this led to the summat ion of online shopping into four underly ing 

dimensional aspects. I n this sect ion, three of these aspects are further developed 

to derive the model of online shopping behaviour. The first  dimension ident if ied 

was percept ion, which accounts for how customers perceive the medium of the 

I nternet  for shopping, including their percept ion of benefits and r isk associated 

with the medium . The second dimension is the mot ivat ion dimension, which 

defines the st imulus and mot ivat ion for adopting the Internet’s use as a shopping 

medium , whether as primar ily for ut ilitar ian or pr imar ily for hedonic mot ives. The 

third dimension is behaviour, which captures the actual usage behaviour or  

act ions of consumers in the I nternet  shopping domain, including purchase 

behaviour and the use of at t r ibutes such as decision aids and tools. Finally, the 

post -usage behaviour dimension was ident if ied, addressing the behaviour that  
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consumers exhibit  following their  usage of I nternet  shopping.  Although the base 

model in Figure 2.14 depicts all four dimensions and shows the effect  processes 

linking these dimensions, only the first  three dimensions will be ut ilised in the 

present  model, for the reasons advanced previously.  

As previously discussed, a dual form  approach toward understanding the 

dimensions of online shopping is useful for providing comprehensive but  

comprehendible analysis of consumers’ engagement with the Internet medium. 

Thus, the dual aspect  approach is adopted in specify ing the mediat ing var iables 

in the base model.  

Figure 2.14: A working model of the underlying relationship among regulatory focus, perception, 

motivation, usage behaviour and post-usage behaviour in online shopping 

 

The base model shows that  in general, the effect  of regulatory focus on 

consumers’ online shopping behaviour and post-usage behaviour is mediated by 

the dual forms of percept ion of online shopping and mot ivat ion for online 

shopping. This model forms the foundat ion upon which the conceptual research 

framework is based, However, the main research model der ived from this is 

shown in Figure 2.15. I n the derived research model, the only difference lies in 

the exclusion of the post -usage behaviour const ruct , as shown in Figure 2.15.  

This figure also shows all the main variables in the research proposit ion, 

including the independent , intermediate and dependent  variables, and their  
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associated dimensions. Each of the relat ionships specified in the research model 

relat ing to the three dimensions of interest  can be described in terms of its 

representat ive hypothesis. The model in figure 2.15 is described fully in sect ions 

2.12.2 to 2.12.4. 

 

Figure 2.15: A regulatory focus model of online consumer behaviour 

2.12.2 The Relationship between OS Perception and Regulatory Focus 

The literature review has revealed research which shows that  regulatory focus 

can affect  how individuals perceive the r isk of a situat ion or undertaking, relat ive 

to the associated benefits. The effects of prevent ion and promot ion focus have 

been demonst rated in prospects theory (Chernev, 2004) , business decision 

making (Roese et  al., 1999)  and consumer sat isfact ion (Trudel et  al, 2011) . 

Sim ilar ly, research by van Noort  et  al. (2008)  has demonst rated the effect  of 
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regulatory focus on perceived r isk in the online retail domain, and Trudel et  al.  

(2011)  have extended this research to show that  regulatory focus also affects 

post -purchase sat isfact ion and subsequent  percept ion of the online medium. 

Following the direct ion established by the extant  literature, and part icular ly as 

proposed by the valence framework (Peter and Tarpey, 1975) , the present 

research proposes that  given an inverse covariance between perceived r isk and 

perceived benefit , the dimension of percept ion of online shopping is affected by 

regulatory focus because regulatory focus influences the perceived r isk and 

perceived benefit  experienced by consumers in relat ion to online shopping. The 

nature of the regulatory focus effect  on r isk and benefit  percept ion can be 

specified:  individuals with a prevent ion focus are more likely than those with a 

promot ion focus to be wary and conscious of r isk, as they seek to m inim ise loses 

rather than maxim ise gains (Kirmani and Zhu, 2007) ;  conversely, individuals 

with a promot ion focus are more likely than those with a prevent ion focus to be 

aware and conscious of benefits, as they seek to maxim ise gains rather than 

m inim ise loses (Aaker and Lee, 2001) . These effects are part icular ly insidious in 

situat ions where there exist  the potent ial for both high losses and high gains, as 

is the case with the relat ively new shopping medium of the I nternet  (Tong, 

2010) . Hence the following hypothesis is drawn:  

Hypothesis I – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ perception of online 

shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more percept ive of the 

benefits associated online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers are 

more percept ive of the r isks associated with online shopping. 

2.12.3 The Relationship between OS Motivation and Regulatory Focus 

Consumers adopt ing online shopping do so for a var iety of reasons. Although 

several reasons may be ident if ied, it  has become common pract ice to classify the 

var ious adopt ion reasons in line with t radit ional classificat ions in the market ing 

literature, for example the classificat ion of the determ inants of store choice on 

the levels of funct ional and non- funct ional mot ivat ions (Sheth, 1983) . As the 

review in the previous sect ions also shows, this dual mode approach to 

technology and innovat ion adopt ion reasons is common in m arket ing pract ice, 

with one of the common basis being the different iat ion between hedonic and 

ut ilitar ian mot ivat ions for adopt ion and ut ilisat ion of an innovat ion (Bridges and 
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Florsheim , 2008) . Wolfinberger and Gilly (2001)  for example, have argued that  

the dist inct ion in hedonic and ut ilitar ian m ot ivat ion can manifest  in the form of 

adopt ion of I nternet  shopping for  the reasons of fun, freedom or cont rol, while 

Bridges and Florsheim  (2008)  state that  when shopping online, consumers seek 

ut ilitar ian benefits, such as ease-of-use and sat isfactory outcomes, or hedonic 

benefits, which provide enjoyment  of the online experience. However the 

relat ionship between regulatory focus and mot ivat ional or ientat ion, whilst  

established elsewhere ( for example in Wang and Lee, 2006) , is not  clear in 

relat ion to hedonic versus ut ilitar ian adopt ion of online shopping. Given that  

prevent ion focus individuals are known to be more goal or iented toward secur ity 

and responsibility and are therefore mainly occupied with the task complet ion 

( the ut ilitar ian exper ience as discussed by Trudel et  al. , 2011)  while promot ion 

focus individuals are known to be more fun or iented and mainly occupied with 

the task process ( the hedonic exper ience, for example in I dson et  al.,  2000) , a 

reasonable argument  can be proffered in relat ion to regulatory focus and the 

adopt ion mot ivat ion, specifically because the literature indicates a correlat ion 

between bias for hedonic mot ives and bias for ut ilitar ian mot ives. Consequent ly, 

this research hypothesises as follows:  

Hypothesis II – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ motivation for 

online shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more mot ivated 

by hedonic features of online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers 

are more mot ivated by ut ilitar ian features of online shopping.  

2.12.4 The Relationship between OS Behaviour, Perception, Motivation 

and Regulatory Focus 

The relat ionship between regulatory focus and individuals’ behaviour has been 

established in numerous studies. As discussed in 2.12, people will react  

different ly and display different  behavioural pat terns in var ious encounters 

according to their  regulatory focus (Higgins, 1997) . This relat ionship between 

regulatory focus and behaviour has been evidenced in research on health, for 

example eat ing and diet ing (Vartanian et  al., 2006) , sm oking (Zhao and 

Pechmann, 2007) , exercise (Jin, 2010) , and choice making behaviour (Som and 

Lee, 2012) . Furtherm ore, it  has been shown that  regulatory focus has an effect  

on the behaviour that  consumers exhibit  in buying an investment  product  (Zhou 
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and Pham, 2004) , in informat ion search (Pham and Chang, 2010)  and preference 

format ion (Wang and Lee, 2006) .  On the basis of this evidence, this research 

proposes that  regulatory focus is a potent ially powerful basis for predict ing 

and/ or explaining behaviour that  consumers display when shopping online. Such 

behaviour could range from frequency of purchase to choice preferences. 

Specifically, the research proposes that  consumers will display behaviour that  is 

either predisposed to cont rolled and rest rained shopping or they will display 

behaviour that  is predisposed to impulsive and enthused shopping, based on 

their regulatory focus. However, while regulatory focus is clear ly an underly ing 

factor in the reported literature, it  is also clear that  its consequences are not  

direct  on usage behaviour in online shopping but  are indirect  and joint ly 

mediated  through the secondary process involving percept ions of r isk and 

benefits (van Noort  et  al., 2007)  and hedonic versus ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion (Zhou 

and Sengupta, 2006) . Because they are mediat ing var iables, the effects of 

percept ion and mot ivat ion on consumer behaviour in online shopping can be 

specified as direct  and may first  be hypothesised before considering the indirect  

impact  of regulatory focus, as follows:  

Hypotheses III – Consumers’ perception of online shopping affects their 

online shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, 

shopping cart  abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by 

whether they are more percept ive of online shopping benefits or online 

shopping r isks.  

Hypotheses IV – Consumers’ motivation for online shopping affects their 

online shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, 

shopping cart  abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by 

whether they are more mot ivated by hedonic features of online shopping 

or by ut ilitar ian features of online shopping.  

Previous regulatory focus research has shown that  prevent ion focus individuals 

are mainly occupied with the avoidance of losses, and thereby are more likely to 

avoid circumstances of uncertainty and m ore likely to act  in circumstances where 

the outcomes are certain. That  is, prevent ion focus consumers have a 

conservat ive bias and are more sensit ive to losses than to non-gains (Crowe and 

Higgins, 1997;  Higgins, 2002) . I t  can be argued that  in order to ensure certainty 
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of behavioural outcome, prevent ion focus individuals will seek to exert  maximum  

cont rol over the situat ion and context , and this will be evident  in behaviour that  

is cont rolled and measured, and which is characterised by avoidance of 

uncertainty and the retent ion of cont rol and focus. Furthermore, this group of 

consumers will value and ut ilise features that  enable them to be (or feel)  more in 

cont rol of their  online shopping act ions ( for example the ability to avoid 

market ing content  such as recommendat ion engines) . This will generally result  in 

avoidance of online market ing content  or init iat ives, high use of online r isk 

relievers, but  lit t le shopping cart  abandonment , as this type of consumer will be 

focused on the task complet ion dur ing online shopping. 

Conversely, promot ion focus individuals are more interested in the fun and 

pleasure that  an experience brings, and are less concerned about  potent ial 

negat ive outcomes (Chernev, 2009) . Consequent ly, it  is expected that  promot ion 

focus individuals will act  more impulsively, for example, for the purpose of 

discover ing the outcomes as the event unfolds – this would be more fun and 

adventurous, but  also represents an approach that  is less cont rolling and more 

r isky. This group of consumers will value and ut ilise features that  encourage fun 

and discovery when shopping online ( for example recommendat ion and bidding 

engines) . However this will also result  in characterist ic behaviour relat ing to 

factors such as high levels of shopping cart  abandonment  and lit t le use of online 

r isk relievers. 

Although Wolfinberger and Gilly (2001)  demonst rated that  some consumers 

specifically seek to exert  cont rol when shopping online while others are more 

interested in the adventure that  this represents and are therefore more likely to 

act  impulsively, they did not  relate this to regulatory focus. This study extends 

the research on behaviour in online shopping to include the influence of 

regulatory focus. I n specify ing hypotheses for the indirect  effects of regulatory 

focus, it  is important  to clear ly evaluate the joint  mediat ion effects as well as the 

part ial mediat ion effects relat ing to percept ion and mot ivat ion. Based on this 

expected indirect  influences, the following hypotheses are drawn:  

Hypothesis V (a) - Regulatory focus affects online shopping behaviour, 

but  its effect  is j oint ly mediated by online shopping percept ion and online 

shopping mot ivat ion.  
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Hypothesis V (b) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ 

online shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their online 

shopping percept ion. 

Hypothesis V (c) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ 

online shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their online 

shopping mot ivat ion.  

Further to the hypothesis on the antecedent  influence of regulatory focus on 

usage behaviour, specific hypotheses may be drawn on the components of 

behaviour on the basis that  the influence of regulatory focus through percept ion 

and mot ivat ion extends from the high order const ruct  level ( i.e. usage 

behaviour)  to the lower order component  level ( i.e. shopping cart  abandonment , 

response to market ing and the use of r isk relievers) . I n this research, the 

possibilit ies for these extensions are discussed but  not  analysed, given the scope 

of study. However, these effects are implied and may be considered as part ially 

proven if the effect  of regulatory focus on the key cr iter ion variable of online 

shopping usage behaviour is established. 

2.12.5 Summary of the Research Model 

The regulatory focus model of consumer behaviour in online shopping, as 

presented in Figure 2.15 and described by the hypothesised relat ionships depicts 

three related dimensions to online shopping, of which two are direct ly affected by 

regulatory focus ( i.e. percept ion and mot ivat ion)  and one is indirect ly affected by 

regulatory focus ( i.e. behaviour) .  

These dimensions have been discussed variously by previous research and 

reported in numerous literatures, as reviewed here;  however the current  model 

depicts the direct  and indirect  role that  regulatory focus plays in influencing 

these dimensions and the inter- relat ionships between them. For ease of 

reference and comprehension, the proposed model, drawn from the literature 

and theoret ically framed, is termed the regulatory focus conceptualisat ion of 

online shopping (REFCOS) . I n Chapter Three, this model is elaborated upon to 

provide the st ructural and measurement  level details required in SEM analysis.  
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2.12.5.1 Summary of model variables 

 Regulatory Focus: Promotion versus Prevention 

Regulatory focus as a chronic and enduring t rait  can different iate 

individuals ( i.e. consumers)  according to whether they are promot ion 

focused or prevent ion focused.  

 Perception: Perceived Risk versus Perceived Benefit 

Based on the valence framework, consumers’ perception of online 

shopping (as depicted in this model)  can be either more r isk imbued or 

more benefit  imbued. 

 Adoption Motivation: Hedonic versus Utilitarian Motivation 

The mot ivat ion to purchase online is influenced either mainly by the desire 

for cont rol or the enjoyment  of the experience and these factors are 

captured by the ut ilitar ian and hedonic object ives (Dholakia and Uusitalo, 

2002)  and precedent  to the usage behaviour (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 

2001) , as represented in this research model.  

 Usage Behaviour 

Usage behaviour is described by mult iple at t r ibutes, and in this research is 

accessed by the use of three commonly cited behavioural manifestat ions in 

online retail:  response to online market ing (ROM), shopping cart  

abandonment  (SCA)  and use of r isk relievers (RR) . The st rategy of the 

research here is to determ ine how these at t r ibutes, describing behaviour, 

are exhibited different ly by consumers as either more ut ilitar ian/ r isk 

biased or hedonic/ benefit  biased and to correlate these with differences in 

their regulatory focus, percept ions and mot ivat ions either as direct  or  

indirect  effects.  

2.12.5.2 Model assumptions 

One of the main assumpt ions in der iv ing this model is that  regulatory focus is a 

chronic t rait  that  is stable and changes lit t le over t ime once it  has been formed in 

early life. This assumpt ion is important  because variability result ing from  

situat ional and circumstant ial contexts can be ignored or t reated as residual 

disturbance influences. Furthermore, the model assumes the existence of choice 

and alternat ive mediums of shopping. To this extent  the research does not  

specifically consider situat ional and contextual circumstances of the consumer.  
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2.13 SYNTHESIS AND SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW 

The review in this chapter has drawn on a wide array of theories and extant  

literature to provide a fundamental framework for advancing the research. I n the 

first  instance, a num ber of sem inal theor ies and models of consumer behaviour 

were considered. For example the research considered the differ ing approaches 

adopted to the definit ion and study of consumer behaviour, and while the five 

main approaches as ident if ied by Kot ler (1965)  were considered, it  was argued 

that  a more encompassing approach based on a mult i-disciplinary focus (cf.  

Wright , 2006)  was the most  suitable to be adopted for this research. On the 

basis of this, a number of models were considered to exam ine the key issues in 

this research.  

The Hoyer-McI nnis (Hoyer and McI nnis, 1997)  and Howard-Sheth (cf. Wright , 

2006)  models of buyer behaviour were both found useful as providing essent ial 

precedence to the applicat ion of psychological var iables in describing consumers 

in market ing, but  were also considered to be unnecessarily cumbersome and 

complex in relat ion to the current  research. Other models were considered for 

describing consumer behaviour, including the elaborat ion likelihood model and 

the five-step model of decision making (proposed and described by Bernstein et  

al., 1997 and Belch and Belch, 2009, respect ively) , the st imulus-organism-

response model (Mehrabian and Russell (1974) , the technology acceptance 

model (Davis et  al., 1989)  and the model of intent ion, adopt ion and cont inuance 

(Cheung et  al., 2000) . While these models all provided useful backgrounds and 

building blocks for the current  research, it  was found that  their overall focus was 

either too specific to an aspect  of consumer behaviour in online shopping or 

overly negligent  of the overall systems of relat ionships as described in the 

int roduct ion in this research. As a result , in their  present  form  and on their own, 

these models were not  considered adequate for adopt ion and applicat ion towards 

answering the research quest ions. 

One theory that  was found to be part icular ly appealing to this research in terms 

of its explanatory precedence was the theory of regulatory focus (Higgins, 1986) .  

As described in sect ion 2.11, the regulatory focus theory, compared to the other 

relevant  theor ies considered, provided the most  appropriate and convincing 

framework within which a comprehensive model of consumer behaviour in online 
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shopping could be specified and described.  Hence, building upon the previous 

research in the areas of regulatory focus, consumer behaviour and the I nternet  

as a shopping medium, and the conclusions and quest ions ar ising therein, the 

current  chapter has developed, presented and described a model of consumer 

behaviour in online shopping, showing clearly the effects of regulatory focus on a 

three-dimensional model of online shopping. The chapter further describes other 

condit ions which are present  in the phenomenon in quest ion and also ident if ies 

some extenuat ing factors which may have an effect  on the conclusions in the 

model.  

This chapter concludes the model development  and specificat ion sect ion of this 

thesis. Having developed and described a conceptual model for the research, the 

next  sect ion presents the methodology chosen, and describes in extensive detail,  

the measurement  model and its related st ructural form . The concepts ident if ied 

in the foregoing sect ion are more specifically stated for  the purpose of 

measurement , and thereafter, the research methods, inst ruments and 

techniques are fully discussed and applied. I n conclusion, the following is a 

summary of the research hypothesis:  

Hypothesis I – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ perception of online 
shopping such that promotion focus consumers are more perceptive of the 

benefits associated online shopping and prevention focus consumers are more 
perceptive of the risks associated with online shopping. 
Hypothesis II – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ motivation for online 

shopping such that promotion focus consumers are more motivated by hedonic 
features of online shopping and prevention focus consumers are more motivated 

by utilitarian features of online shopping. 
Hypotheses III – Consumers’ perception of online shopping affects their online 
shopping behaviour, such that their response to online marketing, shopping cart 

abandonment and use of online risk relievers, is affected by whether they are 
more perceptive of online shopping benefits or online shopping risks.  

Hypotheses IV – Consumers’ motivation for online shopping affects their online 
shopping behaviour, such that their response to online marketing, shopping cart 

abandonment and use of online risk relievers, is affected by whether they are 
more motivated by hedonic features of online shopping or by utilitarian features 
of online shopping.  

Hypothesis V (a) - Regulatory focus affects online shopping behaviour, but its 
effect is jointly mediated by online shopping perception and online shopping 

motivation.  
Hypothesis V (b) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 
shopping behaviour which is partially mediated by their online shopping 

perception. 
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Hypothesis V (c) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 
shopping behaviour which is partially mediated by their online shopping 

motivation. 

CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY AND FIELD STUDY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

I n the preceding chapter the literature review was presented and analysed, and 

from this analysis the conceptual framework was derived and the hypotheses 

proposed. This chapter ident if ies how the research was done, and its aim  is to 

describe the research st rategy and methods applied in this study, and to discuss 

their suitability within the context  of various research philosophies, paradigm s 

and methodological approaches. This includes a general overview of the overall 

research philosophy employed in carrying out  the research, just if icat ion of the 

chosen approach, provision of operat ional const ruct  definit ions and specificat ion 

of their indicators, and a discussion of the data collect ion and analysis methods. 

I t  is useful to state at  this point  that  due to the confirmatory nature of the 

research object ives, the quest ions that  emerged in chapter two and previous 

research foundat ions reported in the literature, the approach used in this 

research is predominant ly informed by a posit iv ist  philosophy based on the 

deduct ive approach of enquiry. This has been made possible by the r ichness of 

exist ing literature which enabled the derivat ion of a new m odel based on a 

robust  framework. I n line with general pract ice within research of a management  

nature, some elements of induct ive-based qualitat ive techniques are 

incorporated in achieving the object ives of this research;  hence, it  is important  to 

evaluate the range of research approaches and possible methodologies that  were 

at the researcher’s disposal, in order to show how these were considered and to 

just ify the methodological choices made.  

3.1.1 Chapter Structure 

I n sect ion 3.2 the main philosophical research paradigms are presented and 

discussed in terms of ontological, epistemological and methodological 

perspect ives;  sect ion 3.3 cent res on the research design drawing from the 
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preceding discussion of philosophical approaches;  sect ion 3.4 presents a 

discussion of data gathering techniques, including the specificat ion of concepts;  

and sect ion 3.5 discusses the quest ionnaire inst rument . Sect ion 3.6 describes the 

research implementat ion and also discusses init ial data preparat ion and checks;  

sect ion 3.7 presents an overview of the st ructural equat ion modelling technique 

and its applicat ion in this research;  and sect ion 3.8 concludes the chapter.  

 

3.2 PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Creswell (2003)  states that  in order to formulate a suitable research st rategy 

that  explains how data will be collected and analysed and knowledge gained, a 

clear research philosophy should first  be established. This is prim ar ily because 

any philosophical assumpt ions regarding the topic of interest  impact  upon how 

the phenomena can be understood, and therefore such assumpt ions must  remain 

constant  throughout the research exercise (Creswell, 2003) . Ontology, 

Epistemology and Methodology represent  the top level perspect ives when 

discussing a chosen research philosophy as they respect ively represent  Essence 

(or the nature of existence (Jankowicz, 2005) ) , Knowledge and Method 

(Corbet ta, 2003) . I n this sect ion the most  commonly applied paradigms in 

management  research along with their associated methods are discussed. 

As stated above, ontology deals with the nature of existence and considers the 

quest ion of what  const itutes social realit y. I t  therefore informs what  counts as 

events and not iceable phenomena in the course of research (Jankowicz, 2005) ;  it  

is concerned with the quest ion of whether there exists an external object ive 

reality independent  of its subjects, or on the other hand whether reality is a 

subject ive norm of the individual’s mind. Therefore ontology deals with the set of 

basic beliefs that  represent  the world view of the holder, or as referred to in the 

pract ice of research, a paradigm (Guba, 1990) . I n management  and social 

science research many paradigms have emerged, such as postposit iv ism , 

pragmat ism, and const ruct iv ism  , although according to Easterby-Smith et  al.  

(2002)  these paradigms are variat ions of the three most  common:  posit iv ism, 

interpret iv ism  and realism . However, as depicted in Figure 3.1 the use of these 

paradigms and their at tendant  st rategies in market ing research is not  classified 
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along st r ict  demarcat ions (Saunders et  al. 2003) . Rather certain approaches, 

st rategies and data collect ion methods may simply tend more towards a 

part icular philosophy than to another.  The main philosophies and their  

associated methods are discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The research process ‘onion’ (Saunders et al., 2007) 

 

3.2.1 Positivism and Postpositivism 

The positivist philosophy is represented in its ext reme by quant itat ive pur ists 

(Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) . This school of thought  believes that  social 

observat ions can be likened to physical phenomena, and can therefore be 

studied in the same way as pure scient if ic inquiry:  the observat ion const itutes a 

separate ent ity, the observer is separate from the ent ity that  is observed and it  
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is possible to establish cause and effect  reliably and validly. I n posit iv ism , a 

researcher begins with a theory as a result  of previous findings or personal 

observat ions, formulates a hypothesis to be tested, and collects data that  either 

supports or rejects the hypothesis;  depending on the outcome revisions and 

subsequent  tests may be conducted. Data collect ion within the pure posit iv ist  

paradigm follows quant itat ive method (Silverman, 2000)  involving the 

representat ion of holist ic phenomena in measurable, observable reduct ive 

var iables. However while posit iv ism  has proved very popular within social science 

and management  research, its pur ist  der ivat ive has been cr it icised for giv ing r ise 

to barriers in research robustness due to a narrow definition of “the concept of 

science” (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) . Onwuegbuzie (2009)  states that  

while posit iv ism  promotes the idea of object ivit y towards confirmat ion and 

falsificat ion, this posit ion disregards the fact  that  many human decisions are 

made in the course of carrying out  research, and that  researchers are 

themselves members of a social context  suscept ible to subject ivism , for example 

in deciding what  to study, developing research inst ruments and interpret ing 

findings.  

I n social science research, posit iv ism  has been largely replaced with 

postpositivism (Guba, 1990) , the difference between the two being that  the 

researcher makes no assumpt ions about  the infallibility of the findings for their  

theory but  rather holds these findings as conjectural. The main tenets of 

postposit iv ism  are that  there is no single shared reality, nor is there a dist inct  

separat ion of knower from the known;  these assumpt ions at tempt  to reconcile 

cr it icisms of the posit iv ist  philosophy. Therefore while posit iv ism advocates the 

use of theory- free observed data to formulate theory, postposit iv ism  advocates 

that  theory can be formulated pr ior to data and then tested or confirmed using 

scient if ic data. From a postposit iv ist  perspect ive, the researcher begins research 

by knowing what  will be studied and how the study will be carr ied out , clear ly 

stat ing the hypothesis and defining the m ethods, and der iv ing knowledge from  

the research which can then be t ransferred to pract ice.  

Both posit iv ism and postposit iv ism rely on a deduct ive epistemology that  

requires the formulat ion of theory and specificat ion of hypotheses followed by a 

period of data collect ion. This data is then used to test  and confirm  or refute the 
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hypotheses (Figure 3.2) . This process of deduct ive approach usually employs 

quant itat ive and t radit ional scient ific methods such as surveys and experiments. 

I n this research a post -posit iv ist  process was primar ily followed due to the 

confirmatory nature of the research object ives. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The deductive research process (based on Saunders et al., 2003) 

 

3.2.1.1 Experiment 

An experimental research is useful for examining the effect  of one variable -  the 

independent  or explanatory var iable -  on another, the dependent  variable 

(McGivern, 2006) . The main applicat ion of experiments is to determ ine whether 

a causal relat ionship exists between a pair  or group of var iables while ruling out  

or cont rolling for the effects of ext raneous var iables. While experimental designs 

have been used widely in medical and pharmaceut ical research and psychology 

studies, they are also applicable in market ing where market ing experiments have 

been employed to study decision making, advert isement  effect iveness and 

consumer behaviour (McGivern, 2006) .  

According to Chisnall (2005) , although market ing exper iments may be diff icult  to 

plan and execute, they are the definit ive way of establishing cause and effect  

and should therefore be considered where a change in one variable is predicted 

to precede a change in another. Experimental designs can be grouped into three 
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major categories which are t rue experimental designs, quasi exper imental 

designs and act ion research. Within any of these designs the actual exper iment  

could either be a field experiment , conducted in natural set t ings or environment , 

or laboratory experim ents, conducted in an art if icial set t ing.  

I n addit ion, the classificat ion of design typology can be made according to how 

and when the experiment subjects are treated: the “after with a control group”, 

and the “before and after (with a control group)” which are both used when one 

var iable is being exam ined;  however where there are more than one 

independent  var iable at  a t ime, a factor ial design is applied.  

As McGivern (2006)  notes, experimental designs are diff icult  to use in the real 

world of market ing as it  is not  always possible to account  for the complexity of 

var iables, and caut ionary interpretat ion of the results is counselled. For example 

as it  is not  always possible to completely isolate the var iables of interest , the 

outcome may be affected by a disproport ionate effect  of external factors on the 

subjects. I n addit ion condit ioning, where respondents become aware of the 

research object ives, may also be an issue – respondents may remember the 

answers they gave in the pre- test  and offer matching post - test  answers. This 

may be overcome by the use of a buffer act iv ity sandwiched between the two 

experiments (McGivern, 2006) .  

3.2.1.2 Survey 

Surveys are a common method of collect ing quant itat ive data in social and 

market ing research. A survey is a systemat ic method of gathering data from a 

populat ion, by sam pling a port ion of that  populat ion and subsequent ly 

generalising the at t r ibutes of the populat ion from this sample. Baker and Foy 

(2003)  state that  a survey is concerned with fact  f inding by asking quest ions of 

persons representat ive of a populat ion of interest  to determ ine at t itudes, 

opinions and help understand behaviour. The survey content  and form will differ  

depending on the object ive and the intent ion, and these considerat ions will lead 

to the type of survey to be undertaken, whether factual, opinion or interpret ive. 

Factual surveys are concerned with actual behaviour and at t r ibutes while opinion 

surveys are concerned with the respondents’ views. Interpretive surveys on the 

other hand are concerned with explaining the why of act ions, beliefs or  opinions 
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(Mayer, 1965, in:  Baker and Foy, 2003) . While interpret ive survey is considered 

analyt ical, factual and opinion surveys are generally classed as descript ive.  

The survey technique is popular within the quant itat ive methodology because of 

its advantages in providing a basis for gather ing factual, at t itudinal and 

behavioural data, as well as its ability to provide the researcher with great  scope 

in terms of reach, sample size and costs (Hart , 1987, in:  Baker and Foy, 2003) . 

On the other hand surveys may be disadvantageous where, somet imes due to 

poor design, respondents provide m isleading and inaccurate informat ion or 

where respondents are unwilling to respond – this could lead to non- response 

error and could potent ially invalidate the research. Surveys are also weak in 

internal validity because they rely heavily on the use of stat ist ical measures to 

cont rol for ext raneous variables, and as a result  it  is diff icult  to reliably prove 

causat ion in the relat ionships between variables. To lim it  the effect  of these 

disadvantages, careful at tent ion must  be paid to the design and execut ion of the 

test  inst rument  while the data analysis must  also allow for error.  

I n market ing research surveys are used to gather data on various topics and are 

part icular ly useful for researching at t itudes, lifestyle, behaviours, decision 

making and demographics. This empir ical precedence as well as other 

considerat ions such as costs, t ime and accessibility, were m ajor factors and 

considerat ions  in the valuat ion of the survey method’s suitability for this 

research which focused on aspects of consumer behaviour involving at t itudes, 

percept ion and mot ivat ion in an online shopping context .  

3.2.2 Interpretivism 

The interpretivist philosophy is represented on the opposite end of the spect rum 

by qualitat ive pur ism , which in its basic form rejects the posit iv ist  ideology and 

globally encompasses several forms of qualitat ive research, for example 

const ruct iv ism  (Samdahl, 1999) . According to Kent  (2007)  the interpret iv ist  

paradigm views research from the perspect ive of seeking to explore and 

understand peoples’ perceptions, attitudes and behaviours by constructing a 

social reality through collect ing, analysing and interpret ing data that  are largely 

qualitat ive in nature. Qualitat ive pur ists argue for the superior ity of the varying 

interpret iv ist  paradigms of const ruct iv ism , idealism , relat iv ism , humanism and 
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hermeneut ics (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) , and contend that  context - free 

generalisat ions are neither desirable nor possible.  

Thus from a pure interpret iv ist  point  of view, logic flows from the specific to the 

general (Figure 3.3)  through an induct ive process of explaining phenomena, with 

the subject ive knower as the only source of reality (Guba, 1990) . Common 

qualitat ive methods of data collect ion used within the interpret ive paradigm are 

in-depth interviewing and observat ion in ethnography.    

   

 

Figure 3.3: The inductive research process (based on Saunders et al., 2003) 

 

3.2.2.1 Interviewing 

Qualitat ive interviewing is a flexible and generally non-standardised means of 

collect ing data. I t  can be dist inguished from the quant itat ive interview that  is 

usually more st ructured and format ted. Thus if the purpose of the study is 

explorat ive or descript ive and the object ives can be clearly predefined, this lends 

itself to qualitat ive interviewing – sem i st ructured or free from st ructure. 

I nterviews can be in-depth or in the form of focus groups. I n-depth interviews 

involve the researcher on a one-on-one basis with the respondents while focus 

groups involve interviewing small groups of respondents with the aim  of both 

achieving individual perspect ives and obtaining a range of views. Qualitat ive 

interviews have been frequent ly employed as an item generat ion tool at  the 

prelim inary stages of many quant itat ive studies, and this has proved useful in 
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increasing validity and reliabilit y in both inst rument  design and measurement 

scales (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004) .  

3.2.2.2 Ethnographic Observation 

Observat ion in ethnography involves the study of a person or group of people 

(subjects)  in their own environment  over a per iod of t ime (McGivern, 2006) . 

Ethnography usually involves more than one element  of data collect ion, typically 

observat ion and interviewing. The researcher immerses himself in the target  

group in order to achieve a holist ic understanding or to provide a detailed 

descript ion of a specific issue. Although it  is useful in providing in-depth 

perspect ives on how and why consumers behave the way they do, the use of 

ethnography is expensive and t ime consuming. I t  may also suffer unduly from  

the “observer effect” where knowledge of being observed affects the behaviour of 

those being observed (Laine, 2000;  McGivern, 2006) ;  however this can be 

overcome by applying covert  observat ions, although these too may raise ethical 

concerns relat ing to non-disclosure and explicit  consent  (Laine, 2000) . 

3.2.3 Realism 

Realism  is the philosophical v iew that  the world and reality exist  independent ly 

and innately of the observer’s perceptions of them. Therefore what  one knows 

about  an object  exists independent ly of one’s m ind. Epistemological realism  and 

cr it ical realism  are the philosophies underpinning realism  and are loosely related 

to the view in management  and business that  there exist  social forces which 

influence people without  them knowing about  or having cont rol over them  

(Barley and Tolbert , 1997;  Costello, 2000) . These forces affect  the way human 

beings perceive the world, and therefore realism  emphasises their  understanding 

and implicat ions in human acts and behaviour (Saunders et  al., 2003) . Cr it ical 

realism  is derived from t ranscendental realism  and cr it ical naturalism ;  however 

the main difference between realism  and its var iat ions on one hand and 

posit iv ism  on the other is that  the first  argues for the understanding of research 

as the process of improving concepts that  are used to understand the under ly ing 

mechanisms of interest  whereas the lat ter is concerned with ident if icat ion of 

coincidences between postulated independent  variables and dependent  variables 

(Sayer, 2000) . Therefore the reject ion of a hypothesis cannot  be taken to signify 
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the non-existence of the hypothesised effect . A major shortcoming of realism  is 

its open systems ontology which is “unnecessarily dismissive in rejecting 

research methods that draw inferences from stable empirical regularities and 

patterns,” (Downward et al., 2002). However, such inferences are pert inent  to 

this research, thereby standing it  in cont rast  to the realist  philosophy.  

3.2.4 Evaluation of Alternative Philosophies 

Both posit iv ists and interpret iv ists have been cr it icised in their ext reme stance on 

research approach and method. For example, interpret iv ist  pur ists such as Guba 

(1990)  have at t racted cr it icism  for  subscribing to unqualif ied relat iv ism which 

according to Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) “hinders the development and 

use of systematic standards for judging research quality”; and on account of a 

st rong relat iv ist  claim  that  mult iple cont radictory accounts of a phenomena are 

equally valid and representat ive of mult iple realit ies.  

However in spite of the t radit ional differences and disagreements between the 

main philosophical schools, there current ly appears to be basic agreement  on 

several major points of philosophical differences, notably:  that  what  appears 

reasonable can vary across persons and this is influenced by the value- ladenness 

of the observer;  that  what  we not ice and observe can be affected by our 

background knowledge, experience, imbibed beliefs and values – therefore 

observat ion is not  a direct  window into reality;  that  there exist  alternate 

explanat ions because hypotheses are tested on the basis of underly ing 

assumpt ions;  and, that  it  is possible to fit  several theor ies to the same data set  

(Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004) .  

As a result  of the above general acknowledgement  of different  points of v iew 

between the ext reme philosophical standards, and in an effort  to deal with the 

disadvantages of each approach, there has been an increased use of mult i-

method and m ixed methods research that  combines techniques that  are based 

on different  philosophies, for example the use of quant itat ive and qualitat ive data 

collect ion methods or the applicat ion of quant itat ive techniques to qualitat ive 

data and vice versa (Niaz, 2008) .  I n market ing research there is growing 

recognit ion that  quant itat ive and qualitat ive methods of data collect ion are 

complementary and support ive approaches to the conduct  of research (Baker 
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and Foy, 2003;  Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004;  Niaz, 2008;  Creswell and Plano 

Clark, 2011) . For example even in a predominant ly quant itat ive research, 

elements of qualitat ive techniques may be used to provide prelim inary 

explorat ion of the issues, sort ing and screening of ideas, developing explanatory 

models of behaviour and explor ing quant itat ive data to further provide meaning. 

As a result , there has been increased advocacy for the use of m ixed method 

approaches, for example based on a philosophy of pragmat ism (Johnson and 

Onwuegbuzie, 2004) .  

3.2.5 Choosing a Research Approach and Design 

Having reviewed the var ious research philosophies and paradigms as reported 

above, the research object ives for this study were primar ily framed in a post  

posit iv ist  disposit ion based on the init ial derivat ion of theoret ical prem ises from 

exist ing literature, as summarised in Figure 3.4. This figure is based on Saunders 

et  al. (2003)  and shows that  the researcher proceeds by defining or clar ify ing the 

research problem through a search and review of the body of knowledge. This 

leads to the specificat ion of proposit ions or the statement  of testable hypotheses, 

and the evaluat ion of suitable test  techniques. The tests of the hypotheses result  

in evidence which m ust  be interpreted and tested for fidelit y ( that  is validity, 

reliability and generalisability to the domain of interest ) . 

I n general, the overarching design of the study involved confirm ing relat ionships 

in observable and unobservable psycho-cognit ive var iables of consumer 

behaviour. Although unobservable var iables are by their nature intangible, and 

therefore do not  represent  direct  universal realit y, the ability to represent  these 

var iables as demonst rable reality through the use of latent  const ructs has 

enabled social science domains such as market ing to successfully apply empir ical 

quant itat ive designs in their study (Byrne, 2010) . This approach is useful in 

understanding consumer behaviour as it  provides a basis for scient if ic-style 

model specificat ion and test ing with highly accurate results. As a consequence of 

this, the use of quant itat ive techniques was applied as the primary methods for 

gathering empir ical data.  
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Figure 3.4: A framework for the deductive research approach (based on Saunders et al., 2003) 

 

However, as stated earlier, some elements of qualitat ive techniques were also 

employed, for exam ple, at  the inst rument  design stages to clar ify const ructs, 

their latent  indicators and to generate or iginal quest ionnaire items. This is 

consistent  with social scient if ic research pract ice, for example as advocated by 

Easterby-Smith et  al.  (2002) that “one should attempt to mix methods to some 

extent, because it provides more perspectives on the phenomenon being 

studied.”  

Nevertheless this applicat ion of some qualitat ive techniques does not  dilute the 

hypothet ic-confirmatory nature of this study, as this remains the primary means 

by which the researcher accessed the required evidence to address the research 

quest ions and proposit ions previously raised. Based on this philosophical 

persuasion and the preferred approach, a research design was out lined and 

specified, as discussed next . 

 

3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

A research is designed in line with the nature of the problem ident if ied and the 

quest ions to be addressed (McGivern, 2006) . The stated object ives of this 

research are confirm atory and explanatory in nature, as they sought  to describe 

and confirm  the behavioural sequence of online shopping;  and to establish, as 

well as explain, the nature of the effect of regulatory focus in consumers’ online 
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shopping behaviour. As such this study employed a cross sect ional self-

adm inistered survey design using a quest ionnaire inst rument  to collect  data on 

consumers’ perception and motivations in online shopping usage and their self-

reported behaviour in online shopping situat ions – this addressed both the 

descript ive and explanatory aspects of the research. The data collected was then 

analysed by applying st ructural equat ion modelling (SEM) techniques to derive 

insights and conclusions – thereby addressing the confirmatory aim  of the 

research.  

While a survey is less powerful in proving causat ion compared to an experiment ,  

a case can be made for predict ive relat ionships in SEM survey designs by clear ly 

establishing the path coefficients in the model using previous knowledge and 

clear ly just if ied theory (Kaplan, 2000) . The researcher acknowledges that  an 

experimental design would be super ior in meet ing this object ive, however, cost  

const raints made such a design impossible at  this t ime, therefore warrant ing 

best  use of a cross sect ional survey design. I nit ial est im ates for conduct ing an 

experimental study were est imated at  nearly £10,000, and this was not  

achievable within the budget  available.  

3.3.1 The Cross Sectional Survey 

An online self- complet ion quest ionnaire was used in a cross sect ional survey 

design to collect  data on I nternet  shopping usage mot ivat ions, behaviour and 

evaluat ion, as detailed in sect ion 3.5.1. This is a cost -effect ive means of 

gathering data as it  is not  necessary to employ and t rain interviewers. According 

to McGivern (2006)  self- complet ion surveys are an effect ive way of collect ing 

data once steps have been taken to ensure that :  

 The nature of the research and topic are suited to the method 

 The topic is relevant  and of interest  to the target  populat ion 

 The method is a suitable way of reaching and achieving a response from 

the target  populat ion 

 The quest ionnaire is well designed, clear and easy to follow, and presented 

in a professional manner 
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The above steps were followed in ensuring that  the survey method sat isfied the 

object ives of this study. Details of how these condit ions were sat isfied are given 

throughout  this chapter, part icular ly in sect ion 3.5 which details the 

quest ionnaire development , and in sect ion 3.6 which details the research 

implementat ion.  

While interviewing could have the advantages of achieving depth and possibly 

increasing the response rate, if a self- complet ion survey is designed following the 

t ips above, it  would have the advantages of lower costs and greater reach as it  is 

“…an effective way of reaching people who would not otherwise take part in 

research – for example those in industry or busy professionals such as lawyers 

and doctors,” (McGivern, 2006). Furthermore, a self-complet ion survey would 

elim inate the major disadvantage of interviewer bias associated with interview 

based surveys. 

3.3.2 Survey Distribution 

I nvitat ions to an online quest ionnaire page were sent by surface mail to all 

households from a selected sample, the method of which is detailed in sect ion 

3.4. The survey was then actualised through the complet ion of an interact ive 

online survey quest ionnaire by research part icipants, based on individual self-

complet ion.  

3.3.3 The Unit of Analysis 

The unit  of analysis is individual, selected on the basis of householder, as this is 

a research aimed at understanding aspects of consumers’ individual behaviour in 

relat ion to online shopping. Part icipants were informed in the quest ionnaire 

inst ruct ion that  their  responses were sought  on the basis of individual opinion 

and view, although it  was not  possible to subsequent ly ver ify that  quest ionnaires 

had been completed in this manner. 

3.3.4 The Area of Study 

The survey was administered to a nat ionally selected sample from populat ion 

clusters in the United Kingdom (UK)  based on an Office of Nat ional Stat ist ics 
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(ONS, 2005)  classificat ion. Details of the research sample coverage are given 

later in sect ion 3.4. 

 

3.4 DATA GATHERING 

3.4.1 Sample 

An ent ire populat ion of interest  does not  usually need be surveyed, as this is 

neither always pract ical nor necessary. This is because the census of a 

populat ion is not  only cost  intensive but  in a large populat ion, it  is often 

unachievable;  to the extent  that  in some circumstances, the results from an 

appropriately designed sample may be more accurate than an at tempted census, 

(Baker and Foy, 2008) . This research is focused on consumers and their  

behaviour in online shopping. Given the reported increases in numbers of people 

who shop online, it  would be unrealist ic and unnecessary for research at  PhD 

level to survey the whole of this populat ion;  therefore it  was necessary to derive 

the r ight  sample so that  populat ion param eters could be inferred from it .  I n this 

sect ion details of how the final sample was arr ived at  are given and just if icat ions 

provided for the choices made in achieving the required sample. 

3.4.1.1 Sample population 

The sample was drawn from a populat ion of United Kingdom (UK)  adults of over 

18 years based on household and householder configurat ion. This populat ion is 

considered suitable for the stated purpose of the research because the 

populat ion should reflect  the aggregate of all the elements which comprise the 

universe for the purpose of the market ing research problem (Malhot ra and Birks, 

2000). In this case, the research is aimed at understanding consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour, and therefore the respondents of interest  were persons 

legally qualif ied to shop online using all possible t ransact ion means including 

credit , and who reside in an officially documented household, in this case as 

maintained through the UK postcode records system. 
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3.4.1.2. Sampling plan 

There exists no documented list  of the ent ire populat ion of I nternet  users or even 

online shopping users in the UK, however, there exists a well-documented record 

of household addresses in the United Kingdom, and therefore the sampling unit  

of the individual was targeted on the basis of one response request  per 

household. As it  is not  possible to specify a sampling frame for  all users of online 

shopping, a household survey plan was ut ilised instead. From this, it  was 

possible to define a sample frame by the homogenous parameter of the records 

in the Nat ional Stat ist ics Postcode Directory (NSPD)  as maintained on the EDI NA 

UKBORDERS database and associated to the Royal Mail directory of UK 

addresses. This database was accessed at  ht tp: / / edina.ac.uk/ ukborders/ . 

The ONS populat ion segments are clustered geographies of the UK populat ion 

based on neighbourhood homogeneity and sim ilar it y of characterist ics with 

respect  to economic circumstances, populat ion density and lifestyle. This is 

described in detail in the following sect ion. 

3.4.1.3 ONS Output Area clusters 

Output  Areas are geographies designed by the ONS to enable the report ing of 

area stat ist ics (ONS, 2005) . The Output  Area Classificat ion (OAC)  has been 

const ructed by creat ing a hierarchy of clusters based on three layers of 

classificat ion, which together typify the characterist ics of a given area. The three 

layers in the hierarchy are  

 Supergroup – layer 1 

 Group – layer 2 

 Subgroup – layer 3 

The Supergroup layer is const ructed by applying an algor ithm to each individual 

Output  Area across the UK. The members of one Supergroup are dist inguished 

from members of another Supergroup by their unique combinat ion of 

characterist ics captured during the Census. For instance, one Supergroup may 

possess characterist ics that  are typical of, or may be expected from cit y areas, 

such as large proport ions of f lats and private sector let t ing, whilst  another 

Supergroup may have a combinat ion of characterist ics sim ilar to those that  may 
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be considered typical of a rural dwelling, such as large proport ion of owned 

property and households with two or more cars. The combinat ion of these 

characterist ics generates the dist inct  differences between the Supergroups.  

From within each Supergroup, the remaining two layers of populat ion cluster are 

generated by reapplying the algor ithm on the Supergroup to derive the Group, 

and then on the Group to derive the Subgroup. The Groups and Subgroups 

within a Supergroup provide increasing levels of detail specific to members of 

that  Supergroup. As an example, a Supergroup describing the characterist ics of a 

city area may further contain a Subgroup that  describes the ethnic makeup of 

specific areas in that  Supergroup. 

Supergroups, Groups and Subgroups are best  represented using cluster 

summaries. The ONS ut ilises a seven part  summary of clusters, thereby creat ing 

7 Supergroups with 21 Groups and 52 Subgroups as represented in Table 3.1.  

This approach may be described as a top-down method of cluster ing the 

populat ion and helps to highlight  the most  im portant  level of the hierarchy. I n 

this design, the Supergroup can be considered the most  important  for a 

nat ionwide study as it  highlights the characterist ics that  are present  across the 

whole of the UK. One of the main advantages of ut ilising a Supergroup is that  by 

picking any neighbourhood from any part  of the UK that  is classed in that  

Supergroup, the characterist ics of all neighbourhoods in any part  of the UK 

within the same classificat ion may be deem ed to have been accessed. 

Take for example, a neighbourhood in Aberdeen (Scotland) named “A” belonging 

to Supergroup “1” is sampled. It can statistically be assumed that on the basis of 

shared characterist ics, a neighbourhood named “B” in Coventry (England) 

belonging to the sam e Supergroup has also been theoret ically sampled;  sim ilar ly, 

a neighbourhood named “C” located in Swansea (Wales) and belonging to 

Supergroup “1” would be deemed to have been represented. 

This great ly reduces the logist ical problem of sampling wider over a specif ic 

populat ion parameter in order to access representativeness of the population’s 

characterist ics, and elim inates the need for the researcher to undertake primary 

cluster ing which can be cumbersome. Examples of studies in which Supergroups 

were assessed and applied for sampling purposes are Singleton et  al. (2007)  and 
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Williams and Bot ter ill (2006) . A summary of the Supergroups and their 

characterist ics is presented in Appendix 1.  

 

Supergroup 
ID  

Supergroup Nam e  Group 
ID  

Group Nam e  Sub-
groups  

1  Count ryside  1.1  Count ryside com m unit ies  a,b,c  

1  Count ryside  1.2  Rural econom ies  a,b  

1  Count ryside  1.3  Farm ing and forest ry  a,b,c,d  

2  Professional cit y life  2.1  Educat ional cent res  a,b  

2  Professional cit y life  2.2  Young city professionals  a,b  

2  Professional cit y life  2.3  Mature cit y professionals  a,b,c,d  

3  Urban fr inge  3.1  Urban com m uter  a,b  

3  Urban fr inge  3.2  Affluent  urban com m uter  a,b  

4  White collar urban  4.1  Well off m ature households  a,b,c  

4  White collar urban  4.2  Young urban fam ilies  a,b  

4  White collar urban  4.3  Mature urban households  a,b,c  

5  Mult icultural cit y life  5.1  Mult icultural inner cit y  a,b,c  

5  Mult icultural cit y life  5.2  Mult icultural urban  a,b  

5  Mult icultural cit y life  5.3  Mult icultural suburbia  a,b,c  

6  Disadvantaged urban 
com m unit ies  

6.1  St ruggling urban fam ilies  a,b  

6  Disadvantaged urban 
com m unit ies  

6.2  Blue collar urban fam ilies  a,b  

7  Miscellaneous built  up areas  7.1  Suburbia  a,b,c,d  

7  Miscellaneous built  up areas  7.2  Resorts and ret irement   a,b  

7  Miscellaneous built  up areas  7.3  Urban terracing  a,b,c,d  

7  Miscellaneous built  up areas  7.4  Sm all town com m unit ies  a,b  

 
Table 3.1: Division of Supergroups, Groups and Subgroups (source: ONS, 2005) 

 

3.4.2.2 Cluster summaries 

To understand the basis upon which neighbourhoods or Output  Areas are 

assigned to any part icular cluster, it  is im portant  to describe the Cluster  
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Summaries which underpin this. A cluster summary is a way of summarising 

informat ion about  a part icular cluster within a classificat ion scheme, in order to 

provide useful informat ion about  the characterist ics of that  populat ion, for  

example as in Figure 3.5.  

  

Figure 3.5: Cluster Summary Radar (sourece: ONS, 2005) 
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Figure 3.6: A visual geography of Supergroups (source: ONS, 2005) 
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A common cluster summary may describe the socio-demographics of a 

populat ion and also indicate how the var iables in the summary compare to the 

group average. Figure 3.5 shows the variables summaries for Supergroup “1” in 

the form of a radar and how this group compares to the nat ional average 

( represented by the red circle) . A visual geography of the Supergroups is also 

presented in Figure 3.6. 

3.4.2.3 Membership of Supergroups for sampling purposes 

Lim itat ions were applied to the Supergroups by including only wards that  had 

75%  of their output  areas classified within that  Supergroup in the sampling plan. 

Consequent ly, the wards in Table 3.2 were randomly selected and from these, 

the first  sixty addresses from each ward were selected based on an alphabet ic 

ordering of their postcodes. The rat ionale for select ing sixty addresses is given in 

the calculat ion of sample size as described in the next  sect ion.. I n addit ion, the 

select ion method was used in order to simplify the process at  this stage and to 

specify a useful cr iter ion in order to retain normalit y in populat ion characterist ics 

across the sample frame. 

3.4.2.4 The sample size 

Although there is no clear consensus about  sample size for consumer behaviour 

research, it  is recommended that  the sample size is decided based on a 

combination of researcher’s judgment, empirical precedence, study objectives 

and analyt ical tools to be employed (Kish, 1965;  Miaoulis and Michener, 1976;  

Jankowicz, 2005) .  

Clear ly a larger sample has its merits, however given the cost  and t ime 

const raints im posed on this research study, considerat ion was given to what  

realist ic sample size could be achieved, as well as the m inimum required to 

achieve stat ist ically meaningful conclusions. I t  has been suggested that  for a 

robust  applicat ion of SEM a sample size of about  100 to 120 is adequate for any 

desired independent  sub-sample analysis (Loehlin, 1992) ;  however this may also 

be dependent  on the number of hypotheses or relat ionships to be tested.  
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Supergroup 1 Creggan South, Creggan Cent ral, Greystone, 
Ballycolm an, Farranshane, Whiterock,  

Supergroup 2 Farr ingdon Without , Hillside, Queenhithe, 
Tower, Walbrook, Brunswick.  

Supergroup 3 Wharrels, Ballym cbrennan, Glenshesk, 
Sandness, Hartside, Corve Valley.  

Supergroup 4 Ponteland South, Park Farm  South, Redwell 
West , Nunthorpe, Farnham  Bourne, St  
Leonards and St  I ves West  

Supergroup 5 Parkhead (S) , Kilbowie West , Faifley, 
Brothock, Craigy Hill, (all S) ;  Whitehouse 
(NI )  

Supergroup 6 Tresco, Pierremont , Howard Town, Copnor, 
Macclesfield Cent ral, Clevedon South (all E)   

Supergroup 7 Harlesden, Hackney Downs, Brunswick Park, 
Cam berwell Green, Livesey, Peckham  (all E)  

Table 3.2: Sampled wards by Supergroup 

 

Roscoe (1975)  suggests that  depending on the level of complexity, the desired 

precision, and the degree of confidence desired, a sample size of between 30 and 

500 respondents is usually sufficient  for most  studies;  in fact , larger samples 

may even disadvantage the research due to type I I  error, where large samples 

magnify the stat ist ical significance of results (Sekaran, 2003) . For the required 

stat ist ics in the present  research, a sample size of between 300 and 500 cases 

was deemed adequate based on precedence for st ructural equat ions modelling 

sample sizes (cf. Arbuckle, 2008;  Sm ith et  al., 2009) . 

Surveys based on postal quest ionnaires usually at t ract  a response rate of around 

18%  to 20%  while online surveys have been shown to at t ract  comparat ive 

responses when preceded by an advance mail not if icat ion (Kaplowitz et  al.,  

2004) . While the survey in this study was to be completed online, invitat ions to 

the survey were sent  out  in the form  of postcards, and therefore, the 
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conservat ive est imate of between 18%  and 20%  complet ion rates was assumed. 

Consequent ly, it  was calculated that  2500 invitat ions were required to achieve a 

return of 500 responses at  the 20%  rate.  The following calculat ions were applied 

to arr ive at  a sample size of 2520:  

Number of Supergroups = 7 

6 Wards/Supergroup = 6*7 = 42 wards. 

60 households/ward = 60*42 = 2520 households. 

 

Prior to implementat ion, the data base provider’s access costs changed at  short  

not ice and this resulted in increased cost  to the researcher and a budget  

shortage. As a result , it  was necessary to make a downward revision of the 

target  sample size. Consequent ly, only 2100 invitat ions were sent  to prospect ive 

respondents across the sample frame. For sim plicity purposes, the last  ward in 

each Supergroup was dropped in order to achieve the final sam ple, result ing in a 

total reduct ion of 7 wards. Hence,  

2520 households less (7*60 households) = 2100 households. 

 

3.5 DEVELOPING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Once the sample composit ion was specified and the target  sample ident if ied, it  

was possible to design a suitable quest ionnaire for the purpose of addressing the 

research quest ions and issues that  were ident if ied in the review of the literature. 

The process of planning and designing a quest ionnaire involved several steps, 

beginning with providing operat ional definit ions of the measurement  const ructs;  

this is covered in the next  sect ion. 

The object ives of this research aimed to establish categorisat ion between 

regulatory focus and consumers’ relationship with online shopping based on the 

dimensions of percept ion, mot ivat ion and usage behaviour. The importance of 

such categorisat ion is to understand and possibly predict  how consumers with 

different  regulatory focus use and view the I nternet  as a shopping medium for a 
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var iety of goods and services. I n order to test  for the existence of these 

relat ionships, an inst rument  was needed that  would capture informat ion from 

consumers on the variables identified ranging from determining individuals’ 

regulatory focus to capturing self- reported accounts of online shopping 

percept ion,  mot ivat ion, and usage behaviour. I n addit ion informat ion that  

classifies the consumers along demographic and situat ional dim ensions was also 

of interest  to the analysis as these have been shown in previous research ( for 

example Bellman et  al., 1999;  Girard et  al., 2003)  to mediate the relat ionships 

that  exist  in var ious consumer variables. However while demographic and 

situat ional informat ion may be accessed in a st raight forward manner, the 

literature indicates that  behavioural and psychometric parameters such as 

personal t raits, mot ivat ion and percept ion are complex and mult idimensional 

(Crouch and Housden, 2003) . The challenge in designing an inst rument  was 

therefore to ensure that  it  did not  only capture succinct ly the varied informat ion 

types but  that  it  also met  the commonly accepted tests of reliability, validity, 

interpretability and simplicity (Peterson, 2000) . Part icular ly, reliability and 

validity are key factors to ensure that  the results obtained from using an 

inst rument  are acceptable – for it  is only when validity and reliabilit y are 

sat isfactory can the results of a study be considered to represent  t rue empir ical 

evidence confirm ing or refut ing the hypothesis in quest ion (Bagozzi et  al. , 1991;  

Corbet ta, 2003;  DeVellis, 2003) . Peterson (2000)  describes reliability and validit y 

as follows:   

Reliability  

 Stability:  refers to the abilit y of a measure to maintain consistency over 

t ime, irrespect ive of test ing condit ions or the state of the respondents 

themselves;  

 I nternal consistency:  indicates how well the items ‘hang together as a set’ 

and can independent ly measure the same concept , so respondents at tach 

the same overall meaning to each of the items.   
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Validity  

 Face validity:  That  qualit y of an indicator that  makes it  seem a reasonable 

measure of a var iable;  

 Criter ion related validit y:  The degree to which a measure relates to some 

external cr iter ion;  

 Const ruct  validity:  The degree to which a measure relates to other 

var iables as expected within a system of theoret ical relat ionships;  

 Content  validity:  Refers to how much a measure covers the range of 

meanings included within a concept . 

To achieve a valid and reliable quest ionnaire, the researcher adapted Peterson’s 

(1978) recommendations and Radhakrishna’s (2007) model for quest ionnaire 

development  by following the process described below.              

1.  Select  respondent  groups 

2.  Specify and test  the meanings of the const ructs. 

3.  Clar ify the informat ion required. 

4.  Decide on quest ion content . 

5.  Develop the quest ion wording. 

6.  Put  quest ions into a meaningful order and format . 

7.  Check the length of the quest ionnaire.  

8.  Pre- test  the quest ionnaire. 

9.  Develop the final survey form. 

The manner in which I tem One was sat isfied has been covered in the previous 

sect ion where the respondent  group was ident if ied and specified. The remaining 

steps are covered in the following and subsequent  sect ions. Each of these steps 

cont ributed to developing a robust  inst rum ent  for the survey study carr ied out  in 

this research. 

3.5.1 Measurement Constructs 

I n this sect ion operat ional definit ions of the primary const ructs and sub 

const ructs are provided. Secondly, details of a const ruct  modificat ion exercise 
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using qualitat ive interviews are given. I t  is useful to provide clear 

operat ionalisat ion of const ructs in order to ensure a common understanding of 

the basis by which the const ructs were measured and quest ionnaire items were 

subsequent ly developed (Sekaran, 2003) . The operat ional definit ions provided 

here are based on the review of the literature that  was carr ied out  as part  of this 

research and reported in Chapter Two. Although these definit ions are derived 

from the literature review, they represent  the researcher’s interpretation and 

specificat ion of the const ructs for the purpose of measurement , and as such are 

presented without  addit ional referencing of the literature.  

3.5.1.1 Regulatory focus 

Regulatory focus is a dispositional mechanism by which an individual’s self-

regulat ion or ientat ion is either disposed to the maxim ising of posit ive outcomes 

(promot ion) , or the m inim ising of negat ive outcomes (prevent ion) . Regulatory 

focus can be const rued in two ways – as a disposit ional t rait  ( the chronic view)  or 

as a situat ional t rait  ( the temporal v iew)  of regulatory focus. Consequent ly, it  is 

necessary to clar ify that  for the purpose of this research, regulatory focus is 

const rued in terms of the disposit ional t rait  exhibited by individuals as a chronic 

behaviour. 

3.5.1.2 Promotion focus 

Promot ion focus is the regulatory or ientat ion associated with seeking 

advancement  towards the maxim ising of rewards by focusing on gains and 

posit ive outcomes. I ndividuals with a predominant  promot ion focus are more 

mot ivated by expectat ions of posit ive outcomes than concerns about  negat ive 

outcomes. Consequent ly, their act ions are geared toward the goals of 

maxim ising posit ive outcomes and gains. 

3.5.1.3 Prevention focus 

Prevent ion focus is the regulatory or ientat ion associated with concerns of safety 

and responsibilit y and the m inim ising of losses and avoidance of negat ive 

outcomes. I ndividuals with a predom inant  prevent ion focus are mot ivated mainly 

by concerns about  negat ive outcomes and the prevent ion of these outcomes, 

than by potent ial posit ive outcomes. Consequent ly, they undertake act ions 
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geared toward the prevent ion of negat ive outcomes and the m inim isat ion of loss. 

This approach is often to the det r iment  of gains that  could potent ially be 

maxim ised were a higher r isk tolerance available.  Prevent ion focus individuals 

are also task or iented and focused on complet ion and outcome. 

3.5.1.4 Online shopping perceptions 

Online shopping percept ion is defined in this research as the percept ion of a 

consumer prior to adopt ion and cont inued usage, which informs their mot ivat ion 

and usage of online shopping. This research focuses on two aspects of percept ion 

based on the valence framework, which are perceived r isk and perceived benefit ,  

and assumes that  consumers will perceive one or the other as greater in online 

shopping. 

3.5.1.5 Perceived risk 

Perceived r isk is the r isk that  the consumers generally perceive as associated 

with or present  in online shopping, for example with respect  to product , pr ivacy,  

t ransact ion safety, reliability and retailer.  

3.5.1.6 Perceived benefit 

Perceived benefit  is the reward outcome that  consumers perceive as associated 

with, and expect  to derive as a result  of,  shopping online, and this could be in 

the form of its convenience, var iety, choice, availabilit y and entertainment  

features. I t  is the opposite of perceived r isk in a valence framework. I n this 

research perceived benefit  is const rued as exist ing in opposit ion to perceived 

r isk, although both can coexist  to some degree. 

3.5.1.7 Online shopping motivations 

Online shopping mot ivat ion is defined here as the object ive for shopping online, 

including init ial adopt ion and on-going m ot ivat ion to cont inue usage. On the 

basis of the framework developed, mot ivat ion is const rued in this research as 

either hedonic or ut ilitar ian, and can be measured by factors classified in 

accordance with this const ruct ion. 
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3.5.1.8 Hedonic motivation 

Hedonic mot ivat ion is mot ivat ion that  result s from pleasure, fun and thrill 

seeking object ives, for example using I nternet  shopping prevalent ly because of 

its novelty, var iety and entertainment  at t r ibutes and characterist ics.  

3.5.1.9 Utilitarian motivation  

Ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion results from task and goal or iented object ives, for example 

being pr imar ily mot ivated to shop online because of its convenience, funct ionalit y 

and cont rollability features. 

3.5.1.10 Online shopping behaviour 

Online shopping behaviour is the actual behaviour that  the consumer manifests 

in the online environment , including search behaviour, purchase behaviour 

(product  and amount) , frequency and level of involvement  with the shopping 

task ( for example complet ion rates and shopping cart  abandonment) , and 

response to features like advert ising, recommendat ion engines and comparison 

engines. Behaviour can be in the form of goal directed (convenience/ funct ion 

or iented)  or experient ial (entertainment / process or iented)  directed as well as 

either cont rolled or impulsive. 

3.5.1.11 Goal-directed behaviour 

Goal directed behaviour is behaviour that  maxim ises the shopping task 

complet ion by focusing on early achievement  of shopping object ive and 

complet ion of the shopping act iv it y. I n this research, goal-directed behaviour is 

const rued as reflect ing those behaviours that  will facilitate a st raight forward and 

relat ively unambiguous at tainment  of an online shopping goal, while at  the sam e 

t ime m inim ising the amount  of t ime spent  on the task.  

This research uses four specific behaviours to indicate goal directedness and 

these are high- loyalty to few retailers, high rate of shopping task complet ion in 

single instance (session) , low rate of posit ive response to online shopping,  low 

rate of search act iv ity, and high affinity to r isk- relievers. Goal directed behaviour 

is not  measured as an explicit  const ruct , but  rather encapsulates the consumer ’s 

behaviour associated with the three components of online shopping behaviour:  
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response to online market ing, shopping cart  abandonment  and use of r isk 

relievers. 

3.5.1.12 Experiential behaviour 

On the cont rary, experient ial behaviour is behaviour that  pr imar ily maxim ises the 

shopping task exper ience by focusing on the shopping processes and the overall 

achievement  of a pleasurable and entertaining outcome from the shopping 

environment  and shopping act iv ity, generally irrespect ive of convenience and 

specific funct ional outcome of the shopping act iv ity. I n this research, experient ial 

behaviour is indicated by the task and process behaviour/ orientat ion of the 

online shopper, which is represented by five specific behaviours – low level of 

loyalty to any part icular retailers, high rate of shopping session abandonment , 

high search rates, low ut ilisat ion of r isk- relievers, and low level of negat ive 

response to online market ing. As with goal directed behaviour, experient ial 

behaviour is not  explicit ly modelled in this study but  is encapsulated in the three 

components of online shopping behaviour that  are measured here. 

3.5.2 Qualitative Interviews for Construct Refinement 

A sound basis for developing st ructured quest ionnaires is to conduct  prelim inary 

exploratory work of a qualitat ive nature (Hoinville et  al., 1978)  to ident ify and 

clar ify ranges of the const ructs of interest . Oppenheim  (1992)  also states that  

unst ructured and informal interviews can be conducted with key informants in 

addit ion to reviewing the literature, to provide an informed background upon 

which the st ructured quest ionnaire is built . Three steps were taken to clar ify 

const ructs, in addit ion to the literature review which provided the init ial 

framework. The first  was to conduct  interviews with market ing and consumer 

behaviour experts and specialists for  the purpose of face-validat ing the 

const ructs. Secondly, feedback was received from journal reviewers of submit ted 

art icles, and this provided bet ter understanding as well as m odificat ion of the 

const ructs. Thirdly, the outcomes from the literature review, expert  feedback and 

peer reviews were synthesised to provide the final const ruct  definit ions. I n the 

next  sect ion, details of the interviews undertaken are given, while examples of 

papers in which the const ructs were ut ilised are provided in the appendices 

(Appendix 10) .  
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3.5.2.1 Interviewees 

Six expert  interviewees were drawn from the host  university and other academic 

contacts within and outside the United Kingdom based on stated expert ise in the 

area of study or the methodology applied. Personal details are not  supplied here 

as interviews were conducted on the understanding that  part icipants would 

remain anonymous. However, suffice to state that  all part icipants are extensively 

published in one or more of the areas of market ing, consumer behaviour and 

psychology. The number of interviewees was determ ined by availability , as most  

of the interviews took place at  three market ing conferences in the summer of 

2009 – the Research Futures UK conference in St  Andrew’s (one interviewee), 

the Scottish Management Doctorate Conference in St Andrew’s (one interviewee) 

and the Academy of Market ing Conference in Leeds Met ropolitan Universit y 

( three interviewees) . One interview took place with a market ing faculty member 

of the host  university. Following the interviews, the researcher ut ilised a t ime of 

about  six months to reflect  upon and refine the const ructs as part  of the 

quest ionnaire development .  

3.5.2.2 Interviews 

Short  st ructured interviews were conducted last ing approximately half an hour 

and took the form of open ended discussions about  the meanings of the 

const ructs (a sample proforma is included as Appendix 11) . The researcher 

int roduced the const ruct  and discussed with the interviewee its exist ing 

understanding in the literature. The researcher then asked the interviewee to 

reflect  on each const ruct  for a total of five m inutes, after which their 

understanding and interpretat ion of the const ructs was sought . Thereafter, the 

researcher explained how the const ruct  has been operat ionally defined for the 

present study and sought the respondent’s assessment as to the fit of the 

operat ional (plain English)  definit ion with the literature definit ion of the concept  – 

that  is, was the const ruct  defined such that  quest ions could be generated that  

were sensible to the ult imate respondent?  

Where there was consensus on fit  among majority of respondents, the exist ing 

operat ional definit ion was maintained;  where there was no majority consensus 

then a modificat ion was carr ied out  based on the feedback of respondents and 
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researcher judgement  as informed by the literature – in one instance, an 

addit ional expert  opinion was sought  within the host  university. A writ ten record 

of the discussions was obtained in all cases and an example t ranscript  is included 

as Appendix 11. 

3.5.2.3 Interview outcomes 

A free form qualitat ive analysis of the interview records was conducted and this 

showed that  there was consensus across all const ruct  operat ionalisat ions, and 

this provided further credence to the literature review process as well as the care 

which had been taken to first  cr it ically evaluate, and then define the const ructs. 

Part icipants were agreed in their  interpretat ions of the research model 

const ructs, although there were suggest ions for semant ic and phrasing 

modificat ion. As these modificat ions were m inor and did not  m aterially alter the 

meanings of the const ructs, they were undertaken immediately, and without  the 

need for further test ing.  

3.5.3 Questionnaire Objective and Information Requirements 

The quest ionnaire for this study is designed to elicit  informat ion from the target  

respondents in a convenient , simple and cost -effect ive manner, in order that  the 

object ives of the survey may be achieved. I n general term s, the types of 

informat ion that  are gathered using a quest ionnaire can be divided into three 

categories, namely fact , opinion and mot ive (Shelton, 2000) .  

Factual informat ion consists of those features and at t r ibutes of the respondent  

that  are readily observable or that  are specific behaviours, for example 

demographic and situat ional informat ion and self- reports of previous habits 

(Shelton, 2000) . According to Crouch and Housden (2003) , factual informat ion is 

relat ive easy to ask and to answer, in so far as the respondent  knows and can 

remember. However this may be lim ited by the level of informat ion sensit iv ity.  

Opinion informat ion encompasses underly ing beliefs and percept ions – including 

percept ions of self and personal t raits (psychometrics) , at t itudes and feelings as 

well as knowledge of the respondents. Opinion informat ion is therefore cr it ical in 

market ing and consumer behaviour research where these const ructs are 

fundamental in predict ing consumer responses and decision making. For example 
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opinion data can be ext remely helpful in ident ify ing sat isfact ion with service and 

product  (Crouch and Housden, 2003) .  

Mot ive informat ion answers the quest ion of why consumers have certain 

opinions, behave in certain ways and hold certain beliefs and percept ions. 

Mot ives are relat ively diff icult  to elicit  and capture because the subject ive nature 

of why people behave or think in a part icular  way means that  it  is diff icult  to 

provide explanat ions for these behaviours and beliefs. Yet  it  is im portant  to t ry to 

capture this inform at ion because of it s explanatory power to a greater 

understanding of consumers in m arket ing (Rhom and Swaminathan, 2004) .  

A quest ionnaire was designed to capture the required informat ion. The research 

inst rument  was not  designed to elicit  informat ion on the basis of a part icular  

product . Rather the interest  was on overall gener ic behaviour in the domain. 

However to create a context in the respondent’s mind, respondents were 

inst ructed to consider a context  which related to purchases of a low to m id level 

value. I n addit ion, to provide robust  analysis and facilitate comparisons among 

subgroups, demographic and situat ional informat ion was required. I n the 

following sect ions, the elements for which informat ion was required for the 

research are described, as a precursor to the development  of quest ionnaire items 

to elicit  this informat ion. 

3.5.3.1 Personality and trait information 

The primary trait of interest in this research is the consumer’s regulatory focus 

as operat ionalised above. This research ut ilised a modified form of the 

Regulatory Focus Quest ionnaire (Higgins, 2002) to access the respondents’ 

regulatory focus. This quest ionnaire has been tested and validated in a var iety of 

set t ings and is the indust ry and research benchmark tool for measuring 

regulatory focus. The order and format  of its presentat ion was adapted to suit  

the present research’s design. 

3.5.3.2 Factual information 

This is informat ion relat ing to respondents demographics and observable 

circumstances. The quest ionnaire contained elements to capture informat ion of a 

factual nature on respondents’ demographics, situation (for example access to 
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t ransport  and I nternet  facilit ies) , history and experience with the I nternet , and 

recall of behaviour. 

1. Demographics 

a. Age:  to provide useful informat ion about  whether mot ive and 

opinion differ along age groups;  

b. Gender:  the gender of the respondent  can provide inform at ion 

about  whether this variable relates with mot ive and opinion;  

c. Educat ion:  helps develop a profile of respondents and can provide 

informat ion about  possible differences in behaviour and opinions on 

the basis of formal learning. 

2. Situational information 

a. Transportation: ownership of a vehicle could relate to respondent’s 

choice of shopping channel;  

b. Home I nternet  Access:  availabilit y of I nternet  access at  home could 

relate to respondent’s choice of shopping channel – while the 

consumer may be reluctant  to use publicly accessed I nternet  

facilit ies for shopping, having access at  home could encourage 

online shopping;  

c. Locat ion proxim ity:  proxim ity to suitable shopping facilit ies may 

influence whether people shop online, for example are products 

required locally available and in close proxim ity?  

3. Historic information 

a. I nternet  Shopping History:  establishes that  the respondent  has 

shopped/ shops online, and for what  length of t ime;  also serves as a 

screening quest ion for part icipant  qualify ing cr iteria;  

b. Frequency of shopping online/ non-online:  provides informat ion on 

respondent’s behaviour with relation to online shopping frequency 

and non-online shopping frequency. 

4. Behavioural information 

This is informat ion relat ing to the actual behaviours that  consumers exhibit  

in terms of responding to online market ing communicat ions, shopping cart  

check out  and abandonment , and the use of r isk relievers. Although this is 

factual informat ion, it  should be noted that  in the case of this research, it s 
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collect ion is based on self- reported accounts of behaviour, which may be 

affected by the level of recall accuracy on the part  of the respondents. 

 

 

3.5.3.3 Perception information 

The informat ion provided here captured consumers’ perception of online 

shopping along the valence framework in terms of their level of perceived r isk 

and perceived benefit s.  

1.  Does the consumer generally perceive online shopping as having more 

benefits than r isks or  v ice versa? Compared to other forms of shopping, 

what  level of benefit  and r isk is perceived online? 

2.  What is the consumer’s level of agreement with perceived risk factors as 

opposed to their level of agreement  with perceived benefit  factors? 

3.5.3.4 Motivation information 

The informat ion provided in this sect ion answered quest ions about  mot ives and 

expectat ions for shopping online, and also for why respondents behave in certain 

ways or not  when they shop online. Therefore as an example, why do 

respondents not  shop more frequent ly online, or why do they purchase some 

categories of products online but  not  others? One of the quest ions this research 

sought  to answer was whether online shopping mot ive and expectat ions were 

related to the consumer’s regulatory focus. 

1.  Initial and current motivation: what were the respondent’s initial 

reasons for using online shopping, and what  are their reasons for current  

levels of online shopping?  

2.  Expectations: what benefits did respondent  expect  to derive from 

shopping online? 

3.  Online shopping attributes preferences:  what  at t r ibutes of shopping 

online influenced the way the respondent  used online shopping?  

3.5.4 Dimensions and Itemised Subscales 

To develop measurement  items for the quest ionnaire, the const ruct  dimensions 

were first  ident if ied based on the review of the literature and the init ial 

qualitat ive interviews. Each dimension was then assigned elements relevant  to it ,  
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and these elements formed the basis for quest ionnaire items or indicators. Some 

of the items were derived from previously tested and validated quest ionnaires, 

with modificat ions to suit  the present  study, while other items were developed 

direct ly as a combined result  of prelim inary interview, literature review and 

informat ion needs. I n the tables below, each measurement  theme is presented in 

the form of a sub-scale and shows the dim ensions as well as indicators or items 

measuring the dimension in the quest ionnaire;  it  is evident  that  while some 

factors require a st raight  forward one item measurement , other factors are more 

complex and require mult i- item  indicators.  

Two types of const ructs have been measured:  observed const ructs are those 

const ructs that  can be measured direct ly or which are factual, for example 

gender and age, and that  can be measured by direct  quest ionnaire items, while 

latent  const ructs are unobserved variables or factors which require to be 

measured by an indicator or reflector. Where indicator  var iables are used, using 

SEM requires that  const ructs should have at  least  three indicator items 

measuring them in order to reduce error. This requirement  has been met  in this 

research.  

I n the following tables, the quest ionnaire’s indicative content  is presented in the 

form of subscales, with one table per subscale. I n general the quest ions 

presented below const ituted the content  of the quest ionnaire, although 

modificat ions were made following test ing and pilot ing, as discussed in sect ion 

3.5.6.3. There are four subscales reflect ing the types of informat ion required;  

and to reflect  the quest ionnaire st ructure, these are presented in the order of:  ( i)  

regulatory focus subscale (Table 3.3) , ( ii)  online shopping percept ion subscale 

(Table 3.4) , ( iii)  online shopping mot ivat ion subscale (Table 3.5) , ( iv)  subscales 

for the three dimensional aspects of behaviour in online shopping (Table 

3.6a,b,c) , (v)  subscale for factual informat ion relat ing to demographics, situat ion 

and online shopping experience (Table 3.7) . 

The first  table (3.3)  presents quest ions derived from Higgins et  al. (1997)  and 

which address the regulatory focus const ruct  by measuring the level of 

prevent ion focus versus promot ion focus. These appear on page 1 and 2 in the 

quest ionnaire. I t  should be noted that  the respondent  to these quest ions is not  

made aware of which quest ion measures what  aspect  of the const ruct  and only 
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post - t reatment  of the responses reveals the type of regulatory focus that  the 

respondent  exhibited. 

 

Table 3.3: Regulatory focus subscale 

 

The statements in Table 3.4 measure the level of perceived r isk versus perceived 

benefit  in online shopping and appear on page 3 of the quest ionnaire.  The scale 

is rated from -2 to + 2 in order to provide a neut ral zero point , for stat ist ical 

accuracy. I t  should be noted however that  this rat ing system was not  shown to 
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the respondents, in order to avoid judgmental bias, as well as to avoid second-

guessing of the correctness of one answer over another. 

 

Table 3.4: Online shopping perception subscale 

 

The following quest ions (Table 3.5)  provide information on the consumers’ 

mot ivat ion for shopping online, encompassing mot ivat ions for init ial adopt ion and 

cont inued usage mot ivat ion and appear on page 4 of the quest ionnaire. The 

cr iter ia are rated from -2 to + 2, with a neut ral zero point .  
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Table 3.5: Online shopping motivation subscale 

 

The following three tables (3.6a,b,c)  are related and contain quest ions that  are 

aimed at  eliciting information about consumers’ behaviour in online shopping, in 

respect  of the three behaviour dimensions:  response to online market ing;  

shopping cart  abandonment ;  and use of r isk relievers. These appear on pages 6, 

7 and 8 of the quest ionnaire.  
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Table 3.6a: Online shopping behaviour subscale dimension 1 
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Table 3.6b: Online shopping behaviour subscale dimension 2 
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Table 3.6c: Online shopping behaviour subscale dimension 3 

 

The final scale in Table 3.7 was aimed at  obtaining demographic and related 

profiles of respondents, and appeared on page 10 to 13 in the quest ionnaire. 

Although this informat ion was not  of direct  primary applicat ion in this research, it  

was nevertheless deemed useful for validat ion purposes, for example, in 

checking for systemat ic non- response bias, and potent ial compounding factors. 
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Table 3.7: Online shopping demographics and categories subscale 

 

I n addit ion to the above, the researcher also included items in the quest ionnaire 

on search behaviour and post -usage behaviour, but  these were not  made 

available to the respondents ( that  is, suppressed)  as they were reserved to 

support  future expansion of the quest ionnaire. These are included in the 

appendix for advisory benefit  to the reader – for example, an interested reader 

may wish to consider these scales in building upon the present  research. 
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3.5.5 Measurement 

3.5.5.1 Level of measurement 

As the above sect ion shows, the quest ionnaire was intended to collect  data of a 

quant itat ive nature. Therefore another important  considerat ion in its design was 

the level of measurement . The level of m easurement  ut ilised in a quest ionnaire 

or any measurement  inst rument  is important  to a research study because it  

helps interpret  the data from the variable and is determ inant  of the t ype of 

stat ist ical procedure that  may be applied to the data. The commonly used levels 

of measurement  (Trochim , 2009)  are:  

 Nominal – this is the measurement  scale for categorical and classificat ion 

data. The at t r ibutes are only named but  do not  have a stat ist ic meaning 

beyond the ability to group them in frequencies, percentages and modes. 

 Ordinal – this is the measurement  scale that  provides the capacity to rank 

order items or objects according to some defined character ist ic. I t  is most  

commonly ut ilised in social science and business research because often, 

research in this area is concerned with ranking of preferences and choices. 

The distance between two ranks is not  meaningful.  

 Interval – I n interval measure, the distance between two at t r ibutes is 

meaningful because this measure actually rates the at t r ibutes and 

provides a stat ist ical interpretat ion of the rat ing. However the zero-point  

and unit  of measurement  in interval scales are arbit rary, for which reason 

it  is considered a lower form of measurement  compared to a rat io scale. 

However the distance between two scores are equal and, in social science 

research, the interval level scale is one of the most  important  and has 

enabled researchers in this domain to undertake scient if ic analysis of data 

using appropr iately designed parametr ic tests. 

 Ratio – this is the m ost  powerful and scient ific form  of measurement  that  

provides t rue values between distances in a scale. I t  also has a t rue point  

at  its or igin ( that  is the zero point )  and differences between num bers have 

meaning. This scale can incorporate tests and analysis that  ut ilise the 

most powerful parametric tools, but it is mainly useful in the “pure” 

sciences where precise measurements are required and ut ilised. 
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3.5.5.2 Measurement scales utilised 

The type of scale used in a research study depends on the object ive of the study. 

I f the study is purely concerned with the summarisat ion and descript ion of data, 

then categorical nom inal measurements may suffice. However, if the study is 

interested in measur ing levels or making comparisons ( for example in at t itudes 

to something)  then the m inimum level to be considered would be the ordinal 

scale. Where the study also has an interest  in examining associat ions and 

relat ionships that  include non-categorical var iables, then the interval or rat io 

scale may be considered as appropriate. The choice of analysis for the data will 

be affected by the type and level of scale employed. I t  is also important  to note 

that  in reality, the underly ing const ruct  or variable being measured defines the 

scale of measurement , not  the numbers assigned themselves. 

I n this research, three types of scale were required. A nom inal scale was used to 

obtain data on the categorical var iables in the study, for example gender, level of 

educat ion and age. An ordinal scale was used to obtain ranked order data, for 

example the frequency of use of I nternet  and online shopping, and an interval 

scale as used to obtain measurements of the psychological const ructs. To 

achieve the interval measurement , the Likert  scale and a semant ic different ial 

scale were ut ilised 

The Likert  scale can be t reated as an interval scale on which parametric stat ist ics 

can be applied. Several studies have demonst rated the robustness of the Likert  

scale by applying it  as a special case of interval level measurement  ( for example, 

Allen and Seaman, 1997) ;  however, there is disagreement  about  this 

interpretat ion and other researchers consider and t reat  Likert  scales purely as 

ordinal level measurements ( for example Clark and Wood, 1998) . Brown (2011)  

argues that  there is a difference between Likert  scales and Likert  items, and that  

most  of the argument  is as a result  of a lack of this basic understanding.  

According to Brown, Likert  items (ordinal in nature)  combine to make up an item 

scale ( t reated as interval)  and this is the underly ing assumpt ion by which most  

social science research current ly t reats the Likert  scale. Hence, Brown (2011)  

concludes that: “Likert scales contain multiple items and can be taken to be 

interval scales so descript ive stat ist ics can be applied, as well as correlat ional 
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analyses, factor analyses, analysis of variance procedures, etc. ( if all other 

design conditions and assumptions are met),” (p. 13). 

 Rasmussen (1989)  argued that  as long as a mult i- item scale contains at  least  

five points, the precision of stat ist ics will not  likely be comprom ised, and the 

applicat ion of parametric procedures on the scale does not  have serious 

implications for the study’s conclusions. For this reason, most modern rating 

scales, including Likert  scales and other at t itude and opinion scales, contain 

either five or seven response categories, with the m iddle point  usually a neut ral 

and the ext reme points represent ing ext reme degrees of polar differences in 

what  is measured (Preston and Colman, 2000) . The researcher agrees with the 

view that  Likert  scales, where proper ly const ructed, are useful as interval 

measurements as applied in this research. 

The debate about  the opt imum  number of responses is as yet  unresolved as 

cont radictory findings cont inue to show that  both the 5-point  and the 7-point  

scales can be ut ilised with varying degrees of reliability. I n an experiment , 

Preston and Colman (2000)  found that  the 10-point  scale was the most  preferred 

by respondents based on several cr iter ia, closely followed by the 7-point  scale, 

while the 5-point  scale was preferred on the basis of ease-of-use.  The adapted 

regulatory focus quest ionnaire (Higgins, 2002)  ut ilises a 5-point  scale;  for the 

purposes of consistency, respondents’ ease-of-use, and economy, the 5-point  

scale was preferred in the present  study.  

3.5.6 Questionnaire Validity and Reliability 

3.5.6.1 Questionnaire validity 

According to Norland-Tilburg (1990) , validit y is the amount  of systemat ic or 

built - in error in measurement . I t  can be established using a panel of experts 

and/ or field test , and, depending on the nature of the study, can take the form of 

content , const ruct , criter ion, or face validat ion. Radharkr ishna (2007)  underpins 

the quest ionnaire development  undertaken previously when he states that  

quest ionnaire validit y seeks to answer the following quest ions through the 

combined use of an expert  panel and a field test :  
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 I s the quest ionnaire valid? I n other words, is the quest ionnaire measuring 

what  it  intended to m easure? 

 Does it  represent  the content? 

 I s it  appropr iate for the sample/ populat ion? 

 I s the quest ionnaire comprehensive enough to collect  all the informat ion 

needed to address the purpose and goals of the study? 

 Does the inst rument  look like a quest ionnaire? 

Having already established content , cr iter ion and const ruct  validit y with team of 

experts at  interview stage, validit y at  the pretest  stage was mainly confirmatory, 

ensuring that  quest ions reflected their underly ing const ructs, and that  the 

quest ionnaire was fit  for purpose. The quest ionnaire was pretested prior to 

pilot ing for the purpose of ensuring the highest  level of accuracy, comprehension 

and consistency. The pretest  was carr ied out  using a panel of internal experts 

( faculty members of the business school where the research was carr ied out ) .  

This approach was chosen and considered adequate for the purpose of this 

research because the overall quest ionnaire design process had been informed by 

theories in cognit ive psychology and the quest ion content  was based mainly on 

pre-validated items that  had been tested and upheld in consumer behaviour, as 

reviewed in chapter two. But  even though the quest ionnaire content  was 

informed by previous research, the applicat ion of const ructs in the context  of 

online shopping required that  wider pretest ing for validity be conducted in 

addit ion to the format ive interviews that  had been conducted prior to the 

quest ionnaire development . Other methods of pretest ing could have been used, 

including cognit ive interviewing, respondent  debr iefing, behavioural coding and 

quest ionnaire appraisal. However, the advantage of an expert  panel was savings 

in t ime and resources while maintaining the quality and standard of the research. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage of not  pretest ing with a subsample of the 

target  populat ion was that  the response behaviour could not  be ascertained at  

the ult imate pr imary level by the researcher.    

The following were the specific object ives for pretest ing the quest ionnaire:   

 to determ ine if the const ructs and concepts were interpreted as intended 

by the researcher;   

 to detect  any sources of confusion, m isunderstanding or task diff iculty;   
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 to ident ify errors in grammar, punctuat ion and spelling;  and  

 to ensure that  the quest ionnaire content  was adequate, not  spurious and 

not  offensive.  

Following from Fowler (2002) , part icipants were selected on a purposive basis 

using the researcher’s judgement and understanding of their expert ise in the 

areas of stat ist ical techniques, research methods, and market ing lit erature. I n 

total, 14 academ ics were sent  a link to an online quest ionnaire and once they 

had provided their responses, the researcher personally contacted them to ask 

their opinions on the quest ionnaire. The feedback showed that  in general, the 

quest ionnaire was found to be comprehensible, logical, easy to complete, and to 

have been designed with clar it y.  Three academics suggested changes to the 

wording for inst ruct ions in sect ions one and four of the quest ionnaire, and once 

these were made, the research supervision team provided final feedback and 

rat if icat ion of quest ionnaire items.  

I n draft ing the final quest ionnaire, cosmet ic improvements were made in the 

overall presentat ion and layout , a main int roduct ion was included to the 

quest ionnaire and some m inor spelling style changes were made. However, the 

pretest  showed that  the quest ionnaire was easy to comprehend, simple to 

complete and  and did not  const itute a level of complexity above convent ional 

market ing quest ionnaires. 

3.5.6.2 Questionnaire reliability 

Reliabilit y refers to random error in measurement  (Radharkrishna, 2007) , and 

also indicates the accuracy or precision of the measurement  inst rument  

(Norland-Tilburg, 1990) .  The need for reliability test  arises out  of the nature of 

quest ionnaire designs, which are usually in the form of mult iple measurements 

per cr iter ion. The use of mult iple measurements for a variable or cr iter ion item is 

a stat ist ical means of reducing or cancelling out  error and obtaining the t rue 

score for a variable. At  the pilot  stage, the researcher can determ ine what  

measurements add value ( that  is, t ruly reduce the random error element)  in the 

quest ionnaire. While pretest ing an inst rument  is essent ial in establishing its 

validity, reliabilit y of the inst ruments is tested through a pilot  of the research 

study. A reliability test  exercise provides opportunity to choose quest ionnaire 
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items of opt imum diff iculty and internal consistency, and to examine the 

responses for problems like floor or ceiling effects and cent rality tendency 

(Peterson, 2000) . For example, if all respondents agree or disagree with an item, 

then this item  is potent ially not  useful because it  does not  help discr im inate 

between those agreeing and those not  agreeing. On the other hand, there is an 

opt imal proport ion at  which some respondents would agree or disagree and this 

proport ion (of those answering a test  item correct ly)  is usually referred to as 

item diff iculty. Consequent ly, one aim  dur ing reliability test ing is to determ ine 

t rue test  diff iculty and elim inate items that  show ext reme means, and zero or 

nearly zero var iances.  

A pilot  study establishes the reliability of the interrelat ionships between disparate 

elements of the quest ionnaire such as data input , coding, processing, analysing 

and evaluat ing. I t  is at  the pilot  stage too that  the research team is presented 

with an opportunity to review the ent ire project  design based on a subset  of the 

ant icipated final data. The pilot  can therefore inform the final im plementat ion of 

the research study by answering the quest ion:  does the quest ionnaire 

consistent ly measure whatever it  purports to measure? I deally, the pilot  should 

be carr ied out  with a subsample of the sample that  will be ut ilised in the final 

study. This will ensure that  there is consistency in how it  and the final study will 

be implemented as well as evaluated. However, Moser and Kalton (2005)  

suggest  that  the design as well as size of the pilot  survey depends on 

convenience, t ime and money (p.51) . Therefore, if these pose a problem, a 

subst itute sample with sim ilar character ist ics to the final sample may be ut ilised.  

I n view of mater ial considerat ions relat ing to available resources, the pilot  test  

was undertaken with the help of 78 staff members (academic and non-academic)  

of four educat ional inst itut ions in the UK, who were contacted using publicly  

available university emails. I nit ially, 125 part icipants – represent ing 

approximately 5%  of the target  sample -  were asked to ut ilise their own 

experience of shopping online to complete the quest ionnaire. 61 responses were 

received at  the end of the first  week, and at  the end of the pilot  per iod of two 

weeks ( including a rem inder at  the start  of the second week)  83 responses were 

received, of which 78 were valid and useful, and five quest ionnaires were 

discarded on failing response credibility – that  is, some of their answers showed 
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int ra-conflict  issues and did not  pass inbuilt  validity tests ( for example one 

responded selected only the first  opt ion for  all quest ions) .  

Rhadakr ishna (2007)  suggests that  20 to 30 cases are enough for the purpose of 

pilot ing a quest ionnaire and test ing reliabilit y. Although it  would have been more 

appropriate to pilot  the quest ionnaire on the or iginal target  populat ion, the cost  

associated with this was considered prohibit ive, and a decision was reached to 

prior it ise accessibility for the purpose of the test  – taking into account  the 

potent ial research r isks and lim itat ions that  could ar ise from this. For example, it  

is highly likely that  the comparat ively high response rates to the pilot  test  (over 

50%) were achieved because of the pilot sample’s affinity to an education 

inst itut ion. The next  sect ion describes how the pilot  data was t reated. 

3.5.6.3 Pilot alpha and modification of questionnaire 

There are many cr iteria by which reliability of a scale may be measured, but  one 

of the most  common concerns to researchers is the internal consistency and 

reliability of a scale. This measure is part icular ly important  in a scale that  has 

mult iple items measuring each const ruct  and which ut ilises interval or sem i-

interval scales like the Likert  5-point  and 7-point  scale or the semant ic 

different ial scale. I nternal consistency refers to the not ion that  a reliable scale 

should be made up of items that  proport ionately measure most ly t rue score (as 

opposed to error) , and the select ion of items can be done by ut ilising a 

combinat ion of stat ist ical techniques. Commonly, a combinat ion of item -scale 

correlation, squared multiple regression and Cronbach’s Alpha are utilised to 

select  items for retent ion or delet ion. I t  should be noted here that  delet ing items 

alone does not  solve the problem as the fewer the items measuring a const ruct ,  

the less reliable it  would be considered to be. Therefore, in addit ion to delet ion, 

new items may have to be generated and retested in an iterat ive process. 

However the researcher will have to determ ine the level of reliability required in 

reaching a decision as to the final number of items to retain for a const ruct . 

I deally, in order to preserve content , no more than 20%  of the or iginal items 

associated to a const ruct  should be deleted (Rhadakrishna, 2007) . 
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Table 3.8: Reliability results for ROM 

 

The data obtained from the pilot  study was subjected to a reliabilit y test  using 

SPSS (a stat ist ical package commonly used in social sciences) , and based on 

recommendat ions in the literature ( for example Radharkr ishna, 2007)  a cut  off 

reliability coefficient  of .70 was assumed. The analysis only showed three 

problematic items in the measurement of “response to online marketing” (ROM). 

This was not  ent irely surprising given that  compared to other concepts in 

market ing ROM is a relat ively new const ruct  with untested measurement  items. 

Alphas are shown in Table 3.8.  

I n the results above, the columns of interest  are the last  three which show per-

item correlat ion to the total (excluding itself) , the Adjusted R2 and the alpha if 

item deleted stat ist ic. The stat ist ics for item  5, 6 and 7 are clearly out  of sync 

with the overall scale, and especially, the last  column shows that  alpha can be 
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raised above .8 if any were deleted. This means that  these items in their current  

form  are not  cont ribut ing effect ively to the reliabilit y of the scale. Following the 

above results, items 5 and 6 were examined, and it  was found that  the wording 

for the items was a potent ial source of confusion, and could be improved and 

modified to avoid the items being deleted. I tem  6 was subsequent ly modified as 

follows:  

Item 6:  I  usually avoid clicking on online advert ising banners or links 

( reversed) . 

Item 5 and 7 were deleted as it  was found that  there was a potent ial lack of 

correlat ion with these items and the overall response to the const ruct . This is 

evident  in the result ing alpha when item  5 and 7 are deleted. Therefore five 

items were retained in the final scale.  

I n addit ion to the above reliability analysis, a technical tool analysis was carr ied 

out  to determ ine if the data collected was testable under the SEM method. 

Because only 78 cases were used, it  was necessary to create addit ional dum m y 

cases to ensure that  the est imat ions could be successfully undertaken using the 

SEM package Amos. The tests showed model overident if icat ion (a prerequisite 

for undertaking st ructural equat ion model analysis) , with results also showing 

that  the data generally fit  the model as current ly specified. While goodness-of- fit  

was not  an essent ial considerat ion at  this stage, model over ident if icat ion was 

good news as it  meant  that  the quest ionnaire could be ut ilised to effect ively 

assess the model without  placing non- theoret ic const raints on it . I n st ructural 

equat ions a model that  overident if ies and st ill f it s well is the most  desired.  

The steps detailed above to enhance the quality of the field work and overall 

research were undertaken over a period of t ime, with the evaluat ion of pilot  

results culm inat ing in the summer of 2010. Once these checks had been 

completed and the quest ionnaire modified as detailed above, the research was 

ready for full implem entat ion. I n the next  sect ions, details of how the research 

was implemented are given, including details about  the field work, t im ing, steps 

taken to improve response rates and the research monitor ing. 
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3.6 RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION 

The execut ion stage of a research project  is very important  to it s success. 

According to Creswell (2003) , if a research study is well designed but  improper ly  

executed, it  is likely to be unsuccessful. The implementat ion of this research was 

carefully undertaken, with specific steps taken to ensure that  response rates 

were as high as could be achieved, at t r it ion rates were m inim ised and data 

quality was maintained. 

3.6.1 Invitation Postcard 

Sending an invitat ion to part icipate in a survey can be likened to direct  

market ing. This is because many of the problems associated with direct  mail 

market ing are also present  in sending invitat ion mails to a survey. For example, 

the chances that  the mail may not  be opened and may be dum ped as junk, and 

the possibility that  even when opened, the content  may not  be acted upon. 

Therefore, as with direct  mail market ing, it  is important  that  the invitat ion is 

designed with the recipient  in m ind, in order to encourage the reading of the 

message and to elicit  the desired act ion (Diamond and Gooding-Williams, 2002) .  

The object ive of the invitat ion should be to achieve the commonly used 

components of the AI DA model:  at tent ion, interest , desire and act ion (an 

extensive descript ion of AI DA is provided in Ehrenberg, 2000) .  

To avoid the probabilit y of unopened envelops, the invitat ion was sent  as an 

open postcard to 2100 resident ial addresses across areas of the UK selected as 

described previously, and using sem i-gloss textured paper with a photograph on 

the front  side. The photograph was a picture of a happy shopper carrying a bag 

and browsing the I nternet  with a handheld elect ronic device. This picture was 

intended to create a cheerful mood in the recipient , with the expectat ion that  this 

would increase their likelihood of complet ing the quest ionnaire. Research shows 

that  the effect ive use of colour, pictures and fonts can increase the rate of 

response (Edwards et  al., 2005) .  

On the reverse side, the postcard contained the invitat ion wording. The opening 

statement  int roduced the host  universit y as the or iginator of the survey, and this 

was followed by an explanat ion of its nature, purpose and benefits. Recipients 

were then informed of the value of their part icipat ion and the compensatory 
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incent ive (detailed in sect ion 3.6.5)  to be provided as a token of appreciat ion for  

their t ime and effort .  The link to the survey was provided toward the m iddle of 

the postcard to maxim ise at tent ion to it . And finally, a statement  about 

confident ialit y and pr ivacy followed before a signoff by the researcher. A sample 

of the postcard is available as Appendix 2. 

3.6.2 Use of Host University Logo 

A logo and other brand credent ials of the university were used by perm ission on 

the postcard invitat ion as well as on the quest ionnaire itself. The aim  of this was 

to provide authent icat ion and endorsement  of the research. Endorsement  by a 

reputable inst itut ion is important  because this was expected to increase 

confidence in the potent ial respondents as well as assure them of the credibility 

and status of the research. 

3.6.3 Web Questionnaire Design  

A web-based quest ionnaire was designed and implemented using the free web 

quest ionnaire tool LimeSurvey version 1.92. LimeSurvey is an open source, 

custom isable quest ionnaire development  and deployment  tool using php and 

mySql web development  tools. I t  has many features, including the abilit y to 

custom ise quest ions, answer choices, and branding. I t  is also interact ive and 

uses an encrypt ion database to store responses. The following are the full 

features of LimeSurvey as given by the publisher, with a *  indicat ing features 

that  were used in this research:  

 Unlim ited number of quest ions in a survey (only lim ited by your database)  

 Unlim ited number of part icipants to a survey*  

 Mult i- lingual surveys 

 User-management*  

 28 different  quest ion types  

 WYSI WYG HTML editor*  

 Quotas management  

 I ntegrat ion of pictures and movies into a survey 

 Creat ion of a pr intable survey version 

 Condit ions for quest ions depending on earlier answers (Skip Logic /  

Branching) *  
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 Piping and Micro- tailor ing using a powerful expression engine*  

 Re-usable editable answer sets 

 Anonymous and Not -Anonymous survey*  

 Open*  and closed group of part icipant  surveys 

 Opt ional public regist rat ion for surveys 

 Sending of invitat ions, rem inders and tokens by email*  

 Opt ion for part icipants to cont inue survey at  a later t ime*  

 Cookie or session based surveys 

 Template editor for creat ing your own page layout*  

 Extended and user- fr iendly adm inist rat ion interface*  

 Back-office data ent ry possibilit y  

 Survey expiry dates for automat ion 

 Enhanced import  and export  funct ions to text , CSV, PDF, SPSS, R, Excel*  

 Basic stat ist ical and graphical analysis with export  facility  

 Screen Reader Accessibility  

 W3C ( I nternet  regulator)  compliance*   

This r ichness of features and funct ionality was the main at t ract ion to use 

LimeSurvey. I n addit ion, previous use in other research projects by the 

researcher had proven the tool’s reliability and flexibility. 

The quest ionnaire was divided into six pages and contained 29 quest ions, with an 

int roduct ion page that  contained the inst ruct ions for complet ion and average 

durat ion. The quest ionnaire was est imated to take between 10-15 m inutes to 

complete, and on submission, the respondent  was automat ically t ransferred to 

the part icipat ing voucher scheme where they were requested to provide details 

for the purpose of receiving a shopping voucher. Part icipants were required to 

provide an email to access the quest ionnaire, but  were assured that  this did not  

violate their anonym ity. The pilot  test  and custom test - retest  undertaken by the 

university I T team revealed no problems with technical aspects of the 

quest ionnaire, such as navigat ion and data ent ry.  

Respondents had the choice to navigate to any part  of the quest ionnaire once 

they had completed mandatory screening informat ion at  the start , but  no other 

part  of the quest ionnaire was m andatory. Respondents could also save the 

quest ionnaire once started, for future com plet ion and subm ission.  
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3.6.4 Question Arrangement 

Quest ions were arranged in parts to reflect  the subcomponent  or const ruct  that  

they were measuring, sim ilar to the groupings presented in Tables 3.3 to 3.9. 

This was done to encourage logical f low and ease of focus on the part  of the 

respondent . Reverse format  quest ions were deliberately int roduced at  st rategic 

points to ensure that the respondent’s attention would be retained, and to test 

for cases of spurious responses, and in addit ion, quest ion order was 

automat ically random ised in order to elim inate presentat ion bias.  

The quest ion order was deliberately designed so that  quest ion sect ions relat ing 

to const ruct  models were asked first , followed by categorical quest ions relat ing 

to respondents’ circumstance (situation) and demographics. The reason for this 

design was to ensure that  important  informat ion could be captured first , even in 

the case of part ial complet ion by the respondent . 

3.6.5 Use of Incentive 

To encourage respondents to complete the quest ionnaire and thereby increase 

response rate, it  was decided, after consultat ion with the ethics authority of the 

university and the supervisory team, to offer a non-monetary incent ive to 

respondents.  

There were two incent ives offered. The first  was in the form of an automat ic 

online voucher worth £5 on complet ion and submission of the quest ionnaire, 

which respondents could, if they wished, donate to a nom inated charity . Working 

in partnership with the I nternet  incent ives provider ValuedOpinion.co.uk, 

respondents were offered a choice of a Nat ional Lot tery t icket  or an Amazon 

voucher. On quest ionnaire subm ission, the respondent  was automat ically 

redirected to ValuedOpinion where they could register their  details and claim  

their voucher. As an addit ional incent ive, respondents could opt ionally register  

their details with ValuedOpinion to be entered for a draw to win an e- reader 

worth £100, in exchange for part icipat ion in future research.  

Research in Aust ralia by Kalantar and Talley (1999)  showed that  incent ives can 

improve the response rates to research part icipat ion, especially dur ing the first  

wave, as a result  of which a small upfront  cost  toward an incent ive could be a 
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wise investment  and save subsequent  costs associated with following up.  The 

incent ives also had a secondary object ive of encouraging respondents to provide 

their email for the purpose of part icipat ion in future research, as this was the 

basis upon which ValuedOpinion had supported the researcher , although 

respondents were made aware that  supplying their email would not  violate their  

anonymity in respect  of the present  research.. 

3.6.6 Survey Timing and Duration 

The survey was conducted over a period of four weeks in early 2011 (17 th 

January 2011 to 11 th February, 2011) . The t im ing of the survey was designed to 

coincide with the post - fest ival per iod when people were likely to think more 

about  their f inances and shopping, as well as be interested in incent ives having 

likely spent  more than usual dur ing the fest iv it ies. The durat ion of four weeks 

was considered adequate to allow for the delivery of f irst -class-stamped mail to 

the target  group and for respondents to then register and complete the survey.  

3.6.7 Monitoring and Reminders 

From the backend, the researcher was able to monitor the quest ionnaire 

complet ion rates in real t ime. I t  was also possible to tell how many visits had 

been made to the quest ionnaire site and to view quest ionnaires that  had been 

started but  not  completed. The advantage of this is that  the researcher was able 

to monitor the complet ion behaviour and potent ially detect  problemat ic quest ions 

or navigat ion areas. The database was monitored daily dur ing the complet ion 

period, and at  the end of every week a check was made to detect  any 

quest ionnaires that  had been init iated but  not  completed. I f the respondent had 

provided an email,  then they were emailed with a request  to complete and 

submit  the quest ionnaire, and to claim  their £5 voucher or lot tery t icket . Dur ing 

the four week period, 41 rem inders were sent  for this purpose, result ing in 38 

addit ional complet ions – represent ing a 90%  success rate in rem inders.  

3.6.8 Response Rate 

At  the end of week four, 331 responses were received (15.8% )  but  only 306 

responses were completed in sufficient  detail to be useful ( represent ing a 14.6%  

effect ive response rate) , and although it  would have been helpful to obtain more 
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responses, it  was not  logist ically possible to at tempt  this because of the costs 

involved, and the considerat ion that  a m inimum sample of 120 cases is required 

to successfully undertake st ructural equat ion analysis (Garver and Mentzer, 

1999) . Furthermore, other studies of a comparable nature have successfully 

ut ilised sim ilar numbers and rates of responses:  Fagerst rom and Ghinea (2011)  

ut ilised 268 responses;  Gauzente (2010)  ut ilised 272 responses;  and Bridges and 

Florsheim  (2008)  ut ilised 337 responses. 

3.6.9 Data Preparation and Quality Diagnostics 

The data obtained from the survey was recoded using automat ic recoding 

techniques available in the SPSS software. The data was then visually checked 

for spurious cases and duplicat ions, but  these were not  detected. Var iables were 

also renamed appropriately for the purpose of visual clar it y  and software 

handling. I n the case of income and age responses, binning was carr ied out  to 

collapse and group categories and achieve understandable summaries of the 

data. Finally, var iable types were manually selected in order to ensure that  the 

software handling of the data was in line with the research object ives. 

3.6.9.1 Handling missing data 

The results obtained were init ially checked for m issing data. Out  of the or iginal 

331 responses received, 25 cases had incomplete data. For ease of handling and 

to avoid comprom ising the results, the researcher decided to elim inate the cases 

from the analysis rather than handle m issing data using stat ist ical means. Even 

after elim inat ing the 25 cases, the number of responses obtained was sufficient  

for the purpose of the research. There was no systemat ic pat tern detected in the 

m issing data cases. 

3.6.9.2. Checks for non-response bias 

The dist r ibut ion of data across geo-demographic parameters was assessed and 

an analysis of the results is presented in Chapter Four. Here, it  is only necessary 

to point  out  that  there was no apparent  pat tern of non- response bias across 

geographic spread or demographics. The response profile for data obtained 

appeared to generally f it  the usage pat tern for online shopping as reported by 

the Office of Nat ional Stat ist ics in 2011 (ONS2011) . 
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3.6.9.3 Accounting for common method bias 

I n addit ion to response bias and other parametric checks, it  is im portant  to check 

the data for method bias. I n this sect ion, common method bias and it s 

est imat ion in this research are described. Common method bias is a result  of 

common method var iance, that  is, var iance that  ar ises from  the measurement 

method rather than from the const ructs that  are being measured (Podsakoff et  

al., 2003) . This t ype of bias is a problem because it  is one of the main sources of 

measurement  error, and its impact  on behavioural research has been well 

documented (cf. Bagozzi et  al. , 1991;  Spector, 1987) . The reason for this 

at tent ion is because this measurement  error in general threatens the validity of 

the conclusions that  can be reached about  the relat ionships between measures in 

a piece of research. Method variance is part icular ly serious because it  const itutes 

systemat ic error which can invalidate the research results if not  elim inated or 

properly cont rolled (Bagozzi et  al.,  1991) .  

Method variance is always present  in behavioural research and cannot  be 

completely elim inated. For example, Cote and Buckley (1987)  found that  on 

average, there is about  16%  method variance bias in measurements in the field 

of market ing, and as much as 40%  of this can be at t r ibutable to measurements 

relat ing to at t itude.  

Method bias can either deflate or inflate observed relat ionships between 

const ructs, leading to both Type- I  and Type- I I  errors. There are several potent ial 

sources of method variance bias, and the main sources have been discussed by 

Podsakoff et  al. (2003)  as:  

 Common source or rater effects.  The responses to the predictor and 

cr iter ion var iable are obtained from the same source ( respondent) , leading 

to art ifactual covar iance between variables. Common rater bias can be as 

a result  of consistency mot if, social desirabilit y, rat ing leniency, 

acquiescence bias, and mood state. This can be elim inated by using 

different  sources to obtain predictor responses and cr iterion responses. 

However this approach is not  always possible and is very rare in 

quest ionnaire survey research due to the logist ic issues and potent ial costs 

associated with it .  
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 Item characteristic and context effects. The form of the item or its 

presentat ion may lead to art ifactual covar iance, for example because the 

wording of the item creates social desirability influences, complexity 

and/ or ambiguity. Even the scale format  by which the item is measured, 

as well as scale anchors and reversed scales can lead to item related bias. 

I n addit ion to characterist ics, item  contexts such as prim ing, 

embeddedness and context - induced mood can further confound the 

observed covariance in the study.  

 Measurement context effects. I tems measured at  the same t ime point ,  

in the same locat ion, or via the same medium  may produce effects that  

are art ifactual in nature because they are influenced by their  prevailing 

context , and independent  of the underlying const ructs. This can be 

overcome by varying the t imes, locat ions and medium of measurement , 

for example by using an elect ronic quest ionnaire together with a paper-

based or telephone quest ionnaire. I t  is however not  always possible to 

achieve this st rategy because of the logist ics and costs associated with the 

data gather ing and handling requirements.  

Given its potent ial influence on the validit y of the data, it  was important  that  

common method variance be accounted for in the present  research. A number of 

techniques have been ident if ied to overcome common method bias in 

behavioural research. Some of these techniques are procedural and 

implementable at  the design stage, and indeed were addressed during the 

survey inst rument  design and adm inist rat ion stages:  quest ion presentat ion was 

randomised, some items were reversed, face validity was checked, quest ion 

wordings were tested and retested and overall inst rument  was pre-validated. 

Nevertheless, it  was not  expected that  these measures would ent irely elim inate 

common method variance, especially given that  the measurement  scale was 

standardised for ease of quest ionnaire complet ion. Podsakoff et  al. (2003)  

caut ion researchers against  sacr if icing overall validity for the sake of reducing 

common method bias at  the procedural stage. I nstead they recommend that  

where it  is not  feasible to elim inate or significant ly m inim ise common method 

bias using procedural remedies, the researcher should consider using one of 

several stat ist ical rem edies that  are available. They ident if ied these as:  
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 Harman’s single factor test 

 Part ial correlat ion procedure 

 Cont rolling for the effects of a direct ly measured latent  methods factor 

 Cont rolling for the effects of an unmeasured latent  methods factor 

 Mult iple method factors 

 Correlated uniqueness model 

 Direct  product  model 

Guidance on select ing the appropr iate stat ist ical cont rol is that  generally, the 

technique used to cont rol common method var iance should reflect  the fact  that  it  

is expected to have it s effects at  the item level rather than at  the const ruct  level 

(Figure 3.7) ;  however there may be cases in which it  makes theoret ical sense to 

also model the effects of method var iance at  the const ruct  level (cf.  Williams et  

al. 1996) . Because the present  research applies st ructural equat ion analysis with 

the use of measured indicators and unmeasured latent  var iables, the cont rol for  

method variance was applied at  the measurement  level rather than at  the 

const ruct  level.  Based on its suitability to st ructural equat ion m odelling (Conger 

et  al. , 2000) , a select ion of the technique whereby an unmeasured latent  factor 

is implemented in the measurement  model and is compared to the non-

cont rolled model was favoured. This was found to be most  suitable because it  

allows items to load on their theoret ical const ructs, as well as on the latent  

common methods factor, effect ively part it ioning the var iance of t he responses to 

a specific measure into three components:  (a)  t rait , (b)  method, and (c)  random 

error.  

The common methods variance model is then tested to determ ine the difference 

in the significance of its chi-square and the research model chi-square. This 

model has been used in a number of previous studies ( for example, Car lson and 

Perrewe, 1999;  Conger et  al., 2000) . The common methods variance cont rol was 

implemented in this manner as an integral part  of the measurement  and 

st ructural model analysis to m inim ise the effect  of common method bias on the 

final parameter est im ates.  
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Figure 3.7: Common method with unmeasured latent variable (based on Carlson and Perrewe, 1999) 

 

The results of this implementat ion are presented in Appendix 3 and show that  

common method bias was not  a problemat ic factor in the data obtained as the 

chi-square obtained from the common methods model did not  show any 

significant  departure from that  of the research model ( CMIN/ DF= 1.587, 

compared to 1.422 for model) . A departure of less than one and half t imes shows 

good comparat ive fit  while a departure greater than one and a half t imes could 

signal a problem with common method bias (cf. Bagozzi et  al.,  1991) .  

3.6.9.4 Checks for normality/non-normality of data 

An assumpt ion of st ructural equat ion modelling is that  the data being analysed 

comes from a normally dist r ibuted sample. A mult ivar iate analysis of the 

dist r ibut ion can help determ ine normalit y of a data set  containing mult iple 

var iables. However, SEM analyses are asymptot ic in nature and the results 

obtained from model est imat ions are said to be approximat ions of t rue values. 

Therefore it  was only necessary to undertake simple visualisat ion of the data 
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dist r ibut ions using Q-Q plots. On the basis of this, the data was found to be 

mult ivar iate normal, although a slight  skew was observed in the dist r ibut ion of 

scores on the percept ion scale. No out liers were found to have any major 

influence on the outcomes. The Q-Q plots for all var iables analysed are reported 

in Appendix 4. On the basis of the normality checks, maximum likelihood 

est imat ion with robust  standard error analysis was used. Further details are 

discussed in the main analysis sect ion. 

Once the descript ive analysis and quality assurance checks were completed, it  

was now possible to undertake the main analysis using st ructural equat ion 

modelling with Amos. This technique is f irst  described below for the purpose of 

providing clar ity to the organisat ion of Chapter Four and facilitat ing the 

appreciat ion of the results presented.  

 

3.7 AN OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING 

TECHNIQUE 

This overview looks at  how measurement  and path relat ionships are t reated in 

SEM. I t  will also look at  how hypothesis are tested, what  the acceptance cr iterion 

are, assumpt ions made, and factors to consider when undertaking data analysis 

by means of SEM. This overview is presented at  this point  so that  it  precedes the 

results chapter, in order to help the reader appreciate the SEM technique in 

proxim ity to its applicat ion to the results. The overview is based primar ily on Teo 

(2011) , Byrne (2010) , Sm ith at  al. (2009) , Reilly (1995) , and Davis (1993) .  

SEM is a stat ist ical approach for test ing hypothesis about  the relat ionships 

among observed and latent  var iables. SEM is not  one stat ist ical technique for  

analysing data, but  rather it  is an integrat ion of a num ber of different  

mult ivar iate techniques into one model f it t ing process (Raykov and Marcoulides, 

2006) . SEM integrates:  

 Measurement  theory 

 Factor analysis 

 Regression 

 Simultaneous equat ion modelling and 
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 Path analysis 

3.7.1 The SEM Process  

Generally, undertaking theory test ing in SEM involves the following processes:   

 model specificat ion 

 model ident if icat ion 

 model est imat ion 

 model evaluat ion and 

 (where appropriate)  model modificat ion 

The SEM methodology takes a confirmatory approach to the analysis of a t heory 

and is therefore very suited to the deduct ive philosophy of research which the 

present  study ut ilises. Byrne (2006)  compared SEM against  other mult ivar iate 

techniques and listed four unique features of SEM as:  

1.  SEM is a confirmatory technique for empir ically test ing pre-specified 

relat ionships. By comparison, other techniques are descript ive by nature, 

so that  unbiased hypothesis test ing is rather diff icult  to do;  

2.  SEM provides for modelling explicit  est imates of error variance 

parameters, in cont rast  to other mult ivariate techniques which are not  

capable of either assessing or correct ing for measurement  error. For 

instance a regression analysis ignores the potent ial error in all the 

independent  var iables included in the model, which raises the possibilit y 

for incorrect  conclusions due to m isleading regression est imates;  

3.  SEM procedures incorporate both observed and non-observed var iables, 

making it  different  from other mult ivar iate techniques, like path analysis, 

which are based only on observed measurements. 

4.  SEM can model mult ivar iate relat ions and est imate direct  and indirect  

effects concurrent ly. These est imates are displayed diagrammat ically and 

are therefore easier to visualise and comprehend than stat ist ical est imates 

displayed by other methods in a purely numeric character form  or 

mathemat ical formulae. 
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3.7.2 Software 

There are many software tools for SEM analysis, however the most  common 

software used in research are LI SREL, MPLUS, AMOS and EQS. Apart  from some 

fit t ing approaches and custom isable opt ions, the researcher’s experience is that 

there doesn’t appear to be much difference between available software. However 

in this research, AMOS was selected because of its availabilit y at  the host  

institution and because of the researcher’s prior knowledge of this particular 

software package. 

3.7.3 Latent Variables 

SEM uses a special type of var iable known as the latent  var iable. This var iable is 

also referred to as unobserved, unmeasured or common. I ndeed, it  is the latent  

var iable that  dist inguishes SEM from ordinary path analysis. The concept  of a 

latent  var iable emanates from the reality of social research, which is that  in 

social science research many var iables are not  direct ly observable, making them 

latent  or hypothet ical const ructs.  

3.7.4 Indicators and Error Terms 

One of the main advantages of SEM is that  it  explicit ly measures indicators and 

corrects a model’s estimates for error factors (Sm ith et  al., 2009) . Latent  

var iables are unobserved hypothet ical const ructs and cannot  therefore be 

direct ly measured. I nstead, in SEM, they are measured through the use of 

observed variables also known as indicator, measure or manifest  var iables -  for  

example an item in a quest ionnaire (Byrne, 2010) . These indicators are in turn 

not  perfect  measurements of the latent  variable but  rather are made up of the 

t rue variance that  the indicator measures ( t rue score) ,  and the error variance 

that  is caused by unmeasured factors. This relat ionship can be expressed in the 

form of the equat ion:  

(i) X = t + e 

Where X =  observed item ( indicator) , t  =  t rue score, and e =  error. I n SEM this 

relat ionship is expressed diagram mat ically as shown in Figure 3.8. The arrows 

leading into the observed item indicate that  the variance in this item can be 

explained in part  by the underly ing t rue score and in part  by the error.  
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Figure 3.8 Composition of an observation (based on Smith et al., 2009) 

 

However, when a const ruct  is latent  and therefore not  direct ly observed but  

measured by indicator items, it  is normal and theoret ically expected that  the 

measurement  should involve several indicators rather than one indicator. This is 

because, the more indicators that  are used, the more the dimensions of that  

const ruct  that  will be captured, and therefore the less the error. I n addit ion, in 

SEM, it  is necessary to use more than one indicator in order that  the model can 

be ident if ied – that  is, t rue score and error can be separated (Smith et  al.,  

2009) .  

Another type of error term  is associated with dependent  var iables. That  is any 

var iable that  is shown as caused by or predicted by another has an error term  

associated with it  and this error term  is known in SEM as the disturbance. The 

disturbance accounts for var iance in the dependent  variable that  is not  explained 

by the predictor var iable(s) , but  is in all essence and nature sim ilar  to the other 

error terms (Byrne, 2010) .  

3.7.5 Additional Variable Terminology 

I n SEM, variables that  depend on other variables (with arrows leading into them)  

are also known as endogenous variables while var iables that  are independent  

and are not  predicted by another variable (with no arrows leading into them)  are 

exogenous variables.  
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3.7.6 Identification 

I dent if icat ion refers to the number of known and unknown parameters in the 

st ructural equat ion. A stat ist ical model is " ident if ied" if the known informat ion 

available implies that  there is one best  value for each parameter in the model 

whose value is not  known. An unident if ied equat ion refers to one in which there 

are fewer known parameters than unknown parameters, a just - ident if ied 

equat ion refers to an equal number of known and unknown parameters and an 

over ident if ied equat ion refers to one in which there are more known parameters 

than unknown param eters.  

I n SEM, it  is preferred that  a model or equat ion should be over ident ified, with 

more known parameters than unknown parameters (Byrne, 2010) . The known 

informat ion in SEM consists mainly o f variances and covar iance of measured 

var iables while the unknowns consist  of the hypothesised model relat ionships 

(parameters)  that  are to be est imated. The SEM approach works by est imat ing 

relat ionships from the informat ion available in the var iance-covariance mat r ix, as 

obtained from the measurement  indicators. The use of mult iple indicators is 

sim ilar to a standard factor analysis, in which the mult iple indicators are used to 

est imate the factor loadings onto a variable of interest , and a subset  of 

components is used to summarise the relat ionships.  

Although a just  ident ified model can be useful in obtaining est imates of 

parameters, Davis (1993)  avers that  models that  are just  ident if ied yield a 

t r iv ially perfect overall fit which does not provide true evidence of the model’s 

st rength or goodness. On the other hand, models that  are over ident if ied will 

theoret ically f it  less well, hence a good fit  from such a model provides 

meaningful evidence in favour of the proposit ion that  the model is a reasonable 

representat ion of the phenomenon in quest ion. 

An important  aspect  of SEM is the fix ing or const raining of m odel parameters. 

While this is uncommon in more fam iliar branches of stat ist ics, it  is essent ial to 

have this capability in SEM in order to create models that  are ident if iable as well 

as to be able to create nested models that  can be compared with one another  

(Sm ith et  al., 2009) . I n a mult i- indicator measurement model, at  least  one 

indicator should be ident if ied ( that  is, const rained)  or assigned a fixed loading of 
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“one” onto the underlying const ruct , in order to make the model over ident if ied. 

The indicator with a fixed loading is called a marker var iable. I n the present 

research, the standard approach for achieving ident if icat ion through parameter 

const raints was applied, with the selected marker var iable based on the highest  

loading item as was ident ified in the init ial factor analysis. I n addit ion to the 

object ive of ident if icat ion, because a latent  var iable does not  have a scale of its 

own, it  needs to be assigned one by either const raining its var iance (usually to 1)  

or through the const raint  that  is applied to the marker var iable (usually 1)  (Teo, 

2011) . 

3.7.7 Benefit of Multiple Indicator Latent Variables 

The main benefit  of using latent  var iables with mult iple indicators is that  because 

most  social concepts are complex and m ult ifaceted, using single measures to 

capture them will not  adequately cover their full conceptual m ap (Davis, 1993, 

Byrne, 2010) . I n addit ion, a single measure of a social abst ract  const ruct  will 

inadvertent ly at tenuate systemat ic error and stochast ic error in the model (Sm ith 

et  al., 2009) . Systemat ic error biases descript ive and relat ionship inferences;  

stochast ic error leaves est imates unbiased but  less efficient  in dependent  

var iables and at tenuates associat ional effect  sizes and est imates in independent  

var iables. I n the present  research, at  least  three items were retained per 

const ruct  in both the independent  and dependent  var iables.  

3.7.8 Notation and Symbols  

A st ructural equat ion model contains standard symbols in the path diagram , 

although these are not  mandatory. However, because they are convent ional and 

easily ident if ied by SEM users, the symbols in Figure 3.9 are used in this 

research following exist ing convent ion in the literature ( for example in Byrne 

2010;  Teo, 2011) . 
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Figure 3.9: Conventional symbols in structural equation modelling (based on Byrne, 2010) 

 

3.7.9 Variance-Covariance Matrix  

SEM does not  analyse the raw data direct ly but  instead converts the data into a 

var iance-covariance mat r ix of the observed var iables, which is essent ially a table 

of var iances and mult i- item correlat ions. By convert ing the observat ions into a 

var iance-covariance mat r ix, the data is summarised into a simpler under ly ing 

st ructure ( the observed mat rix)  which is compared to est imated parameters of 

an implied var iance-covariance mat r ix based on the a prior i specificat ion of a 

st ructural model. The comparison of the implied and observed mat r ices shows 

whether the observed data fits very well to the implied model, and therefore 

whether the model should be accepted or rejected as fit t ing the data. The actual 

est imat ion of the model is done using one of a number of methods. 
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 3.7.10 Methods of Estimation 

Predominant ly, SEM est imat ion is done using a method known as Maximum  

Likelihood. Byrne (2010)  describes this as a method of est imat ing populat ion 

parameters by maxim ising the likelihood (L)  of a sample, where L is a 

mathemat ical funct ion based on joint  probabilit y of cont inuous sample 

observat ions. Maxim um Likelihood is asymptot ically unbiased and efficient ,  

assuming mult ivar iate normal data. However, if the assumpt ion of normalit y is 

violated, then this m ethod is not  appropr iate and will produce spurious results 

that  are either overstated or understated. I n this case, there are alternat ives for  

est imat ing model parameters in SEM which do not  require the assumpt ion 

rest r ict ion that  the data be mult ivar iate normal. These are:  

 Generalised Least  Squares 

 Weighted Least  Squares, and 

 Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

I n this research, deliberate at tempts were made at  the design planning and 

implementat ion stages to ensure that  data collected would be representat ive of 

the populat ion and in general be normally dist r ibuted. Data normality was tested 

using Mardia’s test for multivariate normality ( cf. Bera and John, 1983) . I n 

addit ion, Q-Q plots of data were exam ined for v isual ver if icat ion of cont inuous 

var iable normality (Appendix 4) . As there were no issues with normality of the 

data, Maximum Likelihood was ut ilised for est imat ion.  

3.7.11 Global Model Fit 

One of the advantages of modelling data in SEM is that  an overall f it  of a model 

can be obtained. That  is, it  is possible to obtain an acceptance cr iter ion of a 

model’s fitness with the data for which it is hypothesised to represent. This, in 

addit ion to the significance and power of individual parameters, provides more 

informat ion to the researcher than non-SEM techniques of analysis. Once the 

overall model is f it , this can then be appropriately compared across groups to 

check it  for generalisability. The model can also be compared to alternat ive or 

compet ing models based on the theoret ical j ust if icat ion. Model f it  is assessed 

using a number of indices, and following the recommendat ions of Bollen and 
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Long (1993) , a variety of global f it  indices were ut ilised to test  the model in this 

research. These included indices of absolute fit  and indices of comparat ive fit .  

3.7.12 Nested Models 

The est imat ion of overall model f it  involves nested models theory which can best  

be described as follows (Smith et  al., 2009) :  

Two models, A and B, are said to be nested when A =  B +  parameter rest r ict ions 

(const raints) . For example, 

 

Model B: yi = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + ei 

Model A: yi = a+ b1X1 + b2X2 + ei (constraints: b1 = b2) 

Model A is nested in B 

But  the following (model C)  is not  nested in B, 

Model C: yi = a + b1X1 + b2Z2 + ei 

Hence to determ ine model f it , based on ( log)  likelihood of m odels, where A is 

nested in B:  

LLA – LLB = χ2, with df A – df B 

 

Where probability of χ2 >  0.05, the more parsimonious model, A, is preferred. 

Where B =  observed mat r ix, then there is no difference between the observed 

and implied mat r ix;  hence it  can be accepted that  the model f it s. 

Therefore the model f it  test  is of the difference between model- implied relat ive to 

the baseline model m at rices, and this is an important  dist inct ion in SEM;  because 

whereas significant χ2 is to be desired in other stat ist ical techniques, in SEM a 

model with overall significant p value for the χ2 implies poor fit ,  as it  shows that  

the likelihood of the baseline model is significant ly different  from the theoret ical 

model.  
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3.7.13 Model Fit Indices 

However, the chi-square significance test  is an absolute fit  index and is highly 

sensit ive to sample size:  larger samples produce larger chi-squares that  are 

more likely to be significant  (Type I  error) ;  small samples may be too likely to 

accept  poor models (Type I I  error) . Therefore the larger the sample size, the less 

likely it  is to obtain model f it  based on Chi square significance, and sample sizes 

larger than 200 are part icular ly likely to produce unacceptable Chi square fits, 

even when the fit  of the data to the model is good (Schreiber, 2008) . Chi-square 

and other absolute fit  indices do not  use an alternat ive model as a base for 

comparison.  They are simply derived from the fit  of the obtained and implied 

covariance mat r ices and the Maximum Likelihood m inim izat ion funct ion.  Chi-

square is the or iginal fit  index for st ructural models because it  is derived direct ly 

from the fit  funct ion [ fML(N-1) ] . However, Chi-square and the degrees of freedom 

are expected to be reported but  are not  typically used to just ify the fit  of the 

data to the model because of the sample size effect  on chi square value and 

significance, as discussed above. 

Other examples of absolute fit  indices include goodness-of- fit  index (GFI ) , 

Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and the root mean square residual (RMR). 

There are various recommendat ions as to which index to be used and what  the 

cutoff points for model acceptance should be. However, in pract ice a combinat ion 

of indices is produced to support  the acceptance or reject ion of the model (cf. Hu 

and Bent ler, 1999) .  

Different  indices of fit  have been recommended and used by various researchers 

(cf. Bollen and Long, 1993;  Tanaka, 1993, Murayama, 1998)  in combinat ion with 

indices of absolute fit , including chi-square, because they est imate approximate 

fit  rather than absolute fit , and are less suscept ible to sample size sensit ive.  

Some of the most  commonly used indices are described below. 

 CMIN/DF: the minimum discrepancy Ĉ divided by it s degree of freedom 

( that  is  
Ĉ  ) .  Several SEM researchers have suggested the use of this rat io 

as a measure of fit , and as a result  it  is commonly used as an alternat ive 

to absolute chi square fit  where the sample size is large. For maximum  

likelihood est imat ion, the rat io should be close to 1 for correct  models. 
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Although it  is not  clear how far from 1 the rat io should be before a model 

is considered unacceptable, research experience has led to the following 

recommendat ions. Wheaton et  al. (1977)  suggested a rat io of 

approximately 5 or less as beginning to be reasonable;  Carm ines and 

McI ver (1981)  suggested rat ios in the range of 2 to 1 or 3 to 1 as being 

indicat ive of an acceptable fit  between the hypothet ical model and the 

sample data;  and Byrne (2010)  suggested a more conservat ive and st r ict  

rat io of not  greater than 2 for acceptable fit , where CMI N is the m inimum 

value Ĉ of the model discrepancy C. 

 Comparat ive Fit  I ndex (CFI ) :  compares fit  of baseline model 

( independence model)  with theoret ical research model. CFI  >  0.95 

indicates good approximate fit  (Bollen and Long, 1993) . CFI  is based on 

the non-cent ralit y parameter which tests the alternat ive hypothesis Ha, as 

opposed to cent ralit y theory which tests Ho,  the null hypothesis.  

 Root  Mean Square Error of Approximat ion (RMSEA):  m inimum discrepancy 

adjusted for model complexity which penalises model complexity by 

comput ing error per degree of freedom. Generally, RMSEA of <  0.05 

indicates good approximate fit , although Hu and Bent ler (1999)  suggest  

that combined values of CFI ≥ .95 and RMSEA ≤ .6 be used to determine 

approximate model f it , while Bollen and Long (1993)  suggest  that  RMSEA 

should be less than .08 to declare sat isfactory fit . RMSEA is also based on 

a non-cent rality theory. 

 Root  Mean Square Residual (RMR):  Like the chi-square, RMR is an 

absolute fit  index and is a var iat ion on the chi-square stat ist ic. I t  is the 

square root  of the average squared amount  by which the sample var iance 

and covariance differ from their est imates obtained under the assumpt ion 

that  the research model is correct .  I t  is recommended that  RMR should be 

<  .08 for good models (Hu and Bent ler, 1999) .  

 Tucker-Lewis I ndex:  This is a base line comparison index ut ilising the 

Tucker-Lewis coefficient  P2 (Kline, 2005) . The typical range for the TLI  lies 

between 0 and 1, but  is not  lim ited to that  range. The closer to 1 the index 

is, the more indicative is the model’s fit. 

 Goodness of Fit  I ndex (GFI ) :  should be about  to .90 for acceptable fit  and 

above .95 for very good fit . I t  was or iginally der ived by Joreskog and 
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Sorbom (1979)  for maximum likelihood and unweighted least  square 

est imat ion. GFI  is always less than or equal to 1.  

I n this research, the sample size was relat ively large (306 cases) , warrant ing 

that  model f it  be assessed based on both absolute fit  and comparat ive fit  indices. 

Given the documented problems with large sample sizes and chi-square, it  was 

decided a pr ior i that  chi-square significance would be obtained but  would not  be 

the absolute basis for  model acceptance or reject ion. I nstead, to determ ine fit  a 

robust  combinat ion of the discrepancy- to-degrees of freedom rat io (CMI N/ DF) , 

RMR and GFI  was used to est imate absolute fit ;  in addit ion RMSEA, CFI  and TLI  

were used to est imate comparat ive fit . The combined use of these est imates was 

deemed sufficient  to provide substant ive evidence of model f it  based on histor ic 

antecedent . I n addit ion, the full range of available indices and est imates for 

assessing fit  for maximum likelihood est im at ions is reported in Appendix 5 and 7 

for the measurement  and research model results respect ively.  

I n addit ion to the global f it  indices, more focused tests of fit  were pursued, 

including an exam inat ion of the standardised residual covar iances to determ ine 

that  they were within the accepted range of  -2.00 and 2.00 (Schreiber, 2008) , 

and the exam inat ion of parameter est imates for potent ial Heywood 

(overest imated, spur ious correlat ion)  cases. These checks did not  reveal any 

problemat ic data. 

3.7.14 Measurement Model and Structural Model 

There are two main aspects of a st ructural equat ion model. These are the 

measurement  model and the st ructural m odel (Sm ith et  al., 2009) . I n simple 

terms, the measurement  part  of a SEM models the relat ionships between 

const ructs and their measured or observed indicators, whereas the st ructural 

part  of the SEM models the relat ionship between these const ructs. I n analysing 

SEM, the measurement  model is f irst  est imated using a confirmatory factor 

analysis (CFA)  approach, and once this is seen to be fit  and acceptable, the 

st ructural model is then est imated using the const ructs that  have been accepted 

from the measurement  model.  
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The confirmatory factor analysis approach in SEM measurement  analysis is 

different  from t radit ional exploratory factor analysis (EFA)  in several ways, but  

the most  important  two are:   

 An EFA finds a set  of factor loadings that  most  closely reproduce observed 

covariances, whereas a CFA confirms a measurement  model that  has been 

specified a pr ior i.  

 I n EFA, all var iables are modelled to relate to all factors before the “best 

fitting” variables are found; in CFA specific variables are modelled to 

underlie specific observed items ( indicators) . 

Compared to CFA, EFA may be argued to be lim ited because it  is induct ive and 

atheoret ical -  it  relies on subject ive judgement  and heurist ic decision rules about  

which items relate to which const ructs ( for example eigenvalues, scree plots) . 

But  in pract ice, it  is common to start  with a pr ior theory about  how indicators are 

related to part icular  latent  var iables, and to test  this theory against  sam ple data 

(Smith et  al., 2009) .  

I n this research, a CFA approach was adopted in analysing and est imat ing the 

measurement  part  of the SEM, with parameter const raints applied according to 

convent ion in SEM:  factor loadings were fixed to zero for indicators that  did not  

measure the factor;  some parameters were const rained to enable model 

ident if icat ion and to assign scales to the latent  var iables;  and the measurement 

theoret ic model, expressed in form of the const raints so placed, was tested on 

the basis of the probability of the observed data, given the model.   

3.7.15 Modifications 

I n SEM, it  is possible to modify a non- fit t ing or  poorly fit t ing model using 

modificat ion indices that  are suggested post -est imat ion. There are two st reams 

of thought  on the subject  of model modificat ion in st ructural equat ion modelling. 

On the one hand, some researchers believe that  a pr ior i m odels based on 

theoret ical j ust if icat ions should not  be modified in any way at  all and should be 

rejected out r ight  if they are not  empir ically confirmed by the data;  on the other 

hand, several researchers are of the opinion that  even in confirmatory analysis, 

some modificat ions can be just ified and should be undertaken to improve the 

model insofar as there is post -hoc theoret ical j ust if icat ion in doing so (Smith et  
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al., 2009) . For example, a common reason for poor model f it  can be unmodelled 

covariance between error var iances, given that  the error var iance of an observed 

var iable captures random error plus the effects of all unmeasured var iables (Teo, 

2011) . When the same unmeasured variables influence different  indicator 

var iables, their error variance will be correlated. I n many instances, 

modificat ions relat ing to error correlat ions and const raints for scaling purposes 

only result in trivial or unimportant corresponding alteration of the model’s 

substant ive meaning, and are therefore easily undertaken with lit t le or no loss of 

theoret ical consistency. Furthermore, correlat ing the residuals in SEM is just if ied 

theoret ically if one can validly ant icipate variables outside of the theoret ical 

system that  can serve as common causes of the const ructs in quest ion. For  

example in this research, some quest ionnaire items ( latent  variable indicators)  

were direct ly opposite to, or closely complementary of, each other, creat ing 

inherent  correlat ions. 

The error correlat ions in a mult ivar iate design are not  always possible to predict  

prior to test ing the model with data.  I n some cases where error terms were not  

or iginally correlated, the SEM results suggested that  they should be correlated. 

Therefore, wherever a post -hoc solut ion revealed a large correlat ion between 

residuals, these were examined for their theoret ical balance and a modificat ion 

accepted or rejected on this basis. Error covariance was however allowed only 

within residuals in a single var iable system and not  across variables. 

Another type of modificat ion does not  relate to error covariance or item var iance 

const raint  but  rather to model t r imm ing, whereby non-significant  paths are 

removed from the m odel in order to improve its f it ,  or re-specificat ion, whereby 

paths are added to the model for the same purpose (Byrne, 2010) . While 

t r imm ing and re-specificat ion to obtain superior model fit  is common in 

exploratory model searches, it  is not  advisable to do so in a confirmatory study 

without  f irst  consider ing the theoret ical and conceptual implicat ions of doing this, 

mainly that  any t ime a model is modified in this manner, there is an implicit  and 

fundamental change of meaning (Sm ith et  al., 2009) . A second disadvantage 

with t r imm ing or re-specify ing the st ructural model in a confirmatory study is 

that  such modificat ion relies on the empir ical data rather than the theory, 

making it  less likely to replicate in new samples of data (Reilly, 1995) . I n this 
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research, model t r im ming and respecificat ion were not  undertaken, nor were 

they required. 

 

3.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has discussed the research approach and design employed in this 

study. First  an in-depth discussion of var ious philosophies and paradigms was 

made in order to provide clear rat ionale for the chosen methods and techniques 

to be applied to this research. Based on the object ives of the research, the cross 

sect ional survey design was ident if ied as the best  means of obtaining pr imary 

data, following a comprehensive review of the literature to derive a st rong 

theoret ical underpinning and formulate a conceptually st rong model for the 

study. Having provided the basis for the philosophy, study approach and 

methods adopted for this research in the first  part  of the chapter, details of the 

actual research methods and implementat ion were given in the second part , 

including populat ion definit ion, sample plan and sample, quest ionnaire 

concept ion, design and implementat ion, and data collect ion. 

The research was designed to support  the object ive of providing general 

understanding of consumers’ behaviour in online shopping. For this reason it  was 

important  that  a focus on part icular products or product  categories should be 

avoided. As discussed in sect ion 3.5.3, respondents were clearly inst ructed to 

consider any product  purchase when thinking of behaviour in online shopping. 

However to avoid ext rem it ies and out lier situat ions in which behaviour m ight  be 

out  of the norm, respondents were asked to consider average purchases ( that  is, 

low to m id range purchase values)  as the context  of the research. 

I n the next  chapter, a descript ion and analysis of the results obtained are 

presented. The analysis were undertaken by pr imar ily ut ilising st ructural 

equat ion modelling (SEM)  techniques;  however, other stat ist ical tools were 

applied as appropr iate to provide addit ional corroborat ion and verif icat ion, as 

well as to ensure that  all aspects of the results were comprehensible to the 

reader. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

4.0 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter presents an analysis of the data that  was collected using an online 

survey quest ionnaire. The analysis is generally presented following the steps of 

quant itat ive analysis popular ised by Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) . First ly, the 

data is prepared and cleaned using the popular data handling software I BM 

SPSS. This exercise helps to t ransform the data from quest ionnaire codes to 

meaningful codes for the purpose of the research, while quest ions are t runcated 

for the purpose of presentat ion clar it y. The LimeSurvey quest ionnaire software 

ut ilised for this survey is capable of export ing the data in a format ted manner to 

SPSS, however it  was st ill necessary for the researcher to scan and in some 

cases, modify the pre-coded data to facilitate decoding. Secondly, a general 

overview, incorporat ing visual scanning of the data was made possible by 

summarising the variables using SPSS. Thirdly, a descr ipt ive analysis of 

respondents’ profiles was undertaken using the publicly available visualisation 

software Tableau. The usefulness of a descript ive profile analysis is that  it  

int roduces the reader to the sample, and provides the background frame within 

which the overall research results can be understood. Following the descript ive 

analysis, the next  step was init ial stat ist ical checks on the data for the purposes 

of checking reliabilit y, validit y, dist r ibut ion normalit y and analysis of m issing 

data. This step of the research is necessary for the purposes of providing fidelity 

and quality assurance of the data.  

The above was then followed by prelim inary explorat ion of the data through 

init ial exploratory factor analysis. Although the object ive of this research is not  

exploratory- factor analyt ical in nature, it  is st ill useful to ut ilise such technique, 

for example through dimension reduct ion, to check for item  suitabilit y. The 

advantage of this is that  some potent ial problems may be detected at  this stage, 

which can great ly reduce effort  during the main analysis.  
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Once prelim inary checks, descript ive analysis and quality assurance analysis 

were concluded, it  was then possible to proceed with st ructural equat ion 

analysis, including confirmatory factor analysis, overall model evaluat ion,  

hypotheses test ing and the conclusion. 

I t  is important  to recall that  there were 25 cases of m issing data and these were 

excluded from  the results in order to avoid any problems with est imat ions in 

SEM. An examinat ion of the cases did not  reveal any systemat ic pat terns in the 

m issing data cases. 

 

4.1 PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

This study ut ilised a powerful data visualisat ion tool to obtain the init ial 

demographic descript ions of responses. Tableau Public is the free version of the 

powerful Tableau data visualisat ion software and is capable of perform ing the full 

analysis on a wide variety of data. Although Tableau can perform visualisat ions 

relat ing to analysis such as regressions and causat ions, it  is part icular ly useful in 

general descr ipt ion of data in a visual form . I n this research, the use of Tableau 

is focused on the demographic descript ion of respondents and products they 

purchase online.  

4.1.1 Geographic Distribution 

Figure 4.1 compares the geographic dist r ibut ion of responses to the areas 

sampled. A visual inspect ion of this comparison shows that  responses were 

broadly spread across the sampled geographies and this spread is consistent  

with the populat ion clusters in the UK. The highest  percentage of responses was 

obtained from the South-east  region of England, around the London area. The 

response rate for postcodes in this area accounted for about  10%  of the total 

response. 

There was also a high rate of responses in the Midland areas which accounted for  

about  8%  of total response. On the other hand, the smallest  number of 

responses was received from postcodes around the Perthshire area, with 
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responses represent ing less than 1%  of total. This response dist r ibut ion is 

reflect ive of the areas and geographies sampled.  

The comparison in Figure 4.1 shows that  responses were received from all areas 

sampled, although the number of responses received var ied by region – with 

sparsely populated areas in Scot land and Northern I reland returning fewer 

responses as expected.  

 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of sampled and response geographies 
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4.1.2 Demographic Distributions  

Responses were received across a m ix of demographics. Figure 4.2 shows how 

the final response sample is dist r ibuted across demographics, and it  im mediately 

becomes obvious that  the highest  num ber of responses was received from 

college and undergraduate qualif ied people, across age groups, employment , and 

gender.  

Furthermore, Figure 4.3 shows that  the highest  single response group is 

employed females aged 28 to 37 years old with a college qualif icat ion (6.7% ) . 

The highest  response cluster in terms of employment  is full or part  t ime 

employed across all demographic categories (Figure 4.4)  and the highest  

response group in terms of age are 36-37 year old undergraduates (Figure 4.5) .  

 

 
Figure 4.2: Demographic classification of responses 
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Figure 4.3: Highest response rate demographic 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Highest demographic cohort 
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Figure 4.5: Highest number of responses by age group 

 

I n terms of general demographic composit ion, 53%  of respondents are female 

and 47%  are male (Figure 4.6) ;  9%  have a secondary educat ion, an equal 38%  

have college and undergraduate educat ion, and 14%  have a postgraduate 

educat ion (Figure 4.7) ;  21%  of respondents are aged between 18 and 27 years, 

31%  are aged 28 to 37 years, 28%  are aged 38 to 47 years, 12%  are aged 48 to 

58 years, and  8%  are aged over 58 years (Figure 4.8) .   

These results are generally in line with the ONS stat ist ics for UK I nternet  

shopping in 2011 which show that  the main age group for online shopping is 

between ages 25 to 44 years. However there is a slight  difference between the 

gender dist r ibut ion obtained in this sam ple and the expected responses based on 

the ONS which show a higher usage percentage amongst  men. Nevertheless, this 

discrepancy is m inim al and is not  considered material to the normalit y of the 

data. 
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Figure 4.6: Gender profile 

 

 

                                
Figure 4.7: Education profile 
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Figure 4.8: Age profile 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Employment status 
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4.1.3 Comparison of Key Demographic Variables 

Online shopping experience, gender and items purchased online 

A descriptive analysis of respondents’ online shopping experience was 

undertaken, and compared to the frequency with which they purchased various 

items online.  First , Figure 4.10 shows that  most  respondents to the present 

study had shopped online for more than five years, followed by those that  had 

shopped for between one and three years. Only a small percentage of 

respondents had shopped online for less than one year. 

 

                                         
Figure 4.10: Breakdown of shopper by online experience 

 

I n general, it  would appear that  the more the years of online shopping 

experience, the more the frequency of online purchases. As Figure 4.11 also 

shows, the purchase frequency of those with one to three years’ experience is 

below the overall purchase frequency average for the sample, while those with 

three to five years’ experience have a higher average than the sample average, 
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and respondents with five years’ experience and above had the highest average 

in the sample. Hence, an init ial conclusion is that  the more experienced the 

consumer is with online shopping, the more frequent ly they purchase products 

online. 

 

 Figure 4.11: Online shopping experience and purchase behaviour by gender 

 

Some products that  appear to be part icularly appealing to early users of online 

shopping are household and gardening products and hobby products or  

collect ibles. With m ore experience however, books, elect ronics and clothing 
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appear to become more popular with online consumers. I n general, food and 

drink products appear to be the least  popular online category, and books and 

printed material appear to be the most  popular product  category across the 

experience spect rum. As Figures 4.12 and 4.13 shows, the purchase of food and 

drink is generally below the average for purchase frequency, even with more 

years of experience, while the purchase of books is consistent ly above average, 

even with fewer years of experience. 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Food and drink purchases by experience and gender 
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I n terms of gender, it  would appear that  the frequency of online purchases is 

generally higher for men than for women, but  this difference has not  been 

stat ist ically established. However, there appear to be differences in terms of the 

popular ity of some product  categories. For example, men appear to be more 

willing to purchase food and drink products online than wom en (Figure 4.12) ;  

however women appear to be more willing to purchase clothing products online 

than men, as Figure 4.14 shows. 

 

 Figure 4.13: Book purchases by experience and gender 
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Figure 4.14: Clothing purchases by experience and gender 

 

Finally Figures 4.15 and 4.16 summarise the dispersion of online shoppers 

according to the key demographic categories. I n terms of the educat ion-age-

gender demography, undergraduate online shoppers appear to be the most  

loosely dispersed by age and gender while other educat ion categories are t ight ly 

dispersed. Sim ilar ly, in terms of employm ent -age-gender, the employed online 

shopper group has the highest  variabilit y, compared to other groups in this 

demography. 
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Figure 4.15: Dispersion by education-age-gender 

 

 

 
Figure 4.16: Dispersion by employment-age-gender 
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4.1.4 The Primary Predictor: Respondents’ Regulatory Focus 

Based on the previous literature on regulatory focus, a set  of quest ions was 

utilised to establish respondents’ regulatory focus dispositions, as detailed in the 

methodology chapter. There are two methods by which the RF subscale can be 

scored in order to categorise individuals into a regulatory focus group. These 

could be stat ist ical or arithmet ical in nature. By ut ilising both methods, it  was 

possible to test  the convergence of the scale as well as provide it  with added 

validity and reliability. I n the first  instance, a cluster analysis was performed on 

the data to ext ract  a visual composit ion of clusters based on scores. I t  was 

expected that  if the scale actually measured prevent ion/  promot ion focus, there 

would be two clusters derivable from the data. Figure 4.17 provides the results of 

a two-step cluster using SPSS, and this shows that  two clusters can be obtained 

from the results of the regulatory focus scale. The qualit y of the cluster analysis 

is also tested and visually represented as a silhouet te measure of cohesion and 

separat ion, that  is, how well each cluster bonds internally and how well one 

cluster is dist inct  from the other. The cohesion/ separat ion test  shows good 

quality for two clusters (between 0.5 and 1.0) . 

 

  

Figure 4.17: Regulatory focus clusters 
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Cluster details are summarised in Table 4.1. From the known direct ion of scores, 

Cluster 1 represents promot ion focus (scores >  0) , with 140 cases represent ing 

47.7%  of total response, and Cluster 2 represents prevent ion focus (scores ≤ 0) , 

with 166 cases, represent ing 52.3%  of total response.  

 

RFGROUP 

 Frequency Percent  Valid Percent  Cum ulat ive 
Percent  

Valid 

1.00 146 47.7 47.7 47.7 

2.00 160 52.3 52.3 100.0 

Total 306 100.0 100.0  

Table 4.1: Summary of RF clusters 

 
 
 

Table 4.2 gives a full breakdown of regulatory focus scale scores, an exam inat ion 

which indicates a double-bell shaped dist r ibut ion curve, again point ing to the 

existence of two pr incipal clusters from the data.   

To facilitate robust  evaluat ion of the data, some analysis were conducted using 

the categorical cluster var iable while others were conducted using a cont inuous 

bipolar regulatory focus variable which ut ilised actual regulatory focus scale 

scores, as abridged in Table 4.2, which were first  adjusted to be mean-cent red 

for the purpose of elim inat ing potent ial out lier effects (Table 4.3)  The dist r ibut ion 

of these scores is visualised in Figure 4.18 and clear ly shows two peaks 

represent ing the two group cent roids (P1 for prevent ion focus and p2 for 

promot ion focus) . 
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RFSUMMED SCORE 

 Frequency Percent  Valid Percent  Cum ulat ive 

Percent  

Valid 

-13.00 1 .3 .3 .3 

-12.00 4 1.3 1.3 1.6 

-11.00 5 1.6 1.6 3.3 

-10.00 17 5.6 5.6 8.8 

-9.00 28 9.2 9.2 18.0 

-8.00 37 12.1 12.1 30.1 

-7.00 26 8.5 8.5 38.6 

-6.00 19 6.2 6.2 44.8 

-5.00 6 2.0 2.0 46.7 

-4.00 3 1.0 1.0 47.7 

2.00 6 2.0 2.0 56.2 

3.00 5 1.6 1.6 57.8 

4.00 3 1.0 1.0 58.8 

5.00 3 1.0 1.0 59.8 

6.00 6 2.0 2.0 61.8 

7.00 5 1.6 1.6 63.4 

8.00 5 1.6 1.6 65.0 

9.00 7 2.3 2.3 67.3 

10.00 26 8.5 8.5 75.8 

11.00 29 9.5 9.5 85.3 

12.00 20 6.5 6.5 91.8 

13.00 17 5.6 5.6 97.4 

14.00 3 1.0 1.0 98.4 

15.00 3 1.0 1.0 99.3 

17.00 1 .3 .3 99.7 

18.00 1 .3 .3 100.0 

Total 306 100.0 100.0  

     
     
     

 
    

 

Table 4.2: Distribution of scores on RF scale 
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CENTRED_SCORE_RF 

Score Frequency 

 

-13.66 1 

-12.66 4 

-11.66 5 

-10.66 17 

-9.66 28 

-8.66 37 

-7.66 26 

-6.66 19 

-5.66 6 

-4.66 3 

-3.66 3 

-2.66 5 

-1.66 4 

- .66 2 

.34 6 

1.34 6 

2.34 5 

3.34 3 

4.34 3 

5.34 6 

6.34 5 

7.34 5 

8.34 7 

9.34 26 

10.34 29 

11.34 20 

12.34 17 

13.34 3 

14.34 3 

16.34 1 

17.34 1 

Table 4.3: Centred scores for RF 
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I n the main, the descript ive analysis that  follow were conducted ut ilising the 

categorical cluster m embership, while the main analysis presented subsequent ly 

were undertaken using the cont inuous scale based on the research model 

proposed in Chapter 2. An advantage of using the bipolar cont inuous scores for 

the main analysis is that  it  m inim ises the effects of unequal sam ple-group sizes.  

4.1.5 Unequal Sample Groups 

I t  is common that  when making comparisons in exper imental sam ples or 

populat ions, researchers aim  to achieve equal samples of the groups to be 

compared. But  while this is common and pervasive pract ice, it  is not  necessarily 

essent ial. According to Schulz and Grimes (2002) , this not ion is a conceptual 

m isunderstanding that  can actually lead to biases as the invest igator t r ies to 

force equality, especially if through unscient ific means, for example by arbit rar ily  

reducing one group’s size or assigning unequal weights. They argue that in truly 

simple, unrest r icted randomised t r ials, it  should be expected that  the sizes of the 

group should indicate random var iat ion, and therefore some discrepancy 

between the numbers in the groups being compared should be expected. They 

argue further that  the appeal of equal group sets in randomised t r ials (or  

surveys)  is cosmet ic, not  scient if ic, and therefore forcing equal group sizes 

potent ially harms the unpredictability of the study var iables.  

This dim inished predictability can allow biases to creep into the study. They also 

aver that  equal group sizes can lead to overly predictable results and outcomes. 

I n part icular , Schulz and Grimes (2002)  recommend that  with samples greater  

than 200, invest igators should accept  proport ional dispar it ies in group sizes and 

t reat  these as a characterist ic of the random nature of the sampling. The present  

research adopts this approach, especially considering that  the sample size allows 

the div ision of cases into two groups of 166 (prevent ion focus)  and 140 

(promot ion focus) . 
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Figure 4.18: Cluster peaks for regulatory focus 

 

On the basis of these sizes, each group in the sample can be independent ly 

assessed using st ructural equat ions, since this requires a sample of between 100 

and 120. The breakdown of data was therefore considered acceptable for the 

purposes of this research. Furthermore, because the st ructural analysis was 

conducted using raw scores on a bipolar scale and not  a grouping var iable, 

comparison of parameter movements rather than group differences was the most  

important  considerat ion, which consequent ly m inim ised the effects of unequal 

groups on the analysis and results. 

4.1.6 Regulatory Focus across Gender and Age Groups 

The main predictor variable in the current research is the consumer’s regulatory 

focus. I t  was therefore important  to undertake prelim inary analysis to classify  

respondents according to one regulatory foci or the other. This analysis is 

important  because it  can help to establish from the outset  whether there are 

enough cases for promot ion and prevent ion focus to enable useful and 

acceptable comparisons for the purpose of the stated research object ives. 

Respondents were scored on their regulatory focus scale responses and based on 
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a median split , were categorised into promot ion (higher scores)  and prevent ion 

( lower score)  focus. The two groups were then init ially compared in terms of 

their demographic composit ions, in order to establish any possible differences 

that  could prove significant  to the outcomes of the research.  

Figure 4.19 shows the aggregated dist r ibut ion of responses across the two 

regulatory focus groups, based on age and gender. A visual examinat ion of the 

standard deviat ion bandings (deep shades)  shows that  respondents in the 

promot ion and prevent ion focus groups were generally well m atched across all 

age groups and gender. Further comparisons can be made using Figures 4.20 to 

4.24, with the relevant  category for comparison highlighted in colour.  

 

 Figure 4.19: Distribution of responses by regulatory focus cluster 
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Figure 4.20: Regulatory focus comparisons by age bands – 18-27 

 

I n Figure 4.24, there is an apparent  dissim ilar ity in the regulatory focus group 

dist r ibut ion for the 58+  age group. I t  would appear that  beyond the age of 58 

years, most  respondents to the study were of a prevent ion focus disposit ion. I f 

this result  is a general reflect ion of the overall populat ion, then a prelim inary 

inference may be drawn to the effect  that  there is a cr it ical age after which in 

general people are m ore prevent ion focused than promot ion focused.  
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Figure 4.21: Regulatory focus comparisons by age bands – 28-37 

 

These dist r ibut ions suggest  that  regulatory focus or ientat ion may, at  least  in 

part , be a funct ion of age. But  this suggest ion cannot  be invest igated in this 

study as it  is not  part  of the present  focus or object ive;  however it  is interest ing 

and may warrant  further study. The difference in regulatory focus dist r ibut ion at  

this age group is also not  considered relevant  or inst rumental to the current  

research analysis because the number of respondents in this age group 

represents only a sm all percentage of the total sample (7.8% )  and was therefore 

not  expected to be overly influent ial on the results.  
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Figure 4.22: Regulatory focus comparisons by age bands – 38-47 

 

  

Figure 4.23: Regulatory focus comparisons by age bands – 48-57 
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Figure 4.24 Regulatory focus comparisons by age bands – 58 and above 

 

4.2 ANALYSIS OF SCALE RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

At  the research design and implementat ion stages, measures were taken to 

improve the qualit y of the measurement  inst rument  and to ensure a high level of 

measurement  reliabilit y and validit y. This sect ion reports results of reliabilit y 

checks and also discusses further validit y considerat ions relat ing to common 

methods bias.  

The research data was subjected to standard reliability tests ut ilising a common 

methodology for survey data reliabilit y test ing, otherwise known as the 

Cronbach’s alpha (α) .  Details of this test  were given in the Chapter Three along 

with the recommended thresholds as detailed in relevant  literature. For the 

purposes of this study, the recommended m inimum threshold of >  .7 for  

reliability based on confirmatory factor analysis theory was adopted. This 

threshold is above the .6 threshold employed in exploratory factor analysis 

(Malhot ra and Birks, 2003)  and provides more validit y and confidence in the 

acceptance of the data. I tems were examined to determ ine the improvement  in 

the reliabilit y stat ist ic if they were deleted, but  care was taken to ensure that  in 
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every case, enough items were retained to ensure validity and adequacy of 

st ructural equat ion analysis. The following sect ions and tables summarise the 

quest ionnaire subscales ut ilised in the study. 

4.2.1 Regulator Focus Subscale 

Although the regulatory focus scales have been validated and proven as reliable 

in previous studies, it  was necessary to check reliabilit y again given that  some 

items were modified to suit  the present  study and for the purposes of elim inat ing 

semant ic and social desirability bias. Table 4.4 shows the stat ist ics for the 

reliability test  for a combined promot ion/ prevent ion focus scale. Alpha for the 

scale is very good at  .922, and if- item -deleted analysis suggests only one 

improvement on item 10 to α = .925. However this improvement is not 

considered essent ial given the achieved reliability stat ist ic.  

 

Table 4.4: Reliability for regulatory focus subscale 
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4.2.2 Online Shopping Perception Subscale 

The reliability for the online shopping percept ion subscale was also good at  α =  

.838 with eight  items (Table 4.5) . However improvement  met rics suggested that  

delet ing item 2 would improve reliabilit y closer to .9 at  α = .872.  

 

Table   4.5: Reliability for online shopping perception subscale 
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F st ructural equat ion analysis, items 4 and 8 were also deleted because they 

were creat ing unexplained negat ive var iance, leading to a negat ive covariance 

mat r ix in the predictor var iables. I n SEM, if a covar iance mat r ix is found to be 

not -posit ive-definite, a solut ion based on it  is considered to be inadm issible. 

Consequent ly, f ive items were retained for this subscale in the final analysis, with 

α = .847. 

4.2.3 Online Shopping Motivation Subscale 

A high initial alpha loading was obtained from this scale (α = .890) . Stat ist ics for  

alpha- if- item-deleted did not  reveal any improvements that  could be obtained 

from delet ing any items (Table 4.6) .   

  
Table   4.6: Reliability for online shopping motivation subscale 
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However, full analysis of the measurement  model again resulted in problems with 

items 4, 6 and 8 which were causing unexplained negat ive var iance, leading to 

not -posit ive-  definite covariance mat r ix. Such items are not  reliable and it  was 

found that  delet ing these items made the measurement  model adm issible 

without  reducing the subscale reliability. Five items were retained for  this 

subscale with α = .869, which was considered acceptable for the scale’s 

reliability.  

 

Table   4.7: Reliability for use of risk relievers subscale  
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4.2.4 Online Shopping Behaviour: Use of Risk Relievers Subscale 

The use of r isk relievers and avoidance st rategies subscale showed good init ial f it  

with α = .840 for six items (Table 4.7). 

 Again it  was found that  items 1 and 4 were sources of negat ive variance leading 

to not -posit ive definite covariance mat r ix in the measurement  model. These 

items were deleted and the final scale retained four items, with alpha of .825.  

4.2.5 Online Shopping Behaviour: Response to Online Marketing 

Subscale 

The response to online market ing subscale showed good reliability at α = .836 

with six items (Table 4.8) .  

 

Table   4.8: Reliability for response to online marketing subscale 
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Any item delet ion was not  shown to lead to im provements in the reliability 

stat ist ics and therefore no item  was deleted on the basis of this. However, 

measurement  model analysis led to the dropping of items 4 and 6 because these 

were creat ing inadm issibilit y in the covariance mat rix as previously explained. 

The final scale contained four items for this measure with α = .829, which was 

considered adequate for test ing this const ruct . 

4.2.6  Online Shopping Behaviour: Shopping Cart Abandonment Subscale 

The shopping cart abandonment subscale showed good fit at α = .819, with five 

measurement  items (Table 4.9) .  

 

Table   4.9: Shopping cart abandonment subscale 
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I m provement  stat ist ics did not  suggest  any item delet ion, and therefore items 

were not  deleted on this basis. However, the measurement model analysis 

showed that  item 5 was cross loading on other const ructs and this created an 

inadm issible solut ion. I tem  5 was therefore deleted, leaving four items for the 

final analysis, with an alpha value of .811. 

 

4.3 STRUCTURAL EQUATION ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

4.3.1   Introduction 

Before proceeding to undertake the research’s main analysis and empirical test 

of the relat ionships that  were hypothesised in Chapter Two, it  is necessary to 

recall the st ructural equat ion modelling process as described in Chapter Three. 

The purpose of this is to enable the reader who is not  ent irely fam iliar with this 

method or technique of analysis to understand how it  addresses the quest ions 

raised in the research.  

I n the present  research, some measurement  items were dropped from the final 

measurement  model due to contemporaneous effects and poor loadings, but  the 

main st ructural model was not  modified by way of t r imm ing or re-specificat ion. 

Dropping items in this manner resulted in a less complex and more admissible 

model without  changing the fundamental form  of the init ial model proposed. 

4.3.2 The Measurement Model 

The first  step in analysing a st ructural equat ion model is to analyse the 

measurement  model. This is the port ion of the SEM that  specifies how the 

observed variables depend on the unobserved latent  var iables, as opposed to the 

st ructural model which is the port ion that  specifies how the latent  or other main 

var iables are related to each other (Arbuckle, 2008) . I n general, the researcher 

proceeds to fit  the st ructural model once the measurement  model has been 

est imated and accepted (Smith et  al., 2009) . The measurement  model is a 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)  which object ive is to test  the reliability of the 

observed variables and provide a r igorous test  of convergent  and discr im inant  
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validity (Kline, 2005) . I n addit ion, it  provides the opportunity to undertake 

prelim inary exam inat ion of the extent  of interrelat ionships, covariat ion (or lack 

thereof) , among the latent  var iables themselves. 

The measurement  model tested in this research can be described in conjunct ion 

with Figure 4.25, which represents the relat ionship between the actual 

measurements ( indicators)  retained in the final study and their latent  under ly ing 

var iables. The cent ral features of the measurement  model are that  f irst , it  

contains all research model’s latent variables which depict the main hypotheses 

advanced in the research, and these are assumed to share some degree of 

var iance within a covar iance mat r ix, given that  they are measured within the 

same framework. The covariance assumpt ion is important  in SEM, as it  allows 

the measurement  model to be assessed for adm issibility and any potent ial 

spurious correlat ion effects like auto-correlat ion and m ult i collinearity 

relat ionships (Schreiber, 2008) . I n general, unless it  is expected, very low 

correlat ions in the measurement  model may be an indicat ion of a problemat ic 

model and may even lead to the reject ion of the model at  the measurement  

stage. Furthermore, a fully-specified covar iance mat rix allows for the subsequent  

stat ist ical cont rol of common methods bias in the model, while providing init ial 

evidence of associat ion of var iables measured in the research. The measurement 

covariance is an assumpt ion, and therefore not  a direct  theory of the research. 

This is because the research m odel is more parsimonious and hypothesises fewer 

regressions than as implied by the measurement  model covar iance specificat ion.  

A second feature of the measurement model is that  it  shows all the indicators 

and their associated errors. The error loadings are all const rained to 1, showing 

that  each error loads perfect ly on its base item. A single referent  item from each 

set  of indicator items is const rained to 1 for scale ident if icat ion, while all other 

item loadings on their  respect ive var iables are freely est imated. Consequent ly 

the measurement  model is a confirmatory factor analysis for the research, with 

item loadings for each latent variable’s indicators estimated.  

A third feature of the measurement  model is that  following init ial est imat ion, 

some error terms are allowed to covary based on SEM modificat ion indices and 

re-examinat ion of the theoret ical basis. I ndeed, in general, it  is to be expected 

that  error terms for measures of a single var iable should share some covariance, 
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but  this assumpt ion is not  always modelled in SEM unless a test  of the model 

suggests such a modificat ion. However, a common reason for poor model f it  is 

unmodelled covar iance between error variances, because the error var iance of an 

observed variable captures random error and other unmeasured influences. 

When the same unmeasured influence affects different  indicator items, their  

error variance will be correlated.  I n this case, a number of error terms showed a 

high modificat ion index and an examinat ion of the quest ionnaire item showed 

that  the suggest ions for a st rong covariance between the ident if ied items were 

just if ied. The assumpt ions of uncorrelated residuals is standard in SEM, but  

unlike t radit ional regression methods, it  is not  required to test  residual 

correlat ions (auto-correlat ions)  using a separate method like the Durbin –Watson 

stat ist ic (Field, 2005) , and uncorrelated residuals are included in the 

measurement  model as a standard report ing pract ice. 

 
Table   4.10 Characteristics of variables contained in the measurement model 

 

A fourth feature of the measurement  model is that  all latent  var iable residuals (D 

and d terms)  were const rued to be equal. This methodology is designed to 

cont rol for all other unmeasured factors affect ing var iables in the model, such as 
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age, gender and experience, so that  the t rue coefficients (effects)  between the 

model’s variables can be observed. This is particularly important in this research 

where no explicit  modelling of moderator effects (demographics, experience, etc)  

was made. The measurement  model contains the following set  of var iables, as 

shown in Table 4.10. 

Figure 4.25 is the final solut ion for the measurement model, showing the 

parameter est imates for each predicted relat ionship and the error terms.  

 

 

 Figure 4.25: Measurement model for the mediated effect of regulatory focus on online shopping 
behaviour 
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For bet ter comprehension, est imates are reproduced in Table 4.11. Each group of 

indicators has one referent  indicator item which was const rained for model 

ident if icat ion as explained ear lier.  

The focus of the measurement  model is on the blue-coloured sect ions in Figure 

4.25, where the parameter est imates show the loadings of items on their  

respect ive underly ing latent  var iables. For all mult i- item measures, the factor 

st ructures were evaluated to ensure that  they were loading and behaving in a 

way that  one would expect  based on their psychometric histories. The results 

obtained showed that  the p-values for all est imate loadings were significant  for 

indicator items (Table 4.11) . I n addit ion to primary indicators, the first  order 

var iables also loaded very well on the second order (OSB)  variable (coefficients 

for ROM =  .99, SC =  .97, RR =  .98) .  

All items showed st rong loadings on their respect ive underly ing latent  var iables 

with the lowest  standardised loading of .414 above the recommended threshold 

of .4 for modificat ion purposes (cf. Arbuckle, 2008) . Therefore the factors 

retained in the research model can be said to have good fit  with their under lying 

latent  var iables. The model also shows error est imates (S.E.)  and cr it ical rat ios 

(C.R.)  for each variable in Table 4.11 and these are generally within the 

expected lim its for m ult i item var iables (cf. Shreiber, 2008)   

Another important  result  from the measurement  model is the variance st ructure 

of all items (var iables and indicators)  and their  error terms. Table 4.12 shows 

these est imates, with the important  point  to make about  the results being that  

all est imated var iances are significant . This outcome is important  because it  

shows that  all items contained in the research have adequate internal var iance to 

enable the comparison of var iable behaviour. 

Finally the covar iance mat rix is normal, based on the psychometric histories of 

the variables in the model. Their est imates indicate that  the const ructs measured 

in the research behave in a correlated m anner and can therefore be est imated 

within the single model st ructure. At  the same t ime the covariance est imates are 

generally above .9, indicat ing st rong correlat ion behaviour consistent  with the 

hypotheses, and error terms are generally below an absolute value of 0.10, 
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indicat ing that  the model is st rongly explanatory of the data (cf. Schreiber, 

2008) . Full covar iance and error est imates are produced in Appendix 6. 

I t  should be noted here that  the st rong correlat ion between RF and OSB, and P 

and M does not  imply significant  regression between the two variables, but  

rather shows that  these variables are st rongly inter linked within the covariance 

mat r ix. The actual nature of this inter linking however could only be established 

during the st ructural model est imat ion ( * * *  indicates a significant  relat ionship) .  

 
Table 4.11: Standardised factor loadings for measurement model 
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I n addit ion to obtaining parameter est imates in the measurement  st ructure, it  is 

important to evaluate the measurement model’s overall fit using common indices 

as described previously. Although overall fit  is not  the precise object ive at  the 

measurement  stage, it  gives an indicat ion of the likely fit  of the final st ructural 

model. Overall model f it  is normally reported for three var iat ions of the specified 

model. These are a)  the default  (hypothesis model) , b)  the saturated model -  

which represents a variation where all of the model’s possible paths or links are 

est imated, and c)  the independent  model -  which hypothesises that  all possible 

paths or links in the model have a zero coefficient . The results in Table 4.13 

show that  the Chi square for the est imated model is 687.688 with 485 degrees of 

freedom (DF) . Although this in itself does not  return good fit  of the model to the 

data, with a p value =  .000, this is to be expected given the number of 

parameters est imated, the number of variables in the model and the sample 

size. However the CMI N/ DF rat io shows good fit  at  1.418, below the judgement  

criteria cut off of CMIN/DF ≤ 2.00 (cf. Byrne, 1989). 

Other indices also provide acceptable measurement - level f it  as recommended by 

Hu and Bent ler (1999)  and Schreiber (2008) . For example GFI  =  .875, RMR =  

.048, CFI =  .963, RMSEA =  .37 and PCLOSE =  1.000. The overall f it  results can 

also be evaluated by comparing the default model’s values with the values for 

the saturated and independence models, also reported. 

For example, compared to the independence model which posits a zero 

relat ionship between the items and var iables, and between var iables, the 

proposed (default )  m odel shows comparat ively bet ter f it  on all cr iter ia. On the 

other hand, the saturated model shows perfect  but  spurious fit  on several 

cr iter ia, because it  is est imated without  any model parsimony and rest r ict ions 

and does not  reflect  theoret ical underpinning or the hypothesis of the research. 

To check for further confirmat ion of the measurement  model fit , the model was 

retested with a reduced (sub)  sample represent ing 120 random cases from the 

main sample and this showed excellent  f it  and improved est imates across the 

indices (p >  .05, CMI N/ DF =  1.033;  RMSEA =  .08) , thus illust rat ing the sample 

effect  on the present  results. 
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Based on the these results, the measurement  model was considered to have 

adequate and acceptable fit , and was adopted as the basis for undertaking 

analysis of the research’s st ructural model and hypotheses. 

 

 
Table 4.12: Item variances 
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CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 76 687.688 485 .000 1.418 
Saturated model 561 .000 0   
Independence 
model 

33 5988.615 528 .000 11.342 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 

Default model .048 .875 .855 .756 
Saturated model .000 1.000   
Independence 
model 

.601 .134 .080 .126 

Baseline Comparisons (CFI) 

Model NFI 
Delta1 

RFI 
rho1 

IFI 
Delta2 

TLI 
rho2 

CFI 

Default model .885 .875 .963 .960 .963 
Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 
Independence 

model 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

RMSEA and PCLOSE 

Model RMSEA LO 
90 

HI 
90 

PCLOSE 

Default model .037 .030 .043 1.000 
Independence 
model 

.184 .180 .188 .000 

 

 
Table 4.13: Global fit indices for measurement model 

 

4.3.3 The Structural Model 

The st ructural model (Figure 4.26)  is the part  of the SEM that  est imates how a 

model’s constructs or variables are related to one another. This is the main part 

of the model fit t ing and est imat ion process, and represents the st ructural 

hypotheses of the research. The st ructural model was specified as a result  of the 

literature review in Chapter Two. A number of hypotheses were advanced in line 

with the proposed conceptual model, and these hypotheses are represented in 

the model by the paths linking each var iable, as marked in the blue-coloured 

links. The model paths are not  necessarily causal in nature but  rather represent 

the hypothesis that  one var iable has an effect  on another. Taken as a whole, the 

paths in the model also depict  indirect  relat ionships which may or may not  be 

hypothesised independent ly but  are implied in the model. Another feature of the 

st ructural model is that  it  contains an addit ional disturbance term  for each 
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endogenous variable. This disturbance term  is sim ilar to the random error term  

in standard regression analysis and est imates the variance in the variable that  is 

at t r ibutable to unknown random factors. The recursive sequent ial model of 

regulatory focus and online shopping behaviour predicts that  the path coefficients 

from regulatory focus (RF)  to percept ion (P)  and from percept ion to behavioural 

outcomes (OSB { ROM, SC, RR} )  on the one hand, and the path coefficients from  

RF to mot ivat ion (M)  and from mot ivat ion to behavioural outcomes (OSB { ROM, 

SC, RR} )  will be joint ly and individually significant . Therefore it  was important  to 

examine overall model f it  as well as the results of specific hypothesis as 

represented by individual path coefficients.  

             

                    

  Figure 4.26: The structural equation model for mediated effect of regulatory focus on online shopping 
behaviour 
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First , the overall model f it  was assessed, and then this was followed by analysis 

of individual path est imates as well as indirect  and total effects, to confirm  or 

reject  the hypotheses advanced. The results for the SEM are described in 

conjunct ion with Figure 4.26. which shows the main hypotheses of the research. 

4.3.3.1 Global Model Fit 

The first  step in the analysis was to consider overall model f it . As stated 

previously, there are several tests for model f it , in the form of f it  indices, and 

these may be absolute or comparat ive. The use of a combinat ion of fit  indices is 

recommended, especially where the sample size is expected to adversely 

influence the Chi square fit  stat ist ic, so that  it  is no longer the most  viable index 

for model acceptance (Hu and Bent ler, 1999) .  

 

 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 72 695.412 489 .000 1.422 
Saturated model 561 .000 0   
Independence 
model 

33 5988.615 528 .000 11.342 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 

Default model .048 .873 .855 .761 
Saturated model .000 1.000   
Independence 
model 

.601 .134 .080 .126 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model NFI 
Delta1 

RFI 
rho1 

IFI 
Delta2 

TLI 
rho2 

CFI 

Default model .884 .875 .962 .959 .962 
Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 
Independence 
model 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 
90 

HI 
90 

PCLOSE 

Default model .037 .031 .043 1.000 
Independence 
model 

.184 .180 .188 .000 

 

 
Table 4.14: Global fit indices for structural model 
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The fit  indices used are the CMIN/ DF rat io, GFI , RMR, CFI , RMSEA and PCLOSE. 

The acceptance criteria for these indices were specified a priori as CMIN/DF ≤ 2, 

GFI ≥ .85, RMR ≤ .05, CFI ≥ .95, RMSEA ≤ .05 and PCLOSE (preferably) = 1, or 

close to 1. Addit ional fit  indices are also reported in Appendix 7. 

The model’s results can be examined in Table 4.14. It shows that overall model 

fit  is good on all the above cr iteria. Although Chi squared is significant  at  p=  .00 

as expected, the overall f it  is good and the model can be accepted on the basis 

of the following:  the CMI N/ DF rat io =  1.422, GFI  =  .873, RMR =  .048, CFI  =  

.962, RMSEA =  .037 and PCLOSE =  1. Based on research antecedent  and the 

present  evidence, the simultaneous research model was accepted as 

represent ing the data obtained in the study.  

4.3.3.2 Residuals 

To further confirm  the st rength of the theoret ical model and therefore its 

acceptabilit y, the residuals correlat ion mat r ix was exam ined.  I t  should be 

recalled that  the essence of SEM is to determ ine the fit  between the rest r icted 

covariance matrix [∑(θ)], implied by the hypothesised model, and the actual 

observat ions as obtainable in the sample covariance mat rix (S) ;  as such any 

discrepancy between the two is captured in the residual covar iance mat rix and 

each element  in this residual mat r ix represents the discrepancy between the 

covariance of ∑(θ) and S (that is, [∑(θ)-S] ) . There is one residual for each pair of 

observed variables;  however the residuals are not  independent  of one another, 

therefore any at tempt  to test  them stat ist ically will be inappropriate, and only 

their magnitude is of interest  in alert ing the researcher to possible areas of 

model m isfit  (Byrne, 2010) . I t  is standard pract ice to examine the magnitude of 

standardised residuals -  which are fit ted residuals div ided by their asymptot ically 

standard errors – with values greater than 2.58 considered to be large (Joreskog 

and Sorbom, 1979) . There is no rule for how many residuals above the stated 

value indicate a problem, but  Schreiber (2008)  states that  as the incidence of 

large residuals increases, the model’s explanatory power deteriorates. In 

examining the standardised residuals for the model ( fully detailed in Appendix 8)  

only one residual covariance, for P1< -> ROM2 was found to be above the 

recommended value.  
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The results discussed above converge to a conclusion that  the data fit  the 

theorised model, and therefore the model was considered as empir ically st rong 

and representat ive of the underpinning theory. I n the next  sect ion, results 

relat ing to the individual hypotheses in the research are presented. 

4.3.4 Analysis of Individual Hypotheses 

Following the analysis of global f it  and the establishment  of the overall st ructural 

model f it , it  was then possible to proceed with analysis of individual hypothesis 

(paths)  contained in the model. The standardised regression est imates are 

presented on the st ructural diagram (Figure 4.26)  in the blue-coloured paths and 

in Table 4.15. I n overview, the first  thing to note about  these est imates is that  

their p-values are all significant , indicat ing that  all direct  effect  hypotheses are 

confirmed. However as the results show, the effect  of percept ion on online 

shopping behaviour is not  as st rong as the effect  of mot ivat ion on online 

shopping behaviour. Nevertheless, percept ion and mot ivat ion appear to have a 

significant  effect , based on these results. Of part icular note is the predict ive 

st rength of regulatory focus on both percept ion and mot ivat ion which, as the 

results show, is st rong and significant . These findings are discussed further with 

reference to specific hypotheses. The following discussion of the results is based 

on the original hypotheses out lined in Chapter Two. 

 

Outcome  

Variable 

 Predictor 

Variable 

Unstandardised 
Estimates 

Standardised 

Estimate 

S.E. C.R. P  

M < - -  RF 1.092 .989 .084 12.962 * * *   

P < - -  RF .638 .970 .072 8.864 * * *   

OSB < - -  P .630 .403 .317 1.989 .047  

OSB < - -  M .558 .599 .190 2.932 .003  

Table 4.15 Standardised regression weights for the structural model 
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4.3.4.1 Hypotheses Based on Direct Effects 

Hypothesis I – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ perception of online 

shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more percept ive of the 

benefits associated online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers are more 

percept ive of the r isks associated with online shopping. 

Hypothesis I predicted that the relationship between consumers’ regulatory focus 

and their percept ion of online shopping would be significant . That  is, RF affected 

whether a consumer’s perception of online shopping was higher on the risks than 

on the benefits, with promot ion focus consumer perceiving higher benefits than 

r isks and prevent ion focus consumers perceiving higher r isks than benefits. I t  

should be recalled that  RF was assessed on a two way cont inuous scale 

represent ing promot ion focus on the one end (high scores)  and prevent ion focus 

on the other ( low scores) . Sim ilar ly, percept ion was const rued as ly ing on a bi-

polar cont inuous scale with one end represent ing perceived benefits (high 

scores)  and the other end represent ing perceived r isks ( low scores) . Therefore a 

non-negat ive non-zero coefficient  between RF and P would represent  a posit ive 

relat ionship indicat ing that  the more promot ion focused a consumer was, the 

higher their perceived benefits of online shopping and the lower their perceived 

r isks of online shopping. Conversely, the more prevent ion focused the consumer 

was, the higher their perceived r isk of online shopping and the lower their  

perceived benefit  of online shopping. 

To examine Hypothesis I, a regression path was specified between RF and P in 

the research model. The un-standardised regression coefficient  for this path is 

shown and it  represents the amount of change in Y ( that  is P)  given a single raw 

score unit  change in X ( that  is RF) . The result ing standardised coefficient  of .97 

means that  for any single unit  change in RF, there is a corresponding change of 

.97 in P. Table 4.15 shows that  this relat ionship is significant  with p <  .05 (S.E. 

=  .051 and C.R. =   11.270) . Therefore the hypothesis that  regulatory focus 

affects consumers’ online shopping percept ion such that  the more promot ion 

focused, the higher the perceived benefits of online shopping, and the more 

prevent ion focused, the higher the perceived r isks of online shopping, is st rongly 

confirmed.  
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Hypothesis II – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ motivation for online 

shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more mot ivated by hedonic 

features of online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers are more mot ivated 

by ut ilitar ian features of online shopping. 

Hypothesis II predicted that the relationship between consumers’ regulatory 

focus and their mot ivat ion (nature of object ive)  for shopping online would be 

significant. That is, RF affected whether a consumer’s motivation for online 

shopping was more hedonic or more ut ilitar ian, with promot ion focus consumers 

more hedonically mot ivated and prevent ion focus consumers more ut ilitar ian 

mot ivated. I t  should be recalled that  RF was assessed on a two way cont inuous 

scale represent ing promot ion focus on the one end (high scores)  and prevent ion 

focus on the other ( low scores) . Sim ilar ly, mot ivat ion was const rued as ly ing on a 

bi-polar cont inuous scale with the upper end represent ing hedonic mot ivat ion 

(high scores)  and the lower end represent ing ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion ( low scores) . 

Therefore a non-negat ive non-zero coefficient  between RF and M would represent  

a posit ive relat ionship indicat ing that  the more promot ion focused a consumer 

was, the higher their hedonic mot ivat ion for online shopping and the lower their  

ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion for online shopping. Conversely, the more prevent ion 

focused the consumer was, the higher their ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion for online 

shopping and the lower their hedonic mot ivat ion for online shopping.  

To test  Hypothesis II, a regression path was specified between RF and M in the 

research model. The un-standardised regression coefficient  for this path is shown 

and it  represents the amount  of change in Y ( that  is M)  given a single raw score 

unit change in X (that is RF). The result’s coefficient of .98 means that for any 

single unit  change in RF, there is a corresponding change of .98 in M, and Table 

4.15 shows that  this relat ionship is significant  with p <  .05 (S.E. =  .062 and C.R. 

=  15.340). Therefore the hypothesis that regulatory focus affects consumers’ 

online shopping mot ivat ion such that  the more promot ion focused they are, the 

higher their hedonic mot ivat ion for online shopping, and the more prevent ion 

focused they are, the higher their ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion for online shopping, is 

st rongly confirmed. 

Hypotheses III – Consumers’ perception of online shopping affects their online 

shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, shopping cart  
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abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by whether they are 

more percept ive of online shopping benefits or online shopping r isks.  

The advancement  in Hypothesis III is that  a significant  (mediat ing)  relat ionship 

exists between online shopping percept ion and online shopping behaviour, such 

that  consumers who perceive a higher level of benefit  than r isk in online 

shopping are also likely to a)  respond more favourably to online market ing, b)  

abandon shopping cart  more frequent ly, and c)  make more use of online r isk 

relievers as shopping decision heur ist ics. To test  this hypothesis, the f irst  order 

dimension var iables ROM, SC and RR were regressed on the second order 

var iable of OSB. The loadings for ROM, SC and RR on OSB may be viewed as 

factorial loadings sim ilar to the indicator- to- latent  var iable loadings discussed in 

the measurement  model sect ion of this analysis. From the results, the var iable 

loadings are st rong and significant  (Figure 4.29) , indicat ing that  the three 

var iables est im ated are valid and robust  dimensions of the online shopping 

behaviour const ruct .  Secondly, a regression path was specified between OSP and 

OSB, with the results showing a significant  coefficient  of .403 at  p =  .047, and 

providing confirmat ion of Hypothesis III (Table 4.15) .  

Hypotheses IV – Consumers’ motivation for online shopping affects their online 

shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, shopping cart  

abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by whether they are 

more mot ivated by hedonic features of online shopping or by ut ilitar ian features 

of online shopping.  

The basis of Hypothesis IV is that  a significant  (mediat ing)  relat ionship exists 

between online shopping mot ivat ion and online shopping behaviour, such that  

consumers whose mot ivat ion is higher on hedonic factors than ut ilitar ian factors 

of online shopping are also likely to a)  respond more favourably to online 

market ing, b)  abandon shopping cart  more readily, and c)  make more use of 

online r isk relievers as shopping decision heurist ics. To test  this hypothesis, the 

first  order dimension var iables ROM, SC and RR were regressed on the second 

order var iable of OSB. The loadings for ROM, SC and RR on OSB may be viewed 

as factorial loadings sim ilar to the indicator - to- latent  variable loadings discussed 

in the measurement  model sect ion of this analysis. From the results, the var iable 

loadings are st rong and significant  (Figure 4.28) , indicat ing that  the three 
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var iables est im ated are valid and robust  dimensions of the online shopping 

behaviour const ruct . Secondly, a regression path was specified between OSM and 

OSB, with the results in Table 4.15 showing a significant  coefficient  of .599 at  p 

=  .003, therefore providing confirmat ion of Hypothesis IV. 

 4.3.4.2 Hypotheses Based on Indirect and Total Effects 

The hypotheses discussed thus far represent  the est imated direct  effects 

between predictor and predicted const ructs in the research model. However, an 

interest ing aspect  of the analysis based on the cent ral research quest ion is the 

implied relat ionship between regulatory focus and online shopping behaviour, 

j oint ly mediated by online shopping percept ion and online shopping mot ivat ion. 

This overall effect  of regulatory focus on online shopping behaviour can be 

evaluated using the total effect  funct ion, while each mediated path can be 

examined using the indirect  effect  est imates. The est imates for indirect  and total 

effects are explained below. 

The model’s initial proposition was that the relationship between regulatory focus 

and online shopping behaviour is fully mediated by percept ion and mot ivat ion.  

Put  another way, the effect of regulatory focus on consumers’ online shopping 

behaviour was assum ed to be indirect  and only significant  when mediated joint ly 

by percept ion and mot ivat ion. The research findings appear to be consistent  with 

these proposit ions given the est im ates of the indirect  and total effects as 

discussed below.  

I n the Amos software, it  is possible to use a technique called Bayesian Est imat ion 

which ut ilises the Monte Carlo method (cf. Selig and Preacher, 2008)  to calculate 

the confidence interval for the total effects. However there is no available 

technique in the software to est imate indirect  effects associated with specific 

paths in the model. Consequent ly, addit ional software was required to est imate 

the confidence interval for specific paths relat ing to indirect  effects. I n addit ion, it  

was possible to calculate the p-values for indirect  and total effects to give a more 

accurate assessment  of the hypotheses. 
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The total effects reported indicate the overall effect  sizes, given as:  

T = total effect = (RF -> Y... mediated by P) + (RF->Y... mediated by M) 

Where, Y = OSB ( the cr iter ion)  

The above relates to the following cent ral hypotheses:  

Hypothesis V (a) - Regulatory focus affects online shopping behaviour, but  its 

effect  is j oint ly mediated by online shopping percept ion and online shopping 

mot ivat ion.  

The combined coefficient  of this hypothesis is given as:  

Tosb =  .984 

Where, Tosb =  total effect  of RF on OSB. 

To test  whether the finding, Tosb could not  possibly be zero and that  the t rue 

value of Tosb (based on the mean)  lay within a given degree of confidence, 

Bayesian Est imat ion in Amos was applied. The mean for the relat ionship between 

RF and OSB was est imated and compared against  dist r ibut ion values within a 

95%  confidence interval. The following results were obtained:  

Mean of Tosb = .980 (note: this is very close to the α value of .984) 

95%  Confidence Upper Lim it  =  1.181 

95%  Confidence Lower Lim it  =  .958 

The most  important  inferences to draw from the results at  this stage are that  the 

confidence interval is posit ive and does not  contain zero. Therefore it  may be 

concluded that  the t rue value of Tosb falls within this interval, is different  from  

zero and the probabilit y that  this result  is obtained by chance is <  .05. This 

provides confirmat ion for Hypothesis V (a). As the Monte Carlo method is based 

on the assumpt ion of a normal dist r ibut ion on the variables in quest ion, the 

poster ior est imates were visually checked using Figure 4.27 which represents a 

dist r ibut ion curve of the unstanderdised est imates for the total effects. This 

dist r ibut ion appears to be normal.  
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Figure 4.27: Confidence interval for total effect of RF on OSB 

 

Hypothesis V (b) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their  online shopping 

percept ion. 

This hypothesis relates to the mediat ing effect  of percept ion on the relat ionship 

between regulatory focus and the consumers’ online shopping behaviour, 

independent  of other variables. The test  of this hypothesis was to determ ine 

whether there was indeed a significant  relat ionship between RF and OSB when 

only P acted as the intermediary.  

To test  this hypothesis, the Sobel Test  for mediat ion effects (Sobel, 1982;  

McKinnon et  al., 2002)  was applied. This test  tells you whether a mediator 

var iable significant ly carr ies the influence of an independent  var iable to a 

dependent  variable;  that  is, whether the indirect  effect  of the independent  

var iable on the dependent  variable through the mediator variable is significant . 

As the direct ion of the indirect  effect  was not  hypothesised, a two- tailed 
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probability value was est imated. The reported p-value is based on the Goodman 

robust  est imat ion ( in McKinnon et  al.,  2002)  -  which uses the following formula 

to est imate the p-value -  and is drawn from the unit  normal dist r ibut ion under 

the assumpt ion of a two- tailed z- test  of the null hypothesis that  the mediated 

effect  equals zero in the populat ion:  

Z-value =  a* b/ √ (b2* sa
2 +  a2* sb

2 -  sa
2* sb

2)  

 + / -  1.96 are the cr it ical values of the test  rat io which contain the cent ral 95%  of 

the unit  normal dist r ibut ion. This is also visualised in Figure 4.28. 

 

 

 Figure 4.28: Distribution of indirect effect: RF to OSB through P 
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Recalling that the indirect effect (IE) α is the product of the coefficients of  

RF ->  P and P ->  OSB, then from Table 4.15 the following is calculated:  

 

IE α = .638*.630 =  .401 

95%  Confidence Upper Lim it  =  .825 

95%  Confidence Lower Lim it  = .011 

P =  .051 ( rounding to .05)  

As the interval contains no zero and the value of p ≈ .05, it may be concluded 

that the true value of α for the indirect effect of regulatory focus on online 

shopping behaviour through consumers’ perception of online shopping lies within 

this lim it  and is different  from zero. Therefore, Hypothesis V (b) is confirmed. I t  

should be noted that  the confirmat ion obtained for this hypothesis is borderline 

and should therefore be applied with a caveat  in m ind, unt il such a t ime when 

future research can provide further evidence. 

Hypothesis V (c) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their  online shopping 

mot ivat ion.  

Sim ilar ly, the Sobel technique was used to test  Hypothesis V (c), which predicted 

that  the relat ionship between RF and OSB was indirect  and part ially mediated by 

online shopping mot ivat ion, and that  it  was significant  even when the 

intermediat ion of percept ion was not  considered. Figure 4.29 shows the 

dist r ibut ion of the indirect  effect  within a 95%  confidence interval as being 

normally dist r ibuted around the cent rum. The following results were obtained:  

IE α = 1.092*0.558 = .609 

95%  Confidence Upper Lim it  =  1.031 

95%  Confidence Lower Lim it  = .203 

P =  .004 
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Figure 4.29: Distribution of indirect effect: RF to OSB through M 

 

Based on the above results, there is 95% confidence that the true value of α for 

the indirect  effect  of regulatory focus on online shopping behaviour as mediated 

by online shopping mot ivat ion lies within the range of significance. The 

probability that  the obtained alpha is out  with the interval is less that  5%  and 

this is also backed up by the p-value of .004. Therefore, it  may be concluded that  

Hypothesis V (c) is upheld. These dist r ibut ion graphs were generated with the aid 

of ut ilit ies developed by Selig and Preacher (2008) .  
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4.3.4.3 Model Extensions 

The results presented above can also be extended to evaluate their effects 

specific to the different  dimensions of online shopping behaviour, again ut ilising 

the indirect  and total effects equat ions. This is made possible by the logic that  

hypothesis for indirect  and total effects on OSB dim ensions can be 

simultaneously est im ated in SEM. The advantage of this extension is that  it  

provides explicit and clear evidence of the proposed model’s suitability for each 

dimension of online shopping behaviour considered in the present  research. The 

simultaneous mediat ion in this research can be summarised by the following 

equat ion:  

Y1,2,3 = i + aXbP + cXdM + e 

Where Y1,2,3. =  individual OSB dimensions and X =  the independent  variable RF, i 

=  intercept  (explicit  est imat ion not  required for the test ing of present 

hypotheses) , a =  the coefficient  relat ing the independent  var iable and the first  

mediator var iable P, b =  the coefficient  relat ing the mediator variable P and the 

cr iter ion var iables Y1,... , c =  the coefficient  relat ing the independent  variable and 

the second mediator var iable M, d =  the coefficient  relat ing the mediator var iable 

M and the criter ion variable Y1,... ,  and e =  the residual or disturbance term . Let ,   

Y1 = ROM, 

Y2=SC, and 

Y3=RR 

However, the extensions applicable to the above dimensional hypotheses are 

inherent ly assumed but  not  specified or  evaluated in this research. This is 

because the extensions are without  the scope of the present  thesis, and should 

be considered for future research. 

4.3.5 R-Squared and Adjusted R-Squared for Outcome Variables 

 The R-squared (R2)  stat ist ic explains the percentage of variabilit y in a dependent  

var iable that  is at t r ibutable to modelled relat ionships. The SEM results show that  

the variability in percept ion is st rongly explained by the model. The explanatory 
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power of this sub-model is represented by R2 =  .95, meaning that  the model 

explains 95%  of the var iabilit y in online shopping percept ion, with the remaining 

5%  represented by the unique error term  which may include m easurement  error 

as well as random  error. Sim ilar ly, the results show that  the var iabilit y in 

mot ivat ion is st rongly explained by the model. The R2 for M is .96, im plying that  

96%  of online shopping mot ivat ion can be explained by its relat ionship with 

regulatory focus. Consistent  with the proposit ions in the hypothesis, the model’s 

explanatory st rength is clear ly evident  in how well it  explains the variability in 

the primary cr iter ion var iable ( that  is, OSB) . R2 for OSB is .98, meaning that  the 

overall model explains as much as 98% of the variability in consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour, based on the data collected. The confidence intervals for the 

cr iter ion R2 stat ist ic can be computed using the known informat ion. That  is, the 

sample size which is 306, the observed R2 which is .98, and the number of 

predictors for the criter ion var iable which is 3. The confidence interval is 

calculated using the following formula (Soper, 2013) :  

 

Where R2 is the squared mult iple correlat ion, α is the desired confidence interval 

percentage, SER
2 is the standard error for  R2, t is a t - value, k is the number of 

predictors in the model, and n is the total sample size.  

Based on the above the confidence interval for the R2 of OSB was calculated as 

follows:  

@ 99%  confidence interval:  0.97424 ≤ R2 ≤ 0.98576 

I t  may therefore be concluded that  the R2 for OSB is different  from zero ( reject  

null hypothesis)  and that  its t rue value in the sample has been accurately 

est imated as ly ing within the lower and upper lim its with as much as 99%  

confidence and only a 1%  chance of error. This finding is not  in support  of any 

specific hypothesis but  it  gives an indicat ion of the st rength of the overall 

predict ive power of the research model, especially for applicat ion to future 

research. 

But  while R2 accounts for outcome variability as a result  of the model based on 

the sample, the Adjusted R2   est imates the generalisabilit y of the results beyond 
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the sample unto the populat ion from which the sample was drawn. The Adjusted 

R2 is therefore the populat ion mult iple squared correlat ion, calculated from the 

sample’s multiple squared correlation, given an observed R2, the number of 

predictors in the model and the total sam ple size. The formula to calculate this is 

given (Soper, 2013)  as:  

 

Where R2 is the sam ple R-square, k is the number of predictors, and n is the 

total sample size. Based on the above, the Adjusted R2 for the OSB variable was 

est imated as:  R2 =  .979. 

This value falls within the previously calculated interval for R2 significance given a 

99%  confidence level, and can therefore be considered to represent  the 

generalisabilit y of the sample R2 to that  of the populat ion. 

4.3.6 An Alternative Model 

To provide further evidence of a model in which the effect  of the predictor  on the 

cr iter ion var iable is fully mediated by two intermediate variables  as 

hypothesised in this research, it  is useful to consider an alternat ive model in 

which, in addit ion to the theoret ically derived and specified model relat ionships, 

a direct  path is specified between the predictor RF and the outcome variable 

OSB, raising the alternat ive hypothesis that  RF direct ly affects OSB in spite of the 

presence or absence of the intermediar ies, percept ion and mot ivat ion. Such an 

alternat ive model represents a less parsim onious version of the research model, 

with the test  of significance aimed at  proving whether it  does not  result  in a 

significant ly bet ter overall model than the hypothesised research model, and 

whether the alternat ive path coefficient  proves to be independent ly significant . 

Although there may somet imes be condit ions of part ial mediat ion, an important  

check in establishing full mediat ion is that  theoret ically, the effect  of X on Y, 

cont rolling for  Z ( that  is mediator)  should be zero ( that  is, non-significant )  (cf.  

Kenny et  al. , 2003) .  

The default  posit ion of this research is that  the direct  path between RF and OSB 

should be zero. I n order words the default  research model may be taken as the 
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null hypothesis parsimonious model which postulates that  the t rue populat ion 

value for the direct  effect  of RF on OSB is zero ( that  is, OSB < -  RF =  0) . 

Consequent ly, the alternat ive hypothesis to this may be expressed as OSB < -  RF 

≠ 0.  

Given that  more restr ict ive models are harder to fit , the models above can be 

compared using a chi square test  of worst  f it ,  with the aim  of answering the 

quest ion:  does the more parsimonious model f it  the data any worse than the 

alternat ive, less rest r ict ive model? I n SEM, the two compet ing models can be 

simultaneously est im ated and compared. Figure 4.30 represents the alternat ive 

model showing the addit ional path, Alt_path. I n the alternat ive hypothesis 

Alt_path ≠ 0, while in the null (default) hypothesis, this path is restricted as 

Alt_path =  0.  

 

  

Figure 4.30: An alternative hypothesis model 
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I n Table 4.16 an init ial outstanding outcome about  the alternat ive model is that  

the p-values for the alphas of OSB < -  P, OSB < -  M, and OSB < -  RF ( that  is, the 

Alt_path)  are all >  .05, indicat ing that  these paths are all non-significant . 

Therefore, in addit ion to Alt_path proving not  to be a significant  hypothesis, its 

inclusion has also led to the weakening of other path hypotheses.  

 

   Unstandardised  

Estimate. 

S.E. C.R. P 

M < - - -  RF 1.092 .084 12.972 * * *  

P < - - -  RF .635 .072 8.814 * * *  

OSB < - - -  P .851 .451 1.890 .059 

OSB < - - -  M 1.228 .785 1.565 .118 

OSB < - - -  RF - .874 1.007 - .868 .385 

Table 4.16: Regression weights for alternative hypothesis model 

 

Furthermore, a global comparison of the two models is presented in Table 4.17. 

The inclusion of the Alt_path in the model has not  materially im proved the global 

fit  indices, suggest ing that  this path is redundant  ( in stat ist ical terms, =  0) . I n 

fact  the CMIN/ DF rat io is marginally bet ter in the default  research model. This 

outcome is further confirmed by the chi square stat ist ic and p-value in Table 

4.18. Assum ing that  the alternat ive model hypothesis is correct  then the test  

shows that  the research model (null hypothesis)  does not  fit  significant ly worse 

than the alternat ive model.  

Consequent ly, the m ore parsimonious research model is acceptable and, again 

assuming that  the alternat ive model is correct , we can accept  the null hypothesis 

that  the t rue populat ion value of Alt_path =  0.  
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CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Research Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path = 0 

72 695.412 489 .000 1.422 

Alternative Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path ≠ 0 

73 694.303 488 .000 1.423 

Saturated model 561 .000 0   
Independence model 33 5988.615 528 .000 11.342 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 

Research Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path = 0 

.048 .873 .855 .761 

Alternative Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path ≠ 0 

.048 .873 .855 .760 

Saturated model .000 1.000   
Independence model .601 .134 .080 .126 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 

CFI 

Research Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path = 0 

.884 .875 .962 .959 .962 

Alternative Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path ≠ 0 

.884 .875 .962 .959 .962 

Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 

90 

HI 

90 

PCLOSE 

Research Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path = 0 

.037 .031 .043 1.000 

Alternative Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path ≠ 0 

.037 .031 .043 1.000 

Independence model .184 .180 .188 .000 
  

 
Table 4.17: Model fit summary for research model and alternative model 

 

 

Assuming model Alternative Model Hypothesis: Alt_path ≠ 0 to be correct: 

Model DF CMIN P NFI 
Delta-1 

IFI 
Delta-2 

RFI 
rho-1 

TLI 
rho2 

Research Model Hypothesis: 
Alt_path = 0 

1 1.109 .292 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Table 4.18: Nested model comparisons 
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents, interpretes and explains the research results. The first  

part  of the chapter presented a descript ive summary and analysis of the results 

and discussed init ial considerat ions relat ing to the quality of the data obtained. 

I n the second part  of the presentat ion, the main research framework, including 

the model and associated hypotheses were discussed. The measurement  model 

was first  analysed as part  of the main presentat ion, and following its validat ion,  

the main st ructural equat ion model was analysed. The analysis showed that  the 

overall theoret ical model was a good representat ion of the empirical data, based 

on several f it  indices. With overall model established as acceptable and good, 

individual path relat ionships were examined in the form of hypothesis 

confirmat ion.  

The results confirmed the cent ral hypothesis that  regulatory focus has an indirect  

effect on online shopping behaviour through the intermediary of the consumers’ 

percept ion of, and mot ivat ion for, online shopping. I n addit ion, the analysis 

confirmed individual hypotheses as proposed in the research model. I n part icular 

the results empir ically confirm  the essent ial role that  percept ion and mot ivat ion 

play as intermediar ies in the influence of regulatory focus on online shopping 

behaviour, based on the three dimensions of behaviour exam ined. Without  the 

power of this interm ediat ion, the effect  of regulatory focus on online shopping 

behaviour was not  found to be significant  or to cont ribute to a bet ter and 

improved model. I n order words, only when P and M are present , does RF have a 

significant  effect .  

Following the analysis of hypothesised direct  effects, the indirect  mediated 

effects were also discussed, as these form the cent ral proposit ions of this 

research. The indirect  effects were found to be significant  in all the main 

proposed model equat ions, leading to the conclusion that  the effect  of regulatory 

focus on consumers’ online shopping behaviour is mediated jointly by perception 

and mot ivat ion. To further confirm  the mediat ion hypothesis, an alternat ive 

hypothesis with direct  effect  from regulatory focus to online shopping behaviour 

was est imated and proved not  to be significant ly bet ter than the research model. 

For this reason the m ore parsimonious research model was preferred. 
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I n the next  chapter, the results presented and analysed here will f irst  be 

discussed and interpreted. Thereafter, the research implicat ions and lim itat ions 

will be discussed, and conclusions to the research will be made. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

This research is one of a few to focus explicit ly and pr imar ily on test ing a 

relat ionship that  emphasises actual consumer behaviour in online shopping, as 

illum inated in the review of the literature in Chapter Two. Although there are 

several pieces of research that appear to express an aim to focus on consumers’ 

behaviour ( for example Cody-Allen and Kishore, 2006;  Shih and Fang, 2004) , the 

cr it ical evaluat ion of these as undertaken in this research reveals that  there is 

frequent  use of surrogate variables to represent  actual consumer behaviour in 

online shopping. I ntent ion to use, evaluat ion of exper ience, and post  usage 

sat isfact ion are some of the most  frequent ly used surrogate var iables.  

This research set  out  to invest igate a number of relat ionships associated with 

consumers and their  behaviour in online shopping. Specifically, the research 

highlighted a number of research gaps ident ified from a comprehensive review of 

the literature which showed that  aside from the lim itat ions in the t reatm ent  of 

the usage behaviour variable, there was a significant  gap in understanding 

relat ing to how the important  t rait  var iable of regulatory focus affects consumers 

behaviour in online shopping. The research invest igated the quest ion of whether 

the consumer’s regulatory focus affects their online shopping behaviour, 

examining the nature of any such effect  by drawing upon extant  literature in the 

areas of consumer psychology, market ing and I nternet  retailing.  

An empir ical study ut ilising an online quest ionnaire inst rument  was employed to 

survey a random populat ion of UK consumers based on householder 

configurat ions. Furthermore, the research at tempted to provide unique insights 

into the question raised in relation to the nature of consumers’ relationship with 

online shopping by using the st ructural equat ion modelling technique. Although 

this technique has become very popular in social and behavioural research due to 

its robustness and analyt ical st rength, its applicat ion in the est imat ion of 

behaviour specific to online shopping is rare. This research demonst rates the 
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technique’s validity, reliability and predictive capability in the context of online 

shopping behaviour. 

I n this chapter, the findings of the empir ical study are discussed. The discussion 

focuses on the results presented and analysed in Chapter Four, and evaluates 

these findings in the context  of the literature reviewed as well as the framework 

and hypotheses developed in Chapter Two. Following from this discussion, 

Chapter Five addresses the implicat ions of the findings on market ing research 

and pract ice and proposes a number of st rategies for m arketers in the form of 

recommendat ions. Finally, the chapter discusses the lim itat ions of the research, 

recommends areas for further research and concludes the thesis. I n effect , 

Chapter Five provides a synthesis of the research findings and crystallises the 

results in relat ion to the research problem and object ives, as ident if ied in 

Chapter One. 

To recap, the research problems were ident ified in Chapter One as ( i)  the lack of 

research explicit ly focusing on and accurately descr ibing the online shopping 

behaviour const ruct , ( ii)  the inadequate existence of empir ical evidence relat ing 

consumers’ regulatory focus and their online shopping behaviour, and (iii) the 

unevaluated potent ial intermediat ion role of percept ion and mot ivat ion in the 

overall relat ionship. The general research quest ions associated with these 

problems were:  

1.  Does regulatory focus affect consumers’ behaviour in online shopping, so 

that it explains and predicts this behaviour? 

2.  Is the effect of regulatory focus on online shopping behaviour direct, or is 

it significantly mediated by the behavioural antecedents of perception and 

motivation? 

3. What is the exact effect of consumer perception of risk and benefit on 

behaviour in online shopping? 

4. What is the exact effect of consumer motivation for hedonic or utilitarian 

outcomes on behaviour in online shopping? 

5. What are the implications of the nature and form of the joint relationships 

between regulatory focus, perception, motivation and online consumer 

behaviour on Internet based marketing and retail? 
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The research object ives were also specified as follows 

I . To review the literature on consumer behaviour in online shopping in order 

to clar ify the exist ing knowledge gaps. 

I I . To develop a framework and derive a st ructural model of consumer 

behaviour in online shopping based on the effects of regulatory focus, 

percept ion and mot ivat ion. 

I I I . To const ruct  quant itat ive measures for the purpose of measuring the 

relat ionships proposed and developed in object ive ii.  

I V. To test  the regulatory focus model of online consumer behaviour with 

st ructural equat ion m odelling techniques, using field research methods for 

empir ical ver if icat ion. 

V. To raise pract ical and theoret ical implicat ions for the results of the 

empir ical work in object ive I V. 

VI . To suggest  guidelines and recommendat ions for market ing pract ice in 

relat ion to online retail st rategy and implementat ion 

VI I . To suggest  areas for future research, as appropriate. 

The discussion that  follows is arranged in a st ructure that  answers each of the 

research quest ions and at  the same t ime covers the object ives of the research as 

achieved within that  theme.  

 

5.1. THE EFFECT OF REGULATORY FOCUS ON ONLINE SHOPPING 

BEHAVIOUR 

Research question:   

Q1. Does regulatory focus affect consumers’ behaviour in online shopping, so 

that it explains and predicts this behaviour? 

The cent ral quest ion asked in this research relates to whether regulatory focus 

affects consumers’ behaviour in online shopping. As a first  object ive, the 

literature was reviewed and extant  research ut ilised to exam ine this quest ion and 

provide init ial guidance. The review showed that  regulatory focus is a situat ional 

var iable as well as an enduring t rait  var iable. For the purpose of t his research, 
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regulatory focus was const rued as a t rait  variable, implying that  it  is generally, if  

not  consistent ly, invariant  as a result  of other factors such as experience, 

demographics or situat ions. On the basis of this conceptualisat ion and further 

review of the literature on regulatory focus in the domain of consumers and the 

I nternet , a model to represent  the role of regulatory focus in consumer 

behaviour was der ived. The derived model is consistent  with other sim ilar models 

of I nternet  usage as a shopping domain ( for example Cheung et al.’s 2003 MIAC 

model)  in the sense that  it  relies on abst ract ing relat ionships between a set  of 

unobservable psychological variables to represent consumers’ relationship with 

online shopping.  

However the model specified in this research specifically extends the current  

level of knowledge by depict ing a relat ionship between regulatory focus and 

consumer behaviour such that  the former affects the lat ter v ia a number of 

indirect  channels, namely percept ion and mot ivat ion.  A vigorous applicat ion of 

st ructural equat ion modelling along with a combinat ion of research techniques 

and analyt ical tools produced confirmatory evidence to support  the existence of 

this relat ionship. I n Chapter Four, it  was shown that  the model as specified 

explains (predicts)  as much as 90%  of the total var iability in online shopping 

behaviour.  

This is a st rong result  by any account , and indicates that  regulatory focus is a 

st rong predictor of consumer behaviour – part icular ly in online shopping-  when 

specified in this context. To illustrate, this model’s predictive strength can be 

compared to other models aimed at explaining consumers’ behaviour in online 

shopping, for example Park and Kim  (2003)  only found lim ited support  for their 

online shopping purchase behaviour model as it  accounted for only 46%  of 

var iabilit y in the cr iter ion var iable ( i.e. online shopping behaviour) ;  although this 

model did demonstrate that a consumer’s commitment to an online store is 

highly related to informat ion sat isfact ion and relat ional benefit .  Compare this to 

the present research model which explains as much as 98%  of online shopping 

behaviour. 

Significant ly, the findings in this research as documented in Chapter Four provide 

fresh evidence of the validity and robustness of the t rait - form  regulatory focus as 

an underly ing factor in the understanding of behaviour in general, and consumer 
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behaviour in part icular. This is consistent  with the findings which have been 

reported here in Chapter Two, for example by Crowe and Higgins (1997)  and 

Trudel et  al. (2011) , and confirms the hypotheses advanced in this research. 

Some of the weakness with previous research may be associated with how online 

shopping behaviour has been conceptualised. Previous research ( for example 

Moon and Kim , 2001;  Park and Kim , 2003)  has focused on intent ion as a 

surrogate for actual behaviour, or v iewed online shopping behaviour as 

composing of one behavioural dimension ( for example search, loyalty or repeat  

shopping) . I n this research, online shopping behaviour was const rued in terms of 

actual manifested outcomes, and as composing of three key behaviour 

dimensions, that  is, response to online market ing, shopping cart  abandonment  

and the use of r isk relievers. The use of these explanatory dimensions in a 

combined framework represents a unique approach to the problem, and 

addit ionally explains the st rong results that  have been obtained. 

But  the manner in which regulatory focus predicts online shopping behaviour is 

not  st raight forward. The relat ionship is rather complex and cont ingent  on the 

existence of mediat ion. Herein lies (one of)  the problems with previous research 

which has failed to find st ronger evidence or just if icat ion for considering 

regulatory focus as a valid and capable predictor of online shopping behaviour. 

By failing to specify and analyse the complex nature of the stated relat ionship, 

there has thus far been qualif ied success in finding adequate support ing 

evidence, which this research now provides. Specifically, this research finds 

evidence (as documented in Chapter Four)  to confirm  the model of regulatory 

focus derived on the basis of the argument  that  its relat ionship to online 

shopping is mediated by two important  behavioural antecedents:  mot ivat ion and 

percept ion. This is discussed in the next  sect ion.  

The discussion in this chapter is st ructured along the research quest ions that  

were raised following the theoret ical underpinnings provided in Chapter Two. I n 

addit ion, the research hypotheses are discussed within the context  of these 

research quest ions and the implicat ions of the research for both pract ice and 

theory are comprehensively discussed. This Chapter also provides details of how 

each research object ive has been achieved. 
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5.2 THE ROLES OF PERCEPTION AND MOTIVATION IN THE 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGULATORY FOCUS AND ONLINE SHOPPING 

Research questions:   

Q2. Is the effect of regulatory focus on online shopping behaviour direct, or is it 

significantly mediated by the behavioural antecedents of perception and 

motivation? 

Q3. What is the nature of the effect of consumer perception of risk and benefit 

on behaviour in online shopping? 

Q4. What is the nature of the effect of consumer motivation for hedonic or 

utilitarian outcomes on behaviour in online shopping? 

I t  has been argued in this research following the review of extant  literature, that  

a model of online shopping behaviour which indicates the predict ive effect  of 

regulatory focus is v iable, but  only st rongly so if there is explicit  specificat ion of 

j oint  intermediat ion by percept ion and m ot ivat ion. The reason for this is that  

percept ion and mot ivat ion were shown to be antecedent  to behaviour in general, 

as indicated by the literature. For example, recall that  perceived r isk and 

perceived benefits as conveyed in the valence framework (Lu et  al., 2007)  were 

shown to affect  how consumers consider an offer, in the decision making 

process, and in the actual behaviour that  is exhibited toward the offer – in this 

case, the act  of shopping online. However, it  was not  clear from the available 

literature how an important  t rait  factor, in the form of regulatory focus, underlay 

the percept ion factor, and therefore consequent  act ions of consumers. Sim ilar ly, 

motivation was shown to affect consumers’ consideration of shopping choice on 

the basis of whether they were biased toward hedonic or ut ilitar ian at t r ibutes 

(Lim  et  al., 2012) . Depending on whether their mot ivat ion was hedonic or 

ut ilitar ian therefore, consumers were expected to exhibit  behaviour consistent  

with this bias. But  although the effects of hedonic and ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion are 

clear ly documented in the literature ( for example, Wolfinberger and Gilly, 2001;  

Dhar and Wertenbroch, 2000)  this research found that  the links between 

mot ivat ion and online shopping on the one hand, and m ot ivat ion and its 

underly ing factors on the other, were not  clear ly defined and explained. 

Specifically, consider ing the level to which regulatory focus appeared to underlie 
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mot ivat ion, it  was surprising that  this link had not  already been clear ly 

established in research. This is where the key cont ribut ion in this research lies. 

This research provides empir ical evidence of the intermediat ion effects of 

percept ion and mot ivat ion in the relat ionship between regulatory focus and 

online shopping behaviour. I n the anterior relat ionships, the research results 

revealed a st rong link between regulatory focus and percept ion on the one hand 

(coefficient  =  .97;  p =  00)  and regulatory focus and mot ivat ion on the other 

(coefficient  =  .99;  p =  .00) , thereby confirm ing the following hypotheses:  

Hypothesis I – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ perception of online 

shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more percept ive of the 

benefits associated online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers are more 

percept ive of the r isks associated with online shopping. 

Hypothesis II – Regulatory focus affects consumers’ motivation for online 

shopping such that  promot ion focus consumers are more mot ivated by hedonic 

features of online shopping and prevent ion focus consumers are more mot ivated 

by ut ilitar ian features of online shopping. 

 I n the poster ior links, the results also revealed good relat ionships between 

percept ion and online shopping behaviour on the one hand (coefficient  =  .40;  p 

=  .05)  and mot ivat ion and online shopping behaviour on the other (coefficient  =  

.60;  p =  .00) , thereby confirm ing hypotheses on the nature of the relat ionships 

between percept ion, mot ivat ion and online shopping behaviour:  

Hypotheses III – Consumers’ perception of online shopping affects their online 

shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, shopping cart  

abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by whether they are 

more percept ive of online shopping benefits or online shopping r isks.  

Hypotheses IV – Consumers’ motivation for online shopping affects their online 

shopping behaviour, such that  their response to online market ing, shopping cart  

abandonment  and use of online r isk relievers, is affected by whether they are 

more mot ivated by hedonic features of online shopping or by ut ilitar ian features 

of online shopping.  
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The total effects for all links within the system of relat ionships modelled also 

showed that  while regulatory focus affects online shopping behaviour, it s effect  is 

significant ly mediated by percept ion and mot ivat ion (coefficient  Tosb =  .984) . 

Without  this mediat ion, the effect  of regulatory focus on online shopping 

behaviour was shown to be weak and insignificant  (p value =  .39) . Hence the 

regulatory focus model of online shopping behaviour is verif ied as:  

T = total effect = (RF -> Y... mediated by P) + (RF->Y... mediated by M). 

This outcome confirm s the following hypotheses:  

Hypothesis V (a) - Regulatory focus affects online shopping behaviour, but  its 

effect  is j oint ly mediated by online shopping percept ion and online shopping 

mot ivat ion.  

However the results of this research also show that  in addit ion to the joint  

mediat ion effect , each of prevent ion and mot ivat ion can part ially and 

independent ly predict  behaviour in online shopping. This is an important  f inding 

because it  confirms previous research on the subjects of the relat ionship 

between perception and consumers’ use of the Internet  in general (cf.  

Pookulangara et  al. , 2011) , and also between consumer mot ivat ion and their use 

of the I nternet  in general (Mafe and Blas, 2007) . The results obtained from this 

research therefore confirm  the following hypotheses:  

Hypothesis V (b) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their  online shopping 

percept ion. 

Hypothesis V (c) - Regulatory focus has an indirect effect on consumers’ online 

shopping behaviour which is part ially mediated by their  online shopping 

mot ivat ion.  

The abilit y of this research to obtain the results discussed above and to clear ly 

demonst rate the st rength of the proposed model has been made possible by the 

applicat ion of st ructural equat ion modelling. Without  the use of this methodology 

and its associated techniques, simultaneously est im at ing a mult i-dimensional 

mult i-mediated model such as specified in this research would prove very 
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complex, and complicated to interpret . This is because t radit ional approaches like 

mult iple regression and other mult ivar iate techniques do not  provide capacity for  

simultaneous est imat ion of model equat ions. For this reason, the analysis 

methodology may be considered as another im portant  cont ribut ion of this study. 

Although st ructural equat ion modelling is commonly used in consumer research 

as a whole, the actual number of studies ut ilising this methodology to analyse 

consumer behaviour on the I nternet  is surprisingly lim ited. This is perhaps one of 

the reasons why assessing the behaviour const ruct  in a composite and 

concatenated manner has been problemat ic for many researchers, leading to the 

use of surrogate and single dimension variables to explain actual usage 

behaviour. I n this research, thanks to the robustness of SEM, it  was possible to 

simultaneously use three behavioural dimensions to const ruct  and represent  the 

high level factor:  online shopping behaviour. 

I n the next  sect ion, this discussion focuses on the st rength of individual 

relat ionships (path coefficients)  and effect  sizes, before proceeding to exam ine 

the implicat ions of the findings in this research in general, and specifically the 

implicat ions and consequences associated with the three dimensions of online 

shopping behaviour, which are:  online market ing, the online shopping cart  and 

online r isk relievers. 

 

5.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH FOR ONLINE SHOPPING 

PRACTICE 

Research question: 

Q5: What are the implications of the nature and form of the joint relationships 

between regulatory focus, perception, motivation and online consumer behaviour 

on Internet based marketing and retail? 

The findings in this research have pract ical im plicat ions for marketers in the 

areas of online advert ising and market ing, online retail and general business- to-

consumer e business st rategy. Current ly, marketers and e- retailers are looking 

for answers to several quest ions relat ing to the manner in which consumers 

respond to, and engage with the I nternet  as a commercial and t ransact ion 
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medium (Hsieh and Chen, 2011) . This quest  goes beyond a mere understanding 

of consumers for the purpose of, and the desire to, increase sales;  it  has become 

focused on how e-businesses could gain compet it ive advantage by ensuring that  

consumers are only offered what  they want :  that  is online shopping at t r ibutes 

that  are suited and custom ised to individual consumer differences, such as 

differences in circumstances or situat ions, differences in demographics, and 

increasingly, differences in personality and psychographics. I n addit ion, by 

knowing what  each type of consumer wants, and offer ing them only that , e-

business marketers and retailers can m inim ise their costs. This is one of the 

advantages t radit ionally associated with segmentat ion. For example, rather than 

invest  huge amounts of money providing r isk relievers across the board, retailers 

may do bet ter by providing context  based r isk relievers coupled with an 

understanding of whether the consumer’s profile indicates a high need for risk 

relievers, and which type of r isk reliever is appropr iate for  that  consumer. For a 

promot ion focused consumer, the best  r isk reliever may well be one that  

addresses maximum enjoyment  of the product  or service, rather than one that  

addresses safety and avoidance of r isk. Sim ilar ly, for a prevent ion focus 

consumer, the best  risk reliever may not  necessarily be a third party seal but  

could relate to the ease of use and ease of decision making through the 

availabilit y of cent ral route cues. 

The overall f indings in this research relate to the effect  of regulatory focus on 

consumer behaviour in online shopping, as mediated by percept ion and 

motivation. What this means is that if marketers are aware of the consumers’ 

regulatory focus disposit ion, they can manipulate and influence their  behaviour 

by also designing market ing and retail proposit ions that  align with the 

percept ions and mot ivat ions associated with that  regulatory focus. Unlike 

previous research which only est imated the direct  effect  of regulatory focus on 

behaviour (cf. van Noort  et  al., 2008;  van Noort , 2009) , this research proposes 

that  in order to establish a st ronger basis for predict ing behaviour in online 

shopping, the influence of percept ion and mot ivat ion should also be accounted 

for. This also means considering associated factors liken at t itude change, 

elaborat ion likelihood, decision making preferences, cognit ion and affect .  Hence, 

using the model advanced in this research can provide a robust  framework for  

market ing and retail pract ice in online shopping. 
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Establishing regulatory focus in the online shopping context  may be challenging, 

but  this can possibly be done by collect ing pre- t ransact ion informat ion and by 

using histor ic behavioural data – for example frequency of purchase, length of 

t ime spent  shopping online, types of goods purchased, and single amounts of 

money spent . This t ype of informat ion could reveal a great  deal about  the 

consumer’s approach or avoidance disposition, two elements of behaviour which 

are directly related to the individual’s regulatory focus. Indeed, some retailers 

and advert isers like Amazon and Google already have dynamic and robust  

algor ithms for collect ing and analysing behavioural data. However theres is no 

evidence that  such data is current ly being ut ilised to suppress or propagate 

market ing and other web design content  according to any established insights 

about the consumer’s regulatory focus, online shopping perception, or motivation 

for online shopping. This research dem onst rates the case for online retailers and 

marketers to st rongly considering the incorporat ion of these behaviour-predict ing 

var iables into their consumer approach and communicat ion st rategies.  

But how can the knowledge of consumers’ regulatory focus, combined with their 

percept ion of r isk or  benefit ,  and hedonic or ut ilitar ian mot ivat ion for online 

shopping, specifically help marketers and retailers? I n this research, three 

outcomes of behaviour in online shopping were shown to be predictable from 

such knowledge. These are considered in turn. 

5.3.1 Response to Online Marketing 

The results of this research show that  response to online market ing is an 

important  dimension of the const ruct  online shopping consumer behaviour. This 

dimension accounted for a significant  port ion of the var iabilit y in the behaviour 

const ruct  as specified in the research model, with a coefficient  of .99.  What  this 

means is that  consumers’ response to online market ing and advert ising content , 

in general, can be st rongly predicted, if their regulatory focus type is known. This 

is because by knowing their regulatory focus disposit ion, the nature of their 

percept ion and mot ivat ion as associated with online shopping can also be 

established. Therefore, assuming the correctness of the research model 

advanced, online marketers can design specific models and create algor ithms 

which attempt to establish a consumers’ regulatory focus disposit ion, and 

consequent ly determ ine the level of advert isement  and market ing content  that  
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will be suitable for any part icular consum er. The findings in this research show 

that  prevent ion focus consumers are more mot ivated by finishing the shopping 

task and achieving the ut ilitar ian shopping object ive. For such consumers, some 

advert isement  and market ing content  may present  dist ract ions and will therefore 

be viewed as det ract ing and obt rusive ( the cent ral routers) . Retailers and 

advert isers will therefore need to consider to what  extent  they are willing to r isk 

exposing these consumers to market ing and advert ising content  in their  web 

offer ings, consider ing that  switching and decision making costs in online 

shopping are low, relat ive to alternat ive means of shopping and antagonised 

consumers may easily change retailer.  

Of course, marketers may find it  expedient  to overlook the insights that  this 

research model provides, and there may be two reasons for this:  the first  is that  

the marketer may prefer the r isk of mass market ing to a broad and 

psychologically unsegmented market , in the hope that  the returns will eventually 

outweigh the disadvantages of this approach, thus fulf illing the economic logic of 

scale;  the second is that  the marketer may be more persuaded by the arguments 

of the mere exposure hypothesis (cf. Baker, 1999)  and conclude that  even where 

there is init ial negat ive response to online market ing and advert ising content  due 

to regulatory focus disposit ion of the consumer,  there will be an eventual pay off 

ar ising from the effects of mere exposure to the content . Both these are 

potent ially dangerous st rategies and may lead to the generat ion of negat ive 

affect  from prevent ion focus consumers, because as has been explained in 

sect ion 2.11.2, consumers constant ly learn from their experience and adapt  their 

habits to suit  their regulatory fit ;  for this reason, marketers should consider 

carefully the st rength of the effect  of regulatory focus on online shopping 

behaviour as presented in this research before deciding the way forward for  their  

online target ing st rategy. I t  is im portant  to be clear that  this research does not  

argue for the complete abandonment  of market ing and advert ising to prevent ion 

focus consumers. Rather, the implicat ion discussed here relates to the nature, 

frequency and form of market ing and advert isement .  

Although not  explicit ly analysed in this research, another factor to consider is the 

type of market ing communicat ion that  may work for some consumers but  not  for  

others. For example, stat ic advert isements, as opposed to interact ive or pop-up 
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formats are considerably less int rusive. Prevent ion focus consumers should 

therefore be more amenable to this form  of advert ising. On the other hand, 

promot ion focus consumers should find interact ive formats of advert ising more 

fun, adventurous and therefore more interest ing. Hence, understanding the 

consumers’ regulatory focus can also help online marketers dynamically 

determ ine the most  suitable format  of market ing and adver t ising for the 

consumer.   I n this research, there was no at tempt  to explicit ly determ ine 

whether type of market ing ( for example emails, recommendat ions, interact ive 

banners, pop ups etc)  had different  effects on consumer based on their 

regulatory focus. However this is important  to consider because of its 

consequences on other aspects of online shopping behaviour such as shopping 

cart  abandonment  (discussed below) , and e business marketers should seek 

informat ion in this regard from other sources such as future research and 

experience. 

5.3.2 Shopping Cart Abandonment 

As consumers shop more online, a part icular behaviour that  has become 

increasingly frust rat ing to retailers is shopping cart  abandonment , which was 

described in this research as the non-complet ion of the shopping task or failure 

to check out  after a consumer has collected goods in their shopping basket  

(otherwise referred to as non-conversion, in retail par lance) . This behaviour 

creates both st rategic and pract ical issues for the retailer:  potent ial purchases 

are not  made and as a result  are likely lost  to the compet it ion;  and server 

resources are used up during the shopping event  without  making a purchase, 

thus result ing in net  loss to the retailer. Because of the importance of 

understanding this behaviour, shopping cart  abandonment  was specified as one 

of the dimensions of online shopping behaviour in the regulatory focus model of 

online shopping.  

The object ive was to confirm  first  whether this dimension significant ly explained 

var iabilit y in online shopping behaviour, and secondly to demonstrate therefore 

that  the behaviour of shopping cart  abandonment  can be predicted from the 

consumers’ regulatory focus, in combination with knowledge of their online 

shopping percept ion and mot ivat ion. The outcome of the empirical invest igat ion 

provided st rong support  for these links:  shopping cart  abandonment  cont ributed 
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significant ly in explaining the var iabilit y in online shopping behaviour (coefficient  

=  .97) . The direct ion of the coefficient  also provides important  informat ion. I t  

means that  shoppers with a promot ion focus are more likely to abandon cart  

than shoppers with a prevent ion focus.  

This outcome is consistent  with other findings relat ing to regulatory focus and 

can be explained as follows:  ( i)  promot ion focus consumers are less mot ivated by 

ut ilitar ian factors of online shopping like task complet ion dur ing the shopping 

event . As a result , the complet ion of the shopping event  by checking out  is of 

less prior ity, and because of the relat ively low cost  associated with abandoning 

the shopping cart , this is easily done. On the other hand, prevent ion focus 

consumers are concerned with m inim ising loss ( for example the loss of t ime and 

effort  spent  on the shopping event )  as a result  of which they prior it ise task 

complet ion dur ing the shopping event  (cent ral rout ing) . Consequent ly, 

prevent ion focus consumers are more likely to complete their shopping once 

commenced or once they have added items into the shopping cart . Sim ilar ly, 

because prevent ion focus perceive a higher r isk than benefit  in online shopping, 

their use of online shopping will tend to be disciplined, cont rolled, and as a result  

aimed at  complet ion, whereas because promot ion focus perceive more fun and 

adventure than r isk in the medium, their  use of online shopping will be more 

sporadic and impulsive, result ing in high frequency of non complet ion.  

Knowledge of this behavioural difference can help retailers design conversion 

mechanisms that  target  consumers according to their regulatory focus. I n 

general, prevent ion focus consumers will need less persuasion but  more 

reassurance to complete their shopping, whereas promot ion focus consumers 

may need to be ent iced or nudged toward shopping task complet ion by the use 

of rewards and the avoidance of any potent ial dist racters. For example, the use 

of r isk relievers at  check out  may provide addit ional assurance to prevent ion 

focus consumers and aid their decision to complete the shopping, but  may prove 

dist ract ive to promot ion focus consumers and lead to shopping cart  

abandonment  if the wrong type of r isk reliever is ut ilised. Sim ilar ly, including 

market ing content  and promot ion at  check out  may part icular ly create dist ract ion 

for promot ion focus consumers, unless this content  explicit ly rewards the 

shopping task complet ion.  
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The relat ionship between regulatory focus and shopping complet ion (or shopping 

cart  abandonment)  has other implicat ions for online market ing and the design of 

r isk relievers. For example, retailers will need to carefully consider the use of 

promot ions and advert ising at  checkout  points, which may be viewed as cr it ical 

decision points. For prevent ion focus consumers keen on the task complet ion, 

such advert ising is likely to be ignored as it  may prove dist ract ing and even 

annoying;  for promot ion consumers focused on adventure and discovery, the 

wrong kind of m arket ing or advert ising m ay elicit  a posit ive response but  will 

also dist ract  from complet ing the task at  hand and consequent ly lead to shopping 

cart  abandonment . Of course these behaviours may be m it igated by the use of 

smart  shopping technology, for example technology that  allows consumers to 

save their shopping carts and return to them later, but  this approach is st ill r isky 

and without  guarantee, and should therefore be considered carefully by retailers. 

For instance, there is no guarantee that  a saved shopping cart  will subsequent ly 

be checked out once the shopping “flow” is broken. 

5.3.3 Use of Risk Relievers 

Risk relievers are decision aids that  help reduce the effect  of perceived r isk in 

consumers. I n online shopping, r isk relievers have become part icular ly important  

because of the high level of r isk associated with shopping and retail act iv ity in 

this medium. Recalling the relat ionship found between perceived r isk in online 

shopping and regulatory focus as reported in Chapter Two (van Noort  et  al.,  

2008) , the implicat ions of the findings in this research as related to the use of 

risk relievers by consumers can be evaluated in perspective. Consumers’ 

behaviour relat ing to the use of r isk relievers was found to significant ly  

cont ribute to the var iabilit y in the online shopping behaviour const ruct  

(coefficient  =  .98) , thus indicat ing that  regulatory focus, combined with the 

mediat ing effects of online shopping percept ion and mot ivat ion, is a significant  

predictor of how shoppers ut ilised online shopping r isk relievers. Specifically, the 

research shows that  prevent ion focus consumers are likely to rely more on r isk 

relievers as decision making heur ist ics than promot ion focus consumers. This 

conclusion is consistent  with other studies which show that  prevent ion focus 

consumers perceive a higher level of r isk in online shopping than promot ion 

focus consumers (van Noort  et  al., 2008;  van Noort , 2009;  Trudel et  al., 2011)  
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and therefore have a higher need for r isk relief. To the online retailer , this means 

that  the provision of r isk relievers should be aimed mainly at  this consumer 

profile or  segment . For example, r isk relievers such as guarantees and 

favourable post -purchase policies can be part icular ly helpful in encouraging this 

type of consumer to make a purchase;  sim ilar ly, the use of passwords and other 

security measures requiring the shopper’s mandatory input may be effective risk 

relievers for these consumers. However, r isk relieving st rategies requir ing 

mandatory input  from consumers may also be counterproduct ive:  for example, 

this would be the case if requir ing input  of sensit ive or pr ivate informat ion 

creates addit ional percept ion of r isk rather than ameliorates it . And while short  

term  risk relievers such as security seals may be sufficient  with promot ion focus 

consumers, the outcomes in this research suggest  that  because of their higher 

need for reassurance, prevent ion focus consumers will respond bet ter to r isk 

relieving st rategies that  aim  to build long term t rust  and confidence in the online 

retailer. Retailers m ay use heurist ics such as st rong brand reinforcement , 

fam iliar it y and established history to reinforce r isk relief for this type of 

consumer. Another means for providing r isk relief may be in the form of 

designing Web shops that  enable task complet ion, m inim ise clut ter and show 

only carefully considered and relevant  m arket ing content  – that  context  and 

content  sensit ive market ing communicat ions. 

 

5.4  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ONLINE RETAIL AND MARKETING 

PRACTICE 

The implicat ions discussed above are of significant  import  to online marketers 

and retailers because they demonst rate how the findings in this research have 

potent ial consequences for online retail pract ice and consumer behaviour. The 

conclusions drawn from the research, and upon which the im plicat ions are based, 

are a small but  significant  cont ribut ion of this research to the exist ing body of 

knowledge about  consumers engagement  with online shopping. Cont inuing in 

this spir it  of a small but  nevertheless significant  cont ribut ion, this research 

makes the following recommendat ions to support  online shopping retail pract ice.  
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5.4.1 Online Marketing Communications 

This research has shown how consumers differ in their usage of online shopping 

based on their regulatory focus and its consequent effects on the consumers’ 

online shopping percept ion and mot ivat ion. As a result  of these influences, 

consumers were shown to respond different ly to exposure to online shopping 

market ing. While promot ion focus consumers are generally more likely to 

respond to, and interact  with,   online market ing content , prevent ion focus 

consumers are less likely to respond, or to respond posit ively to such content . As 

such, it  is recommended that  the inclusion of online market ing content  should be 

carefully considered, and where possible custom ised on the basis of knowledge of 

the consumer’s regulatory focus. Exposure to marketing content should be kept 

at  a m inimum for consumers known to exhibit  prevent ion focus behaviours. For 

example, if in the past  a consumer has been known to avoid recommendat ions, 

or to have set  their preferences to avoidance of market ing and advert ising 

content , retailers may ut ilise this knowledge to ensure that  what the consumer is 

exposed to during online shopping is appropriately devoid of such content . And 

where it  is deemed necessary to expose this k ind of consumer to market ing 

content , care should be taken to ensure that  such content  is non- int rusive and 

does not  thwart  the consumer’s task-or iented shopping object ive. 

On the other hand, marketers can also aim  to target  promot ion focus consumers 

with sufficient  market ing content  and advert ising var iety. Part icular ly, content  

that  encourages this type of consumer to be involved and be interact ive in co-

creat ion dur ing the shopping event  may be appropriate. For this type of 

consumer, var iety is king, and should be an integral part  of the online shopping 

retail offer. Marketers can therefore take advantage of the need for var iety and 

interact iv ity by designing systems that  present  opportunit ies for consumer 

involvement  in these areas, and at  the same t ime sat isfy the market ing 

object ive.  

For the above reasons, understanding the consumers’ regulatory focus is 

important  to retailers and marketers, as this enables them to also understand 

the percept ions of r isk and benefits, the hedonic or ut ilitar ian mot ives, and 

therefore the usage behaviour in relat ion to how they respond to online 

market ing.  
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5.4.2 Shopping Cart Design 

This research has shown that  regulatory focus and its consequences upon 

perception and motivation have an influence on consumers’ behaviour related to 

online shopping carts. Because consumers with a prevent ion focus perceive 

online shopping as more r isk than benefit  imbued, and are concerned with 

m inim ising exposure to r isk, their behaviour during online shopping is geared 

toward complet ing the shopping task with as lit t le fuss and unnecessary 

dist ract ion as possible. Sim ilar ly, for this consumer, effort  and t ime spent  in 

online shopping should be rewarded, in this sense with the successful complet ion 

of the online shopping act iv ity. As a result , prevent ion focus consumers are less 

likely to abandon their shopping cart  once they spend t ime sourcing and 

collect ing goods, whereas promot ion focus consumers are more likely to abandon 

shopping cart  even after ut ilising t ime and effort  f illing it  with goods. For this 

reason, retailers may wish to pay at tent ion to the design of the shopping cart .  

Shopping carts that  facilitate a checkout  system devoid of too many dist ract ions 

(such as advert isements, suggest ions, recommendat ions and reviews at  the 

checkout  stages)  will be part icular ly suitable for promot ion focus consumers, as 

this will m inim ise the likelihood of their abandoning shop to pursue another 

interest  or dist ract ion. Sim ilar ly, for prevent ion focus consumers -  although the 

effect  will be different  -  care should be taken in including these at t r ibutes at  the 

checkout  stages, ensuring for example that  they do not  const itute obst ruct ions to 

the ult imate checkout  goal of the consumer, as this may in turn lead to 

disaffection and negative affect for the retailer’s web offering. Hence, display 

advert ising may be appropriate in this case, but  an advert  that  requires any form  

of interact ion will not . Retailers and marketers should therefore carefully consider 

how to engage consumers at  the web checkout , manoeuvring and adapt ing their 

content  in real t ime. 

5.4.3 Provision of Risk Relievers 

I t  is common for online retailers to invest  significant  amounts of their budget  

toward providing r isk relievers and creat ing a safe-environment  percept ion for 

their web store. Typically, this is achieved through methods like third party 

endorsement seals, display of prom inent  terms and condit ions which take up 
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valuable online estate, and the provision of expensive –and somet imes 

unsustainable – after sales policies. But  as this research shows, not  all 

consumers have a high need for r isk relievers. While prevent ion focus consumers 

perceive a high r isk in online shopping and therefore will be m ore persuaded by 

st rategies to reduce r isk percept ion, promot ion consumers may not  be so 

affected. I n fact , from the evidence in this research, st rategies to reduce r isk 

percept ion may present  a nuisance to some consumers who are promot ion 

focused;  this is because such consumers may find some st rategies like 

regist rat ion requirements and use of special codes ( for example CAPTCHAs)  

before t ransact ion complet ion to be inhibit ive of their fun directed object ives. 

This may const itute a source of disaffect ion and negat ive affect , result ing in 

abandonment  of the shopping event  and future pat ronage avoidance. 

5.4.4 Other Considerations for Internet Retail and Marketing 

Although this research focused specifically on three behaviours in online 

shopping, the findings in here can also be related to other aspects of online 

shopping consumer behaviour, with consequences for retail and market ing 

pract ices in the domain. For example, with the knowledge that  this research has 

provided about  the effect  of regulatory focus on consumer percept ion of r isk and 

benefit  in online shopping, retailers can plan their web offer ing, emphasising fun, 

entertainment  and adventure for promot ion focused consumers, and emplacing 

security, safety and reliability for prevent ion focused consumers. Retailers can 

also aim  specific st rategies at  the r ight  segment  of consumers:  for example, 

because prevent ion focus consumers are r isk-averse, st rategies to win and retain 

their t rust  from the outset  will be more important  than st rategies to increase 

their loyalty and pat ronage. This t ype of consumer, although unlikely to buy 

frequent ly or spend large volumes of money, is nevertheless more likely to 

remain loyal and reliant  as a source of steady business. On the other hand, 

although the promot ion focus consumers may, as an example, buy more, 

respond more posit ively to cross-selling and generally be more responsive to 

retailers at tempts to increase sells, their propensity to explore and discover also 

means that  they will,  in the long run, be less loyal and therefore less lucrat ive, 

cost ing retailers more in replacing them. Retailers should therefore consider 
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which consumers they target  for long term st rategic loyalty and which they 

target  for short  term  tact ical gains. 

The above recommendat ions are not  exhaust ive, but  provide a basis for some 

init ial applicat ion of the knowledge garnered from this research. Other 

explanations may be available to explain consumers’ behaviour on the Internet, 

and these would no doubt  result  in other approaches that  may be more 

appropriate.  

 

5.5 ALTERNATIVE AND EQUIVALENT MODELS 

I t  is important  to acknowledge in this research that  other possible explanat ions 

are possible and plausible in explaining the relat ionships hypothesised by the 

chosen research model. This is a part icular ly important  acknowledgement  in 

st ructural equat ion m odels where a number of equivalent  but  different ly specified 

models may have provided sim ilar stat ist ical results, and therefore explanat ions 

(as explained in the example in sect ion 4.3.6) . However, although this is 

possible, the SEM researcher relies on a pr ior i development  of theory, and 

subsequent ly the use of a theory r ich model to undertake the analysis and arr ive 

at  the conclusions. I n this research, an alternat ive model was tested and 

compared to the research model, with the results showing that  the research 

model as specified was bet ter. With regards to equivalent  models, their existence 

cannot  be ruled out , however there is no known way of exhaust ing all model 

possibilit ies, and a more important  considerat ion in this research was to ensure 

that  the model advanced and tested was theoret ically just if ied and empir ically 

validated. I n future, other models m ay emerge that  will provide the same level of 

predict ive validity and power, but  unt il this is achieved, the present  model 

const itutes an advancement  of the subject . 

5.6 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THIS RESEARCH 

This research has made important  cont r ibut ions to the emerging but  increasingly  

popular subject  of consumer behaviour on the I nternet , in three key areas:  

conceptual, methodological and empir ical.  
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Conceptually, the research developed a new model of consumer behaviour in 

online shopping, relying on the under ly ing effect  of regulatory focus on a 

consumer’s percept ion on online shopping as well as mot ivat ion for shopping 

online. Unlike previous models, this research’s model specified that perception 

and mot ivat ion were not  the primary predictor var iables but  were rather 

intermediate var iables within which regulatory focus was the prim ary predictor, 

and online usage behaviour was the term inal cr iter ion var iable. As a result  of this 

specificat ion, it  was possible to obtain st rong empir ical evidence of the effect  of 

regulatory focus on online shopping usage behaviour. This comprehensive and 

yet  parsimonious model is simple to understand and pract ical to apply, and will 

prove useful to both academic understanding of the subject  and market ing 

pract ice. Another conceptual cont r ibut ion was in the form of the const itut ion of 

online usage behaviour with a combinat ion of three behavioural var iables. This is 

in cont rast  to previous research which ut ilised surrogate var iables or ut ilised 

single behavioural dimensions to describe online usage behaviour. 

Methodologically, this research’s contribution relates to the use of structural 

equat ion modelling to simultaneously est imate the relat ionships between 

regulatory focus, online shopping percept ion, online shopping mot ivat ion and 

online shopping behaviour. The advantage of this methodological approach over 

previous approaches that  used mult iple regressions is that  the t rue st rength and 

power of the joint ,  isolated, direct , indirect  and total relat ionships were 

est imated and demonst rated in one comprehensive framework. 

Empir ically, this research obtained r ich pr imary data to support  the conceptual 

framework that  was derived from extant  literature. From this data, it  was 

possible to ut ilise a robust  st ructural equat ion model approach to test  the fit  of 

the research model to the data, thereby confirm ing the goodness of individual 

relat ionships as well as the overall model and framework. This confirmatory 

approach culm inated in the drawing of research conclusions and 

recommendat ions for online retail and m arket ing pract ice. To the best  of the 

researcher’s knowledge, no other research has provided quite the same kind of 

contribution, not advanced the field’s knowledge in this exact same manner. 
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5.7 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The cont ribut ions from this research can be improved upon with future research. 

I n the first  instance, it  is important  to point  out  that  there is no consensus on the 

conceptualisat ion of the regulatory focus const ruct . Whereas a number of 

researchers prefer to conceptualise it  as a disposit ional t rait  (cf. Higgins et  al. ,  

1997) , many others are more persuaded by its conceptualisat ion as a temporal 

state or situat ional induced var iable (cf. Forster et  al., 1998) . On the basis of the 

assumpt ions in this research, regulatory focus was conceptualised as a 

disposit ional t rait  var iable, and this may const itute a lim itat ion on the applicat ion 

of a model based on it . I t  would be interest ing to evaluate how situat ional 

inducement of regulatory focus could potentially affect consumers’ behaviour in 

online shopping, because if this were possible, then marketers may be able to 

manipulate the behavioural outcomes by cont rolling the situat ional regulatory 

focus variable. 

The second lim itat ion in this research relates to the model tested and empir ically 

verif ied. Although it  was shown from  the literature review that  a full model of 

online consumer behaviour consists of four dimensional const ructs including pre-

adopt ion percept ion, adopt ion mot ivat ion, actual usage and post  usage 

evaluat ion, the eventual model tested and analysed in this research did not  

include the post  usage evaluat ion const ruct . The reason for this was because the 

researcher sought  to m inim ise the complexity of the model and elected to focus 

on the key aspect  of online shopping that  was interest ing to the present 

research, which is actual usage behaviour. However, in doing so, the research 

has placed a lim itat ion on achieving a full understanding of the reality of online 

shopping and its four dimensions. Had the fourth const ruct  being included, it  is 

conceivable that  the results obtained would have been significant ly different . For 

this reason, use of the model advanced in this research should be made bearing 

this lim itat ion in m ind. 

The third lim itat ion in this research is related to the methodology ut ilised. 

Although the regulatory focus inst rument  and scale adapted in this study have 

been previously tested and validated, there is always concern relat ing to the use 

of quest ionnaire scales and surveys in consumer behaviour, the most  frequent 

issues ar ising from common method bias and reliabilit y. Sim ilar ly, survey as a 
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research design has numerous problems, not  least  the appropriateness and 

representat iveness of the sample chosen. For example, in this research, it  was 

not  possible to ent irely achieve st r ict  random samples in the final results – it  is 

likely that  although households were selected following a m eans of scient ific 

random sampling, the final response was not  necessarily random given that  the 

researcher had no control on potential respondents’ access to Internet facilit ies, 

and on who eventually responded to the online survey – did a valid and 

legit im ate respondent complete the survey, and was it  a single or joint  effort? 

While some effort  was made to address these issues in both the design and post  

data stages, there remains the possibility that  some bias may have been 

overlooked, thereby comprom ising the results.  

However the only known way to completely m inim ise bias issues in behavioural 

research is to undertake cont rolled experiments or observat ions of behaviour;  

but  given the budget , t ime and scope lim itat ions placed on this research, it  was 

not  possible to further test  the hypotheses using appropr iate experimental or  

observat ional techniques. I n addit ion, this research could have benefited from in 

depth interviews of a qualitat ive nature to further establish shopping percept ions 

and mot ivat ion associated with online shopping, but  this was also not  possible 

because of the aforement ioned const raints. 

The fourth lim itat ion in this research relates to the choice of dimensions ut ilised 

to assess the online behaviour const ruct . Although the three dimensions used are 

important  and make significant  cont r ibut ion to the variabilit y in the const ruct ,  

there are other dimensions which may also have provided this explanat ion. For 

example, the dimension of search behaviour in online shopping has been shown 

previously to be a m ajor component  of the online shopping behaviour const ruct  

(Peterson and Merino, 2003) . Sim ilar ly, more specific indicators of behaviour 

such as frequency of online shopping and type of product  purchased could have 

been used to assess the online shopping behaviour const ruct . Consequent ly, this 

research does not  provide an exhaust ive understanding of the usage behaviour 

const ruct , but  provides an indicat ive evaluat ion of the effect  of regulatory focus 

based on the three dimensions ut ilised. 

Finally, this research does not  provide an evaluat ion of the potent ial effect  of 

different  products on online shopping behaviour, nor does it  fully assess the 
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potent ial moderat ing effects arising from  experience and demographic factors. 

Previous research has shown that  the type and pr ice of product  or service being 

purchased is important (Rowley, 2001) and affects consumers’ risk evaluation 

and possibly their r isk percept ion (van Noort , 2009) . Sim ilar ly research point ing 

to the potent ial impact  of experience and demographic factors were highlighted 

in the literature review.  Consequent ly, it  is conceivable that  the effect  of 

regulatory focus on behaviour in online shopping is also moderated by the type 

of product or service in question, the consumer’s experience of online shopping, 

and the consumer’s demographics. In addition, a demographic such as 

relat ionship or fam ily status may also have an effect , for example in the form of 

joint  decision making. Where the decision makers are different  in their regulatory 

focus, the effect  of this t rait  on behaviour may not  be so st raight forward and 

requires invest igat ion. A bet ter understanding of these factors will be informat ive 

and beneficial to online retailers, as it  will further explain differences in consumer 

behaviour online. 

 

5.8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The lim itat ions discussed above provide direct ion for future research. Specifically, 

in future, research into consumer behaviour in the online shopping domain will 

benefit  from the following recommendat ions:  

1.  The use of more personality and t rait  based var iables suchs as propensity 

to t rust  in evaluat ing consumer behaviour in online shopping, to provide a 

more comprehensive understanding of the underly ing pr im ary factors 

associated with such behaviour. 

2.  A broader conceptualisat ion of the regulatory focus or ientat ion variable to 

include situat ional induced and temporal dimensions of the concept , in 

order to capture var iability that  may be at t r ibutable to potent ial conceptual 

differences or lim itat ions. 

3.  Future research should consider building on the model developed in this 

research, and should specifically include and address the dimension of 

post -purchase behaviour. Although this dimension was not  considered in 

this research due to scope lim itat ion, it  will be interest ing and relevant  for 
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marketers and retailers to understand consumers’ behaviour in relation to 

the post -purchase post -usage stage of online shopping. This is important  

because previous research shows that  this behaviour can have 

consequences for repeat  pat ronage, recommendat ion to others, review of 

retailer and general consumer goodwill toward the retailer , brand or 

website. 

4.  Other methodologies should be considered in future research, for example 

to provide a more in depth understanding of the issues associated with 

percept ion and mot ivat ion for  online shopping. While the present  research 

has provided a good descript ion of the model represent ing the 

comprehensive underlying factors affect ing online shopping behaviour, it  is 

limited by how much it has been able to answer the “why” questions. That 

is, the present  research has shown how, but  not  provided enough 

explanat ion of why, regulatory focus, online shopping percept ion and 

online shopping mot ivat ion combine to affect  the cr iter ion var iable of 

actual usage behaviour. A qualitat ive approach may address this 

lim itat ion. Sim ilar ly, a methodology based on an experimental test ing of 

the hypotheses may provide st ronger and more reliable evidence to 

academics and pract it ioners about  the robustness of the model and its 

wider applicat ions. Therefore, in future research, the model proffered in 

this research should also be verified through the use of experimental 

designs and methodologies. 

5.  Future research should consider the use of a wider array of variables to 

represent  usage behaviour. I n this research only three dimensions were 

considered, but  as previous research has shown, there are several other 

aspects of behaviour that  may be ut ilised to represent  online shopping 

behaviour, and the results and outcomes may vary depending on which 

dimensions are used, how they are com bined, and what  indicators are 

used to measure them. A future research effort  addressing a 

comprehensive ident if icat ion and documentat ion of what  factors fully 

represent  actual usage behaviour in online shopping would be highly 

valuable. 

6.  Finally, in future research, considerat ion should be given to the potent ial 

moderat ing role of other important  factors like type and value of product  

in question, consumers’ t rust  in, and experience of, online shopping, as 
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well as their demographic differences. These variables will no doubt  affect  

the outcome of any research addressing consumer behaviour in online 

shopping, and may therefore provide a bet ter understanding of this area 

of academic research and market ing pract ice. 

 

5.9 REVISITING THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

This research set  out  to describe and explain the relat ionship between regulatory 

focus and online shopping behaviour, specifically showing how this relat ionship is 

not  direct  but  rather mediated by percept ion and mot ivat ion. An aim  of the 

research was to demonst rate that  the effect  of regulatory focus on online 

shopping behaviour was actually st ronger than had been previously documented, 

but  that  this was only made clear when the mediat ing impact  of online shopping 

percept ion and mot ivat ion was taken into account , and when the online shopping 

behaviour was conceptualised as actual usage behaviour rather than as 

represented by surrogate variables such as intent ion or post  usage expression of 

sat isfact ion. Finally, the research aimed to provide a comprehensive model of the 

relat ionship between regulatory focus and online shopping percept ion, mot ivat ion 

and usage behaviour, to empir ically test  this model by collect ing survey data 

from UK consumers, and to discuss im plicat ions and recommendat ions based on 

an analysis of the fitness of the model to the data collected. 

Specific object ives were advanced in order to meet the above aims, and these 

object ives have all been met  in the course of this research. Object ive One was 

met  by carrying out  a comprehensive review of the literature on consumer 

behaviour in the domain of I nternet  and online shopping, as a result  of which 

gaps were ident if ied in terms of the level of depth of current  understanding. 

Object ive Two was met  by developing an underly ing framework and deriv ing a 

st ructural research m odel of consumer behaviour in online shopping, based on 

the antecedent  effects of regulatory focus, and the intermediat ing effects of 

percept ion and mot ivat ion. Object ive Three was achieved by developing a 

measurement  inst rument  for the purpose of empir ically validat ing the research 

model proposed and its associated hypotheses. Object ive Four was achieved by 

undertaking a field study in the form of a UK wide survey of individuals with a 

household sample frame, thereby generat ing quant itat ive data to support  the 
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research model and hypotheses advanced. Object ive Five was achieved by 

analysing the data collected through the st ructural equat ion modelling technique, 

and then based on the results obtained, raising pract ical and theoret ical 

conclusions and implicat ions for the advancement  of the subject . Object ive Six  

was achieved through the making of specific recommendat ions toward improved 

pract ice in online retail and market ing, and the suggest ion of best  pract ice 

guidelines through specific understanding and applicat ion of the model advanced 

in this research. Finally, Object ive Seven was achieved by advancing specific 

recommendat ions toward future research in the area of consumer behaviour in 

the I nternet  domain, following an analysis of the lim itat ions found in this 

research. Table 4.19 summarises the object ives achieved in this research. 

 

4.19 Summary of Objectives Achieved 

 

5.10 CONCLUSION 

Understanding how consumers interact  with the I nternet  for the purpose of 

shopping and buying online is an onerous task, but  one that  has recent ly become 

an im portant  focus subject  for market ing. The dictates of technology have 

broadened the focus of consumer behaviour ists from t radit ional and more 

fam iliar terrains to the fast -growing and far reaching domain of behaviour on the 
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internet. Whether it be browsing, shopping, or merely researching, consumers’ 

interact ion with the I nternet  has become of paramount  important  to the success 

of the modern organisat ion. I nit ially, researchers focused on understanding 

issues associated with consumers’ adoption and acceptance of the Internet for 

commercial related purposes. However, lit t le at tent ion was paid to the actual 

usage behaviour once adopt ion had occurred. Specifically in the area of 

consumer shopping online, lit t le was understood about  how consumers behaved.  

A number of studies have begun to address this imbalance, focusing on 

explaining the behaviour, as well as evaluat ing the background to the behaviour,  

that  is, the antecedents. However, an init ial review of the subject  showed that  

although several studies had sought  to explain online shopping behaviour and it s 

antecedents, these studies were either not  comprehensive in their provision of 

models and frameworks toward this understanding, or did not  ut ilise appropr iate 

conceptualisat ions and methodologies, rely ing instead on methods that  are 

t radit ional to consum er behaviour – for example, antecedents of online shopping 

behaviour have been frequent ly discussed without  recourse to the var iables 

underly ing those antecedents, such as personalit ies and t raits;  sim ilar ly, 

behaviour has been explained by the use of surrogate variables such as 

intent ion. While there is nothing wrong with the use of established methods in 

t radit ional market ing and consumer behaviour research in examining consumers 

on the I nternet , failure to adequately address the uniqueness of this domain 

through properly framed theoret ical prem ises and custom ised methodologies has 

left  a number of gaps in the exist ing knowledge. 

The aim  of this research was therefore to provide a comprehensive model that  

explained the consumer’s behaviour in the domain of online shopping, including 

antecedents to this behaviour, as well as the variables underly ing these 

antecedents. Based on the review of past  cont ribut ions to the subject , the 

research proposed that  online shopping usage behaviour was determ ined by 

consumers’ regulatory focus disposition. However, building upon previous 

conclusions, this research also proposed that  the effect  of regulatory focus was 

not  direct  on behaviour, but  that  instead, usage behaviour in online shopping 

was preceded by consumers’ percept ion of online shopping as well as their  

mot ivat ion for online shopping. These two variables were therefore 
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conceptualised as mediat ing the relat ionship between regulatory focus and online 

shopping behaviour. Furthermore, this research adopted a different  

conceptualisat ion of the online shopping usage behaviour const ruct , in which this 

const ruct  was const rued as containing three dimensional at t r ibutes:  response to 

online market ing, shopping cart  abandonm ent , and use of r isk relievers. Finally, 

this research synthesised these various aspects discussed above into one 

comprehensive model of the indirect  effects of regulatory focus on online 

shopping usage behaviour as mediated by percept ion and mot ivat ion, and this 

was simultaneously tested using a st ructural equat ion modelling analysis. The 

results of the analysis showed that  regulatory focus -  mediated by percept ion 

and mot ivat ion -  is a powerful predictor of consumer behaviour in online 

shopping. These findings cont r ibute to previous knowledge about  regulatory 

focus and its effects on behaviour, and provide an alternat ive improved model, 

for analysing, evaluat ing and understanding consumer behaviour in the online 

shopping domain.  

A challenge now is for researchers and pract it ioners to find a workable means of 

establishing consumers’ regulatory focus, in order to be able to predict their 

behaviour, and therefore dynamically provide specific, targeted environments, 

content  and opt ions to suit  each regulatory focus disposit ion. One way of doing 

this is to ut ilise histor ic behavioural inform at ion, where this is available, such as 

has been pract iced by Google analyt ics for targeted market ing. However, new 

ways and methods must be found to establish a consumer’s likely regulatory 

focus as early as possible in the relationship, so that the consumer’s preferences 

may be ut ilised to facilitate early bonding and lock- in. The present  research does 

not  have scope to proffer a solut ion for doing this;  however it  has provided a 

descriptive model of consumers’ behaviour in online shopping which is dependent  

primar ily on regulatory focus and secondarily on percept ion and mot ivat ion. I t  is 

hoped that  this cont ribut ion will help pract it ioners in the interim  to design 

appropriate online retail systems, and at  the same t ime st im ulate interest  in 

research towards regulatory focus as a basis for  opt im ising the online shopping 

consumer- retailer relat ionship. 

* * *  
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Model Fit Summary

CMIN

Baseline Comparisons

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures

NCP

FMIN

RMSEA

AIC

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF
Default model 132 965.161 608 .000 1.587
Saturated model 740 .000 0
Independence model 74 7697.844 666 .000 11.558

Model NFI
Delta1

RFI
rho1

IFI
Delta2

TLI
rho2 CFI

Default model .875 .863 .950 .944 .949
Saturated model 1.000 1.000 1.000
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI
Default model .913 .798 .867
Saturated model .000 .000 .000
Independence model 1.000 .000 .000

Model NCP LO 90 HI 90
Default model 357.161 276.503 445.738
Saturated model .000 .000 .000
Independence model 7031.844 6752.771 7317.387

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90
Default model 3.164 1.171 .907 1.461
Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000
Independence model 25.239 23.055 22.140 23.991

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE
Default model .044 .039 .049 .975
Independence model .186 .182 .190 .000

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC
Default model 1229.161 1266.734
Saturated model 1480.000 1690.637
Independence model 7845.844 7866.908

Page 1 of 2Measurement Model Fit.amw
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ECVI

HOELTER

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI
Default model 4.030 3.766 4.320 4.153
Saturated model 4.852 4.852 4.852 5.543
Independence model 25.724 24.809 26.660 25.793

Model HOELTER
.05

HOELTER
.01

Default model 211 219
Independence model 29 30
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [To me, the benefits of shopping online are far more worth 
considering than the risks] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [To me, the convenience of shopping online balances out any 
potential risks] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I  worry a lot about dubious retailers when shopping online] 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [The availability of choices in online shopping makes the 
potential risks worthwhile] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I am absolutely confident that everything will go smoothly 
when I shop online] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I sometimes worry that the product I will receive may not be 
the same as described online] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When I shop online, I am usually conscious of potential risks 
associated with my financial details] To what extent do you agree or disagree 

with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [But for the risks, I would shop more online] To what extent do 
you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I like shopping online mainly because it’s fun to do so] To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I like shopping online mainly because there are many 
bargains] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Online shopping is really for convenience, not for adventure] 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [The variety and choice available online can often be 
confusing] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I like online shopping mainly because I can discover new 
products/services] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When I go online to buy, I like to know beforehand what I 
want and where to go ] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I like being able to compare offers/prices from many vendors 
before buying ] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [The thing I like most about online shopping is that it enables 
me to shop without bother from sales people] To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When I shop online, I am usually in and out - I go for what I 
want and I leave] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When I shop online, I take my time to look for bargains] To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I regularly use comparison sights to find the best deals] To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I usually search extensively for products and information 
before choosing what to buy online] To what extent do you agree or disagree 

with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When shopping online, I buy from any retailer that offers me 
the best deal] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When buying from unfamiliar vendors/retailers online, I 
normally check for third party guarantees ] To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I usually read the terms and conditions before making a 
purchase ] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I won’t usually buy online without checking that the 
transaction is encrypted (that is – electronically coded)] To what extent do you 

agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I hardly take notice of privacy warnings and guarantees when 
shoppoing online] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When shopping online, I prefer to stick with retailers that I 
know in the real world] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I am quite happy to accept suggestions for additional 
products when shopping online] To what extent do you agree or disagree with 

the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I am quite happy to accept recommendations for alternatives 
when shopping online] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I regularly click on online advert links when I search for a 
product/service] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I usually click on pop-up adverts that I find relevant] To what 
extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I usually do my best to ignore online adverts] To what extent 
do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [It is rare for me to visit a web retailer in response to a 
marketing email I have received] To what extent do you agree or disagree with 

the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I will not usually add items to my online shopping cart 
without checking out during the shopping session] To what extent do you agree 

or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [It is common for me to do one piece of shopping beyond one 
online shopping session] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [It is normal for me to save items in my online shopping 
basket for several days before paying for them] To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I often add items to shopping carts on different websites 
before settling for one] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I usually try to complete my shopping once I have spent time 
adding items to my cart] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Unless my online purchases completely meet my 
expectations, I normally return them] To what extent do you agree or disagree 

with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I rarely complain if my online purchases or service do not 
meet my expectations] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [It is not unlike me to cancel purchases that I make online] To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [If I find that my online purchases meet my expectations, I 
usually return to the same retailer when shopping for similar items] To what 

extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [If I am disappointed with my purchases, I usually give the 
online retailer a second chance] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 

following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [I am not usually surprised to find that online 
products/services do not meet my expectations] To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [When I purchase items online, it is normal for me to anxiously 
await their arrival] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statements?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [High value electronics and gadgets] From a choice of 1 
(=rarely) to 5 (=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of 

products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Low cost electronics and gadgets] From a choice of 1 
(=rarely) to 5 (=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of 

products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Books and other printed media] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) 
to 5 (=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Electronic and digital media] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) to 5 
(=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Household consumables and gardening] From a choice of 1 
(=rarely) to 5 (=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of 

products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Food and drink products] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) to 5 
(=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Collectibles and hobby products] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) 
to 5 (=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Clothing and accessories] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) to 5 
(=always), how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Holiday and travel] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) to 5 (=always), 
how often do you shop online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of [Downloadable digital products (e.g. music, games, movies, 
software)] From a choice of 1 (=rarely) to 5 (=always), how often do you shop 

online for the following types of products?
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Normal Q-Q Plot of CENTRED_SCORE_RF
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Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model)

Scalar Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model)

Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label
ROM <--- OSB 1.000
SC <--- OSB .653 .094 6.916 *** par_29
RR <--- OSB .878 .081 10.851 *** par_30
P_SQ001 <--- P 1.000
P_SQ007 <--- P 1.484 .180 8.225 *** par_2
P_SQ006 <--- P 1.843 .227 8.125 *** par_3
P_SQ005 <--- P 1.712 .197 8.676 *** par_4
P_SQ003 <--- P 1.823 .210 8.668 *** par_5
M_SQ001 <--- M 1.095 .079 13.790 *** par_6
M_SQ005 <--- M .787 .084 9.405 *** par_7
M_SQ007 <--- M .758 .069 11.029 *** par_8
M_SQ003 <--- M 1.001 .075 13.413 *** par_9
RF_SQ011 <--- RF 1.191 .090 13.286 *** par_10
RF_SQ010 <--- RF .510 .071 7.203 *** par_11
RF_SQ009 <--- RF 1.040 .085 12.177 *** par_12
RF_SQ008 <--- RF 1.275 .093 13.669 *** par_13
RF_SQ007 <--- RF .751 .069 10.820 *** par_14
RF_SQ006 <--- RF 1.098 .086 12.756 *** par_15
RF_SQ005 <--- RF .972 .093 10.464 *** par_16
RF_SQ004 <--- RF 1.159 .087 13.393 *** par_17
RF_SQ003 <--- RF .718 .070 10.200 *** par_18
RF_SQ002 <--- RF 1.234 .087 14.216 *** par_19
RF_SQ001 <--- RF 1.000
ROM_SQ001 <--- ROM 1.000
ROM_SQ002 <--- ROM .586 .067 8.806 *** par_20
ROM_SQ003 <--- ROM 1.676 .141 11.913 *** par_21
SC_SQ001 <--- SC 1.000
SC_SQ004 <--- SC 1.637 .230 7.111 *** par_22
SC_SQ003 <--- SC 1.501 .215 6.965 *** par_23
RR_SQ002 <--- RR 1.000
RR_SQ006 <--- RR 1.500 .112 13.365 *** par_24
RR_SQ003 <--- RR .816 .089 9.205 *** par_25
ROM_SQ005 <--- ROM 1.346 .100 13.480 *** par_26
SC_SQ002 <--- SC 1.470 .207 7.103 *** par_27
RR_SQ005 <--- RR .977 .105 9.284 *** par_28
M_SQ006 <--- M 1.000

Estimate
ROM <--- OSB .986
SC <--- OSB .967
RR <--- OSB .982
P_SQ001 <--- P .502
P_SQ007 <--- P .658
P_SQ006 <--- P .738
P_SQ005 <--- P .730
P_SQ003 <--- P .729
M_SQ001 <--- M .752
M_SQ005 <--- M .531
M_SQ007 <--- M .616
M_SQ003 <--- M .734
RF_SQ011 <--- RF .759
RF_SQ010 <--- RF .419
RF_SQ009 <--- RF .699
RF_SQ008 <--- RF .780
RF_SQ007 <--- RF .623
RF_SQ006 <--- RF .730
RF_SQ005 <--- RF .604
RF_SQ004 <--- RF .765
RF_SQ003 <--- RF .589
RF_SQ002 <--- RF .809
RF_SQ001 <--- RF .725
ROM_SQ001 <--- ROM .672
ROM_SQ002 <--- ROM .485
ROM_SQ003 <--- ROM .741
SC_SQ001 <--- SC .414
SC_SQ004 <--- SC .701
SC_SQ003 <--- SC .663
RR_SQ002 <--- RR .685
RR_SQ006 <--- RR .828
RR_SQ003 <--- RR .555
ROM_SQ005 <--- ROM .856
SC_SQ002 <--- SC .699
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Covariances: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Variances: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model)

RR_SQ005 <--- RR .560
M_SQ006 <--- M .752

Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label
P <--> M .401 .056 7.148 *** par_34
P <--> RF .355 .051 7.031 *** par_35
P <--> OSB .372 .054 6.857 *** par_36
M <--> RF .621 .070 8.929 *** par_37
M <--> OSB .650 .076 8.578 *** par_38
RF <--> OSB .578 .069 8.383 *** par_39
e8 <--> e9 .185 .051 3.585 *** par_31
e1 <--> e3 -.124 .041 -3.013 .003 par_32
e22 <--> e23 .136 .044 3.079 .002 par_33

Estimate
P <--> M .994
P <--> RF .968
P <--> OSB .989
M <--> RF .976
M <--> OSB .997
RF <--> OSB .975
e8 <--> e9 .217
e1 <--> e3 -.184
e22 <--> e23 .187

Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label
P .232 .051 4.572 *** par_40
M .699 .092 7.583 *** par_41
RF .579 .080 7.248 *** par_42
OSB .607 .094 6.452 *** par_43
d2 .018 .009 2.064 .039 a
d3 .018 .009 2.064 .039 a
d4 .018 .009 2.064 .039 a
e1 .689 .057 12.100 *** par_44
e2 .670 .057 11.780 *** par_45
e3 .662 .059 11.302 *** par_46
e4 .596 .052 11.415 *** par_47
e5 .682 .060 11.425 *** par_48
e6 .643 .057 11.316 *** par_49
e8 1.101 .091 12.116 *** par_50
e9 .657 .055 11.959 *** par_51
e10 .599 .052 11.458 *** par_52
e11 .605 .052 11.522 *** par_53
e12 .708 .058 12.222 *** par_54
e13 .658 .056 11.774 *** par_55
e14 .607 .053 11.401 *** par_56
e15 .514 .043 11.967 *** par_57
e16 .612 .052 11.657 *** par_58
e17 .956 .080 12.005 *** par_59
e18 .553 .048 11.491 *** par_60
e19 .563 .047 12.031 *** par_61
e20 .464 .042 11.182 *** par_62
e21 .523 .045 11.679 *** par_63
e22 .759 .065 11.740 *** par_64
e23 .698 .058 12.118 *** par_65
e24 1.442 .126 11.412 *** par_66
e25 1.339 .110 12.124 *** par_67
e26 .766 .069 11.037 *** par_68
e27 .796 .070 11.331 *** par_69
e31 .552 .048 11.595 *** par_70
e32 .502 .050 10.137 *** par_71
e33 .729 .061 11.977 *** par_72
e34 .415 .041 9.998 *** par_73
e35 .625 .057 11.057 *** par_74
e37 1.019 .085 11.967 *** par_75
e7 .538 .048 11.320 *** par_76

Estimate
RR .963
SC .936
ROM .972
M_SQ006 .565
RR_SQ005 .313
SC_SQ002 .489
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Matrices (Group number 1 - Default model)

Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model)

ROM_SQ005 .732
RR_SQ003 .308
RR_SQ006 .686
RR_SQ002 .469
SC_SQ003 .439
SC_SQ004 .492
SC_SQ001 .171
ROM_SQ003 .549
ROM_SQ002 .236
ROM_SQ001 .452
RF_SQ001 .525
RF_SQ002 .655
RF_SQ003 .347
RF_SQ004 .585
RF_SQ005 .364
RF_SQ006 .533
RF_SQ007 .389
RF_SQ008 .608
RF_SQ009 .488
RF_SQ010 .176
RF_SQ011 .576
M_SQ003 .539
M_SQ007 .379
M_SQ005 .282
M_SQ001 .566
P_SQ003 .531
P_SQ005 .533
P_SQ006 .544
P_SQ007 .433
P_SQ001 .252

M_SQ006 RR_SQ005 SC_SQ002 ROM_SQ005 RR_SQ003 RR_SQ006 RR_SQ002 SC_SQ003 SC_SQ004 SC_SQ001 ROM_SQ003
M_SQ006 .000
RR_SQ005 .003 .000
SC_SQ002 .010 -.066 .000
ROM_SQ005 -.004 .015 -.034 .000
RR_SQ003 -.012 .063 -.075 -.010 .000
RR_SQ006 -.018 -.037 -.018 -.002 -.024 .000
RR_SQ002 .013 .059 -.022 -.012 .029 .006 .002
SC_SQ003 .011 .102 -.071 .053 .037 -.015 .026 .000
SC_SQ004 -.037 -.024 .077 -.002 -.032 -.016 -.035 .048 .000
SC_SQ001 -.009 .020 -.068 .017 .103 .007 .045 .091 -.169 .000
ROM_SQ003 .038 -.011 -.034 -.008 -.029 .106 .030 -.094 -.046 .050
ROM_SQ002 -.068 .021 .079 .018 .015 .049 -.057 -.070 -.004 -.031
ROM_SQ001 .095 .031 .114 -.064 .072 .015 -.077 -.090 .038 -.027
RF_SQ001 .023 -.035 .018 -.007 .020 -.023 .065 .027 -.016 .142
RF_SQ002 -.007 .008 .058 .005 -.034 -.017 .016 .063 .032 .048
RF_SQ003 .012 -.047 .035 -.034 -.031 .027 -.039 .041 .063 -.041
RF_SQ004 .016 .017 -.035 .051 .034 -.030 .016 -.020 -.017 .072
RF_SQ005 .066 .003 -.063 .060 .006 -.013 .052 -.006 -.073 .120
RF_SQ006 -.043 .020 .095 -.045 .001 .055 .006 .021 -.038 .037
RF_SQ007 -.066 -.099 .071 -.006 .026 -.015 -.009 .000 .002 -.055
RF_SQ008 -.014 -.076 .052 .028 -.005 .025 -.024 .020 .025 .004
RF_SQ009 .058 -.084 .032 .048 -.005 -.020 .051 -.062 -.058 .028
RF_SQ010 -.051 -.125 .037 -.031 -.078 -.013 -.077 -.003 .053 .053
RF_SQ011 .004 -.015 -.009 -.017 -.005 -.017 -.005 .028 .001 -.014
M_SQ003 -.009 .097 -.040 .025 .056 -.009 -.037 .001 .000 -.041
M_SQ007 -.021 -.041 .058 .014 .019 -.048 -.027 .038 .075 .048
M_SQ005 -.019 -.028 .035 -.007 -.094 .035 -.075 -.085 .110 -.117
M_SQ001 .008 .019 -.011 -.033 .036 -.029 .001 .019 .040 -.081
P_SQ003 -.009 .103 -.112 .012 -.012 -.001 .055 -.039 -.107 .096
P_SQ005 .027 -.086 .002 .004 -.063 .018 -.012 -.007 -.007 -.057
P_SQ006 .026 -.078 -.033 -.017 .002 .003 .052 .002 -.029 .131
P_SQ007 -.031 .058 .044 .017 .043 .061 -.054 -.039 -.043 .061
P_SQ001 -.035 .064 .016 .050 -.040 .061 -.054 -.116 .048 -.118

M_SQ006 RR_SQ005 SC_SQ002 ROM_SQ005 RR_SQ003 RR_SQ006 RR_SQ002 SC_SQ003 SC_SQ004 SC_SQ001 ROM_SQ003
M_SQ006 .000
RR_SQ005 .040 .000
SC_SQ002 .128 -.806 .000
ROM_SQ005 -.039 .162 -.372 -.001
RR_SQ003 -.172 .841 -1.089 -.118 .000
RR_SQ006 -.193 -.382 -.193 -.016 -.299 .001
RR_SQ002 .172 .781 -.308 -.138 .459 .073 .029
SC_SQ003 .133 1.160 -.853 .550 .501 -.152 .339 .000
SC_SQ004 -.421 -.267 .891 -.023 -.412 -.163 -.441 .516 .000
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Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

SC_SQ001 -.105 .218 -.812 .176 1.346 .069 .584 1.007 -1.821 .001
ROM_SQ003 .291 -.078 -.271 -.056 -.255 .703 .262 -.700 -.329 .366
ROM_SQ002 -1.045 .308 1.242 .239 .251 .663 -.973 -1.033 -.052 -.434
ROM_SQ001 1.130 .357 1.402 -.659 .976 .157 -1.021 -1.033 .422 -.307
RF_SQ001 .303 -.445 .245 -.085 .307 -.257 .956 .339 -.192 1.782
RF_SQ002 -.079 .086 .699 .047 -.463 -.175 .213 .713 .345 .547
RF_SQ003 .189 -.698 .559 -.459 -.548 .364 -.666 .602 .901 -.598
RF_SQ004 .188 .192 -.423 .529 .459 -.308 .211 -.231 -.191 .826
RF_SQ005 .776 .031 -.756 .610 .081 -.129 .672 -.071 -.789 1.307
RF_SQ006 -.522 .228 1.183 -.473 .017 .576 .085 .244 -.420 .425
RF_SQ007 -1.035 -1.464 1.137 -.077 .463 -.203 -.158 -.007 .024 -.801
RF_SQ008 -.158 -.812 .585 .266 -.065 .237 -.293 .212 .256 .047
RF_SQ009 .721 -.998 .407 .515 -.075 -.216 .708 -.740 -.663 .333
RF_SQ010 -.828 -1.887 .614 -.448 -1.394 -.177 -1.365 -.046 .791 .774
RF_SQ011 .046 -.165 -.104 -.173 -.062 -.166 -.063 .311 .006 -.150
M_SQ003 -.111 1.133 -.500 .265 .773 -.092 -.497 .007 .000 -.470
M_SQ007 -.286 -.540 .816 .169 .299 -.573 -.410 .501 .959 .627
M_SQ005 -.225 -.310 .416 -.069 -1.241 .354 -.972 -.948 1.190 -1.269
M_SQ001 .091 .212 -.125 -.326 .462 -.285 .010 .208 .416 -.874
P_SQ003 -.099 1.137 -1.316 .120 -.161 -.010 .709 -.429 -1.136 1.049
P_SQ005 .327 -1.011 .020 .045 -.881 .192 -.159 -.083 -.078 -.666
P_SQ006 .298 -.865 -.390 -.165 .030 .028 .662 .022 -.312 1.435
P_SQ007 -.396 .716 .587 .197 .640 .682 -.776 -.490 -.517 .742
P_SQ001 -.536 .917 .246 .668 -.682 .816 -.915 -1.689 .669 -1.661

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .859 .000 .000 .000 .977 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .960 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.470 .000
ROM_SQ005 1.346 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.346
RR_SQ003 .717 .000 .000 .000 .816 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 1.317 .000 .000 .000 1.500 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .878 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .980 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.501 .000
SC_SQ004 1.069 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.637 .000
SC_SQ001 .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
ROM_SQ003 1.676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.676
ROM_SQ002 .586 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .586
ROM_SQ001 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
RF_SQ001 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 1.234 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .718 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 1.159 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .972 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 1.098 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .751 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 1.275 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 1.040 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .510 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 1.191 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 1.001 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .758 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .787 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 1.095 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 1.823 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 1.712 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 1.843 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 1.484 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .982 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .967 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .986 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .549 .000 .000 .000 .560 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .699 .000
ROM_SQ005 .843 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .856
RR_SQ003 .544 .000 .000 .000 .555 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .813 .000 .000 .000 .828 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .672 .000 .000 .000 .685 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .641 .000 .000 .000 .000 .663 .000
SC_SQ004 .678 .000 .000 .000 .000 .701 .000
SC_SQ001 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .414 .000
ROM_SQ003 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .741
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Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

ROM_SQ002 .478 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .485
ROM_SQ001 .662 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .672
RF_SQ001 .000 .725 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .809 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .589 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .765 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .604 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .623 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .780 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .699 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .419 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .759 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .734 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .616 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .531 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .729 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .738 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .658 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .502 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .977 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.470 .000
ROM_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.346
RR_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .816 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.500 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.501 .000
SC_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.637 .000
SC_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
ROM_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.676
ROM_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .586
ROM_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
RF_SQ001 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 1.234 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .718 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 1.159 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .972 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 1.098 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .751 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 1.275 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 1.040 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .510 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 1.191 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 1.001 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .758 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .787 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 1.095 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 1.823 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 1.712 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 1.843 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 1.484 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .982 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .967 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .986 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .560 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .699 .000
ROM_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .856
RR_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .555 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .828 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .685 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .663 .000
SC_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .701 .000
SC_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .414 .000
ROM_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .741
ROM_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .485
ROM_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .672
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Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

RF_SQ001 .000 .725 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .809 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .589 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .765 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .604 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .623 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .780 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .699 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .419 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .759 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .734 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .616 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .531 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .729 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .738 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .658 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .502 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .859 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .960 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ005 1.346 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ003 .717 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 1.317 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .980 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ004 1.069 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ001 .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ003 1.676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ002 .586 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ001 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .549 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ005 .843 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ003 .544 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .813 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .672 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .641 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ004 .678 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ001 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ003 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ002 .478 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ001 .662 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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RF_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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Matrices (Group number 1 - Default model)

Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model)

Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

M_SQ006 RR_SQ005 SC_SQ002 ROM_SQ005 RR_SQ003 RR_SQ006 RR_SQ002 SC_SQ003 SC_SQ004 SC_SQ001 ROM_SQ003
M_SQ006 .000
RR_SQ005 .003 .000
SC_SQ002 .010 -.066 .000
ROM_SQ005 -.004 .015 -.034 .000
RR_SQ003 -.012 .063 -.075 -.010 .000
RR_SQ006 -.018 -.037 -.018 -.002 -.024 .000
RR_SQ002 .013 .059 -.022 -.012 .029 .006 .002
SC_SQ003 .011 .102 -.071 .053 .037 -.015 .026 .000
SC_SQ004 -.037 -.024 .077 -.002 -.032 -.016 -.035 .048 .000
SC_SQ001 -.009 .020 -.068 .017 .103 .007 .045 .091 -.169 .000
ROM_SQ003 .038 -.011 -.034 -.008 -.029 .106 .030 -.094 -.046 .050
ROM_SQ002 -.068 .021 .079 .018 .015 .049 -.057 -.070 -.004 -.031
ROM_SQ001 .095 .031 .114 -.064 .072 .015 -.077 -.090 .038 -.027
RF_SQ001 .023 -.035 .018 -.007 .020 -.023 .065 .027 -.016 .142
RF_SQ002 -.007 .008 .058 .005 -.034 -.017 .016 .063 .032 .048
RF_SQ003 .012 -.047 .035 -.034 -.031 .027 -.039 .041 .063 -.041
RF_SQ004 .016 .017 -.035 .051 .034 -.030 .016 -.020 -.017 .072
RF_SQ005 .066 .003 -.063 .060 .006 -.013 .052 -.006 -.073 .120
RF_SQ006 -.043 .020 .095 -.045 .001 .055 .006 .021 -.038 .037
RF_SQ007 -.066 -.099 .071 -.006 .026 -.015 -.009 .000 .002 -.055
RF_SQ008 -.014 -.076 .052 .028 -.005 .025 -.024 .020 .025 .004
RF_SQ009 .058 -.084 .032 .048 -.005 -.020 .051 -.062 -.058 .028
RF_SQ010 -.051 -.125 .037 -.031 -.078 -.013 -.077 -.003 .053 .053
RF_SQ011 .004 -.015 -.009 -.017 -.005 -.017 -.005 .028 .001 -.014
M_SQ003 -.009 .097 -.040 .025 .056 -.009 -.037 .001 .000 -.041
M_SQ007 -.021 -.041 .058 .014 .019 -.048 -.027 .038 .075 .048
M_SQ005 -.019 -.028 .035 -.007 -.094 .035 -.075 -.085 .110 -.117
M_SQ001 .008 .019 -.011 -.033 .036 -.029 .001 .019 .040 -.081
P_SQ003 -.009 .103 -.112 .012 -.012 -.001 .055 -.039 -.107 .096
P_SQ005 .027 -.086 .002 .004 -.063 .018 -.012 -.007 -.007 -.057
P_SQ006 .026 -.078 -.033 -.017 .002 .003 .052 .002 -.029 .131
P_SQ007 -.031 .058 .044 .017 .043 .061 -.054 -.039 -.043 .061
P_SQ001 -.035 .064 .016 .050 -.040 .061 -.054 -.116 .048 -.118

M_SQ006 RR_SQ005 SC_SQ002 ROM_SQ005 RR_SQ003 RR_SQ006 RR_SQ002 SC_SQ003 SC_SQ004 SC_SQ001 ROM_SQ003
M_SQ006 .000
RR_SQ005 .040 .000
SC_SQ002 .128 -.806 .000
ROM_SQ005 -.039 .162 -.372 -.001
RR_SQ003 -.172 .841 -1.089 -.118 .000
RR_SQ006 -.193 -.382 -.193 -.016 -.299 .001
RR_SQ002 .172 .781 -.308 -.138 .459 .073 .029
SC_SQ003 .133 1.160 -.853 .550 .501 -.152 .339 .000
SC_SQ004 -.421 -.267 .891 -.023 -.412 -.163 -.441 .516 .000
SC_SQ001 -.105 .218 -.812 .176 1.346 .069 .584 1.007 -1.821 .001
ROM_SQ003 .291 -.078 -.271 -.056 -.255 .703 .262 -.700 -.329 .366
ROM_SQ002 -1.045 .308 1.242 .239 .251 .663 -.973 -1.033 -.052 -.434
ROM_SQ001 1.130 .357 1.402 -.659 .976 .157 -1.021 -1.033 .422 -.307
RF_SQ001 .303 -.445 .245 -.085 .307 -.257 .956 .339 -.192 1.782
RF_SQ002 -.079 .086 .699 .047 -.463 -.175 .213 .713 .345 .547
RF_SQ003 .189 -.698 .559 -.459 -.548 .364 -.666 .602 .901 -.598
RF_SQ004 .188 .192 -.423 .529 .459 -.308 .211 -.231 -.191 .826
RF_SQ005 .776 .031 -.756 .610 .081 -.129 .672 -.071 -.789 1.307
RF_SQ006 -.522 .228 1.183 -.473 .017 .576 .085 .244 -.420 .425
RF_SQ007 -1.035 -1.464 1.137 -.077 .463 -.203 -.158 -.007 .024 -.801
RF_SQ008 -.158 -.812 .585 .266 -.065 .237 -.293 .212 .256 .047
RF_SQ009 .721 -.998 .407 .515 -.075 -.216 .708 -.740 -.663 .333
RF_SQ010 -.828 -1.887 .614 -.448 -1.394 -.177 -1.365 -.046 .791 .774
RF_SQ011 .046 -.165 -.104 -.173 -.062 -.166 -.063 .311 .006 -.150
M_SQ003 -.111 1.133 -.500 .265 .773 -.092 -.497 .007 .000 -.470
M_SQ007 -.286 -.540 .816 .169 .299 -.573 -.410 .501 .959 .627
M_SQ005 -.225 -.310 .416 -.069 -1.241 .354 -.972 -.948 1.190 -1.269
M_SQ001 .091 .212 -.125 -.326 .462 -.285 .010 .208 .416 -.874
P_SQ003 -.099 1.137 -1.316 .120 -.161 -.010 .709 -.429 -1.136 1.049
P_SQ005 .327 -1.011 .020 .045 -.881 .192 -.159 -.083 -.078 -.666
P_SQ006 .298 -.865 -.390 -.165 .030 .028 .662 .022 -.312 1.435
P_SQ007 -.396 .716 .587 .197 .640 .682 -.776 -.490 -.517 .742
P_SQ001 -.536 .917 .246 .668 -.682 .816 -.915 -1.689 .669 -1.661

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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Standardized Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

RR_SQ005 .859 .000 .000 .000 .977 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .960 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.470 .000
ROM_SQ005 1.346 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.346
RR_SQ003 .717 .000 .000 .000 .816 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 1.317 .000 .000 .000 1.500 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .878 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .980 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.501 .000
SC_SQ004 1.069 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.637 .000
SC_SQ001 .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
ROM_SQ003 1.676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.676
ROM_SQ002 .586 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .586
ROM_SQ001 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
RF_SQ001 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 1.234 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .718 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 1.159 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .972 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 1.098 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .751 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 1.275 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 1.040 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .510 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 1.191 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 1.001 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .758 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .787 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 1.095 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 1.823 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 1.712 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 1.843 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 1.484 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .982 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .967 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .986 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .549 .000 .000 .000 .560 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .699 .000
ROM_SQ005 .843 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .856
RR_SQ003 .544 .000 .000 .000 .555 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .813 .000 .000 .000 .828 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .672 .000 .000 .000 .685 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .641 .000 .000 .000 .000 .663 .000
SC_SQ004 .678 .000 .000 .000 .000 .701 .000
SC_SQ001 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .414 .000
ROM_SQ003 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .741
ROM_SQ002 .478 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .485
ROM_SQ001 .662 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .672
RF_SQ001 .000 .725 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .809 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .589 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .765 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .604 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .623 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .780 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .699 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .419 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .759 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .734 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .616 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .531 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .729 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .738 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .658 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .502 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .977 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.470 .000
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Standardized Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

ROM_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.346
RR_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .816 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.500 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.501 .000
SC_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.637 .000
SC_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
ROM_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.676
ROM_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .586
ROM_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
RF_SQ001 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 1.234 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .718 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 1.159 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .972 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 1.098 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .751 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 1.275 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 1.040 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .510 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 1.191 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 1.001 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .758 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .787 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 1.095 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 1.823 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 1.712 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 1.843 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 1.484 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .982 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .967 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .986 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .560 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .699 .000
ROM_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .856
RR_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .555 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .828 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .685 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .663 .000
SC_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .701 .000
SC_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .414 .000
ROM_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .741
ROM_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .485
ROM_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .672
RF_SQ001 .000 .725 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .809 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .589 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .765 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .604 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .623 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .780 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .699 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .419 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .759 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .734 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .616 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .531 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .752 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .729 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .730 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .738 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .658 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .502 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .859 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .960 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ005 1.346 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ003 .717 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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Standardized Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

RR_SQ006 1.317 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .878 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .980 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ004 1.069 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ001 .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ003 1.676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ002 .586 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ001 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

OSB RF M P RR SC ROM
RR .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ005 .549 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ002 .676 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ005 .843 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ003 .544 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ006 .813 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RR_SQ002 .672 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ003 .641 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ004 .678 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
SC_SQ001 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ003 .730 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ002 .478 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
ROM_SQ001 .662 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ004 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ008 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ010 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
RF_SQ011 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
M_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ006 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ007 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
P_SQ001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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Model Fit Summary

CMIN

RMR, GFI

Baseline Comparisons

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures

NCP

FMIN

RMSEA

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF
Default model 72 695.412 489 .000 1.422
Saturated model 561 .000 0
Independence model 33 5988.615 528 .000 11.342

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI
Default model .048 .873 .855 .761
Saturated model .000 1.000
Independence model .601 .134 .080 .126

Model NFI
Delta1

RFI
rho1

IFI
Delta2

TLI
rho2 CFI

Default model .884 .875 .962 .959 .962
Saturated model 1.000 1.000 1.000
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI
Default model .926 .819 .891
Saturated model .000 .000 .000
Independence model 1.000 .000 .000

Model NCP LO 90 HI 90
Default model 206.412 140.538 280.307
Saturated model .000 .000 .000
Independence model 5460.615 5214.960 5712.744

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90
Default model 2.280 .677 .461 .919
Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000
Independence model 19.635 17.904 17.098 18.730

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE
Default model .037 .031 .043 1.000
Independence model .184 .180 .188 .000
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AIC

ECVI

HOELTER

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC
Default model 839.412 857.479 1107.510 1179.510
Saturated model 1122.000 1262.768 3210.931 3771.931
Independence model 6054.615 6062.895 6177.493 6210.493

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI
Default model 2.752 2.536 2.994 2.811
Saturated model 3.679 3.679 3.679 4.140
Independence model 19.851 19.046 20.678 19.878

Model HOELTER
.05

HOELTER
.01

Default model 238 248
Independence model 30 31
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Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model)

M_SQ006 RR_SQ005 SC_SQ002 ROM_SQ005 RR_SQ003 RR_SQ006 RR_SQ002 SC_SQ003 SC_SQ004 SC_SQ001 ROM_SQ003
M_SQ006 .044
RR_SQ005 .131 .001
SC_SQ002 .206 -.816 .002
ROM_SQ005 .068 .161 -.406 .002
RR_SQ003 -.092 .879 -1.108 -.129 .001
RR_SQ006 -.091 -.336 -.228 -.040 -.264 .003
RR_SQ002 .269 .826 -.332 -.152 .494 .113 .043
SC_SQ003 .211 1.152 -.809 .519 .484 -.183 .318 .002
SC_SQ004 -.324 -.262 .957 -.035 -.415 -.175 -.446 .581 .002
SC_SQ001 -.040 .224 -.769 .173 1.349 .064 .585 1.053 -1.769 .040
ROM_SQ003 .394 -.075 -.296 -.026 -.260 .686 .255 -.722 -.334 .366
ROM_SQ002 -.967 .318 1.234 .273 .255 .662 -.970 -1.040 -.047 -.429
ROM_SQ001 1.252 .377 1.400 -.607 .989 .166 -1.010 -1.035 .438 -.295
RF_SQ001 .254 -.455 .203 -.119 .288 -.292 .932 .302 -.213 1.774
RF_SQ002 -.161 .053 .627 -.022 -.506 -.243 .160 .646 .295 .520
RF_SQ003 .141 -.711 .518 -.495 -.569 .327 -.692 .565 .876 -.611
RF_SQ004 .093 .147 -.505 .444 .404 -.390 .146 -.308 -.253 .790
RF_SQ005 .687 -.013 -.833 .528 .029 -.209 .609 -.144 -.849 1.274
RF_SQ006 -.618 .181 1.096 -.558 -.038 .489 .017 .164 -.485 .387
RF_SQ007 -1.049 -1.450 1.128 -.074 .469 -.202 -.151 -.013 .033 -.794
RF_SQ008 -.205 -.819 .545 .235 -.082 .205 -.314 .176 .238 .038
RF_SQ009 .652 -1.023 .348 .458 -.109 -.272 .665 -.793 -.702 .311
RF_SQ010 -.796 -1.847 .647 -.399 -1.359 -.131 -1.323 -.014 .837 .804
RF_SQ011 -.011 -.180 -.152 -.214 -.086 -.209 -.093 .267 -.022 -.165
M_SQ003 -.036 1.267 -.376 .430 .896 .066 -.356 .131 .147 -.375
M_SQ007 -.351 -.527 .806 .170 .304 -.574 -.405 .493 .967 .636
M_SQ005 -.226 -.256 .459 -.006 -1.196 .414 -.918 -.907 1.249 -1.234
M_SQ001 .024 .236 -.128 -.314 .476 -.276 .025 .207 .434 -.860
P_SQ003 .128 1.158 -1.320 .129 -.149 -.003 .722 -.431 -1.122 1.064
P_SQ005 .593 -.964 .047 .093 -.844 .236 -.115 -.054 -.031 -.634
P_SQ006 .558 -.825 -.370 -.126 .063 .064 .701 .043 -.272 1.469
P_SQ007 -.112 .795 .655 .291 .710 .772 -.695 -.425 -.433 .799
P_SQ001 -.496 .827 .122 .526 -.766 .675 -1.017 -1.791 .556 -1.716
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